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ABSTRACT
THE INFLUENCE OF MODEL FEATURES ON GOODNESS-OF-FIT INDICES 
CHOOSING INDICES TO EVALUATE YOUR MODEL
Andrea E. Berndt 
Old Dominion University, 1998 
Director: Dr. Terry L. Dickinson
Two studies were conducted to examine the performance 
of eight goodness-of-fit indices (i.e., the chi-square 
statistic, Comparative fit index, Critical N, Goodness-of- 
fit index, Normed fit index, Nonnormed fit index, Root mean 
square error of approximation, and Relative noncentrality 
index) used in structural equation applications. Study 1 
consisted of (a) an empirical review in four journals (1986 
- 1996) to determine the "typical" application; (b) a 
"recreation" of the goodness-of-fit indices from the 
published research; (c) a multiple regression analysis of 
the "recreated" indices to determine if values were 
predicted based on model and sample features; and (d) the 
development of a representative sample for model selection 
in Study 2. Study 1 identified 366 articles, and recreated 
indices for 187 of those articles. The regression analysis 
demonstrated that several indices were predicted by sample 
size and the hypothesized model's degrees of freedom.
Study 2 consisted of (a) three Monte Carlo simulations
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differing in model complexity which assessed the 
performance of the indices under conditions of sample size, 
number of indicators, and model misspecifications; and (b) 
an evaluation of recommended and alternative cutoff values 
for the indices. In Study 2, simulated results replicated 
effects for sample size and number of indicators and 
extended findings to single indicator models. In agreement 
with prior research, indices were successful at detecting 
omitted misspecifications, but unsuccessful at detecting 
inclusion misspecifications. Most indices favored simple 
over complex models. Previously recommended values of 
indices were often inappropriate, but alternative values 
were suggested to reduce the frequency of accepted models 
with omission errors. When evaluating model fit with 
indices, researchers should consider the effects of sample 
and model features to avoid drawing erroneous conclusions.
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The use of structural equation modeling procedures in 
psychological research has grown markedly in recent years 
as evidenced by the increasing number and diversity of 
applications (e.g., Bagozzi, 1977; Cudeck, 1989; Marsh,
1994; Tremblay & Gardner, 1996; Widaman, 1985). These 
procedures help researchers to account for structural or 
theoretical relationships among variables. Further, these 
procedures offer researchers the ability to account for 
errors in the measurement of the variables.
One reason for the rising use of structural equation 
procedures is the ability to investigate a large number of 
variables and relationships within a single model. For 
example, models have examined the determinants of 
adolescent substance abuse (Windle, Barnes, & Welte, 1989), 
and perceived social support (Vinokur, Schul, & Caplan,
1987) . In particular, structural equation procedures allow 
researchers to examine highly abstract variables (e.g., 
intelligence, job satisfaction, power, motivation) that are 
central to many theories in the social sciences.
Note. This dissertation uses the following style manual: 
American Psychological Association (1994) . Publication 
manual of the American Psychological Association (4th ed.). 
Washington, DC: Author.
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Not surprisingly, there has been an increase in the 
number of universities offering courses on structural 
equation modeling (Hoyle, 1995); an increase in the number 
of journals publishing articles using structural equation 
modeling (Tremblay & Gardner, 1996); and, an increase in 
the number of statistical software programs including 
procedures to estimate structural equation models.1 
Furthermore, a wide choice of technical manuals, special 
journal issues, and texts are available that offer 
instruction and guidelines in the use of structural 
equation modeling procedures.
What is Structural Equation Modeling?
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a statistical 
approach to testing hypotheses about relations among 
observed and latent variables. Latent variables are 
abstract concepts (or hypothetical variables) that are not 
directly measured. Observed variables are directly 
measured and serve as indicators for the latent variables.
The hypothesized model is the statistical statement 
about the expected relations among the variables.
Depending on the expected relations, the hypothesized model 
can assume different forms and be tested using a variety of
1 Waller (1993) provides an excellent description and critique of seven 
popular software programs using structural equation modeling 
procedures.
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analytic approaches. For example, the hypothesized model 
might be a multivariate or univariate regression, a 
confirmatory factor analysis (i.e., a measurement model), 
or a structural equation analysis. Within each 
possibility, the number of latent variables examined could 
range from one (e.g., a one factor confirmatory factor 
analysis) to an unlimited number (e.g., a complex 
structural equation analysis) .
The basic structural modeling approach involves the 
formal statement (i.e., specification) of a model and its 
corresponding parameters. The model parameters are 
constants that indicate the nature of the relations between 
two variables and can be fixed or freed depending on the
researcher's a priori hypotheses. A fixed parameter is set
to a particular value (typically 0.00 or 1.00) and is not 
estimated from the observed data. In contrast, a freed 
parameter is estimated from the observed data and is 
typically believed to have a non-zero value.
The estimation method chosen by the researcher obtains 
the model parameter estimates. The estimation method 
minimizes a fit function iteratively until the elements in 
S (the sample variance-covariance matrix) and Z(9) (the
model implied variance-covariance matrix) correspond to one
another as closely as possible. Researchers most often use
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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maximum likelihood estimators of the model's parameters, 
because these estimators have many desirable properties 
(Bollen, 1989a). Maximum likelihood estimators are 
asymptotic, consistent, and efficient. Additionally, the 
distribution of an estimator approximates a normal 
distribution as sample size increases.
A  structural equation model specifies measurement 
models and the structural relationships among the latent 
variables. The measurement models specify how the 
theoretical or latent variables are measured in terms of 
the observed variables (i.e., the indicators) with no 
specification of structural relations among the latent 
variables. Importantly, the measurement model reflects the 
extent to which the observed variables define the latent 
variables in terms of reliability and validity (Schumacker 
& Lomax, 1996). Two structural coefficient matrices 
specify the structural relationships: (a) beta matrix; and
(b) gamma matrix. The beta matrix specifies the causal 
relationships among the dependent latent variables, whereas 
the gamma matrix specifies the causal relationships from 
the independent to the dependent latent variables.
The hypothesized model is evaluated by examining 
individual parameter estimates (e.g., lambda values, 
standard errors, and structural coefficients) and overall
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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indices of model adequacy, known as goodness-of-fit 
indices. In assessing the measurement model(s), individual 
parameter estimates are examined to determine whether they 
are plausible and fall within expected ranges (Cuttance, 
1987) . Estimated correlations are expected to fall within 
a 0.00 to 1.00. range and estimated variances of latent 
constructs, standard errors and residual terms should be 
positive.
Standard errors demonstrate how accurately the values 
of the free parameters have been estimated. When the 
standard errors are small, then the researcher can assume 
that the parameters have been estimated accurately. Large 
standard errors suggest that the parameter cannot be 
estimated from the data reasonably. For each free 
parameter in the model, a t-value is produced by dividing 
the parameter estimate by its respective standard error.
When the t-value is either below -1.96 or above 1.96, it is 
significantly different from zero, and it suggests that the 
inclusion of the estimated freed parameter improves the fit 
of the model.
Next, the measurement model is assessed by examining 
the estimates of lambda parameters (i.e., the weights for 
the latent variables in a measurement equation) and 
associated squared multiple correlations. The estimates of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the lambda values are analogous to the factor loadings or 
weights in factor analysis. These weights display the 
relative strengths of the indicators in reflecting their 
latent variables.
Typically/ the strongest indicator for a latent 
variable has its weight fixed to 1.00 to establish a scale 
for the latent variable. Each observed indicator also has 
a corresponding squared multiple correlation which 
describes the proportion of variance that is accounted for 
by its assignment to a latent variable. A small squared 
multiple correlation suggests the indicator is a weak or 
unreliable measure of the latent variable. In contrast, a 
large squared multiple correlation (e.g., .60 or greater)
suggests the indicator is a strong and reliable measure of 
the latent variable.
Another way to evaluate reliability in the measurement 
model is to calculate the composite reliability for each 
latent variable. Composite reliability is calculated by 
creating a ratio of the sum of the squared lambda values to 
the sum of the squared lambda values and their respective 
measurement errors (Werts, Rock, Linn, & Joreskog, 1977) . 
Similar to Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach, 1951), composite 
reliability can demonstrate whether a latent variable is 
efficiently measured.
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In assessing the structural model, the researcher 
first reviews structural coefficients in the beta and gamma 
matrices. Structural coefficients are expected to be 
significant and in the hypothesized directions. A  squared 
multiple correlation for each structural equation reflects 
on the adequacy of the structural relationships. A  large 
squared multiple correlation suggests a large proportion of 
variance in the latent dependent variable can be explained 
by hypothesized structural relationships in the model.
Finally, the researcher assesses the adequacy of the 
hypothesized structural model by comparing the sample 
variance-covariance matrix to the model implied variance- 
covariance matrix (i.e., the matrix generated by equations 
containing parameter estimates). A  model is assumed to 
"fit" the observed data to the extent that the model 
implied variance-covariance matrix is consistent with the 
sample variance-covariance matrix.
Researchers draw conclusions about the "fit" of the 
hypothesized model by examining goodness-of-fit indices. 
Generally, these indices fall into one of two types:
Indices based on a chi-square statistic for goodness-of-fit 
of the model, and indices that supplement the chi-square 
statistic. Most indices reflect goodness-of-fit as the 
degree of closeness between the observed (or sample)
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variance-covariance matrix and the hypothesized (or model 
implied) variance-covariance matrix.
An advantage of fit indices is that they can evaluate 
the entire model and reveal problems with the model that 
might not be noted by examining individual parameter 
estimates (e.g., lambda values, structural coefficients, 
and standard errors). However, there are issues regarding 
guidelines for the selection and interpretation of fit 
indices (Tanaka, 1993). Many of the interpretation 
problems arise from the fact that these indices have 
unknown sampling distributions and thus, do not have 
significance tests associated with them (Brannick, 1995).
Research Purpose 
The purpose of the current research is to evaluate the 
performance of eight goodness-of-fit indices under 
conditions that more closely approximate the "typical" 
modeling application in psychological research. Prior 
research has examined the performance of many goodness-of- 
fit indices, however, often only for a confirmatory factor 
analysis model.
The present research is designed to supplement the 
current knowledge regarding goodness-of-fit indices by 
utilizing structural models. The findings could then be 
used to develop guidelines for selecting and interpreting
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goodness-of-fit measures when evaluating structural models.
The following sections of this chapter describe (a) 
issues regarding the selection and interpretation of the 
goodness-of-fit indices, (b) the development and 
computation of several goodness-of-fit indices, and (c) 
existing research on the performance of the fit indices.
Issues Regarding Goodness-of-Fit Indices 
Cutoff Values
One issue surrounds the recommended cutoff value at 
which a researcher would decide a model was acceptable.
For many goodness-of-fit indices, values range between 0.00 
and 1.00. A value of 0.00 suggests that the hypothesized 
model does not fit the observed data at all, whereas a 
value of 1.00 suggests a very close fit. A widely accepted 
cutoff value for acceptable model fit has been .90 or 
greater (e.g., Bentler & Bonett, 1980; Joreskog & Sorbom, 
1993a; Mulaik, James, Van Alstine, Bennett, Lind, &
Stillwell, 1989).
However, several researchers have expressed skepticism 
regarding the appropriateness of cutoff values. For 
example, Brannick (1995) questioned whether a goodness-of- 
fit value of .80 was able to indicate moderate rather than 
poor fit within a specific set of data. Marsh, Balia, and 
MacDonald (1988) noted that no absolute values of
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acceptable fit appear to be justified.
A  recent study by Hu and Bentler (1995) examined the 
appropriateness of the .90 cutoff value under varying 
conditions of sample size, estimation method, correct and 
incorrect model specifications, and violations of normality 
and independence. They rated any model with a fit index 
above .90 as acceptable, and they evaluated the rejection 
rates for several indices.
Hu and Bentler (1995) found that almost all of the fit 
indices under one or more of the conditions overrejected 
models using the .90 cutoff. Interestingly, for some 
indices, the .90 cutoff value was too low and all models 
(correct and incorrect) were accepted under varying 
conditions of sample size and independence. Hu and Bentler 
concluded that the .90 cutoff as a guideline for accepting 
models is inadequate and often totally inappropriate.
Sample Size
A  question posed by many researchers is "How large 
should the sample be to yield trust in structural equation 
modeling results, but not so large as to statistically 
reject models that have trivial levels of misfit?" (Raycov 
& Widaman, 1995, p. 290). Several articles have examined 
this question and have produced a variety of guidelines 
(Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; Bentler & Chou, 1986; Boomsma,
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1982; Ding, Velicer, & Harlow, 1995; Raycov & Widaman,
1995; Tanaka, 1987).
Ding et al. (1995) proposed that a sample size of 50 
is "very poor", 100 is "fair", 200 is "good", and 500 is 
"excellent". Bentler and Chou (198 6) recommended an 
adequate sample size could be based on a sample to 
parameter ratio of 5 to 1 for normally or elliptically 
distributed data, and a ratio of 10 to 1 for nonnormal 
data. In contrast, Tanaka (1987) recommended a ratio of 4 
to 1 for multivariate normal data. Boomsma (1982) proposed 
a minimum sample size of 200 for testing structural 
equation models, while Tanaka (1987) stated that a sample 
size of 100 was adequate in most applications.
Many goodness-of-fit indices are affected by sample 
size. Anderson and Gerbing (1984) demonstrated that 
several goodness-of-fit indices have significantly lower 
obtained values when the sample size is 200 or less.
Recently, however, studies have demonstrated that a large 
sample size (e.g., 500 or greater) also could be related to 
inaccurate evaluations of model fit (Browne & Cudeck,
1993). Hu and Bentler (1995) noted that the Critical N 
(Hoelter, 1983; discussed shortly) accepted all models when 
the sample size is 500 or greater. In contrast, Browne and 
Cudeck (1993) demonstrated that the Expected Cross-
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Validation Index (Cudeck & Browne, 1983; not investigated 
in the present research) consistently rejected the correct 
model when the sample size is 5000 or greater.
Monte Carlo studies examining the behavior of 
goodness-of-fit indices have shown that sample size is 
often a component in interaction effects (e.g., Anderson & 
Gerbing, 1984; Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Ding et al., 1995;
Hu, Bentler, & Kano, 1992). That is, the combination of 
sample size with other conditions, such as the number of 
latent variables or the number of indicators per latent 
variable, results in variability in goodness-of-fit values. 
Indicators per Latent Variable
Another important question is how the number of 
indicators used per latent variable affects the values of 
the fit indices. Optimally, latent variables should be 
measured by multiple observed variables (i.e., indicators) 
rather than a single variable. Drasgow and Kanfer (1985) 
recommended using at least three indicators per latent 
variable, whereas Bullock, Harlow, and Mulaik (1994) stated 
that a minimum of four indicators is a necessary condition 
for identifying each latent variable.
Cliff (1983) cautioned researchers that an 
insufficient number of indicators per latent variable 
raises issues related to the nominalistic fallacy. This
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fallacy can occur when the latent variable is given a 
"name", and the meaning of the latent variable must be 
inferred from the content of its indicators (i.e., measured 
variables). The nominalistic fallacy can lead to an 
invalidity problem because the indicators may be partially 
measuring something different from what the researcher 
believes is being measured. Of course, the invalidity 
problem is particularly salient when models are considered 
in which one or only a few indicators are interpreted as 
defining a latent variable. Although these indicators may 
be used to define the latent variable in question, the 
researcher can never be entirely certain what exactly is 
measured because latent variables are "latent" by 
definition (Mulaik, 1987).
In practice, a wide range of indicators per latent 
variable (from one to six) are used in structural modeling 
applications. The use of single indicators is more common 
than might be expected. James and James (1989) noted that 
structural equation models often have at least one latent 
variable that is measured with a single indicator.
In some situations, this choice is due to the latent 
variable in question. For example, job experience might be 
measured with a single measured variable such as the number 
of years in a position. Another reason for using single
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indicators is to increase the utility of a small sample by 
meeting requirements such as the 5 to 1 or 10 to 1 sample 
to parameter ratio.
A  number of studies have examined the impact of 
indicators per latent variable on goodness-of-fit indices 
(Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; Ding et al., 1995; Gerbing & 
Anderson, 1993). Their findings suggest that as the number 
of indicators per latent variable increases the fit indices 
are adversely affected (i.e., their values suggest a poorer 
fit) . This conclusion is interesting because studies 
examining the stability and strength of factors in 
principal components analysis have demonstrated that as the 
number of indicators per factor increases, factors are more 
easily identified and tend to be more stable (Fava &
Velicer, 1993; Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988; Zwick & Velicer, 
1986). Thus, in principal components analysis a larger 
ratio of indicators per factor (or latent variable) yields 
positive results, whereas the opposite effect is found for 
the goodness-of-fit indices in structural modeling 
applications.
Model Misspecifications
Another question with the goodness-of-fit indices is 
how they behave when there are model misspecifications. 
Misspecifications can occur for two reasons: Parameters
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have been included in the model that are not correct; or, 
parameters have been omitted that are needed. When 
specification errors exist for an hypothesized model, 
goodness-of-fit indices should show that the model is 
unacceptable.
. Several Monte Carlo studies have been conducted to 
assess the effects of model misspecifications on goodness- 
of-fit indices (e.g., Bandalos, 1993; Bentler, 1990; La Du 
& Tanaka, 1989; Marsh et al., 1988; Mulaik et al., 1989; 
Williams & Holahan, 1994). Marsh et al. (1988) analyzed 
correct and misspecified models to evaluate the ability of 
goodness-of-fit indices to detect misfit. Confirmatory 
factor analysis models with three latent variables were 
utilized to examine the performance of 29 fit indices for 
sample sizes ranging from 25 to 32,000. In two conditions, 
the models were true (i.e., they had no specification 
errors). In the remaining two conditions, measurement 
paths (i.e., lambda weights or factor loadings) were 
omitted to create specification errors.
Overall, the fit indices yielded greater average 
values under the true conditions than the misspecified 
conditions. However, these average values often did not 
suggest acceptable fit for true models (e.g., .90 or 
greater) until the sample size was 200 or greater.
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Moreover, several indices displayed significantly greater 
variability for true conditions at smaller sample sizes 
than at larger sample sizes.
Similarly, Bentler (1990) found that the fit indices 
produced greater average values under true conditions than 
misspecified conditions. However, Bentler created a 
specification error by omitting a structural path rather 
than a measurement path. In agreement with Marsh et al. 
(1988), Bentler found that standard errors for the fit 
indices were larger at a sample size of 50. One index 
produced values ranging from .57 to 1.36. Thus, in some 
samples, the researcher would conclude that the model was 
incorrect, whereas in other samples that the model was 
correct.
Another important finding from Marsh et al. (1988) and 
Bentler (1990) was that at sample sizes between 400 to 
1600, there was very little difference in the fit indices 
as a function of model specification. In other words, 
although the correct model had greater average values for 
fit indices (e.g., .96 to 1.10), the misspecified model
also had average values that suggested an acceptable fit 
(e.g., .88 to .98).
La Du and Tanaka (1989) argued that model 
misspecifications were influenced more strongly by
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estimation method and type of misspecification than by 
sample size. Results indicated that indices are adversely 
affected more often when maximum likelihood compared to 
generalized least squares is the estimation method. They 
also noted that adding a model path (i.e., structural 
coefficient) that did not exist in the correct model has 
less of an impact on the values of the fit indices than 
deleting a path from that correct model. Unfortunately, La 
Du and Tanaka only examined two goodness-of-fit indices in 
their investigation.
The number of indicators per latent variable may be 
another critical component in the effects of model 
misspecifications on the goodness-of-fit values. One 
possibility is that as the number of indicators per latent 
variable increases, the effects of model misspecification 
also may increase. For example, in a model with several 
indicators per latent variable, when a true nonzero path is 
restricted (i.e., the path is omitted), the effects of the 
misspecification could ripple throughout the model implied 
matrix because of the many connections between the 
indicators and the latent variables. In contrast, when a 
path is omitted and the model has fewer indicators per 
latent variable, the overall effects on the model implied 
matrix and the effects of the misspecification should be
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less.
Another possibility is that as the number of 
indicators per latent variable increases, the effects of 
model misspecification may decrease. That is, as the 
number of indicators increases, the latent variables should 
be more reliable than when there are fewer indicators per 
latent variable. Thus, when a true nonzero path is 
restricted, the effects of the misspecification could be 
more easily absorbed because of the additional indicators 
per latent variable. In contrast, when a path is omitted 
and the model has fewer indicators per latent variable, the 
overall effects on the model implied matrix may be greater 
because of the weakened reliability of the latent 
variables.
Model Complexity
A  complex model has a greater number of latent 
variables and estimated parameters. Several researchers 
have noted that the fit of a more complex model tends to be 
better than that of simpler models (e.g., Akaike, 1987; 
Joreskog & Sorbom, 1981; Mulaik et a l ., 1989).
As the number of parameters to be estimated increases, 
the model approaches a saturated model. In a saturated 
model, the number of parameters to be estimated is equal to 
the number of independent elements in the sample
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variance-covariance matrix. Because a saturated model has 
zero degrees of freedom, many fit indices produce values 
approaching unity.
When the fit indices suggest a complex model has an 
acceptable model fit, there can be speculation as to 
whether this results from: (a) overparameterization by the
complex model, or (b) correct specification by that complex 
model. This speculation has led some researchers to 
develop fit indices that attempt to adjust for 
overparameterization resulting from model complexity (e.g., 
Akaike, 1987; Browne & Cudeck, 1989; James, Mulaik, &
Brett, 1982; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1981; Mulaik et a l ., 1989).
Mulaik et a l . (1989) discussed the rationale for
preferring parsimonious models over complex models. As 
early as the 14th century, scientists have advocated the 
virtues of parsimonious theories over complex theories. 
Philosopher and theologian, William of Occam, is credited 
with the development of the parsimony principle, known 
today as Occam's razor. Not all philosophers embraced this 
principle, however. For example, Kant (1781/1900) warned 
that the parsimony principle cannot be applied to theories 
unilaterally. In particular, Kant noted that the parsimony 
principle is in direct opposition to the diversity 
principle, which states that the varieties of things should
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not be overly diminished if individuality and distinctness 
of experience are to be understood.
The parsimony principle, however, continues to be an 
important criterion in selecting among competing models and 
theories. Mulaik et al. (1989) noted that parsimony was a 
guiding principle in Thurstone's development of simple 
structure in factor analysis. In addition, George Herbert 
Mead's position that one abandons a hypothesis for another 
when that other hypothesis is simpler, also appears to be 
driven by the parsimony principle.
Of course, the primary benefit from endorsing the 
parsimony principle is that simpler theories and models are 
more testable than complex theories and models. However, 
just because a model is simpler than another does not mean 
that it is the correct model. Most researchers believe 
that model parsimony should be examined, but some 
researchers (e.g., Cudeck & Henly, 1991; Marsh & Balia,
1994) suggest that index adjustments for complexity may not 
be appropriate.
Recently, Marsh and Balia (1994) investigated whether 
indices intended to adjust for model complexity actually 
overpenalize complex models in assessment of model fit.
They conducted a Monte Carlo study in which several 
goodness-of-fit indices were examined under varying
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conditions of sample size and model complexity for 
confirmatory factor analysis models. They found that 
several indices favored simpler models over complex models 
even when the complex model is correct.
The Ideal Goodness-of-Fit Index
According to Marsh et al. (1988) an ideal index of 
overall model fit should possess several characteristics. 
First, it should be relatively independent of sample size. 
Second, it should vary along an externally meaningful, well 
defined, absolute continuum such that values can be easily 
interpreted. Third, it should be replicable. That is, the 
index should give an indication of which model can be most 
successfully cross-validated when tested with new data. 
Finally, an ideal index of overall model fit should provide 
an accurate and consistent measure of differences in 
goodness of fit for competing models.
To date, a single goodness-of-fit index that meets all 
of the preceding criteria has yet to be found. Indices 
also can differ in several respects such as assumptions of 
underlying distributions, use of null versus informed null 
models, and evaluation of various model features (e.g., 
parsimony of the model, degree of error reflected). These 
differences, and the fact that researchers tend to report a 
variety of fit indices, make it difficult to compare
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competing models.
Marsh, Balia, and Hau (1996) proposed that it is 
unlikely that a single index can be used across levels of 
sample size and model complexity. They suggested that 
researchers examine at least two indices and remember that 
fit indices should only be one component in the evaluation 
of model fit. Brannick (1995) also recommended that 
researchers examine multiple indices; he further argued 
that more attention should be given to the elements of the 
measurement model(s) before considering overall model fit.
Development and Computation of Goodness-of-Fit Indices 
Several goodness-of-fit indices have been developed to 
assess the global fit of models. Although the intent of 
every index is the same (i.e., to provide information about 
the overall model fit), the procedures and assumptions 
defining the various indices differ. For the purpose of 
the current research, eight goodness-of-fit indices were 
chosen for further examination (see Appendix A  to view 
formulas for all goodness-of-fit indices examined in the 
present research).
The chi-square test was chosen because it is routinely 
reported, and because it is a component in the formulas of 
all of the remaining indices chosen in the present 
research. The remaining indices of interest in the present
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research are: The root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA; Steiger, 1990); the goodness of fit index (GFI; 
Joreskog & Sorbom, 1981); the critical N (CN; Hoelter,
1983); the normed fit index (NFI; Bentler & Bonett, 1980); 
the nonnormed fit, or Tucker-Lewis index (NNFI or TLI; 
Bentler & Bonett, 1980; Tucker & Lewis, 1973); the 
comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990); and the 
relative noncentrality index (RNI; McDonald & Marsh, 1990) .
These indices were included in the present research 
for a variety of reasons. The GFI and NFI were selected 
because they have been used extensively in the past, 
although they have fallen somewhat out of favor recently 
with many researchers. The CFI and NNFI were chosen 
because they were developed as improvements to the chi- 
square test statistic and the NFI. However, the CFI 
differs from the NNFI in that the NNFI is designed to 
reward model parsimony, whereas the CFI is designed to 
reduce the heavy reliance on sample size that has been 
noted with the NFI. The RNI is very similar to the CFI, 
however, it was developed based on an alternative 
distribution and is not normed. The remaining two indices, 
the CN and RMSEA were chosen because they evaluate 
different aspects of the model than do the remaining 
indices. That is, the CN examines the sample size at which
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the chi-square test statistic would reject the hypothesized 
model, and the RMSEA reflects the extent of discrepancy per 
degree of freedom in the model.
The following sections will discuss the development 
and computation of the selected indices in the present 
research. First, the central and non-central chi-square 
distribution will be outlined because this information is 
needed to understand the chi-square test statistic.
Following the chi-square test statistic, the remaining 
goodness-of-fit indices will be discussed.
Central and Non-Central Chi-Square Distribution
The most commonly assumed distribution for calculation 
of goodness-of-fit indices is the central chi-square 
distribution. The central chi-square distribution is 
associated with several fit functions and is appropriate in 
the case of maximum likelihood (ML) and generalized least 
squares (GLS) estimation. Based on the assumptions of a 
central chi-square distribution, a null hypothesis test 
(i.e., the chi-square test statistic) can be constructed 
for ML and GLS estimates. The null hypothesis evaluates 
the likelihood that the model implied variance-covariance 
matrix could have generated the sample data.
When the null hypothesis is true, the chi-square test 
statistic is distributed as a central chi-square. The
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smaller the value of the chi-square test statistic, the
better is the fit of the model. In fact, when the value of
the chi-square test statistic is zero, the model implied 
variance-covariance matrix and the sample variance- 
covariance matrix have elements with identical values.
When the null hypothesis is untrue (i.e., the model is
concluded to be misspecified) , then the chi-square test
statistic is distributed as a non-central chi-square. 
However, as the sample size increases even trivial 
misspecifications can lead to rejection of the hypothesized 
model. Browne and Cudeck (1989) recommend that researchers 
evaluate values from both the non-central and central chi- 
square distributions as a safeguard against rejection of a 
model due to trivial misspecifications. The values of the 
chi-square test statistic and the estimated non-centrality 
parameter are compared to meet this recommendation. 
Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit Index
An early approach to judging fit was based upon the 
chi-square test statistic (Tanaka, 1993). In this 
approach, researchers compare the value of the test 
statistic to a critical value in the central chi-square 
distribution to decide whether to "accept" or "reject" the 
null hypothesis. Thus, the fit of the model is evaluated 
by the overall magnitude of discrepancies between the
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sample matrix (S) and model implied variance-covariance 
matrix fitted from the sample data ( i.e., Z(0)).
The chi-square test statistic is defined from the 
maximum likelihood fit function (FML) as:
X2 = (n-1) Fml (1)
The chi-square test statistic is distributed asymptotically 
as a central chi-square distribution, where n represents 
the sample size. The degrees of freedom for the statistic 
are (c - p ) , where c is the number of nonredundant 
variances and covariances of observed variables, and p is 
the total number of parameters estimated in the model. The 
chi-square test statistic can be used to evaluate model fit 
if: (a) The sample size is large, (b) distributional
assumptions are met, and (c) if the model implied variance- 
covariance matrix (i.e., E(0)) holds in the population 
(Bollen, 1989a).
The fitting function for maximum likelihood estimation 
method is expressed as:
Fml = log11(0) | + tr(SZ-1 (0)) - log|S| - (p + q) (2)
In this equation, log|E(0)| is the log of the determinant of 
the model implied variance-covariance matrix, tr(SZ-1 (0)) is 
the trace operator indicating the product of the sample 
variance-covariance matrix and the model implied variance-
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covariance matrix, log|S| is the log of the determinant of 
the sample variance-covariance matrix, p represents the 
number of indicators for the dependent latent variables, 
and q represents the number of indicators for the 
independent latent variables.
Initially, the chi-square statistic was popular with 
researchers because it was perceived to be free of the many 
subjective decisions associated with exploratory factor 
analysis (e.g., determining the appropriate rotation 
method, specifying the number of factors). However, 
several researchers noted that the chi-square statistic is 
adversely affected by increases in sample size (e.g., 
Bearden, Sharma, & Teel, 1982; Boomsma, 1982; Hu et al., 
1992; Tanaka, 1987). That is, as the sample size 
increases, the null hypothesis is likely to be rejected 
because of trivial differences between the model implied 
and sample variance-covariance matrices.
Although the chi-square statistic should not be used 
as the sole index of model fit, it is routinely reported in 
most articles. There are several reasons for this 
occurrence (Brannick, 1995) . First, the chi-square value 
may provide information regarding overall model fit if the 
sample size is not too large. Second, the chi-square test 
statistic can often show significant differences among
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models within a given dataset. Third, by providing the 
chi-square test value, it is possible to compute other fit 
indices.
Estimated Non-Centrality Parameter
An index of the magnitude of the differences between 
the hypothesized model and sample data is the estimated 
non-centrality parameter (NCP) (McDonald & Marsh, 1990).
The NCP and the 90 percent confidence interval for the NCP 
should be used in conjunction with the chi-square test 
statistic to evaluate the model (Browne & Cudeck, 1989).
The larger the NCP value, the greater the discrepancy 
between S and 2(0) and between the central and non-central 
chi-square distribution. Therefore, the NCP is actually a 
"badness of fit" index. It is estimated as:
NCP = X2 ~ df (3)
The 90 percent confidence interval of the NCP also can 
be used as a crude significance test. If the lower bound 
of the 90 percent confidence interval is zero, then it is 
probable that the hypothesized model fits the observed 
data.
Alternative Goodness-of-Fit Indices
Due to limitations of the chi-square test statistic 
(e.g., sample size and estimation method effects), a number 
of indices were developed and based on alternative
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strategies. Furthermore, because the chi-square statistic 
imposes a dichotomous decision strategy (i.e., reject or 
fail to reject), researchers cannot assess the degree of 
fit along a continuum of fit. As noted by Hu and Bentler 
(1995), alternative fit indexes should be designed to 
measure variance accounted for, and not solely to test a 
null hypothesis.
Chi-square to degrees-of-freedom ratio. Wheaton, 
Muthen, Alwin, and Summers (1977) recommended researchers 
compare the magnitude of an observed chi-square value 
divided by its degrees of freedom (i.e., x2/df) to the mean 
of the chi-square sampling distribution. Joreskog and 
Sorbom (1981) noted that the mean of the sampling 
distribution should be equal to the degrees of freedom 
multiplied by two. Thus, a large value for %2/ d f  (i.e., 
much greater than 2.0) would be indicative of a poor model 
fit, whereas a small value would indicate a good model fit.
However, there are no clear operational definitions of 
"large" and "small" values, and there has been considerable 
disagreement among researchers regarding acceptable ratios 
for "good" model fit. Wheaton et al. (1977) suggested that 
a ratio of 5:1 or less was an indication of an adequate 
fit, whereas Carmines and Mclver (1981) recommended that a 
more stringent ratio of 2:1 was desirable.
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Another problem with evaluating %2/ d f  is that larger 
samples create larger chi-square values, thus leading to 
larger ratios. Thus, although the magnitude of the chi- 
square to degrees-of-freedom ratio can be used as a general 
indicator of badness of fit, the ratio fails to adjust for 
the effects of sample size.
Root mean square error of approximation. The root 
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger, 1990) 
is based on the chi-square test statistic and is an 
adjustment to the chi-square to degrees-of-freedom ratio.
The RMSEA attempts to control for two problems: (a) Sample
size effects noted in the chi-square to degrees-of-freedom 
ratio, and (b) decreases in the value of the fit function 
as parameters are added to a model (Browne & Cudeck, 1993) .
The RMSEA is designed to reflect the degree of 
discrepancy between the model implied and sample variance- 
covariance matrices expected in the population. A high 
degree of discrepancy reflects larger differences between 
the matrices, whereas a lower degree of discrepancy 
reflects smaller differences.
The RMSEA is computed as:
I X hypodxsized  ^^hypothesized .  . .
V  (^ h y p o th e s iz e d  ) ( n  ~  1 )
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In this equation, n represents the sample size and df 
represents the hypothesized model's degrees of freedom.
Values from the RMSEA that are .05 or less indicate a 
close fit, whereas values up to .08 indicate reasonable 
discrepancies in the population. Browne and Cudeck (1989) 
also recommend reporting a 90 percent confidence interval 
for the RMSEA.
Goodness-of-fit index. Joreskog and Sorbom (1981) 
proposed the goodness-of-fit (GFI) index to compare the 
hypothesized model to a model that has no estimated 
parameters (i.e., a simplified null model). The GFI 
usually ranges in value between 0 and 1, although it is 
possible for negative values to be computed. Larger values 
(i.e., .90 or greater) are assumed to indicate a better
model fit.
The GFI is defined by the following equation:
tr[(g-'S-I)!|
<r[(i~'S)!]
The GFI formula is analogous to the formula for the 
coefficient of determination (i.e., 1 - [error 
variance/total variance]). Specifically, the numerator of 
the ratio is the trace of the estimated variance-covariance 
matrix for the hypothesized model, and the denominator is 
the trace of the sample variance-covariance matrix with no
GFI = 1 - - . 1 (5)
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estimated parameters. In other words, the GFI evaluates 
the improvement in fit that occurs when the hypothesized 
model is compared to a model without any hypothesized 
relationships.
Critical N. The critical N statistic (CN) was 
proposed by Hoelter (1983) and is based on the chi-square 
test statistic. The CN indicates the sample size that 
would make the chi-square significant at a given alpha 
level, typically .05 or .01. The equation for the CN is:
CN=crtticalxl+1 (6)
^ML
In this equation, the critical value of chi-square at .01 
or .05 is divided by FML to reflect the sample size at which 
the model chi-square value would be significant at a given 
alpha level. The current version of LISREL (i.e., version 
8.14) utilizes an alpha level equal to .01 for computation.
Hoelter (1983) cautioned researchers that no firm 
basis could be offered for an adequate fitting model, but 
he suggested a value of 200 for the CN as a reasonable 
starting point for suggesting that differences between the 
model and the data may be unimportant. In practice, the 
usefulness of the CN rests on the assumption that its 
obtained values are independent of sample sizes used for 
model estimation.
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Relative Fit Indices
Relative fit indices are designed to measure how much 
better the hypothesized model fits as compared to a 
baseline model. The baseline model chosen is typically a 
null model, however, an informed null model also can be 
chosen. This comparison (i.e., from the hypothesized to 
the baseline model) reflects the extent to which there is 
any potential relationship among the variables as specified 
by the hypothesized model.
Relative fit indices that are frequently used include 
the normed fit index (NFI), the nonnormed fit index (NNFI), 
the comparative fit index (CFI), and the relative 
noncentrality index (RNI). Across all of these measures, 
values are expected to range between 0 and 1 with values of 
.90 or greater indicating acceptable model fit.
Baseline models. Bentler and Bonett's (1980) choice 
for the baseline model is a simplified null model (i.e., a 
model in which the covariances among all variables are 
assumed to be zero). Bentler and Bonett note that using 
the simplified null model creates a universally understood 
baseline in which comparisons can be made among the fit 
indices across research studies.
However, Sobel and Bohrnstedt (1984) argue that the 
simplified null model amounts to an assumption that does
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not correspond with actual research situations. That is, 
the simplified null model represents an extreme in the 
sense that it assumes there is no preceding knowledge about 
a given research situation. Sobel and Bohrnstedt's 
contention is that a null model should reflect the 
accumulated state of knowledge in the research area. Such 
an "informed" null model would be a restrictive model that 
demonstrates the current theory or empirical evidence in a 
given area. The more comprehensive model would demonstrate 
improvements or additions to the current theory.
Although use of an informed null model may appear 
superior to use of a simplified null model, there are 
several difficulties surrounding its use. One troublesome 
aspect is that current theory and empirical evidence are 
constantly changing, making it difficult to determine the 
"correct and current" informed null model. Furthermore, 
the definition of a current informed null model could vary 
significantly as a function of discipline and research 
approach.
Use of an informed null model also could lead to 
considerable confusion when evaluating the adequacy of 
models. That is, over a period of time, the relative 
improvement in fit should become considerably smaller than 
prior improvements in fit. Guidelines would need to be
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developed to determine how much of a change in fit would be 
considered a worthwhile improvement.
In general/ most researchers have chosen to utilize 
the null model in computing goodness-of-fit indices. This 
practice will be followed in the present research.
Normed fit index. Bentler and Bonett (1980) developed 
the normed fit index (NFI). The NFI is defined as:
  X n u U  X hypo thes ized  # ’7 \
The NFI represents the proportion of total covariance among 
the observed variables explained by the hypothesized model 
when using the null model as a comparison model (Mulaik et 
al., 1989).
Not surprisingly, the NFI has limitations as a fit 
measure that are similar to the limitations of the chi- 
square test statistic. For example, the NFI is adversely 
affected by sample size effects. Tanaka (1987) also 
demonstrated that the index is affected by the choice of 
estimation method as well as the model chosen as the 
comparison model. Another limitation of the normed fit 
index is that it does not control for degrees of freedom. 
Specifically, the NFI value for the hypothesized model is 
reduced as parameters are added. Therefore, a very complex 
model with many estimated parameters may be rejected in
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favor of a model with fewer estimated parameters even 
though the complex model provides a better fit to its 
sample variance-covariance matrix.
Nonnormed fit index. In an attempt to correct some of 
the weaknesses associated with the NFI, Bentler and Bonett 
(1980) suggested using the NNFI, which is based on the 
Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) developed by Tucker and Lewis 
(1973). The NNFI is not normed (i.e., values can sometimes 
extend beyond the 0.00 to 1.00 range), and differs from the 
NFI in that its formula utilizes the degrees of freedom of 
the baseline and hypothesized model. Tucker and Lewis 
stated that the NNFI should be close to one to indicate an 
acceptable fit regardless of sample size.
Similar to the other parsimony-type indices, the NNFI 
favors more parsimonious models with increases in its value 
and penalizes more complex models with decreases in value. 
The NNFI is defined as:




< ^ ^ n u U  y
nr
^  hypothesized jNNFI = ----------------------------------- <8>
X n uU 
V ^ n u ll J
- 1
NNFI values greater than one may signify either an 
"overfit" of the model or an outstanding model fit, whereas 
values much lower than one may indicate a misspecified 
model.
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Comparative fit index. The normed comparative fit 
index (CFI: Bentler, 1990) also was suggested as an
improvement to the NFI. Similar to the NNFI, the CFI makes
an adjustment for degrees of freedom. Additionally, it 
adjusts for sample size. The CFI is defined by the 
following equation:
C F I _  j ________maximum [[zl ~ df h ], or 0]_______
maximum [[ zl ~ df h I> I zl ~ 4fn I> or 0] (9)
The numerator is the maximum of: (a) The chi-square value
for the hypothesized model (h) minus its degrees of 
freedom, or (b) zero, if the former is negative. The
denominator is the maximum of: (a) The chi-square value
for the hypothesized model minus its degrees of freedom,
(b) the chi-square value for the more restricted model 
(i.e., null model = n) minus its degrees of freedom, or,
(c) zero, if the former two are both negative.
When Bentler (1990) compared findings for the CFI and 
NFI for model fit, the CFI was shown to underestimate fit 
less often than did the NFI.
Relative noncentrality index. McDonald and Marsh 
(1990) developed the relative noncentrality index (RNI) .
This index compares the reduction in noncentrality by the 
hypothesized model relative to the null model. Similar to
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many of the previous fit measures, the RNI is expected to 
range between 0.00 and 1.00 (although values beyond the 
range are possible), with values of .90 or greater 
suggesting acceptable fit.
The RNI appears to have several desirable features 
including independence from sample sizes and being an 
unbiased estimator of its population value. The RNI is 
defined by the following equation:
To date, research examining the RNI has been promising.
For example, although both the NNFI and RNI are both 
capable of producing values outside of the expected 0.00 to 
1.00 range, the RNI is less likely to do so than is the 
NNFI (Bentler, 1990) . Furthermore, when the RNI does 
exceed 1.00, it has exceeded it in smaller increments than 
the NNFI. Another appealing feature of the RNI is that the 
standard error of the RNI tends to be smaller than the 
standard error for the NNFI, which suggests a more precise 
index.
Over time, many indices have been developed resulting 
in an extensive choice for the researcher. The abundance 
of indices has led many researchers to use and report
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Existing Research on Fit Indices
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values for multiple fit indices when evaluating their 
models. The majority of researchers provide readers with 
values for three to four fit indices, however, there is a 
great deal of inconsistency in the selection and 
interpretation of fit indices. Although most researchers 
routinely report the chi-square statistic, many other 
goodness-of-fit indices are reported such as the CFI, 
Critical N, GFI, NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI.
Mulaik et al. (1989) have suggested that consistency 
across indices should be regarded as the most reliable 
indicator of goodness of fit. However, using Monte Carlo 
procedures, other researchers have shown that goodness-of- 
fit indices can yield different interpretations of model 
fit (e.g., Hu & Bentler, 1995; La Du & Tanaka, 1989;
Tanaka, 1987).
Although a substantial body of research has examined 
the behavior of goodness-of-fit indices (see Gerbing & 
Anderson, 1993 for an extensive review) , most of these 
studies have focused on the effects of sample size and 
estimation method. Some researchers also have examined the 
effects of number of latent variables, indicators per 
latent variable, and model misspecifications (e.g.,
Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; Boomsma, 1982; Marsh et al.,
1988). Table 1 presents a summary of findings from
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research studies examining the effects on fit indices from 
sample size, number of latent variables, number of 
indicators per latent variable, model misspecifications, 
and model complexity.
Sample Size
One of the primary findings from these studies is that 
the value of many fit indices, such as Bentler and Bonett's 
(1980) NFI, Joreskog and Sdrbom's (1981) GFI, and the chi- 
square statistic are dependent on sample size. When the 
sample size is small (e.g., between 25-200), the obtained 
values for these indices are significantly lower than with 
larger samples. Not surprisingly, recent guidelines for 
testing structural equation models often recommend a 
minimum sample size of 200 (Boomsma, 1982).
Gerbing and Anderson (1985), however, asserted that 
relatively robust estimates could be obtained in sample 
sizes less than the recommended size of 200 (Boomsma,
1982). Further, Tanaka (1987) reported that sample size 
effects are more acute when estimation methods are used 
that do not assume a multivariate normal distribution 
(e.g., generalized least-squares and unweighted least- 
squares). Tanaka also found that confirmatory factor 
analysis using maximum likelihood estimation methods are 
least affected by changes in sample size.


















Summary of Findings about Goodness-of-Fit Indices as a Function of Sample Size, Number of 
Latent Variables/ Number of Indicators per Latent Variable, Model Misspecifications, and 
Model Complexity
Issue Findings References
Sample Size Smaller sample size decreases value of 
chi-square statistic; Larger sample size 
increases value of GFI and NFI; Larger 
sample size decreases value of RMSEA but 
not usually below .05; CN accepted all 
models when sample sizes were 500 or 
greater; CFI, NNFI, and RNI not 
affected by sample size.
Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; 
Bearden et al., 1982; 
Bentler, 1990; Boomsma, 
1982; Browne & Cudeck, 
1993; Gerbing & Anderson, 
1993; Hu & Bentler, 1995; 
Hu et al., 1992; La Du & 





Chi-square, GFI, and NFI adversely 
affected by increases in number of 
indicators; CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI 
appear stable; CN never examined.
Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; 
Browne & Cudeck, 1993; 




NNFI and RNI accurately sense 
misspecifications; Chi-square, GFI, 
and NFI exhibit extreme variability, 
whereas CFI exhibits slight variability 
under misspecified conditions; CN and 
RMSEA never examined.
Bandalos, 1993; Bentler, 
1990; Gerbing & Anderson, 
1993; La Du & Tanaka, 























Chi-square, GFI, and NFI adversely 
affected by increases in number of latent 
variables; RMSEA decreases in value as 
sample size increases and number of latent 
variables increases beyond 6 variables; 
CFI, NNFI, and RNI appear stable; CN never 
examined.
Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; 
Browne & Cudeck, 1993; 
Gerbing & Anderson, 1993; 
Mulaik et al., 1989.
Model
Complexity
NNFI and CFI penalize complex models;
RNI has no penalty for model complexity; 
Chi-square, CN, GFI, NFI, and RMSEA 
never examined.
Bearden et al., 1982; 
Cudeck & Henly, 1991; 
Marsh & Balia, 1994; 
Marsh et al., 1996.
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Anderson and Gerbing (1984) conducted a comprehensive 
Monte Carlo study that examined the effects of sample size, 
number of indicators (2, 3, and 4), and number of latent 
variables (2, 3, and 4) on several indices, including the 
GFI and NN F I . Results indicated that the GFI was 
significantly affected by sample size with larger sample 
sizes yielding improved model fit values. Overall, the 
NNFI appears to be relatively unaffected by sample size 
(Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; Bollen, 1986; Marsh et al.,
1988). However, Bentler (1990) noted that when the sample 
size was small (e.g., 100 or less), the NNFI exhibited 
greater variability in standard errors than did the CFI,
GFI, NFI, and RNI. For example, at a sample size of 50, 
the NNFI exhibited a standard error of .16 and had a range 
from .42 to 1.26. In contrast, the NFI and CFI had 
standard errors that were less than half of the NNFI's 
(i.e., .056, .058, respectively).
Another important finding by Anderson and Gerbing 
(1984) was a decrease in the fit indices when the sample 
was small and the number of latent variables was large.
For example, when the sample size was 50 and four latent 
variables were specified, the GFI yielded values between 
.85 and .77. Thus, all models would have been rejected!
This is an especially troubling finding because all models
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were correctly specified.
Hu and Bentler (1995) found that the CN also was 
affected by increases in sample size. Specifically, the CN 
accepted almost all models when the sample size was 500 or 
larger. They recommended that a cutoff value greater than 
200 was needed to evaluate model fit appropriately in most 
situations.
Browne and Cudeck (1993) investigated the effects of 
sample size and number of latent variables on several 
indices, among them the RMSEA. They showed that as the 
sample size increased, the point values of the RMSEA 
decreased but generally not below .05. Interestingly, they 
noted that this decrease was more pronounced with increases 
in the number of latent variables and increases in sample 
size. That is, as the sample size increased and the number 
of latent variables increased above six, the point estimate 
of the RMSEA would be more likely to drop below .05.
Number of Indicators per Latent Variable
Another area of research has examined the effects of 
the number of indicators per latent variable on the fit 
indices (Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; Ding et al., 1995). 
Anderson and Gerbing noted that the chi-square statistic,
GFI, and NFI suggested poorer fit as the number of latent 
variables increased in a model, and as the number of
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indicators per latent variable increased. For example, as 
the number of indicators increased from two to four, the 
average value of the GFI decreased from .94 to .81.
Ding et a l . (1995) studied the effects of estimation
method, number of indicators per latent variable, and 
sample size on the chi-square, CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI.
They found that NFI was the most seriously affected as the 
number of indicators increased. The mean NFI value was 
.979 with two indicators, whereas it dropped to .905 with 
six indicators. In addition, the standard deviation for 
the NFI exhibited greater variability when the number of 
indicators increased (e.g., from .037 for two indicators to 
.132 for six indicators).
Similarly, there was a slight decrease for the CFI, 
NNFI, and RNI values with increases in the number of 
indicators, although these decreases in value were less 
pronounced than for the NFI. In contrast to the NFI, 
increases in the number of indicators per latent variable 
resulted in decreased standard deviations for the chi- 
square statistic and NNFI.
They also found significant interaction effects 
between number of indicators per latent variable and sample 
size. When the sample size was small (i.e., N = 50 or 
100), an increase in the number of indicators adversely
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affected the values of the fit indices. However, once the 
sample size reached 200, the negative effects began to 
decrease and were no longer statistically significant for 
the CFI, NNFI, and RNI.
Model Misspecifications
Several studies have examined the effects of model 
misspecifications on fit indices (e.g., Gerbing & Anderson, 
1993; Marsh et al., 1988; Mulaik et al., 1989; Williams & 
Holohan, 1994). Marsh et al. examined the behavior of the 
NFI, GFI, NNFI, chi-square, and 25 other indices under five 
conditions of model misspecification (i.e., 1 correct, 4 
misspecified) . They found that the NNFI was able to detect 
model misspecifications accurately. In contrast, the NFI 
often failed to detect misspecifications. NFI values for 
two misspecified models were higher (i.e., .93 and .89) 
than for the correctly specified model (i.e., .83).
La Du and Tanaka (1989) examined the effects of model 
misspecification and estimation method on the GFI and NFI. 
Similar to Marsh et al. (1988), they noted that the NFI and 
GFI exhibited undesirable variability under conditions of 
model misspecifications.
La Du and Tanaka (1989) also noted that the type of 
misspecification impacted the behavior of the indices.
That is, when a path was added to the model that did not
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appear in the correct model, the behavior of the fit 
indices remained relatively stable. In contrast, omitting 
a path that did appear in the correct model led to a 
substantial decrease in the values of the fit indices.
Model Complexity
Relatively few studies have examined the effects of 
model complexity on the goodness-of-fit values (Bearden et 
al., 1982; Cudeck & Henly, 1991; Marsh & Balia, 1994; Marsh 
et al., 1996). Results have indicated that the NNFI exacts 
a penalty for model complexity and is more likely to reward 
parsimonious models. Similarly, the chi-square test 
statistic was shown to reward simpler models over complex 
models. In contrast, the RNI does not adjust for model 
complexity. The CFI exhibited only slight variability when 
the model was complex and when the sample size was small 
(e.g., 200 or lower). Unfortunately, each study has 
evaluated goodness-of-fit performance only for confirmatory 
factor analysis models.
Clearly, a sufficient sample size is not a guarantee 
that model fit can be interpreted appropriately. Although 
it appears that a minimum sample size of 200 is a 
reasonable starting point, there is little information 
available on the most appropriate sample size under complex 
modeling conditions. Furthermore, researchers wishing to
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test complex structural models will find there are few 
guidelines regarding selection and interpretation of 
goodness-of-fit indices under conditions that approximate a 
"typical" modeling application.
The Research Studies
The current research is conducted in two studies.
Study 1 consists of a review of confirmatory factor 
analysis and structural equation applications in four 
journals (i.e./ Journal of Applied Psychology/ Journal of 
Educational and Psychological Measurement/ Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology/ and Structural Equation 
Modeling) to represent a cross-section of psychological 
disciplines. The articles are reviewed and coded to 
determine the "typical" structural modeling application.
The information gathered in the review is utilized for 
three purposes: First, to establish the "typical" modeling
application based on frequencies, means, and standard 
deviations; second, to recreate the eight goodness-of-fit 
indices based on published research; and third, to provide 
a representative sample of studies for model selection in 
Study 2. The goodness-of-fit indices are examined to 
determine whether changes in the reported values of the 
goodness-of-fit indices could be predicted as a function of 
sample size, number of latent variables, number of
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indicators per latent variable, or other coded variables.
Based on the findings from Study 1, Study 2 is a Monte 
Carlo simulation designed to evaluate the performance of 
goodness-of-fit indices under conditions that more closely 
approximate the "typical" structural modeling application. 
Data for Study 2 conform to assumptions of multivariate 
normality. Hypothesized structural models are chosen from 
the representative sample of studies to depict varying 
degrees of model complexity typically encountered in 
psychological research.
Models are correctly and incorrectly specified in 
order to evaluate whether the prevailing rule of acceptable 
model fit with goodness-of-fit values of .90 or greater is 
appropriate across varying conditions of sample size, model 
misspecifications, number of indicators per latent 
variable, and model complexity. For the CN, a model was 
deemed acceptable if the value was 200 or greater, whereas 
a model was acceptable for the RMSEA if it yielded a value 
of .08 or less.




Several articles have reviewed the growth and 
applications of structural equation modeling in 
psychological journals (e.g., Breckler, 1990; James &
James, 1989; MacCallum, Wegener, Uchino, & Fabrigar, 1993; 
Medsker, Williams, & Holahan, 1994; Tremblay & Gardner, 
1996). Tremblay and Gardner examined 1,050 abstracts on 
PsycLit (PsycINFO, 1973-1995) from 1987 to 1995. They 
coded articles by year, journal, type of article (i.e., 
substantive or technical), and type of analysis (i.e., 
confirmatory factor analysis, path analysis, or structural 
equation modeling).
Tremblay and Gardner (1996) reported several 
noteworthy findings, including an increase in the number of 
journals publishing articles that utilized structural 
equation modeling procedures, and an overall increase of 
structural equation modeling articles by year. Although 
the number of technical articles remained fairly stable 
across the years, there was a significant increase in the 
number of substantive articles.
From 1987 to 1994, 40 journals published at least six 
substantive structural modeling articles. The journals
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covered six broad psychological disciplines: Clinical;
Developmental; Educational; Industrial/Organizational; 
Personality; and Social Psychology. The top four journals 
in their review published 20 or more articles utilizing 
structural equation modeling. Specifically, 45 articles 
had been published in the Journal of Applied Psychology 
(JAP), 39 in Educational and Psychological Measurement 
(EPM), 21 in Personality and Individual Differences (PID), 
and 20 in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 
(JPSP).
In a 1993 study, MacCallum et al. evaluated equivalent 
models in structural equation modeling articles from 1988 
to 1991. They chose JAP, JPSP, and the Journal of 
Educational Psychology as likely to have a large number of 
substantive structural equation modeling articles. In 
contrast, Breckler's (1990) study focused specifically on 
structural equation modeling applications in personality 
and social psychology journals from 1977 to 1987. He noted 
that in these journals, JPSP accounted for 63 of the 72 
articles.
Based on these three reviews, there appears to be some 
consensus on the journals that would be expected to publish 
the majority of substantive applications of structural 
equation models. The Journal of Personality and Social
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Psychology was mentioned in all 3 reviews, the Journal of 
Applied Psychology in 2 reviews, and Educational and 
Psychological Measurement in the most recent review. In 
addition to these journals, a fourth interdisciplinary 
journal is devoted exclusively to structural equation 
modeling. Structural Equation Modeling, a quarterly, was 
first published in 1994.
Unfortunately, although these reviews documented the 
frequency of structural equation applications, there has 
been little documentation of features that would help to 
describe the typical modeling application. For example, 
the most descriptive feature examined by Breckler (1990) 
and Tremblay and Gardner (1996) was the type of 
application. Breckler coded articles by specific 
applications but grouped the majority as either 
confirmatory factor analysis models (i.e., measurement 
models alone) or structural models. Tremblay and Gardner's 
review classified articles as either technical (i.e., one 
that explains or examines an aspect of the structural 
equation modeling procedure) or substantive (i.e., one that 
applies structural equation modeling procedures to data).
Two studies have provided some descriptive information 
regarding the typical modeling application. James and 
James (1989) conducted a review of confirmatory factor
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analyses and structural equation models in four 
organizational research journals between 1978 and 1987.
They noted that the average sample size was 287.
Structural equation models were characterized by an average 
of 3.2 latent variables and an average of 2.1 indicators 
per latent variable. In addition,. James and James noted 
that 75% of the articles examined the correlation matrix 
rather than the covariance matrix. However, because their 
review was based on 16 articles, there is some concern 
whether the findings would generalize to the larger body of 
modeling applications.
Medsker et a l . (1994) conducted a review of multiple
indicator structural models between 1988 and 1992. As a 
follow-up to James and James (1989), they reviewed the same 
four organizational research journals. Among the features 
coded were the choice of goodness-of-fit indices, number of 
indicators per latent variable, and sample size. The chi- 
square test statistic was utilized in all articles, and the 
GFI was reported in about 65% of the articles. The average 
number of indicators per latent variable was 2.9, with a 
range of 1.3 to 6.1. Sample sizes ranged from 64 to 5,078, 
with a mean of 299. Interestingly, there was an increase 
in the number of articles using the covariance matrix 
(i.e., 57%) as compared to 25% in James and James.
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Unfortunately, although Medsker et a l . identified more 
articles than James and James, their total sample was only 
28 articles.
Although this information provides a starting point, 
it is questionable whether it captures the defining 
features that characterize the "typical" model. Important 
characteristics of the typical modeling application would 
include the complexity of the model, the number of latent 
variables, and the number of indicators per latent 
variable. Additional features that also should be 
considered are the sample size, composite reliability of 
the latent variables, the choice of goodness-of-fit 
indices, and number of estimated paths.
Model complexity would need to be determined by 
assessing the number of latent variables and the number of 
estimated paths. Models with a greater number of latent 
variables and a greater number of estimated paths would be 
classified as more complex than models with fewer latent 
variables and fewer estimated paths. An example of a 
simple model might be two or three latent variables using 
confirmatory factor analysis. In contrast, a very complex 
model might be characterized by a structural equation 
modeling application with 15 or more latent variables and 
20 or more estimated paths.




A computer-based information search was conducted 
using the key phrases structural equation modeling, 
confirmatory factor analysis, measurement models, 
structural models, and goodness-of-fit. These key phrases 
were used to search the following data bases:
Psychological Abstracts (PsycINFO), 1986 to 1996; and 
PsycLit (PsycINFO), 1986 to 1996. A manual search of every 
volume of EPM, JAP, JPSP,and SEM was conducted to ensure 
that all appropriate articles were captured in the 
computer-based search.
Inclusion Criteria
Studies were included in the sample if they performed 
confirmatory factor analysis or structural equation 
modeling procedures. Articles that included multiple model 
comparisons were coded only once if the same data were 
utilized for all model comparisons. Generally, the model 
initially hypothesized by the researcher was used.
Articles that proposed models for multiple data sets (e.g., 
a model for supervisors and a model for employees) were 
coded separately if sufficient information was provided for 
each proposed model. Articles that provided sufficient 
information to generate goodness-of-fit indices were
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included even if they did not report goodness-of-fit 
indices.
Coded Information
Appendix B presents the coding sheet that was used to 
collect article information. Articles were first coded to 
indicate the nature of the application (i.e., confirmatory 
factor analysis, technical procedures, estimation of 
structural models, and Monte Carlo simulations). A  
confirmatory factor analysis model was an application that 
examined a measurement model only. Examples of 
confirmatory factor analyses include scale development or 
examination of convergent and discriminant validity among 
scales. An article was coded as a technical procedure if 
it discussed a specific technique, compared techniques, or 
presented illustrative examples of modeling techniques as 
its focus. An example of a technical procedure might be 
comparing first-order to second-order confirmatory factor 
analyses, or a comparison of models with and without 
correlated residual terms.
Structural equation models were coded based on the 
usage of single versus multiple indicators for the latent 
variables. Single indicator models present only the latent 
variable model information. Multiple indicator models 
present information regarding the measurement and
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structural (i.e., latent variable) models.
An article was coded as a Monte Carlo simulation if 
the data were generated to examine differences in goodness- 
of-fit indices as a function of manipulated conditions such 
as sample size, estimation method, and model 
misspecifications.
Articles were documented for sample sizes, goodness- 
of-fit indices, number of independent and dependent latent 
variables, number of indicators per latent variable, and 
number of paths estimated.
All variables were coded by the author, and 25% of the
articles were independently coded by a colleague.
Agreement between the two coders was calculated using Kappa 
(Cohen, 1960) for nominal variables, and Pearson 
correlation coefficients for interval and ratio variables. 
The minimum acceptable value was .70 for all variables. 
Descriptive statistics were calculated to determine the 
frequency, range, mean, median, mode, standard deviation, 
and variance of the coded variables.
Post-Hoc Generation of the Fit Indices
Criteria were developed to determine which studies 
could be utilized to generate complete sets of goodness-of- 
fit indices. Goodness-of-fit indices were generated using 
two procedures (a) a reanalysis of the variance-covariance
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or correlation matrices, or (b) a SAS program written to 
generate goodness-of-fit indices from reported indices.
Reanalysis of data. First, an attempt was made to 
recreate the indices through a reanalysis of the matrices 
reported in the article. Studies were included for 
reanalysis if: (a) There was either- a written explanation
or visual depiction of the hypothesized model, and (b) the 
matrices presented in the study were sufficient to 
"recreate" the full set of goodness-of-fit indices.
Because measurement error variances are included in 
structural equation models, studies had to provide 
sufficient information for their calculation. Multiple 
indicator model studies had to provide either complete 
covariance or correlation matrices. Single indicator model 
studies had to provide estimates of reliability for those 
indicators, such as coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) .
Articles that provided complete covariance matrices 
were analyzed as covariance and correlation matrices to 
determine whether values of the goodness-of-fit indices 
differed as a function of input matrix. If there were no 
differences in the selected goodness-of-fit values based on 
the input matrix, then articles that only provided complete 
correlation matrices also could be included in the
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reanalysis.2
LISREL 8.14 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993a) was then 
utilized to develop a program that tested the hypothesized 
model and "recreated" the model's goodness-of-fit indices. 
The next step was to compare the study's published 
goodness-of-fit indices to the "recreated" goodness-of-fit 
indices. Ideally, the published indices and the recreated 
indices should be identical in magnitude. However, it is 
possible that discrepancies between the indices could occur 
for three reasons. First, the article might inaccurately 
report the covariance or correlation matrix; second, the 
matrix analyzed might have been different from that 
reported (e.g., by rounding or only reporting to the second 
decimal point); and third, raw data may have been analyzed 
rather than the matrix reported. Differences between 
published and corresponding indices were considered too 
large if they differed in absolute value by more than .05 
for all indices except the chi-square test statistic and 
the CN. Differences for the chi-square test statistic and 
the CN were considered too large if they differed in
2 Findings examining the effect of matrix type on parameter estimates 
and standard errors have been mixed. Cudeck (1989) cautioned against 
the use of correlation matrices in structural modeling in all 
situations. Boomsma (1987) showed that with small samples (e.g., less 
than 100) LISREL tended to overestimate the standard errors for model 
parameters when correlation matrices were analyzed. However, Boomsma 
noted that when the sample size exceeded 200, the results for 
correlation and covariance matrices were identical.
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absolute value by more than 15.00.
Program generation. A  SAS program was written to 
generate the six goodness-of-fit indices for studies that 
were insufficient for reanalysis. Appendix C provides the 
program that recreated the CFI, CN, NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and 
RNI values. An article was. considered sufficient for 
program generation if it provided four values: (a) degrees
of freedom for the hypothesized model, (b) degrees of 
freedom for the null model, (c) the chi-square test 
statistic for the hypothesized model, and (d) the chi- 
square test statistic for the null model. A  program could 
not be written to recreate Joreskog and Sorbom's GFI using 
the four values because the GFI requires traces of several 
matrices in its computation. Unfortunately, trace values 
are never reported in published research.
The six goodness-of-fit values generated by the 
programs were compared to corresponding indices that were 
provided in the published article. For example, if the 
article provided a value for the NFI of .84 and the NFI 
value generated by the program was within .05 in absolute 
value, then the indices compared favorably. If more than 
one index could be compared from the published article, 
then all possible indices were required to compare 
favorably. If program generated indices compared favorably
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and the article reported the GFI, then the GFI value was 
included for the regression analysis.
Regression Analyses
Once all studies were coded, eight multiple regression 
analyses examining the relationships between the coded 
variables and the goodness-of-fit indices were conducted. 
Each regression analysis utilized the values from a single 
goodness-of-fit index as the criterion variable. The 
regressions examined whether variations among the goodness- 
of-fit indices could be explained by the coded variables.
For example, if increases in the number of latent variables 
and number of estimated paths were associated with 
decreases in value for specific fit indices, then this 
would lead to specific hypotheses regarding the effect of 
model complexity on goodness-of-fit indices.
Coding Model Complexity
The articles utilized to recreate the goodness-of-fit 
indices served as a representative sample of substantive 
applications for three conditions of model complexity 
(i.e., simple, moderate, and complex). Based on the 
variable coding and descriptive statistics from the review, 
a classification strategy was developed to determine the 
appropriate placement of an article for model complexity. 
Model complexity was determined by examining the overall
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number of latent variables, the number of independent and 
dependent latent variables, the mean number of indicators 
for independent and dependent latent variables, and the 
number and types of estimated paths.
Coding the number of relationships in a model. The 
number of paths in a model was examined by calculating, the 
total number of relationships (i.e., measured paths + 
latent paths + correlations) in addition to the individual 
types of relationships. Figure 1 depicts a model with 
measured and latent paths, and correlations. Squares are 
traditionally used in structural equation modeling articles 
to represent indicator variables (Schumaker & Lomax, 1996). 
Circles are used to represent latent variables. The small 
ovals near the measured indicators represent residuals.
Lines with single-headed arrows between squares and circles 
represent measured paths. Lines with single-headed arrows 
between circles represent latent paths. Lines with two- 
headed arrows represent latent correlations or correlated 
residuals.
For example, in Figure 1, there are six measured paths 
(i.e., from II through 16 to the respective latent 
variables), two latent paths (i.e., from A  to C, and B to 
C), and two correlations (i.e., between A  and B, and R1 and 
R2) . Thus, the total number of relationships for Figure 1
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R = Residual 
I = Indicator
Figure 1. Depiction of estimated paths in structural 
equation models.
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is 10 (i.e., 6 measured paths + 2 latent paths + 2 
correlations = 10). The number of relationships hereafter 
will be referred to as number of "paths".
The estimation of paths differs based upon the type of
application. For example, confirmatory factor analysis 
models always estimate measured paths, often estimate 
latent variable correlations, and may estimate correlated 
residuals. Because a confirmatory factor analysis examines 
a measurement model, latent paths are not estimated. In 
contrast, structural equation models always estimate 
measured and latent paths, often estimate latent variable 
correlations, and may estimate correlated residuals. 
Therefore, descriptive statistics were computed on the 
total paths, measured paths, latent paths, latent variable 
correlations, and correlated residuals for the entire 
sample and by type of application.
Each grouping of model complexity was further examined
to provide a single representative model and associated 
variance-covariance matrix for each of the three levels of 
model complexity in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Results
Overview
The findings from Study 1 are presented in four 
sections. The first section gives a description of the
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coded articles. This description includes information 
about the type and number of articles, the use of 
estimation method and data matrix, and the goodness-of-fit 
indices reported in an article. In addition, the mean 
number of latent variables and mean number of indicators 
per. latent variable are given. Information about the type 
of estimated paths and the mean number of each type of 
estimated path also is provided. Sample sizes are also 
reported as a function of article type.
The second section gives information about the 
classification schemes used to code articles into levels o 
model complexity, as well as the outcomes of these schemes
The third section provides information about the 
articles that were used in the regression analysis. This 
section describes whether articles had sufficient 
information for reanalysis or program generation of 
indices. Next, articles in the multiple regression 
analyses are compared with t-tests to the excluded set of 
articles. The t-test analyses ensure that the findings 
from the regression analyses generalize to the "typical" 
modeling application.
The fourth section includes the correlative 
relationships among the predictor and criterion variables 
in the multiple regression analyses. Finally, the results
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of the multiple regression analyses are presented. 
Description of Articles
Type and number of articles. Three hundred and sixty- 
six articles met the criteria for inclusion in the present 
research. A  list of the articles appears in Appendix D. 
Interrater reliability for the coded variables was high, 
with Kappa (Cohen, 1960) ranging from .76 to .88 on the 
nominal variables (i.e., application type, estimation 
method, matrix used), and with Pearson correlation 
coefficients ranging from .89 to .99 on interval and ratio 
variables (i.e., mean number of latent variables, mean 
indicators per latent variable, number of measured, latent, 
and correlated residual paths, and sample size).
Table 2 indicates that 52% (N = 190) of these 
applications were confirmatory factor analysis models 
(i.e., measurement models), 26% (N = 95) were single 
indicator structural equation models, 6% (N = 23) were 
technical procedures, 15% (N = 54) were multiple indicator 
structural equation models, and 1% (N = 4) were Monte Carlo 
simulations.
Three of the journals, Educational and Psychological 
Measurement, Journal of Applied Psychology, and Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology, were represented in 
similar proportions. The fourth journal, Structural
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Table 2
Type and Number of Structural Equation Modeling Articles 
between 1986 and 1996 in Educational and Psychological 
Measurement, Journal of Applied Psychology, Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology, and Structural Equation 
Modeling
Type of Structural Equation Modeling Articles
N Percent
Confirmatory factor analysis 190 52
Single indicator structural equation model 95 26
Structural equation techniques3 23 6
Multiple indicator structural equation model 54 15
Monte Carlo simulation15 4 1
Total 366 100
Number of Structural Equation Modeling Articles per Journal
N Percent
Educational and Psychological Measurement 112 31
Journal of Applied Psychology 111 30
Journal of Personality and Social 121 33
Psychology
Structural Equation Modeling 22 6
Total 366 100
Structural equation techniques were represented by 9 
confirmatory factor analyses, 4 single indicator models, 
and 10 multiple indicator models.
‘’Monte Carlo simulations were confirmatory factor analyses.
Equation Modeling, had many fewer articles. However, 
Structural Equation Modeling only has been published since 
1994.
The type of modeling application also varied based 
upon which of the four journals published the article. 
Confirmatory factor analyses were found in 87% (N = 97) of 
the articles in Educational and Psychological Measurement,
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43% (N = 48) of the articles in Journal of Applied
Psychology, 29% (N = 35) of the articles in Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, and 45% (N = 10) of the
articles in Structural Eguation Modeling. Only 13% (N =
15) of the articles in Educational and Psychological 
Measurement examined structural equation models (i.e., 5 
single indicator models versus 10 multiple indicator 
models). In comparison, 50% (N = 56) of the articles in 
Journal of Applied Psychology examined structural equation 
models (i.e., 29 single indicator models versus 27 multiple 
indicator models). Structural equation models were found 
in 70% (N = 85) of the articles in Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology (i.e., 59 single indicator models 
versus 26 multiple indicator models). Articles in 
Structural Equation Modeling were less likely to examine 
structural equation models (i.e., N = 3, 14%), and more 
likely to perform technical procedures or Monte Carlo 
simulations (N = 9, 41%) .
Figure 2 presents the frequency of applications 
between 1986 and 1996 across the four journals. During the 
years between 1986 and 1990 inclusive, approximately 12-25 
articles were published per year. Thereafter, 35 or more 
articles were published each year. An examination of the 
graph suggests a linear trend of number of applications
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Figure 2. Frequency of journal articles by year.
between 1986 and 1996.
Use of estimation method, matrices, and indices. The 
majority of applications (N = 334) reported utilizing the 
maximum likelihood estimation method. Approximately 75% (N 
= 270) indicated using the covariance matrix for analysis, 
and the remainder indicated using the correlation matrix.
Table 3 presents information regarding the goodness- 
of-fit indices reported in the articles. The table
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Table 3
Use of Goodness-of-Fit Indices and Number of Indices 
Reported
Index N Percent
Indices Considered in Current Research
Chi-square test statistic 348 95
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 76 21
Critical N 9 3 •
Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) 177 48
Normed Fit Index (NFI) 122 33
Nonnormed Fit Index (NNFI) 103 28
Relative Noncentrality Index(RNI) 11 
Root Mean Square Error of
3
Approximation (RMSEA) 11 3
Additional Indices
Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index 
Chi-Square to Degrees of
125 34
Freedom Ratio 81 22
Expected Cross-Validation Index 6 2
Information Fit Index 9 3
Noncentrality Parameter 1 0
Parsimony Fit Index 31 9
Root Mean Square Residual 129 35










number of goodness-of-fit indices reported was 3.39 (SD =
1.5). However, several articles reported <as many as seven
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goodness-of-fit values and several only reported the chi- 
square test statistic.
As expected, the most common goodness-of-fit index 
reported was the chi-square test statistic (N = 348). The 
second most reported index was Joreskog and Sorbom's 
GFIwhich was- given in approximately 50% (N = 177) of the 
articles. The NFI was reported in 33% (N = 122) of the 
articles, NNFI in 28% (N = 103), and CFI in 21% (N =
76). The RMSEA (N = 11), RNI (N = 11), and CN (N = 9) were 
reported only in 3% of the articles.
Latent variables and their indicators. The average 
number of latent variables across all articles was 5.74 (SD 
= 3.58). As expected, the average number of latent 
variables differed based on whether the application was a 
confirmatory factor analysis versus a structural model. 
Confirmatory factor analysis models had an average of 4.83 
latent variables (SD = 2.2), whereas structural equation 
models had an average of 6.82 latent variables (SD = 2.62). 
The ratio of independent to dependent latent variables in 
the structural equation models was approximately 7 to 8 
(88%), respectively. Across all articles, the mean number 
of indicators per latent variable was 3.50 (SD = 2.56). 
Interestingly, there was a greater number of indicators for 
independent latent variables (M = 3.59, SD = 2.6) than for
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dependent latent variables (M = 1.88, SD = 1.29). This 
result was due to the number of indicators used to measure 
the independent latent variables in confirmatory factor 
analysis models. Specifically, confirmatory factor 
analysis models had a greater number of indicators per 
independent latent variable (M = 5.52, SD = 3.02) than did 
structural equation models (M = 2.22, SD = 1.49).
The average number of indicators per independent and 
dependent latent variable was approximately the same in 
structural equation models (M = 2.22, SD = 1.49, and M = 
2.07, SD = 1.44, respectively). The smaller number of 
indicators used in structural equation models is explained 
by the frequent occurrence of single indicator models. 
Fifty-eight percent (N = 95) of the structural equation 
models used only one indicator per latent variable.
Number and types of paths. The mean number of total 
paths was 35.02 (SD = 6.74). The mean number of measured 
and latent paths, latent correlations, and correlated 
residuals for the total sample were M = 19.21 (SD = 4.39),
M = 8.45 (SD = 3.16), M = 5.29 (SD = 2.27), and M = 2.07 
(SD = .88), respectively. Measured paths were estimated in 
all applications, whereas 47% (N = 171) of the applications 
estimated latent paths, 77% (N = 282) estimated latent 
correlations, and 11% (N = 42) estimated correlated
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residuals.
Because confirmatory factor analysis models contained 
a greater number of indicators, they tended to have a 
greater number of measured paths (M = 22.73, SD = 4.78) 
than did structural equation models (M = 13.42, SD = 3.68) . 
Structural equation models had an average of 10.71 latent 
paths (SD = 3.28). Structural equation models had a 
greater number of latent correlations (M = 6.12, SD = 2.3) 
and correlated residuals (M = 9.53, SD = 3.18) than did 
confirmatory factor analysis models (M = 8.26, SD = 2.91, 
and M = 6.69, SD = 2.67, respectively).
Sample sizes. Sample sizes utilized across the 
articles varied greatly, ranging from a low of 28 
(Simonton, 1991) to a high of 40,331 (Rock, Bennett, & 
Kaplan, 1987). The mean sample size for the entire sample 
was 765.09 (SD = 398.46), and the median was 289. 
Confirmatory factor analysis models had a mean sample size 
of 905.78 (£D = 3107.72) and a median of 333, whereas 
structural equation models had a mean sample size of 527.81 
(SD = 1020.11) and a median of 247.
In Table 4, sample sizes are grouped into eight 
discrete categories to reflect the frequency of sample 
sizes by type of application. In this table, 76% (N = 114) 
of structural equation models had sample sizes of 500 or
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Table 4
Frequency of Sample Sizes by Type of Application
Sample Size CFA Percent3 SEM Percent15 Total Percent'5
0 - 99 6 3 27 18 33 10
100 - 199 41 23 46 31 87 26
200 - 300 40 21 18 12 58 18
301 - 500 36 20 23 15 59 18
501 - 999 30 18 19 . 12 49 15
1000 - 1999 11 6 12 9 23 7
2000 - 4999 12 7 1 1 13 4
5000 + 4 2 3 2 7 2
Total 180 100 149 100 329 100
Note. Ten confirmatory factor analysis models did not 
report sample size. Technical procedures and Monte Carlo 
simulations were not included in the table. The following 
abbreviations were used: CFA = Confirmatory factor
analysis; SEM = structural equation models.
Percentage of confirmatory factor analysis articles. 
Percentage of structural equation modeling articles. 
Percentage of all articles.
smaller. Of particular note is the fact that 49% (N = 73) 
had less than 200 participants in their sample, and 18% (N 
= 27) had less than 100 participants. In contrast, only 
26% (N = 47) of confirmatory factor analysis models had 
sample sizes less than 200, and only 3% (N = 6) had less 
than 100 participants.
Model Complexity Classification Schemes and Outcomes 
Classification schemes. Model complexity was 
determined using two classification schemes that evaluated
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articles on the basis of (a) the number of latent 
variables, and (b) the number of latent paths. First, 
articles were classified into model complexity based on the 
number of latent variables. Approximately 42% (N = 154) of 
the articles had between one to four latent variables.
These articles were classified as simple. Articles with 
five to eight latent variables were classified as moderate. 
Moderate models represented approximately 41% (N = 149) of 
the entire sample. Articles with nine or more latent 
variables were classified as complex. Complex models 
represented approximately 17% (N = 63) of the entire 
sample.
Second, articles were coded into levels of model 
complexity based on the number of latent paths. Measured 
paths, latent variable correlations, and correlated 
residuals were not used as classifying features because 
they do not discriminate between confirmatory factor 
analysis models and structural equation models. In other 
words, latent paths are found only in structural equation 
models, whereas measured paths, latent correlations, and 
correlated residuals can be found in confirmatory factor 
analyses and structural equation models. Articles that did 
not estimate any latent paths were classified as simple.
Thus, 55% (N = 203) of the articles were classified as
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simple. Structural equation models that had between one 
and four latent paths also were classified as simple. 
Approximately 5% (N = 8) of the structural equation models 
were categorized as simple. Structural equation models 
that had between five and nine latent paths were classified 
as moderate. Sixty-one percent (N = 100) of the structural 
equation models fell into this classification. The 
remaining structural equation models (N = 55, 34%) had ten 
or more latent paths and were classified as complex.
Classification outcomes. The results from the two 
classification schemes were compared for agreement as to 
article placement into levels of model complexity. Of the 
366 articles, the two schemes agreed for 82% (N = 300) of 
the articles. When the classification procedures differed 
for placement of an article into model complexity, the 
article was evaluated to determine the appropriate 
placement. Often (N = 57), the difference in placement 
arose because the article was a confirmatory factor 
analysis with five or more latent variables that only had 
measured paths. Thus, the article was classified as 
moderate or complex based on the number of latent 
variables, whereas the article was classified as simple 
based on the number of latent paths. When this type of 
difference occurred, the article was classified as a simple
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model.
When structural equation models were classified as 
moderate based on the number of latent variables, but as 
complex based on the number of latent paths, the article 
was classified as complex. When structural equation models 
were classified as complex based on the number of latent 
variables, but as moderate based on the number of latent 
paths, the article was classified as moderate. In sum, 
when there was a difference between the classification 
procedures, the placement determined by the number of 
latent paths was maintained.
The resolution of the discrepancies between the 
classification schemes led to 58% of the articles (N = 211) 
being classified as simple, 27% (N = 100) classified as 
moderate, and 15% (N = 55) classified as complex. This 
resolved classification was used to select models for Study 
2 .
Multiple Regression Articles
Computation of article indices. Fifty-one percent (N 
= 187) of the articles had sufficient information for 
reanalysis or program generation of indices. Of these, 47% 
(N = 88) were reanalyzed, and 53% (N = 99) used a program 
to generate goodness-of-fit indices. Appendix D indicates 
whether articles were reanalyzed or had indices recreated.
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Within the reanalyzed articles, 42% (N = 37) provided 
complete correlation matrices with standard deviations.
For each of these applications, the reanalysis entered the 
data as a covariance matrix as well as a correlation matrix 
to compare values of their goodness-of-fit indices. No 
differences were noted between the indices as a function of 
type of matrix. Therefore, a decision was made to include 
applications for reanalysis that only provided correlation 
matrices.
Although over 50% of the 366 articles could be used in 
the regression analysis, only 24% could be reanalyzed.
Most often (N = 179), the covariance or correlation matrix 
was not given. In 17% of the cases (N = 61), some matrix 
information was provided but it was insufficient to 
recreate the analysis. For example, correlations and 
standard deviations were provided only for latent variables 
and not for indicators.
In other situations, an attempt was made to analyze a 
matrix but the reanalysis was unsuccessful (N = 23) . An 
unsuccessful reanalysis occurred for several reasons. In 
three attempts, the published and recreated goodness-of-fit 
indices did not meet the criteria for a successful match.
The remainder of the attempts either produced a model 
implied variance-covariance matrix that was not positive-
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definitive or failed to converge after 1000 iterations.
Interestingly, there was a striking difference in 
whether an article was reanalyzed or had fit indices 
generated using the SAS program as a function of journal. 
Only four of the 44 articles from Educational and 
Psychological Measurement (EPM) in the multiple regression 
analysis could be reanalyzed. The majority of articles 
from EPM presented only goodness-of-fit values. Articles 
from the remaining three journals were more likely to have 
fit indices generated through reanalysis than with a SAS 
program. That is, 53% (N = 42) of Journal of Applied 
Psychology articles; 66% (N = 36) of Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology articles, and 60% (N = 6) of 
Structural Equation Modeling articles were reanalyzed.
Representativeness of multiple regression articles.
The type of application used in the regression analysis was 
representative of the total set of articles. Specifically, 
50% (N = 94) were confirmatory factor analysis models 
(versus 52% in the total set), 32% were single indicator 
structural models (versus 26% in the total set), and 14% 
were multiple indicator structural equation models (versus 
15% in the total set). Model complexity was 
representative, in that, 51% of the articles were simple 
models (versus 58% in the total set), 31% were moderate
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models (versus 27% in the total set) and 18% were complex
models (versus 15% in the total set) .
Articles from Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology (JPSP), and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
were represented in similar proportions in the regression 
analysis, to the total set of articles. In particular, 29%
(N = 54) of the articles in the regression analysis were 
from JPSP (versus 33%, N = 121 in the total set), and 10%
(N = 10) were from SEM (versus 6%, N = 22 in the total 
set). However, fewer articles from Educational and 
Psychological Measurement (EPM) were included in the 
multiple regression analysis. That is, only 44 of the 112 
articles from EPM could be utilized. In contrast, a
greater number of articles were utilized from Journal of
Applied Psychology (JAP). Almost three-fourths of the 
articles from JAP (N = 79) were included in the articles in 
the multiple regression analysis. 
t-test Analyses
A  series of t-tests were performed to compare the 
articles used in the multiple regression analyses to the 
set of articles that could not be included in these 
analyses. Table 5 presents the t-test findings.
Specifically, the articles used in the multiple 
regression analyses were compared to the remaining articles
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Table 5
t-tests Comparing Multiple Regression Articles (MRA) and 
Excluded Articles on Five Predictor and Eight Criterion 
Variables
MRA (N = 187) Excluded (N=179)
M SD M SD Na t
Pre.dictor
DF 137.97 303.82 180.88 395.73 152 1.13
M indicators15 3.50 2.56 4.85 3.82 174 -3.96*
M latentc 5.78 3.29 5.75 3.96 175 .07
Paths 23.56 14 .03 30.13 25. 48 173 -3.05*
Sample Size 602.07 1276.69 920.68 3184.32 175 -1.26
Criterion
CFI .93 .09 .95 .06 39 -1. 36
Chi-square 379.99 802.60 491.06 1152.92 157 -1.05
CN 425.76 1294.62 445.50 195.04 6 -0.04
GFI .93 .06 . 92 .07 81 0. 66
NFI .88 .11 .90 .09 41 -1.22
NNFI .89 . 14 . 90 .10 38 -0 . 33
RMSEA .07 .05 . 05 .03 7 1. 00
RNI .93 .09 . 91 .05 3 0.28
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: 
Chi-square = Chi-square test statistic; CFI =Comparative 
fit index; CN = Critical N, DF = Degrees of freedom; GFI = 
Goodness-of-fit index, MRA = Multiple regression articles; 
NFI = Normed fit index, NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = 
Root mean square error Of approximation, RNI = Relative 
noncentrality index.
aSample size for multiple regression articles was 187, 
sample size for excluded articles varied as a function of 
predictor and criterion variables.
‘’Mean number of indicators per latent variable. 
cMean number of latent variables.
*= p <.05.
on the predictor and criteria variables. The predictor 
variables were (a) degrees of freedom for the hypothesized
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model, (b) mean number of indicators per latent variable,
(c) mean number of latent variables, (d) number of 
estimated paths, and (e) sample size. The eight goodness- 
of-fit indices were used as the criterion variables.
Two significant differences were noted for the 
predictor variables. Specifically, the multiple regression 
articles had significantly fewer indicators per latent 
variable (M = 3.51, SD = 2.59) than did the excluded 
articles (M = 4.85, SD = 3.82). Additionally, the multiple 
regression articles had significantly fewer estimated paths 
estimated (M = 23.56, SD = 14.03) than did the excluded 
articles (M = 30.13, SD = 25.48). No significant 
differences between the multiple regression articles and 
excluded articles were noted on the eight goodness-of-fit 
indices.
Multiple Regression Findings
Correlations among predictor and criterion variables. 
Table 6 presents the correlation matrix of the predictor 
(i.e., degrees of freedom, mean number of indicators, 
number of estimated paths, mean number of latent variables, 
and sample size) and criterion variables (i.e., the 
goodness-of-fit values). An examination of the correlation 
matrix indicates several expected relationships among the 
predictor variables and the goodness-of-fit indices. In


















Correlation Matrix of Predictor and Criterion Variables
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1. DF 1.00
2. IND .31* 1.00
3. LV .06 -.40* 1.00
4. PATHS .29* .22* .63* 1.00
5. SS .04 .08 -.12 -.03 1.00
6. CFI -.26* -.13 -.04 -.11 .08 1 .00
7. CHIS .88* .29* .02 .27* .31* -.29* 1.00
8. CN .03 -.06 -.11 -.15* .11 .16 -.03 1.00
9. GFI -.40* -.42* .02 -.28* . 14 . 68* -.30* .22* 1.00
10. NFI -.33* -.17* -.06 -.17* .16* .91* - .29* .20* .71* 1.00
11. NNFI -.12 .01 -.07 -.08 .09 .87* -.14* .26* .53* .76* 1.00
12. RMSEA -.11 -.15* -.05 .01 -.10 -.53* -.06 -.24* -.36* -.37* -.71* 1.00
13. RNI -.26* -.14 -.04 .02 .09 .99* -.29* .19* .68* .91* .88* -.54* 1.00
Note. N = 187 except for GFI (N = 135). The following abbreviations have been used: DF 
= Degrees of freedom; IND = Mean number of indicators per latent variable; LV = Mean 
number of latent variables; PATHS = Mean number of estimated paths; SS = Sample size; CFI 
= Comparative fit index; CHIS = Chi-square test statistic; CN = Critical N; GFI = 
Goodness-of-fit index; NFI = Normed fit index; NNFI =Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = Root 
mean square error of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality index; *p <.05.
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particular, positive relationships occur between the chi- 
square test statistic and degrees of freedom, mean number 
of indicators per latent variable, number of estimated 
paths, as well as sample size.
Degrees of freedom exhibited significant negative 
relationships with the CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI. That is, as 
the degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model 
increases, the values of the CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI 
decrease. Moreover, negative correlations were 
demonstrated between the GFI, NFI, RMSEA, and mean number 
of indicators per latent variable. As the mean number of 
indicators per latent variable increases, values for the 
GFI and NFI decrease. That is, the GFI and NFI suggest 
poorer fit as the number of indicators per latent variable 
increases. In contrast, increases in the mean number of 
indicators per latent variable are related to decreases in 
the RMSEA. Thus, the RMSEA suggests better model fit as 
the number of indicators per latent variable increases.
The mean number of estimated paths was negatively 
related to the CN, GFI, and NFI. That is, as the mean 
number of estimated paths increases, values of the CN, GFI, 
and NFI decrease; thus, suggesting poorer fit. In support 
of Anderson and Gerbing (1984), the NFI was positively 
related to sample size. In other words, as sample size
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increases, NFI values increase.
Several relationships noted by Browne and Cudeck
(1993) were not found in the current research. For 
example, Browne and Cudeck noted a negative relationship 
between number of latent variables and values for the 
RMSEA, however, no such relationship was found in the 
current research.
The findings in the current research may be explained 
by considering differences between the data utilized by 
Browne and Cudeck (1993) and the current research. Browne 
and Cudeck only utilized multiple indicator models, whereas 
the current research was represented by single and multiple 
indicator models. Moreover, in the current research, 
articles that were characterized by a greater number of 
latent variables often were single indicator structural 
models. In particular, single indicator models had a mean 
of 8.19 latent variables (SD = 2.66), whereas multiple 
indicator models had a mean of 5.47 latent variables (SD = 
1.67).
An examination of the subset correlations (i.e., for 
single indicator and multiple indicator models separately) 
showed that single indicator models exhibited no 
significant relationships between the RMSEA, degrees of 
freedom, number of latent variables, or number of
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indicators per latent variable. However, for the multiple 
indicator models, significant relationships were noted 
between the RMSEA and degrees of freedom (r = -.32, p 
<.05), and the RMSEA and number of indicators per latent 
variable (r = -.26, p <.05) . That is, as the degrees of 
freedom increase, values of RMSEA decrease. Similarly, as 
the number of indicators per latent variable increases, 
values of the RMSEA decrease.
Additionally, no support was found for Browne and 
Cudeck's (1993) relationship between sample size and the 
RMSEA. Browne and Cudeck found that as the sample size 
increased, values of the RMSEA decreased but not generally 
below .05. In their study, the sample size ranged from 75 
to 11,000, whereas the mean sample size for the multiple 
regression articles was 602.07, with a median of 238.
In contrast to Hu and Bentler (1995), no relationship 
was noted between the CN and sample size. They found that 
the CN accepted all models when the sample size was 500 or 
greater. However, an examination of subset correlations 
(i.e., for sample sizes from 0 to 499 versus 500 or 
greater) showed that sample sizes from 0 to 499 exhibited 
no significant relationship to the CN. In comparison, 
there was a significant positive relationship between the 
CN and sample sizes of 500 or greater (r = .31, p <.05).
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In the current research, a negative relationship was 
noted for the CN values and number of estimated paths.
This finding suggests that the CN rewards simpler models 
with higher CN values and penalizes complex models with 
lower CN values.
•Further, no relationships were noted between any of 
the fit indices and number of latent variables. Previous 
research had indicated that the chi-square test statistic, 
GFI, and NFI were adversely affected by increases in the 
number of latent variables (see Anderson & Gerbing, 1984; 
Gerbing & Anderson, 1993; and Mulaik et al., 1989).
However, in the current research, the chi-square test 
statistic, GFI, and NFI were adversely affected by 
increases in degrees of freedom and increases in the number 
of estimated paths.
Multiple regression analyses. Table 7 presents the 
findings from the multiple regression analyses. In the 
multiple regression analysis, the same five predictors 
(i.e., degrees of freedom, mean number of indicators, 
number of estimated paths, mean number of latent variables, 
and sample size) were entered and the eight goodness-of-fit 
indices were used as the dependent or criterion variables.
Five of the eight goodness-of-fit indices (i.e., chi- 
square test statistic, CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI) were
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Table 7
Summary of Multiple Regression Analyses for Predictor 
Variables Affecting Goodness-of-Fit Indices
Goodness-of-Fit Index B SE B P
Comparative Fit Index (CFI)
Degrees of Freedom 





















Degrees of Freedom 






















Degrees of Freedom .083 .338 .019
Indicators per Latent Variable -55.619 54.683 -.109
Latent Variables -45.253 53.389 -.111
Total Paths - 4.997 11.556 -.054





Degrees of Freedom -4.768 3.086 -.166
Indicators per Latent Variable - .007* .003 -.283*
Latent Variables 6.035 .003 .033
Total Paths -6.293 5.766 -.151




Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Degrees of Freedom -9.939* 2.578 -.288*
Indicators per Latent Variable - .005 .004 -.123
Latent Variables - .002 .004 -.063
Total Paths -1.216 8.818 -.016
Sample Size 1.448* 5.729 .176*
R2 =.150*
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Table 7 concluded
Goodness-of-Fit Index B SE B 3
Nonnormed Fit Index (NNFI)
Degrees of Freedom 5. 676 3.614 -.125
Indicators per Latent Variable .001 .006 .020
Latent Variables -9.598 .005 -.023
Total Paths -2.954 .001 -.030
Sample Size 9.512 8 .032 .088 
R2 =. 027
Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)
Degrees of Freedom -1.251 1.336 -.074
Indicators per Latent Variable - .004 .002 -.187
Latent Variables - .002 .002 -.104
Total Paths 4 . 086 4.571 .111




Degrees of Freedom -6.991* 2.267 -.238*
Indicators per Latent Variable - . 003 . 004 -.097
Latent Variables - .001 .004 -.058
Total Paths 3.203 7.755 .005
Sample Size 6.734 5.039 . 096
R2 =.061*
Note. Sample size was 187 for multiple regression analyses 
except for Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) which had a sample 
size of 135. *£ <.05.
influenced significantly by the predictor variables. 
Values of R2 for the chi-square test statistic and GFI 
were quite large (i.e., .855 and .253, respectively), 
whereas values of R2 for the CFI, NFI, and RNI were
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relatively small (.084, .150, and .061, respectively).
The chi-square test statistic and the GFI are most 
strongly influenced by the predictors. The chi-square test 
statistic is positively predicted by the hypothesized 
model's degrees of freedom (P = .86, p <.05) and sample size 
(3 = .28, p <.05). In other words, a poorer fit is 
suggested with increases in the hypothesized model's 
degrees of freedom and sample size.
In contrast, the GFI is negatively predicted by the 
number of indicators per latent variable (P = -.28, p <.05) 
but positively predicted by sample size (P = .17, p <.05) . 
That is, as the number of indicators per latent variable 
increases, values for the GFI decrease. However, as the 
sample size increases, values of the GFI increase and 
suggest a better fit.
The NFI is negatively predicted by the hypothesized 
model's degrees of freedom (P = -.28, p <.05) but 
positively predicted by increases in sample size (P = .18, p 
<.05). That is, increases in sample size lead to NFI 
values suggesting better fit, whereas increases in the 
hypothesized model's degrees of freedom lead to NFI values 
suggesting poorer fit.
The CFI and RNI are negatively predicted with
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increases in the hypothesized model's degrees of freedom (3 
= -.24, p <.05, and 3 = -.24, p <.05, respectively). That 
is, as the hypothesized model's degrees of freedom 
increase, values for the CFI and RNI decrease. No effects 
were noted for the CN, NNFI, or RMSEA.
As expected, regression coefficients were in the same 
directions as exhibited in the correlation matrix. In 
general, significant correlations were represented by 
significant regression coefficients in the multiple 
regression analysis. A  few exceptions were noted.
In particular, there was a significant positive 
correlation between the chi-square test statistic and the 
number of indicators per latent variable that did not 
produce a significant regression coefficient. This finding 
can be explained by considering the strong influence of 
degrees of freedom on the chi-square test statistic. As 
the degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model 
increases, the value of the chi-square test statistic 
increases. Further, as the number of indicators per latent 
variable increases, the value of the chi-square test 
statistic increases. A  model with more indicators per 
latent variable will automatically have more degrees of 
freedom than a model with fewer indicators. Thus, it 
appears that the contribution of number of indicators per
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latent variable can be explained through the influence of 
the hypothesized model's degrees of freedom.
Further, there was a significant positive influence on 
the GFI from sample size, although the correlation 
coefficient between sample size and the GFI was not 
significant. However, the signs of the correlation and 
regression coefficients were the same.
Discussion
Overview
The purposes of Study 1 were to (a) Establish the 
typical modeling application, (b) recreate the selected 
goodness-of-fit indices for use in the multiple regression 
analysis, and (c) provide a representative sample of 
studies for model selection in Study 2.
The discussion is presented in three sections. The 
first section describes the findings from the review and 
addresses areas of concern. The second section discusses 
the findings from the multiple regression analyses and 
compares these findings to those from previous research.
The third section reviews the availability of studies for 
model selection in Study 2.
Review of Journal Articles
The review of the four journals indicates the 
extensive use of modeling applications. As expected
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(Breckler, 1990; Tremblay & Gardner, 1996), the majority of 
applications (52%, N = 190) were confirmatory factor 
analysis models, however, structural equation models (42%,
N = 149) have increased in use.
In agreement with Tremblay and Gardner's (1996) review 
of PsychLit abstracts from 1987 to 1995, the current review 
found a yearly increase in the number of structural 
equation modeling articles. However, in the current 
research, a greater number of articles were identified in 
Educational and Psychological Measurement (112 vs. 39), 
Journal of Applied Psychology (111 vs. 45), and Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology (121 vs. 20). The 
exclusive use of abstracts and choice of key words in 
Tremblay and Gardner's review may explain why they 
identified fewer articles. The current research also 
included two additional years in the review, 1986 and 1996, 
but this is unlikely to explain differences in the number 
of articles identified.
The current research also extends the findings of 
James and James (1989) and Medsker et al. (1994) on 
descriptive features of structural modeling applications. 
James and James noted that the average sample size was 287, 
whereas Medsker et al. found a mean sample size of 299. In 
the current research, the average sample size for all
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identified articles was 765, with a median of 289. 
Confirmatory factor analysis models were usually 
characterized by sample sizes of 200-600, whereas 
structural equation models often were performed on sample 
sizes of 200 or less. Given the greater number of 
parameters estimated in structural equation models, these 
smaller sample sizes are ill-advised.
James and James (1989) also reported an average of 2.1 
indicators per latent variable, whereas Medsker et a l .
(1994) noted an average of 2.9 indicators per latent 
variable. In the current research, the average number of 
indicators per latent variable was 3.5, however, 58% (N =
95) of the structural equation models were represented with 
single indicators. Moreover, only 35% (N = 19) of the 
multiple indicator structural equation models were 
characterized by three or more indicators per latent 
variable. Sixty-eight percent (N = 65) of the models using 
one indicator per latent variable had sample sizes of 200 
or less.
James and James (1989) also reported an average of 3.2 
latent variables. Medsker et al. (1994) did not provide 
information on the average number of latent variables. In 
the current research, the average number of latent 
variables was 5.7. In comparison, confirmatory factor
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analysis models had an average of 4.8 latent variables, 
whereas structural equation models had an average of 6.8 
latent variables. This finding suggests that researchers 
are studying increasingly more complex models than they 
have previously (i.e., 3.2 latent variables in James and 
James■versus 5.7 latent variables in the current research).
In comparison to James and James (1989) and Medsker et 
al. (1994), an improvement in modeling procedures was 
noted. That is, 75% of the research applications used the 
covariance matrix as the input data. In contrast, 25% of 
the applications in James and James and 50% of the 
applications in Medsker et al. used the covariance matrix.
As expected, the most common goodness-of-fit index 
reported in the current review was the chi-square test 
statistic (N = 348). The second most reported index was 
the GFI (N = 177). Although the CFI and NNFI are 
recommended as preferred alternatives to the NFI (Gerbing & 
Andersen, 1993; Tanaka, 1993), both indices were used less 
frequently than the NFI (i.e., N = 76 for the CFI, N = 103 
for the NNFI, and N = 122 for the NFI). However, when the 
indices reported are examined by year, use of the CFI and 
NNFI from 1990 to 1996 is greater (i.e., CFI = 76, NNFI =
79) than for the NFI (i.e., 48).
Surprisingly, recently promoted indices (i.e., Browne
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& Cudeck, 1993; Gerbing & Andersen, 1993) such as the RMSEA 
and the RNI were infrequently reported (N = 11, N = 11, 
respectively). However, an examination of the RMSEA and 
RNI by year shows that the RMSEA was not reported prior to 
1993, whereas the RNI was not reported prior to 1991.
Areas of Concern
The current findings indicate that many researchers 
performing structural equation analyses are not adhering to 
the recommended guidelines for sample size or number of 
indicators per latent variable. That is, about 50% of the 
studies (N = 73) had less than 200 participants in the 
sample, and 18% (N = 27) had less than 100 participants. 
Furthermore, when the sample size was 200 or less, 
researchers often used only one indicator per latent 
variable.
One possibility is that the majority of the studies 
using smaller sample sizes were found in the early years of 
the review (i.e., from 1986 to 1991). However, an 
examination of sample size by year showed that this was not 
the case. That is, between 1992 and 1996, 63 studies had 
less than 200 participants, and 18 studies had less than 
100 participants.
Testing a structural equation model with a small 
sample size raises several troubling issues. For example,
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interpretation of the fit indices, obtained parameter 
estimates, and standard errors are less stable in small 
samples (Raykov & Widaman, 1995). In particular, 
researchers are cautioned that the chi-square test 
statistic follows a central chi-square distribution only 
when: (a) The correct estimation, method is chosen, (b) the
true model is specified, and (c) the sample size is large.
The combination of a small sample size with few 
indicators per latent variable exacerbates an already 
difficult situation. From a theoretical standpoint, 
reducing the number of indicators decreases the quantity of 
empirical information about the latent variable(s) in 
question (Raykov & Widaman, 1995). A single indicator is 
rarely as informative as multiple indicators. Moreover, 
when a single composite of several indicators is 
constructed, the composite variable has limited, and 
potentially misleading information about the latent 
variable. Furthermore, using fewer indicators per latent 
variable can lead to problems with evaluation of model fit 
and interpretation of parameter estimates and standard 
errors.
There are several reasons why researchers might use 
one indicator per latent variable. As noted earlier, using 
one indicator per latent variable with a small sample size
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sample size to parameter ratio requirements). Another 
reason for using one indicator per latent variable might be 
due to the latent variable in question. For example, job 
experience might be measured by a single indicator such as 
number of years in a position. Finally, based on expert 
consensus, there are certain measures that are widely 
accepted as adequately measuring their latent constructs. 
For example, Anastasi (1988) recommends the Raven 
Progressive Matrices (Raven, 1983) as a measure of general 
intelligence, and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (University of Minnesota, 1982) as a measure of 
psychopathology. Similarly, Landy (1985) recommends the 
Job Description Index (Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) as a 
measure of job satisfaction.
However, many widely used measures are known to 
exhibit measurement error. For example, GRE and SAT scores 
are likely to demonstrate some measurement error. 
Furthermore, creating single composite indicators from 
multiple items does not remove potential measurement error. 
Thus, the use of single indicators with potential 
measurement error reduces the reliability of a hypothesized 
model and weakens confidence in the model findings.
Therefore, although it is possible that some latent
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variables can be measured logically with single indicators, 
the likelihood that any latent variable can be measured 
adequately with only one indicator per latent variable is 
extremely unlikely. Instead, the use of fewer indicators 
per latent variable with small samples is more than likely 
an attempt to increase the possibility of publication. 
Findings from Study 1
Overall, the correlations and multiple regression 
analyses support the findings from previous research.
Table 8 presents a summary of prior findings with those 
from the current research.
Sample size. Sample size was found to influence the 
chi-square test statistic, GFI, and NFI. In agreement 
with Andersen and Gerbing (1984), Boomsma (1982), and 
Gerbing and Andersen (1993), a smaller sample size was 
found to decrease the value of the chi-square test 
statistic. Additionally, the current findings concurred 
with Browne and Cudeck (1993), Gerbing and Andersen, and La 
Du and Tanaka (1989), in that increases in sample size were 
related to increases in the values of the GFI and NFI.
As in prior research, no influence was noted on the 
CFI, NNFI, and RNI from sample size. This supports 
research conducted by Bentler (1990), Gerbing and Andersen 
(1993), and Hu et al. (1992) demonstrating that the CFI,


















Summary of Findings Comparing the Performance of Goodness-of-Fit Indices as a Function of 
Sample Size, Number of Latent Variables, and Number of Indicators per Latent Variable 
from Prior Research to Study 1 Results
Issue Prior Research Study 1 Results
Sample Size Smaller sample size decreases value 
of chi-square test statistic;
Larger sample size increases value 
of GFI and NFI; Larger sample size 
decreases value of RMSEA but not 
usually below .05; CN accepted all 
models when sample sizes were 500 
or greater; CFI, NNFI, and RNI not 
affected by sample size.
Smaller sample size decreases value 
of chi-square test statistic; Larger 
sample size increases value of CN, 
GFI and NFI; No significant 
relationships noted between sample 
size and RMSEA; CFI, NNFI, and RNI 




Chi-square, GFI, and NFI adversely 
affected by increases in number of 
latent variables; RMSEA decreases 
in value as sample size increases 
and number of latent variables 
increases beyond six variables; 
CFI, NNFI, and RNI appear stable. 
CN never examined.
No relationships noted between number 
of latent variables and chi-square, 
GFI, NFI, and RMSEA; CFI, CN, NNFI, 
























Chi-square, GFI, and 
affected by increases 
indicators; CFI, NNFI 
RNI appear stable; CN 
examined.
NFI adversely 
in number of 
, RMSEA, and 
never
Chi-square test statistic, GFI, and 
NFI related to increases in number of 
indicators; Increases in number of 
indicators related to decreases in 
value for the RMSEA; CFI, CN, NNFI, 
and RNI appear stable.
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NNFI, and RNI are independent of sample size.
Only partial support was found for Hu and Bentler's
(1995) findings of sample size effects on the CN. Hu and 
Bentler's study demonstrated that the CN accepted all 
models when the sample size was 500 or greater. In the 
current research, a positive significant correlation was 
exhibited between sample size and the CN, suggesting that 
as the sample size increases CN values also increase. 
However, sample size did not exert a significant influence 
on the CN in the multiple regression analysis. Further 
examination of the multiple regression articles indicates 
that although the mean sample size was 602.07 (SD =
1276.69), the median was only 238. Thus, the multiple
regression articles were skewed on sample size, which may 
explain the lack of significance.
Additionally, no support was found for Browne and 
Cudeck's (1993) relationship between sample size and the 
RMSEA. They found that as the sample size increased, 
values of the RMSEA decreased. However, Browne and Cudeck 
examined sample sizes ranging from 75 to 11,000. The more 
thorough examination of sample size in Study 2 should shed 
additional light on the relationships between sample size,
CN, and RMSEA.
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Number of latent variables. Prior research had 
demonstrated that the chi-square test statistic, GFI, and 
NFI were significantly influenced by increases in the 
number of latent variables (Andersen & Gerbing, 1984;
Gerbing & Andersen, 1993; Mulaik et al., 1989). That is, 
with .increases in latent variables, values on the chi- 
square test statistic increased, whereas values on the GFI 
and NFI decreased.
Prior research also had demonstrated that values on 
the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were relatively stable with 
increases in the number of latent variables (Andersen & 
Gerbing, 1984; Gerbing & Andersen, 1993; Mulaik et al.,
1989). Browne and Cudeck (1993) noted that the RMSEA 
decreased in value as the sample size increased and the 
number of latent variables increased beyond six variables. 
The relationship between the CN and number of latent 
variables had not been examined in prior research.
In the current research, no significant relationships 
were noted between number of latent variables and the 
indices. One explanation for the lack of significance may 
be due to differences in the models examined in prior 
research compared to those in the multiple regression 
articles. Overall, prior research has used confirmatory 
factor analysis models when examining effects of number of
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latent variables (e.g., Gerbing & Andersen, 1993; Mulaik et 
al., 1989). In comparison, the multiple regression 
articles were characterized by 43 single indicator models,
45 multiple indicator models, and 97 confirmatory factor 
analysis models.
A  follow-up regression analysis examining only the 
confirmatory factor analysis models also failed to yield 
significant findings for the chi-square test statistic,
GFI, and NFI. Similarly, regression analyses examining the 
single indicator and multiple indicator structural equation 
models individually and jointly, did not produce 
significant findings for the chi-square test statistic,
GFI, and NFI. The examination of model complexity in the 
Monte Carlo simulation in Study 2 may provide insight into 
the relationship between number of latent variables and the 
indices.
Number of indicators per latent variable. In the 
current research, only the GFI was significantly influenced 
by number of indicators per latent variable in the 
regression analysis. That is, as the number of indicators 
increased, values on the GFI decreased, thus supporting 
research by Andersen and Gerbing (1984), and Mulaik et al.
(1989). In addition, the correlation matrix demonstrated a 
significant positive relationship between number of
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indicators and the chi-square test statistic, and 
significant negative relationships between number of 
indicators and the NFI and the RMSEA.
Prior research also had demonstrated that values on 
the chi-square test statistic and NFI were significantly 
influenced by increases in the number of indicators per 
latent variable (Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Ding et al.,
1995; Mulaik et a l ., 1989). That is, as the number of 
indicators per latent variable increased, values on the NFI 
decreased, thus suggesting poorer fit. Similarly, 
increases in the number of indicators per latent variable 
results in increases in the value of the chi-square test 
statistic, again suggesting poorer fit.
However, in the current research, neither the chi- 
square test statistic nor the NFI were significantly 
predicted by number of indicators per latent variable. 
Interestingly, both the chi-square test statistic and NFI 
were significantly influenced by the hypothesized model's 
degrees of freedom. Moreover, these relationships were in 
the same direction as would be expected from number of 
indicators per latent variable. As noted earlier, models 
with a greater number of indicators per latent variable 
automatically have greater degrees of freedom than models 
with fewer indicators per latent variable. Therefore, the
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strong influence of the hypothesized model's degrees of 
freedom to the chi-square test statistic and NFI may 
explain the lack of significance from number of indicators 
per latent variable.
The significant negative relationship between number 
of indicators and the RMSEA suggests that models with more 
indicators will produce lower RMSEA values, suggesting 
better fit. Although no relationship was found between the 
RMSEA and number of latent variables, Study 2 may 
demonstrate that increases in the number of latent 
variables (i.e., more complex models) and increases in 
number of indicators result in significantly lower RMSEA 
values than in less complex models with fewer indicators.
Ding et al. (1995) noted that the values of the CFI, 
NNFI, and RNI remained relatively stable when the number of 
indicators per latent variable increased. However, they 
expressed concern that these indices decreased in value 
when there were five or six indicators per latent variable. 
In the current research, no significant relationships were 
found between the number of indicators per latent variable 
and the CFI, NNFI, or RNI.
The relationship between the CN and indicators per 
latent variable had not been examined in prior research.
In the current research, no significant relationship was
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noted.
Available Studies for Model Selection
Of the 366 articles identified in the current 
research, only 24% (N = 88) had sufficient information for 
reanalysis. The reanalyzed articles from Study 1 provided 
representative samples for the conditions of model 
complexity in Study 2.
Model criteria. Each article had to meet or exceed 
the recommended acceptable cutoff values for goodness-of- 
fit indices to be considered for model selection. That is, 
the CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI were required to have 
values of .90 or greater, whereas the CN was required to 
have a value of 200 or greater, and the RMSEA was required 
to have a value of .08 or less. Due to the noted effect of 
sample size on the chi-square test statistic, a significant 
chi-square value for the article was ignored as a criterion 
for model selection.
Each article was required to have sufficient data 
(i.e., a covariance or correlation matrix with standard 
deviations) to reproduce the observed covariance matrix. 
There were two reasons why articles that only provided 
correlation matrices were not included in the sample of 
articles for model complexity. First, researchers disagree 
about the effects of correlation matrices on parameter
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estimates and standard errors (Boomsma, 1987; Cudeck,
1989) . In particular, Cudeck argued that correlation 
matrices should not be used under any circumstances. In 
contrast, Boomsma noted that when the sample size exceeded 
200, the results of correlation matrices were identical to 
the results from covariance matrices. Second, because the 
smallest size in the Monte Carlo simulation would be less 
than 200, there was concern that using correlation matrices 
would introduce uncontrolled variation into the simulation.
Of the 88 reanalyzed articles, 50% (N = 44) met or 
exceeded the recommended cutoff values for the goodness-of- 
fit indices. Covariance matrices or correlation matrices 
with standard deviations were available in 73% (N = 32) of 
the articles meeting the recommended cutoff values.
Classification outcomes. When applied to the 44 
articles, the latent variable classification procedure 
yielded 12 simple models, 13 moderate models, and 7 complex 
models. Within the moderate and complex conditions, 
confirmatory factor analysis studies were removed. This 
procedure resulted in the removal of three confirmatory 
factor analysis studies from the complex condition. No 
studies were removed from the moderate condition. In the 
simple condition, 10 articles were represented by 
confirmatory factor analyses, whereas two articles were
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structural equation models. Thus, from the original set of 
366 identified articles, only 8% (N = 29) were available 
for model selection in Study 2.
Implications
Unfortunately, almost 75% (N = 267) of the total 
articles identified could not be reanalyzed. Within these 
articles, 99 articles gave sufficient information to 
generate six of the goodness-of-fit indices (i.e., CN, CFI, 
NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI). Although the final sample size 
for the multiple regression analyses were acceptable (N =
187 for the Chi-square test statistic, CN, CFI, NFI, NNFI, 
RMSEA, and RNI; N = 135 for the GFI), it is troubling that 
so few articles provided sufficient information for 
reanalysis.
The lack of sufficient data to recreate analyses is a 
serious concern regarding published research. Hoyle and 
Panter (1995) have suggested that a general set of 
guidelines is needed for presenting structural equation 
modeling information. Specifically, they recommended 
guidelines for the presentation of models at both a 
conceptual and statistical level.
At the conceptual level, they recommend that 
researchers provide readers with a diagram that refers to 
constructs and hypothesized relations along with a written
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discussion of the relations that are supported by theory.
About 90% of the articles under review provided both 
a diagram and written explanation of the research model. 
Another 5% of the articles provided a written explanation 
of the research model but failed to provide a diagram.
At the statistical level, Hoyle and Panter (1995) 
recommend that estimation of structural models always be 
based on covariance, rather than correlation matrices. 
Moreover, they recommend that researchers provide readers 
with a correlation matrix of all measured variables 
accompanied by standard deviations of the variables.
Almost all software programs can recover the covariance 
matrix when provided a correlation matrix and standard 
deviations.
The benefits of including a covariance or correlation 
matrix with standard deviations should be readily apparent. 
First, it allows other researchers to replicate models 
(e.g., as in the present research). Second, it provides 
other researchers the opportunity to fit alternative models 
to the data.
Of the 88 articles that were reanalyzed in Study 1, 66 
provided either covariance matrices or correlation matrices 
with standard deviations. The remaining 22 articles that 
were reanalyzed provided complete correlation matrices but
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failed to provide standard deviations. Of the articles 
that could not be reanalyzed, many articles provided 
correlation matrices and standard deviations only for 
latent variables when the model used multiple indicators. 
Another reason articles could not be reanalyzed was because 
an incomplete correlation matrix was given (e.g., for only 
the independent or dependent variables).
Article authors often noted that data were not 
provided to conserve space. However, it was unclear 
whether data were not provided due to the author's decision 
to omit data or due to a decision of the journal editor. 
Examination of the four journals reviewed suggest that 
articles in Journal of Applied Psychology and Structural 
Equation Modeling are more likely to provide data than are 
articles in Educational and Psychological Measurement or 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology.
All journals accepting structural equation modeling 
should include consistent submission requirements for: (a)
Visual and written explanation of structural models, (b) 
covariance matrices or correlation matrices with standard 
deviations for all measured variables, (c) information 
about the measurement and/or structural models (e.g., 
parameter estimates, standard errors, squared multiple 
correlations), and (d) information about the chosen fit
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indices with a rationale for their choice (Hoyle & Panter, 
1995) . Although there is often a discrepancy between the 
results that should be reported and the results that 
editors allow to be reported, Hershberger (1997) argued 
that Hoyle and Panter's recommendations are extremely 
reasonable and should be acceptable to any editor's 
standards. Clearly, the research literature would be much 
improved if Hoyle and Panter's guidelines were followed.





Building on the results of Study 1 and the previous 
literature examining the performance of goodness-of-fit 
indices, Study 2 examines issues, relevant to evaluations of 
overall model fit in structural equation models. In 
particular, Study 2 focuses on four issues:
First, the effects of sample size on the goodness-of- 
fit indices are considered. Levels of sample size are 
based on recommended sample sizes from prior research 
(e.g., Boomsma, 1982; Ding et al., 1995), and the range of 
sample sizes noted in Study 1.
Second, the results from Study 1 documented the 
widespread use of single indicators in structural equation 
models. In particular, 26% (N = 95) of the structural 
equation models in Study 1 are classified as single 
indicator models. However, prior research has only 
examined multiple indicator models (e.g., Andersen &
Gerbing, 1984; Ding et a l ., 1995). Study 2 extends the 
accumulated knowledge about the effects of number of 
indicators per latent variable on the fit indices by 
examining single and multiple indicator models.
Third, prior examinations of model misspecifications
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have been limited to a few fit indices (primarily the chi- 
square test statistic, GFI, NFI, and NNFI) and generally 
confined to confirmatory factor analysis models (e.g., 
Gerbing & Andersen, 1987; La Du & Tanaka, 1989) . By 
examining structural equation models, Study 2 provides new 
information about the performance of the fit indices in 
true and misspecified models.
Fourth, Study 2 provides an opportunity to examine the 
appropriateness of the recommended cutoff values for the 
goodness-of-fit indices. Hu and Bentler (1995) showed that 
the .90 cutoff value is inadequate and often inappropriate. 
Study 2 extends Hu and Bentler's research in that the 
appropriateness of cutoff values is considered for the fit 
indices under a wider range of conditions. Further, the 
current research presents information regarding the 
assessment of model fit using alternative cutoff values.
This information will be useful in evaluating structural 
equation models across a variety of research applications.
Hypotheses
Three Monte Carlo simulations were conducted in Study 
2. Each simulation study examined the following 
conditions: (a) sample size, (b) number of indicators per
latent variable, and (c) model misspecifications. The 
simulations differed in the complexity of the chosen model
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(i.e., simple, moderate, and complex). Table 9 presents 
the proposed hypotheses for the eight goodness-of-fit 
indices as a function of the study conditions in the three 
simulations. The findings from Study 1 and the literature 
relating to each hypothesis in Table 9 can be found in the 
following sections which, are represented as conditions in 
the table.
Sample Size
Previous research has shown that increased sample 
sizes result in improved model fit and higher rates of 
model acceptance for many indices. In particular, the GFI 
and NFI (Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Browne & Cudeck, 1993) 
are significantly affected by sample size with larger 
sample sizes yielding improved model fit values. Moreover, 
Hu and Bentler (1995) noted that the CN accepts all models 
when the sample size is 500 or greater. Furthermore,
Browne and Cudeck demonstrated that as the sample size 
increases, RMSEA values decrease, but generally not below 
.05. In contrast, an increase in sample size results in 
values suggesting poorer model fit and higher rates of 
model rejection for the chi-square test statistic (Boomsma, 
1982; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1981). Sample size was found to 
have little or no effect on the CFI, NNFI, and RNI (Marsh 
et al., 1988; Mulaik et al., 1989). However, Bentler


















Study 2 Hypotheses for the Goodness-of-Fit Indices for the Monte Carlo Study Conditions 
In the Simple, Moderate/ and Complex Models
Condition_________________________________________Hypotheses_______________________________________
Sample Size As sample size increases, chi-square values
increase, suggesting poorer fit.
As sample size increases, CN, GFI and NFI 
values increase, suggesting better fit.
As sample size increases, RMSEA values 
decrease, suggesting better fit, but not 
generally below .05.
When the sample size is 100, the NNFI is 
expected to exhibit larger standard 
deviations than the CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI. 
No sample size effect is expected for the 
CFI, NNFI, and RNI.
Number of Indicators per Latent Variable As number of indicators increase, chi-square
values increase, suggesting poorer fit.
As number of indicators increase, GFI and NFI 
values decrease, suggesting poorer fit.
As number of indicators increase between 
three and five, CFI, NNFI, and RNI values 
decrease, suggesting poorer fit.
As number of indicators increase, RMSEA 
values decrease, suggesting better fit.





















Sample Size X Number of Indicators per 
Latent Variable Interaction
Hypotheses
When the model is specified correctly/ all 
indices (i.e., chi-square, CFI, CN, GFI, NFI, 
NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI) should yield values 
suggesting acceptable fit.
When the misspecification is an inclusion, 
the fit indices are expected to yield the 
same values as for the true condition.
When the misspecification includes an omitted 
path, the indices are expected to yield 
values that suggest a poorer fit than for the 
true or inclusion condition.
As sample size increases, the effects of 
number of indicators increase on chi-square 
values to suggest poorer fit.
When the sample size is small (N = 100) and 
number of indicators increase, CFI, GFI, NFI, 
NNFI, and RNI values decrease to suggest 
poorer fit, whereas when the sample size is 
large (N = 200+) and number of indicators 
increase, CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI values 
are stable.
As sample size increases, the effects of 
number of indicators increase on RMSEA values 
to suggest better fit.



















Sample Size X Model Misspecifications 
Interaction
Number of Indicators per Latent Variable X 
Model Misspecifications Interaction
Hypotheses
As sample size decreases, the chi-square is 
expected to detect misspecifications more 
accurately, whereas when the sample 
increases, the chi-square is expected to 
detect misspecifications less accurately.
As sample size increases, the GFI and NFI are 
expected to detect misspecifications more 
accurately, whereas when the sample size 
decreases, the GFI and NFI are expected to 
detect misspecifications less accurately.
No interaction effect is expected for the CN, 
CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI.
As the number of indicators increase, the 
chi-square test statistic, GFI, and NFI are 
expected to detect misspecifications less 
accurately, whereas as the number of 
indicators decrease, the chi-square, GFI, and 
NFI are expected to detect misspecifications 
more accurately.
As the number of indicators increase, the 
RMSEA is expected to detect misspecifications 
more accurately, whereas as the number of 
indicators decrease, the RMSEA is expected to 
detect misspecifications less accurately.
No interaction effect is expected for the 



















Sample Size X Number of Indicators per As the number of indicators and sample size
Latent Variable X Model Misspecifications increase, the chi-square test statistic is
Interaction expected to detect misspecifications less
accurately, whereas as the sample size and 
number of indicators decrease, the chi-square 
is expected to detect misspecifications more 
accurately.
No interaction effect is expected for the 
______________________________  CFI, CN, GFI, NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI.
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(1990) and Marsh et al. noted that when the sample size was 
small (e.g., 100 or less), the NNFI exhibited greater 
variability in standard errors than did the CFI, GFI, NFI, 
and RNI.
Results from Study 1 supported prior findings 
demonstrating the effects of sample size on.the chi-square 
test statistic, GFI, and NFI. Similarly, support was found 
for the lack of sample size effects on the CFI, NNFI, and 
RNI. In contrast, Study 1 results failed to support prior 
sample size effects on the CN or RMSEA. In particular, no 
significant relationships were noted between sample size 
and the CN or RMSEA. However, prior findings examining the 
CN and RMSEA were based on Monte Carlo investigations and a 
wider range of sample sizes (e.g., from 75 to 11,000 in 
Browne & Cudeck, 1993).
Inspection of the correlation matrix (i.e., on page 
83) in Study 1 demonstrates a positive correlation between 
sample size and the CN and a negative correlation between 
sample size and the RMSEA. Although these correlation 
coefficients are not statistically significant, they are in 
the direction that would be expected based on prior 
findings. Furthermore, the mean sample size of the Study 1 
data was 602.07, with a median of 238 (i.e., indicative of 
positive skewness) .
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Number of Indicators per Latent Variable
Prior research has shown that the chi-square test 
statistic, GFI, and NFI are adversely affectea by an 
increase in the number of indicators per latent variable 
(e.g., Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Ding et al., 1995). That 
is, as the number of indicators per latent variable 
increases, values on the chi-square test statistic, GFI, 
and NFI suggest poorer model fit. Ding et al. also noted 
that the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were negatively affected by 
increasing the number of indicators per latent variable. 
However, the effects on the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were 
relatively small. Importantly, when the sample size was 
200 or larger, no effects from indicators per latent 
variable were found for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI.
Browne and Cudeck (1993) demonstrated that as the 
number of latent variables increase and the sample size 
increases, the values of the RMSEA were more likely to 
decrease below .05. However, no prior research has 
examined the effects of number of indicators on the RMSEA. 
Inspection of the correlation matrix in Study 1 
demonstrates a significant negative relationship between 
the number of indicators per latent variable and values of 
the RMSEA. Thus, it appears logical that as the number of 
indicators increase and sample size increases, RMSEA values
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should decrease.
The results from the multiple regression analyses 
supported the influence of number of indicators per latent 
variable on the GFI. Moreover, the correlation matrix 
demonstrated significant relationships between number of 
indicators, the chi-square test statistic, NFI, and RMSEA.
No effects from number of indicators were exhibited for the 
CN, CFI, NNFI, and RNI.
The hypothesized model's degrees of freedom exerted 
significant influences on the chi-square test statistic,
CFI, NFI, and RNI in the multiple regression analysis. An 
increase in the number of indicators per latent variable 
results in increases in the hypothesized model's degrees of 
freedom.
Model Misspecifications
To date, research examining model misspecifications 
have primarily focused on the degree (i.e., the number of 
inappropriate paths added or omitted) to which a model is 
misspecified (e.g., Bandalos, 1993; Bentler, 1990; Marsh et 
al., 1988). However, La Du and Tanaka (1989) argued that 
the type of misspecification is an important consideration. 
Specifically, they noted that adding an incorrect 
structural path led to improvements in fit between 1% and 
2%, whereas omitting a correct structural path led to
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decrements in fit between 5% and 15%.
When the model is correctly specified, a useful 
goodness-of-fit index should yield values suggesting 
acceptable model fit. Further, when the model is correctly 
specified, goodness-of-fit indices should be influenced 
only minimally or not at all by sample size, model 
complexity, and number of indicators per latent variable. 
When the model is misspecified, a useful goodness-of-fit 
index should yield values that suggest poorer fit than for 
the correct specification. The misspecification(s) should 
be detected irrespective of the sample size, model 
complexity, and number of indicators per latent variable.
Appropriateness of the Recommended Cutoff Values 
Following the analyses of the Monte Carlo simulations, 
the data were examined to determine the percentages of 
model acceptance using recommended and alternative cutoff 
values. The recommended cutoff values for model acceptance 
are: (a) .90 for the CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI (Bentler
& Bonett, 1980; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993a; Mulaik et a l .,
1989); (b) 200 or greater for the CN (Hoelter, 1983); (c)
.08 or less for the RMSEA (Steiger, 1990); and (d) a non­
significant chi-square value for the chi-square test 
statistic (Tanaka, 1993) .
The likelihood of model acceptance using the
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recommended cutoff values will differ as a function of the 
Monte Carlo study conditions and model complexity. The 
effects of the Monte Carlo study conditions on the 
percentages of model acceptance are expected to mirror the 
effects on the values of the fit indices (refer to Table 9 
for Monte Carlo hypotheses).
Model Complexity Hypotheses
More complex models are characterized by a greater 
number of estimated paths, and by increases in the 
hypothesized model's degrees of freedom. In particular, 
although model complexity was not studied specifically in 
Study 1, results demonstrated that the chi-square test 
statistic, GFI, and NFI were adversely affected by 
increases in the total number of estimated paths and by 
increases in the hypothesized model's degrees of freedom. 
Thus, the chi-square test statistic, GFI, and NFI should 
have lower percentages of model acceptance as the model 
becomes more complex.
The CN was negatively related to the total number of 
estimated paths. That is, as the number of estimated paths 
increase, values on the CN decrease. Complex models will 
have more estimated paths than moderate models, and 
moderate models will have more estimated paths than simple 
models. Therefore, the CN should yield higher percentages
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of model acceptance for simple models than for moderate and 
complex models. And, the CN should yield higher 
percentages of model acceptance for the moderate rather 
than for the complex model.
Although the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were not affected by 
the total.number of estimated paths, each was negatively 
influenced by increases in the hypothesized model's degrees 
of freedom. As the number of indicators per latent 
variable increase, the hypothesized model's degrees of 
freedom will increase. Because a more complex model will 
have a greater number of latent variables than less complex 
models, increases in the number of indicators will result 
in larger degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model. 
Therefore, the CFI, NNFI, and RNI should yield lower 
percentages of model acceptance as the model becomes more 
complex and as the number of indicators per latent variable 
increases.
In contrast, the RMSEA was not affected by the total 
number of estimated paths or by the hypothesized model's 
degrees of freedom. However, Browne and Cudeck (1993) 
noted that RMSEA values decreased as the number of latent 
variables increased and as the sample size increased. 
Moreover, Study 1 demonstrated a significant negative 
relationship between number of indicators per latent
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variable and the RMSEA. Therefore, more complex models 
with increased numbers of indicators and larger sample 
sizes should yield higher percentages of model acceptance 




Each simulation had three conditions: (a) sample
size, (b) number of indicators per latent variable, and (c) 
model misspecifications. These conditions were studied in 
three simulation models of differing complexity: (a)
simple, (b) moderate, and (c) complex.
The Data
Sample size. Although a minimum sample size of 200 is 
generally agreed upon for structural equation modeling, 
there is considerable variation in the sample sizes 
typically used. For example, sample sizes may range from a 
low of 80 (e.g., Marcoulides, 1989) to a high of over 
50,000 (e.g., Mumford, Weeks, Harding, & Fleishman, 1988). 
Prior research has shown that, in many cases, goodness-of- 
fit values improve with increased sample sizes.
Based on sample size recommendations from prior 
research (e.g., Boomsma, 1982; Ding et a l ., 1995; Marsh et 
al., 1988, Tanaka, 1987) and the findings from Study 1, six
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sample sizes were considered: 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000,
and 5000. The smallest sample size, 100, was chosen 
because many structural equation models, especially single 
indicator models, are characterized by 100 or less 
observations in each group. Among the Study 1 articles,
10% (N = 33) had sample sizes of less than 100.
A  sample size of 200 was chosen because it has been 
recommended as the minimum sample size to conduct 
structural equation modeling (e.g., Boomsma, 1982; Marsh et 
al., 1988). Ding et al. (1995) characterized a sample size 
of 200 as "good." Sample sizes between 101 and 300 were 
noted in 40% (N =145) of the Study 1 articles.
The next size, 500, was chosen because previous 
research suggests it is an "excellent" sample size used for 
performing structural equation modeling (e.g., Andersen & 
Gerbing, 1984; Ding et al., 1995). Approximately 16% (N = 
59) of the Study 1 articles had sample sizes between 301 
and 500, whereas 13% (N = 49) had sample sizes between 501 
and 999.
A  sample size of 1000 was chosen because 6% (N = 23) 
of the Study 1 articles had sample sizes ranging from 1000 
to 1999. A  sample size of 2000 was chosen because 
MacCallum and Tucker (1991) have proposed that variability 
among standard errors becomes asymptotic at this sample
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size. Among the Study 1 articles, 4% (N = 13) had sample 
sizes between 2000 and 4999.
Finally, the largest sample size, 5000, was chosen for 
several reasons: (a) Substantive articles have touted 5000
as an "ideal" sample size (Mumford et a l ., 1988); and (b) 
several researchers have suggested using a ratio of either 
5:1 (Bentler & Chou, 1986; Bollen, 1989b) or 10:1 (Austin & 
Wolfle, 1991; SAS Institute, 1990, chap.l) between sample 
size and estimated parameters. Because the most complex 
structural equation model found in Study 1 had 15 latent 
variables and estimated 48 parameters, a sample size of 
5000 would be able to meet the 10:1 ratio requirements.
Only 2% (N = 7) of the Study 1 articles had sample sizes of 
5000 or greater.
Number of indicators per latent variable. Although 
studies have pointed out that a minimum of two indicators 
per latent variable is preferred (e.g., Ding et al., 1995; 
Gerbing & Anderson, 1993), many researchers choose single 
indicators for latent variables. Study 1 demonstrated that 
26% (N = 95) of the complete set of articles, 32% (N = 60) 
of the multiple regression articles, and 40% (N = 13) of 
the articles available for model selection were single 
indicator models. The effect on goodness-of-fit indices 
due to this choice has not been evaluated in a Monte Carlo
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study, thus, a single indicator was selected as the lower 
bound. Ding et al.'s research suggested that there is 
little distinction between five and six indicators per 
latent variable, therefore, five was chosen as the upper 
bound.
Model misspecifications. Four levels of model 
misspecification were examined: (a) a correctly specified
model (i.e., the true specification); (b) a misspecified 
model that had one omitted correct structural path (i.e., 
an omission condition); (c) a misspecified model that had
one added incorrect structural path (i.e., an inclusion 
condition); (d) a misspecified model that had one omitted
correct structural path and one added incorrect structural 
path (i.e., a combination condition). The combination 
condition used the same omitted and added paths from the 
omission and inclusion conditions.
The specific added and omitted paths in the simple, 
moderate, and complex models were determined by examining 
parameter estimates in the measurement and structural 
models. Individual parameter estimates in the measurement 
models were examined (i.e., latent variable weights, 
standard errors, and squared multiple correlations for the 
latent variables). The structural coefficients and squared 
multiple correlations for the structural equations for the
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structural models were examined to determine the effects of 
the misspecifications.
Omitted and added paths accounted for approximately 
the same proportion of variance (i.e., based upon examining 
the squared multiple correlations for the structural 
equations) across the three levels of model complexity. As 
an example, assume the squared multiple correlation for a 
structural equation prior to omitting a structural path was 
.60. After a path was omitted from the model, the squared 
multiple correlation for that same structural equation 
dropped to .40. Thus, the omission of that path accounted 
for approximately one third of the variance for that 
structural equation. In the remaining two models, the 
omitted paths were expected to account for one third of the 
variance in their respective structural equations (e.g., 
from .45 to .30, and from .75 to .50).
Similarly, when an incorrect structural path was 
added, the squared multiple correlation for that structural 
equation was evaluated. If there was no change in the 
squared multiple correlation for the structural equation 
when a path was added, then the remaining models specified 
incorrect paths that did not change the squared multiple 
correlations for their respective structural equations.
Individual parameter estimates and the structural
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equations were examined before and after paths were omitted 
and added to ensure that the omissions and inclusions had 
approximately the same effects across the levels of model 
complexity. For example, the lambda values and standard 
errors in the measurement models were examined to ensure 
that the composite reliability of the latent, variables was 
not affected by the omissions. To ensure consistency, all 
model misspecifications (i.e., omissions and inclusions) 
occurred in structural paths.
Model Selection
The 29 articles for model selection from Study 1 were 
examined to choose three specific models to reflect model 
complexity. Four complex models, 13 moderate models, and 
12 simple models were initially available for model 
selection.
First, the articles in the complex and moderate 
conditions of model complexity were examined to compare 
aspects such as the number of latent variables, the 
hypothesized relations, and the number of latent paths. 
Ideally, the complex model should have a greater number of 
latent paths and latent variables than the moderate model. 
However, some similarities in the hypothesized relations 
were desirable across the complex and moderate models.
That is, the choice of an omitted path should perform more
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similarly across the models if the omission exerted the 
same type of influence. For example, if the omitted path 
in the complex model was from a latent variable that had 
one hypothesized latent path to another latent variable, 
then the moderate model would be more similar if the 
omi.tted path was also from a latent variable that had one 
hypothesized path to another latent variable.
Based on these considerations, two models were chosen 
to represent the complex and moderate conditions of model 
complexity. The complex model was a structural equation 
model with nine latent variables examining the 
relationships between positive and negative emotions and 
drinking behavior (Cooper, Frone, Russell, & Muldar, 1995). 
The complex model is presented in Figure 3. The moderate 
model was a structural equation model with six latent 
variables examining the relationships between expatriates 
and the psychological contract (Guzzo, Noonan, & Elron,
1994). A depiction of the moderate model is presented in 
Figure 4.
Next, the articles in the simple condition of model 
complexity were examined. Ten of the 12 articles in the 
simple condition of model complexity were represented by 
confirmatory factor analyses. The majority of confirmatory 
factor analyses specified three latent variables (N = 6,































Figure 3. Model for the complex Monte Carlo simulation (Cooper et a l ., 
1995). Although the figure does not depict all possible correlations, 





























Figure 4. Model for the moderate Monte Carlo simulation (Guzzo et al., 
1994). 134
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60%). Because each of the confirmatory factor analyses 
estimated correlations among the latent variables, none of 
the confirmatory factor analyses could be used for the 
simple model. Although it would be possible to create an 
omission condition for these articles, it would be 
impossible to create an inclusion or combination condition 
for model misspecifications.
The removal of the ten confirmatory factor analyses 
left two remaining articles in the simple condition of 
model complexity. Unfortunately, both articles also were 
eliminated. One article (Windle et al., 1989) was 
eliminated because the composite reliabilities for the four 
latent variables were low (i.e., from .38 to .62). There 
was concern that the poor reliabilities of the latent 
variables would explain differences noted in the Monte 
Carlo simulation rather than manipulation of the study 
conditions.
The remaining article (Zebrowitz, Olson, & Hoffman,
1993) was eliminated because it was a longitudinal 
structural equation model. In other words, the structural 
paths between the latent variables were sequentially 
ordered from the first to the fourth latent variable. A  
longitudinal structural equation model was inappropriate 
because the omission of any structural path would either
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create two structural equation models or reduce the 
longitudinal aspects of the model.
Therefore, the simple model was developed by using a 
submodel with four latent variables from the model selected 
for the complex condition. Figure 5 depicts the simple 
model.
Manipulating the Number of Indicators per Latent Variable
Prior to generating the population variance-covariance 
matrices, the correlation matrix and standard deviations 
for each representative model were manipulated to add 
indicators per latent variable. The original models used 
one indicator per latent variable.
Two procedures were followed to add indicators. The 
first procedure was used to increase the number of 
indicators within a latent variable. For example, a second 
indicator for each latent variable was initially set to 
correlate .80 with the first indicator. The value for the 
standard deviation of the second indicator of each latent 
variable was set to .01 less than the standard deviation 
for the first indicator. The composite reliability of the 
latent variables before and after the addition of a second 
indicator was compared to ensure consistency.
If the composite reliability of a latent variable 
after the addition of the second indicator was higher than



























Figure 5. Model for the simple Monte Carlo simulation (adapted from 
Cooper et al., 1995).
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the composite reliability with one indicator, then the 
correlation between the indicators was reduced .01 to .79. 
The correlation between the two indicators continued to be 
reduced in increments of .01 until the composite 
reliability of the latent variable was within .02 of its 
original reliability.
If, however, the composite reliability after the 
addition of the second indicator was lower than the 
original composite reliability, then the correlation 
between the indicators were increased in increments of .01. 
This procedure was repeated until the composite reliability 
of the latent variable was within .02 of its original 
composite reliability.
The second procedure was used to generate the 
correlations between indicators of different latent 
variables. The correlation between two indicators was 
increased by systematically holding constant, adding .01, 
and subtracting .01 from the original correlation between 
latent variables. For example, when the correlation 
between the first and second latent variable was .77, the 
new indicators utilized values of .76, .77, and .78.
Choice of Model Misspecifications
The omitted path in the simple model was between the 
latent variables of sensation seeking and drinking to
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enhance. The squared multiple correlation for drinking to 
enhance dropped from .352 to .2 64 when this path was 
omitted. Thus, the omission decreased by 25% the squared 
multiple correlation in the structural equation for 
drinking to enhance. The incorrect added path in the 
simple model was obtained by creating a path from sensation 
seeking to alcohol use. The squared multiple correlation 
for alcohol use went from .412 to .424 when this path was 
included, which represents a 3% increase in the squared 
multiple correlation.
The moderate model omitted a path between the latent 
variables of organizational commitment and intent to quit. 
The squared multiple correlation for intent to quit dropped 
from .439 to .338 when this path was omitted. The omission 
decreased by 27% the squared multiple correlation in the 
structural equation for intent to quit. An incorrect path 
was added in the moderate model between the latent 
variables of intent to leave and perceived support. The 
squared multiple correlation for perceived support went 
from .334 to .348 when this path was included, which 
represents a 4% increase in the squared multiple 
correlation.
The complex model omitted a path between the latent 
variables of tension expectancy and drinking to cope. The
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squared multiple correlation for drinking to cope dropped 
from .668 to .511 when this path was omitted. The omission 
decreased by 24% the squared multiple correlation in the 
structural equation for drinking to cope. An incorrect 
path was added in the complex model between the latent 
variables of tension expectancy and alcohol use. The 
squared multiple correlation for alcohol use went from .391 
to .402 (i.e., a 4% increase) when this path was included.
The added paths in the simple, moderate, and complex 
models were represented by structural relationships in the 
gamma matrix (i.e., relationships from the latent 
independent variables to the latent dependent variables).
The omitted paths in the simple and complex models occurred 
in the gamma matrix, whereas the moderate model omitted a 
path in the beta matrix.
According to Hayduk (1987) and Bentler (1995), the 
distinction between independent and dependent latent 
variables exists primarily to facilitate understanding of 
the latent variables in a given model. Both researchers 
showed that a general model that does not distinguish 
between beta and gamma matrices is mathematically 
equivalent to a model that does (e.g., the full LISREL 
model). Thus, the distinction in omitted paths (i.e., beta
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in the moderate model versus gamma in the simple and 
complex models) is superfluous.
Analysis of the Population Matrices
The three simulation models with five levels of 
indicators per latent variable resulted in 15 population 
variance-covariance matrices for the Monte Carlo 
simulations (see Appendix E for presentation of the 15 
population matrices).
Two examinations of the population matrices were 
undertaken to ensure that the characteristics were properly 
defined for the Monte Carlo simulations. Mooney (1997) 
noted that careful examination of Monte Carlo conditions is 
necessary to ensure that appropriate inferences can be 
drawn from Monte Carlo findings. First, the measurement 
properties of the population matrices were compared within 
each level of model complexity. Second, the structural 
model properties of the population matrices were compared 
within each level of model complexity.
Population matrices were analyzed with a sample size 
of 100,000 for two reasons. First, when the sample size is 
large, the parameter estimates should be stable. Second, 
in order to analyze the population matrices, LISREL 8.14 
required a specified sample size. The size of the 
population was defined arbitrarily at 100,000.
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Measurement properties of the population matrices. 
Table 10 presents information regarding the measurement 
properties of the population matrices. In particular, the 
table shows the composite reliability for each of the 
latent variables, the average lambda value (i.e., average 
latent variable weight), average standard error (i.e., 
average measurement error), and averaged squared multiple 
correlation (i.e., average proportion of variance accounted 
for in the latent variable). Table 10 demonstrates that 
the measurement properties of the simple, moderate, and 
complex simulation models were maintained across increases 
in the number of indicators per latent variable. All 
measurement properties were within .03 of their original 
values.
Structural properties of the population matrices. 
Information about the structural model properties of the 
population matrices can be found in Tables 11, 12, and 13, 
respectively. These tables present the structural 
equations for the dependent latent variables and the 
squared multiple correlation associated with each of the 
structural equations. The values in these tables show that 
the structural properties of the simple, moderate, and 
complex simulation models were maintained across increases 
in the number of indicators per latent variable. All
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Table 10
Measurement Properties of the Population Matrices
Model3 Lambda Standard
___________________________ Reliability** Valuec Errord_____SMCe
Simple Model 
Alcohol Use
1 indicator .900 1.000 .110 .847
2 indicators .900 .992 .109 .848
3 indicators .900 .998 .108 .846
4 indicators .902 1.000 .108 .846
5 indicators .902 1.002 .109 .845
Drinking to Enhance
1 indicator .860 1.000 .159 .840
2 indicators .863 1.007 .164 .839
3 indicators .862 1.010 .164 .840
4 indicators .859 1.014 .164 .840
5 indicators .859 1.007 .163 .840
Sensation Seeking
1 indicator .901 1.000 . 107 .790
2 indicators .903 .997 .107 .789
3 indicators .900 .989 . 109 .790
4 indicators .902 1.000 . 109 .790
5 indicators .902 1.003 .109 .789
Socioemotional Problems
1 indicator .850 1.000 .175 .879
2 indicators .848 .996 .178 .878
3 indicators .848 .990 . 176 .880
4 indicators .850 1.000 .176 .880
5 indicators .850 1.002 .176 .880
Moderate Model 
Employee Benefits
1 indicator .946 1.000 .057 .729
2 indicators .942 .997 .057 .731
3 indicators .946 1.002 .057 .731
4 indicators .946 .997 .058 .730
5 indicators .944 1.002 .058 .731




___________________________Reliability Valuec Errord SMCe
Moderate Model 
Intent to Leave
1 indicator .881 1.000 . 146 .863
2 indicators .873 .993 . 145 .860
3 indicators .870 .997 .148 .856
4 indicators .874 1.006 '.141 .858
5 indicators .879 1.012 .141 . 863
Intent to Quit
1 indicator .873 1.000 . 140 .900
2 indicators .876 .992 . 139 .893
3 indicators .881 1.017 . 138 .896
4 indicators .880 1.011 . 139 .896
5 indicators .878 1.007 .141 . 894
Organizational
Commitment
1 indicator .931 1. 000 .080 . 860
2 indicators . 923 .988 . 078 .859
3 indicators .927 1.002 .078 .860
4 indicators . 927 1.001 . 079 . 860
5 indicators .927 1.004 .078 .861
Perceived Support
1 indicator .943 1.000 . 070 .903
2 indicators .941 1.011 .064 .900
3 indicators .944 1.033 .063 .900
4 indicators .943 1.029 . 064 .900
5 indicators .944 1.025 . 063 .901
Sufficiency
1 indicator .950 1.000 .056 .802
2 indicators .949 .970 .051 .800
3 indicators .951 .995 .052 .800
4 indicators .950 .993 .052 . 800
5 indicators .952 .995 .050 . 804




___________________________ Reliability*3 Valuec Errord SMCe
Complex Model 
Alcohol Use
1 indicator .900 1.000 .110 . 847
2 indicators .900 .992 .109 .848
3 indicators .900 .998 . 108 .846
4 indicators .902 1.000 .108 .846
5 indicators .902 1.002 .109 .845
Avoidance Coping
1 indicator .960 1.000 .048 .789
2 indicators .959 1.002 .044 .790
3 indicators .958 .987 .043 .790
4 indicators .959 1.000 .043 .790
5 indicators .959 .996 .042 .790
Depression
1 indicator .920 1.000 .086 . 830
2 indicators .920 . 998 .087 . 830
3 indicators .917 .988 .088 .830
4 indicators .920 .999 .088 . 830
5 indicators .918 . 998 .089 . 830
Drink to Cope
1 indicator .900 1.000 .119 .840
2 indicators .899 1.006 .113 .839
3 indicators .898 .992 .112 .840
4 indicators .899 .999 .113 .840
5 indicators .898 .993 .112 . 840
Drink to Enhance
1 indicator .860 1.000 .159 .840
2 indicators .863 1.007 .164 .839
3 indicators .8 62 1.010 .164 .840
4 indicators .859 1.014 .164 .840
5 indicators .859 1.007 . 163 .840




Reliability13 Valuec Errord SMCe
Complex Model 
Drinking Problems
1 indicator .940 1.000 .072 .784
2 indicators .939 1.007 .070 .786
.3 indicators .935 1.010 .071 .785
4 indicators .936 1.014 .070 .784
5 indicators .936 1.007 .069 .784
Sensation Seeking
1 indicator .901 1.000 .107 .790
2 indicators .903 .997 .107 .789
3 indicators .900 . 989 .109 .790
4 indicators .902 1.000 .109 .790
5 indicators .902 1.003 .109 .789
Socioemotional Problems
1 indicator .850 1. 000 .175 .879
2 indicators .848 . 996 .178 .878
3 indicators .848 . 990 .176 .880
4 indicators .850 1. 000 .176 .880
5 indicators .850 1.002 .176 .880
Tension
1 indicator .809 1.000 .235 .859
2 indicators .810 .999 .234 .860
3 indicators .807 . 992 .236 .860
4 indicators .809 1.000 .236 .860
5 indicators .806 .994 .237 .859
Note. N = 100,000 for all models. The following 
abbreviation was used: SMC = Squared multiple correlation.
aAll original models used one indicator for each latent 
variable.
bComposite reliability, computed as the sum of the squared 
lambda values divided by the sum of the squared lambda 
values and their respective standard errors. 
cAverage lambda value. 
dAverage standard error.
*Average squared multiple correlation for the latent 
variable.
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Table 11
Structural Properties of the Simple Population Matrices
Model3 Structural Equation SMC
Simple - 1 indicator
Alcohol Use AU = .538*DE .412
Drinking to Enhance DE .278*SE+.432*SO .352
Simple - 2 indicators 
Alcohol Use AU .561* DE .419
Drinking to Enhance DE = . 280*SE+.447*SO .383
Simple - 3 indicators
Alcohol Use AU = .555*DE .410
Drinking to Enhance DE = .270*SE+.444*SO .377
Simple - 4 indicators
Alcohol Use AU = .541*DE .408
Drinking to Enhance DE = .270*SE+.448*SO .370
Simple - 5 indicators
Alcohol Use AU = .541*DE .408
Drinking to Enhance DE . 270*SE+.448*SO .370
Note. N = 100,000 for all matrices. Assessment of the 
structural properties is based on the results from the true 
model. The following abbreviations were used: AU =
Alcohol use; DE = Drinking to enhance; SE = Sensation 
seeking; SMC = Squared multiple correlation for the 
structural equation; SO = Socioemotional problems.
3The original matrix used one indicator per latent variable.
structural properties were within .05 of their original 
values.
Number of Replications per Simulation Cell
There are no absolute guidelines for the number of 
replications for Monte Carlo results to be valid (Mooney, 
1997). Assuming the simulation has been designed properly,
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Table 12
Structural Properties of the Moderate Population Matrices
Model3 Structural Equation SMC
Moderate - 1 indicator
Intent to Quit IQ = -.284*1L-.963*OC .439
Organizational
Commitment OC .= .521*PS .318
Perceived Support PS = . 388*EB+.828*S .334
Sufficiency S = .414*EB . 137
Moderate - 2 indicators
Intent to Quit 
Organizational
IQ = -.300*1L-.939*OC .451
Commitment OC = .537*PS .316
Perceived Support PS = . 37 3*EB+.799*S .334
Sufficiency S .394 *EB .121
Moderate - 3 indicators
Intent to Quit 
Organizational
IQ — -.324*IL-.960*OC .468
Commitment OC = .523* PS .318
Perceived Support PS = .344*EB+.784*S .332
Sufficiency S = .405*EB . 121
Moderate - 4 indicators
Intent to Quit IQ = -.319*1L-.971*OC .465
Organizational
Commitment OC = .524*PS . 310
Perceived Support PS = . 341*EB+.788*S .334
Sufficiency S = .408*EB . 124
Moderate - 5 indicators
Intent to Quit IQ = -.323*1L-.963*OC .464
Organizational
Commitment OC = .524*PS .310
Perceived Support PS = .344*EB+.793*S .336
Sufficiency S = .405*EB .122
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Table 12 concluded
N o t e . N = 100,000 for all matrices. Assessment of the 
structural properties is based on the results from the true 
model. The following abbreviations were used: EB =
Employee benefits; IL = Intent to leave; IQ = Intent to 
quit; OC = Organizational commitment; PS = Perceived 
support; S = Sufficiency; SMC = Squared multiple 
correlation for the structural equation.
aThe original matrix used one indicator per latent variable.
Monte Carlo results are unbiased for any number of 
replications (Hope, 1968). However, the power of a Monte 
Carlo simulation increases with sample size because the 
efficiency of a test statistic increases with sample size. 
In other words, Monte Carlo simulations with more 
replications will have greater power than Monte Carlo 
simulations with fewer replications. In general, Monte 
Carlo studies examining the performance of goodness-of-fit 
indices have recommended a minimum of 100 replications per 
cell (Andersen & Gerbing, 1984) . Recently however,
Bandalos (1997) and Ding et al. (1995) argued that 200 
replications per cell is necessary to have sufficient 
power. In particular, they mentioned that the number of 
replications per cell can be reduced severely when 
solutions do not converge. Based on the guidelines 
proposed by Bandalos and Ding et al., the current research 
generated 200 replications per cell.
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Table 13
Structural Properties of the Complex Population Matrices
Model3 Structural Equation SMC
Complex - 1 indicator 
Alcohol Use 
Drinking to Cope . 















Complex - 2 indicators 
Alcohol Use 
Drinking to Cope 















Complex - 3 indicators 
Alcohol Use 
Drinking to Cope 















Complex - 4 indicators 
Alcohol Use 
Drinking to Cope 















Complex - 5 indicators 
Alcohol Use 
Drinking to Cope 















Note. N = 100,000 for all matrices. Assessment of the 
structural properties is based on the true model. The 
following abbreviations were used: AC = Avoidance coping;
AU = Alcohol use; D = Depression; DC = Drinking to cope;
DE = Drinking to enhance; DP = Drinking problems; SE = 
Sensation seeking; SMC = Squared multiple correlation for 
the structural equation; SO = Socioemotional problems; T = 
Tension expectancy.
aThe original matrix used one indicator per latent variable.
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Monte Carlo Design
Each Monte Carlo simulation had three conditions: (a)
sample size, (b) number of indicators per latent variable, 
and (c) model misspecifications. Each simulation was a 6 x 
5 x 4  balanced factorial design (i.e., sample size X number 
of indicators .X model misspecifications). Therefore, each 
simulation study had 120 cells with 200 replications per 
cell.
There were 15 population variance-covariance matrices 
(i.e., 3 models X 5 levels of indicators = 15 population 
matrices) used to generate replications. Replications were 
generated from a multivariate normal distribution (see 
Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993b, p. 192).
Appendix F presents a sample program of those used to 
calculate the lambda weights from the population variance- 
covariance matrices. These weights were used to generate 
samples of raw data with PRELIS 2.14 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 
1993b). Appendix G gives a sample PRELIS 2.14 program of 
those used to generate the raw data sets. Appendix H 
presents the FORTRAN program used to generate the random 
number used to initiate each PRELIS program. Appendix I 
contains a sample LISREL 8.14 program of those used to 
generate the goodness-of-fit indices for the raw data sets.
Seven goodness-of-fit indices (i.e., chi-square
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statistic, CFI, CN, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RMSEA) were 
available from LISREL 8.14 output. The output file also 
contained the degrees of freedom for the hypothesized and 
null model and information regarding whether a solution had 
converged. The RNI was calculated using equation 10 (i.e., 
on page 38) in a separate SAS program.
Analytical Strategy for the Monte Carlo Simulations
As noted by Hendry (1984), Monte Carlo results only 
apply to the statistical situation explicitly specified by 
the pseudo-population generated by the Monte Carlo 
procedures. In other words, when there are differences in 
the correlation or variance-covariance matrices of the 
latent variables or error distributions, it is 
inappropriate to perform analyses across pseudo­
populations. Mooney (1997) stated that analyses across 
multiple experiments could be performed only when the 
potential sources of variation and interdependencies of 
these sources were controlled across pseudo-populations.
A  review of Monte Carlo research in the social 
sciences demonstrates that values of goodness-of-fit 
indices from distinct models are compared to one another 
through descriptive statistics such as the mean and 
standard deviation (e.g., Bearden et a l ., 1982; Bentler,
1990; Curran, West, & Finch, 1996; Gerbing & Anderson,
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1985, 1987; Hu et a l ., 1992; Hu & Bentler, 1995; La Du & 
Tanaka, 1989; MacCallum, Roznowski, & Necowitz, 1992; Marsh 
et al., 1988; Mulaik et al., 1989). Within individual 
simulations, however, researchers may use inferential tests 
such as analysis of variance to compare across study 
conditions.
Therefore, analyses of variance were performed to 
examine the effects of sample size, number of indicators 
per latent variable, and model misspecifications on the 
values of each of the goodness-of-fit indices within each 
simulation (see Appendix J for presentation of the expected 
mean squares for the analyses). An alpha level of .01 was 
used for tests of statistical significance.
Given the large sample size, most effects were 
expected to be statistically significant. Previous Monte 
Carlo investigations have used a practical significance 
criterion of 3% (see Anderson & Gerbing, 1984, Bandalos,
1993, Bandalos, 1997) . Therefore, the current study 
calculated eta-squared values (r\2) for all significant 
effects and adopted the 3% practical significance 
criterion. An rj2 was calculated as the effect variance 
divided by the total variance.
Establishing Percentages of Model Acceptance
Percentages of model acceptance were calculated for
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each cell of each Monte Carlo simulation to determine the 
appropriateness of the recommended cutoff values for the 
fit indices. The recommended cutoff values for model 
acceptance are: (a) .90 for the CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and
RNI (Bentler & Bonett, 1980; Mulaik et al., 1989); (b) 200 
or greater for the CN (Hoelter, 1983); (c) .08 or less for 
the RMSEA (Steiger, 1990); and (d) a non-significant chi- 
square value for the chi-square test statistic (Tanaka, 
1993). Percentages of model acceptance were calculated as 
the frequency of solutions that accepted the model divided 
by the maximum number of converged solutions. In other 
words, if 190 replications converged in a cell and 150 
solutions yielded goodness-of-fit values that met the 
recommended cutoff values, the percentage of model 
acceptance in that cell would be 79% (i.e., 150/190 =
.789).
Because model acceptance was measured as percentages, 
transformations were required prior to performing analyses 
to reduce departures from normality. Appropriate data 
transformations were determined using UNICORN (Allison, 
Gorman, & Kucera, 1993), a computer program that uses Box- 
Cox-Type transformations to reduce skewness, kurtosis, and 
overall departures from normality.
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Examining Alternative Cutoff Values
Hu and Bentler (1995) argued that the recommended .90 
cutoff value is inadequate and often inappropriate.
However, they did not recommend more appropriate cutoff 
values. Therefore, an examination of alternative cutoff 
values was undertakenf The following alternative cutoff 
values were examined: (a) For the CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and
RNI, cutoff values were examined in increments of .01 from 
.90 to 1.00; (b) for the CN, cutoff values were examined in
increments of 10.00 from 210.00 to 300.00; (c) for the 
RMSEA, cutoff values were examined in increments of .01 
from .01 to .10; and (d) for the chi-square test statistic, 
the probability value was adjusted in increments of .01 
from .05 to .15.
Results
Overview
The results from Study 2 are presented in three 
sections. The first section includes a random assessment 
of multivariate normality, and information regarding the 
number of solutions that failed to converge. The second 
section describes the findings from the analyses of 
variance to assess the main effects of sample size, number 
of indicators per latent variable, and model 
misspecifications within each simulation. The third
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section describes the findings using the recommended cutoff 
values for the goodness-of-fit indices. This latter 
section also provides information regarding the use of 
alternative cutoff values.
Tests of Multivariate Normality
Prior to generating the fit statistics, tests of . 
multivariate normality were conducted on the raw data sets. 
PRELIS 2.14 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993b) was used to test for 
zero multivariate skewness and zero multivariate kurtosis. 
These multivariate tests were developed by D'Agostino 
(1986), Mardia (1970), and Mardia and Foster (1983).
Because the tests of multivariate normality are extremely 
time-consuming, 25% of the Monte Carlo cells (N = 90 total, 
with 30 cells per simulation study, respectively) were 
randomly sampled to test for multivariate normality.
Violations from multivariate normality were observed 
in 10% of the simple and moderate cells (N = 3, 3, 
respectively) and 13% (N = 4) of the complex cells. 
Inspection of the matrices showing departures demonstrated 
that the violations were not particularly extreme. That 
is, values for multivariate skewness and kurtosis were 
never greater than 5.00. Similarly, values for univariate 
skewness and kurtosis were never greater than 8.3.
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Nonconvergent Solutions
In the current research, an observation was regarded 
as nonconvergent if the maximum likelihood estimation 
procedure did not yield a solution after a predetermined 
number of iterations. For each LISREL program, the number 
of iterations was predetermined as three times the number 
of free parameters (i.e., the default value for LISREL 
8.14) .
Nonconvergent solutions occurred only in sample sizes 
of 500 or less, and predominantly when the sample size was 
100 or 200. As an example, in the simple model, between 4 
to 31 of the solutions failed to converge when the sample 
size was 100. Similarly, nonconvergent solutions in the 
moderate and complex models ranged between 1 and 12 when 
the sample size was 100. The frequency distributions for 
nonconvergent solutions in the simple, moderate, and 
complex models are presented in Table 14.
Main Effects
Table 15 presents the ti2 values for each level of model 
complexity obtained from the analyses of variance. An r\2 
less than .03 (presented in the table as 0.00) was 
considered a negligible effect even though the F test may 
have been significant. All interaction effects were 
ordinal and are discussed after the main effects.
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Table 14
Frequency Distributions of Nonconvergent Solutions for the 
Simple, Moderate, and Complex Models




















Note. Each simulation cell generated 200 replications.
Mean scores, standard deviations, and minimum and 
maximum values for the goodness-of-fit indices as a 
function of sample size, number of indicators per latent 
variable, and model misspecifications are presented in 
Appendices K, L, and M (simple, moderate, and complex 
conditions of model complexity, respectively).
Sample size. Figures 6, 7, and 8 demonstrate the 
effects of sample size on the goodness-of-fit indices in 
the simple, moderate, and complex models, respectively (see
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Table 15
ti2 Values for the Fit Indices as a Function of the Study 
Conditions in the Simple/ Moderate/ and Complex Models
x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
Simple Model 
Sample Size(S) .41 .00 .19 .21 .27 __ .00 .00
Indicators(I) .28 .33 .04 .66 .25 .49 .40 .31
Misspecif­
ications (M) .00 .00 .09 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
S*I .31 .00 .06 .08 .00 .00 .00 .00
S*M .00 .00 .07 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
I*M .00 .10 .00 .00 .08 .00 .00 .10
S* I*M .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Moderate Model 
Sample Size (S) .36 .00 .16 .46 .05 .00 .00 .00
Indicators(I) .23 .39 .05 .14 .35 .39 .25 .38
Misspecif­
ications (M) .09 .18 .10 .14 .18 .16 .40 . 19
S*I .16 .00 .07 .15 .00 .00 .00 .00
S*M .13 .00 .15 .00 .00 — . 00 .00
I*M .00 .39 .06 .00 .38 .41 .31 .40
S*I*M .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Complex Model 
Sample Size (S) .35 .00 .22 .42 .32 .00 .00 .00
Indicators(I) .31 .34 .21 .40 .19 .44 .46 .34
Misspecif­
ications (M) .06 .27 .14 .05 .19 .17 .25 .27
S*I .30 .00 .16 .11 .05 .00 .00 .00
S*M .00 .00 .07 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
I*M .00 .30 .09 .00 .21 .31 .21 .30
S* I*M .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
Note. The following abbreviations were used: x2 = chi- 
square test statistic, CFI = Comparative fit index; CN = 
Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of-fit index; I = Number of 
indicators per latent variable; M = Model
misspecifications; NFI = Normed fit index; NNFI = Nonnormed 
fit index; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; 
RNI = Relative noncentrality index; S = Sample size. All ti2 
were rounded to the second decimal. All entries were 
statistically significant (pc.Ol) except for those omitted 
(i.e., — ).
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Figure 6. The effect of sample size on the fit 
indices in the Monte Carlo simulation for the simple 
m odel.
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Figure 7. The effect of sample size on the fit 
indices in the Monte Carlo simulation for the moderate 
model.





































































Figure 8. The effect of sample size on the fit 
indices in the Monte Carlo simulation for the 
complex model.




Appendix N for mean values of the fit indices as a function 
of sample size). These sample size effects on the fit 
indices were primarily replications of previous studies 
(e.g., Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Bearden et al., 1982; 
Bentler, 1990; Marsh et a l ., 1988).
Across the simple, moderate, and complex models, 
sample size effects were noted for the chi-square test 
statistic, GFI, and NFI. As expected, increases in sample 
size resulted in increases in the values of the chi-square 
test statistic, suggesting poorer fit. In contrast, 
increases in sample size resulted in improved values for 
the GFI and NFI across all models, suggesting better fit.
For example in the simple model, the average value for the 
GFI was .884 when the sample size was 100, whereas a sample 
size of 5000 resulted in a mean GFI value of .948. A 
similar pattern was noted with the NFI. The average NFI 
value in the moderate model was .883 when the sample size 
was 100, whereas a sample size of 5000 yielded an average 
NFI value of .967.
Although the same pattern of increasing GFI and NFI 
values was noted in the complex model, the average values 
across all sample sizes were lower than those exhibited in 
the simple and moderate models. For example, the average 
GFI value for a sample size of 100 was .884, .856, and .784
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in the simple, moderate, and complex models, respectively. 
Similarly, the average NFI value for a sample size of 5000 
was .963, .951, and .940 in the simple, moderate, and
complex models, respectively.
In support of Hu and Bentler (1995), sample size 
effects were found for the CN in- the simple, moderate, and 
complex models. That is, increases in sample size led to 
increases in average CN values. For example, at a sample 
size of 100, the average CN value was 166, 122, and 86 in 
the simple, moderate and complex models, respectively. 
However, increases in the sample size from 200 to 5000 led 
to CN values ranging from 284 to 640 in the simple model, 
from 211 to 668 in the moderate model, and from 141 to 444 
in the complex model.
In agreement with prior research (e.g., Bentler, 1990; 
Marsh et al., 1988; Mulaik et a l ., 1989), no sample size 
effects were noted for the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, or RNI in the 
simple, moderate, or complex models. Although most of 
these indices exhibited a slight improvement in average 
values when the sample size increased from 100 to 200, 
average values changed very little with additional 
increases in sample size. For example, the average CFI 
value rose from .93 (N = 100) to .94 (N = 200) in the 
complex model. However, between a sample size of 500 and
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5000, the average CFI values ranged from .942 to .943.
A follow-up one-way analysis of variance supported the 
hypothesis that standard deviations, analyzed with a square 
root transformation, at a sample size of 100 were 
significantly larger for the NNFI than for the CFI, GFI,
NFI, and RNI. Results indicated that .standard deviations 
for the NNFI were significantly larger when the sample size 
was 100, F (4, 295) = 41.06. That is, when the sample size 
was 100, the average standard deviation for the NNFI was 
.04 (SD = .059), whereas the average standard deviations 
for the CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI were .02 (SD = .022), .015
(SD = .004), .02 (SD = .02), and .022 (SD = .023),
respectively.
Number of indicators per latent variable. Figures 9,
10, and 11 demonstrate the effects of number of indicators 
per latent variable on the goodness-of-fit indices in the 
simple, moderate, and complex models, respectively (see 
Appendix 0 for mean values of the fit indices as a function 
of number of indicators). A main effect for number of 
indicators per latent variable was found for each of the 
indices in the simple, moderate, and complex models.
For the chi-square test statistic, increases in the 
number of indicators per latent variable resulted in 
increases in chi-square values for all models, suggesting
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Figure 9. The effect of indicators per latent 
variable on the fit indices in the Monte Carlo 
simulation for the simple model.
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Figure 10. The effect of indicators per latent 
variable on the fit indices in the Monte Carlo 
simulation for the moderate model.
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Figure 11. The effect of indicators per latent 
variable on the fit indices in the Monte Carlo 
simulation for the complex model.
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poorer fit. Similarly, increases in the number of 
indicators per latent variable resulted in decreases in CN 
and GFI values for all models, suggesting poorer fit. For 
example, in the simple model, the average GFI value was 
decreased from one to five indicators (i.e., from .979,
.961, .932, .897, to .874, respectively).
In agreement with Ding et al. (1995), number of 
indicator effects were found for the CFI, NFI, NNFI, and 
RNI across the simple, moderate, and complex models.
Average values for the four indices were lowest when the 
model used one indicator and increased when the model 
specified two indicators. For example, average CFI values 
for one and two indicator models rose from .946 to .980, 
from .824 to .974, and from .888 to .943 in the simple, 
moderate, and complex models, respectively. Much larger 
increases were noted in average NNFI values from one to two 
indicator models. In particular, mean NNFI values for one 
and two indicator models rose from .838 to .964, from .693 
to .965, and from .767 to .925 in the simple, moderate, and 
complex models, respectively.
As the number of indicators increased from two to 
five, average values for the CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI 
changed very little from two to four indicators. However, 
when five indicators were specified, average values for the
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CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI decreased.
For the RMSEA, an increase from one to three 
indicators resulted in smaller values in the simple and 
moderate models, suggesting better fit. However, an 
increase from four to five indicators resulted in larger 
values in the simple and moderate models., suggesting poorer 
model fit. In comparison, average RMSEA values in the 
complex model decreased from one to four indicators, but 
increased at five indicators.
Model misspecifications. Figures 12, 13, and 14 
depict the effects of model misspecifications on the fit 
indices in the simple, moderate, and complex models, 
respectively (see Appendix P for mean scores of the indices 
as a function of model misspecifications).
The CN was the only index to successfully detect 
omission and combination conditions in the simple model. 
However, all indices were able to detect omission and 
combination conditions in the moderate and complex models.
In support of La Du and Tanaka (1989), misspecified 
models that omitted correct structural paths (i.e., the 
omission and combination conditions) resulted in fit values 
suggesting poorer model fit than when the model was 
correctly specified or included an incorrect structural 
path. Moreover, indices rewarded models that specified an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 12. The effect of model misspecifications 
on the fit indices in the Monte Carlo simulation 
for the simple model.





































Figure 13. The effect of model misspecifications on the 
fit indices in the Monte Carlo simulation for the 
moderate model.
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Figure 14. The effect of model misspecifications on 
the fit indices in the Monte Carlo simulation for the 
complex model.
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incorrect structural path (i.e., an inclusion condition) 
with values that suggested the same or better fit than the 
true condition. For the CFI, CN, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI, 
the average values for the inclusion condition in the 
moderate and complex models were the same or slightly 
higher than .the values for the true condition. F.or the 
chi-square statistic, models that were specified correctly 
(i.e., true) or had incorrect added paths (i.e., inclusion) 
had chi-square values that were significantly lower than 
models with omitted paths.
Interaction Effects
Significant interaction effects were exhibited in each 
simulation and are presented in Table 15 (see p. 159).
Tests of simple main effects were conducted to facilitate 
interpretation of the interactions. Because all of the 
interactions were ordinal in nature, they intensified the 
main effects discussed in the preceding sections.
Sample size by number of indicators per latent 
variable. Interaction effects were noted for the chi- 
square test statistic, CN, and GFI in all models, and for 
the NFI in the complex model.
For the chi-square statistic, increases in the sample 
size and number of indicators per latent variable resulted 
in significantly more pronounced increases in the average
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values of the chi-square test statistic than when the 
sample size was smaller or there were fewer indicators. 
Figure 15 depicts the interaction on the chi-square test 
statistic in the simple model for illustrative purposes.
The profiles of CN values were parallel and increasing 
in value across levels of indicators when sample sizes were 
between 500 and 5000. However, when the sample size was 
small, decreases in the number of indicators led to 
significantly more pronounced increases in average CN 
values. Figure 16 depicts the interaction on the CN in the 
simple model.
For the GFI, when the sample size was large (i.e.,
1000 or greater), average values changed very little across 
levels of indicators (see Figure 17). However, as the 
sample size decreased, average values decreased 
significantly as the number of indicators was increased.
For the NFI, the profiles for two to five indicators 
were parallel and increasing across increases in sample 
size. The interaction of sample size and number of 
indicators per latent variable on the NFI in the complex 
model is presented in Figure 18. However, the one 
indicator profile differed because NFI values remained flat 
across increases in sample size.
As hypothesized, no interaction effects were noted for
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Figure 15. Chi-square test statistic values as a 
function of sample size and number of indicators per 
latent variable in the simple model.
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Figure 16. CN values as a function of sample size 
and number of indicators per latent variable in the 
simple model.
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Figure 17. Average GFI values as a function of sample 
size and number of indicators per latent variable in the 
complex model.
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Figure 18. Average NFI values as a function of sample 
size and number of indicators per latent variable in the 
complex model.
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average RMSEA values. In contrast to Ding et al. (1995) 
and the current hypotheses, no interaction effects were 
noted for the CFI, NNFI, or RNI.
Sample size by model misspecifications. Interaction 
effects were exhibited for the chi-square test statistic in 
the moderate model, and for the CN in the simple, moderate, 
and complex models. No other interaction effects were 
noted, supporting hypotheses regarding the CFI, RMSEA, and 
R N I . However, no support was found for the expected 
interaction for the GFI and NFI.
For the chi-square test statistic and CN, increases in 
sample size led to greater differences in average values 
for the omission and combination conditions of model 
misspecifications versus the true and inclusion conditions. 
Figure 19 presents the effects of sample size and model 
misspecifications on average chi-square values for 
illustrative purposes. For example, when the sample size 
was 100, the average chi-square value for a true 
specification was 198. Increasing the sample size to 5000 
yielded an average value of 868. The average chi-square 
value for an omission condition when the sample size was 
100 was 239. However, increasing the sample size to 5000 
resulted in an average chi-square value of 2843. Thus, in 
contrast to the study hypotheses, as the sample size
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Figure 19. Average chi-square values as a function of 
sample size and model misspecifications in the moderate 
m od e l .
increased, the chi-square test statistic detected omitted 
misspecifications more accurately as evidenced by the 
increasing discrepancy in average values from true and 
inclusion conditions versus the omission and combination 
conditions.
Number of indicators per latent variable by model 
misspecifications. Interaction effects with r)2 of .03 or 
greater were demonstrated for the CFI, NFI, and RNI in all 
models, and the NNFI and RMSEA in the moderate and complex 
models. In contrast to the study hypotheses, no
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interaction effects were noted for the chi-square statistic 
in any of the models.
In particular, for the CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI, when 
two or more indicators were specified, average values 
within the given indicator level changed very little across 
the conditions of model misspecifications (see Figures 20 
and 21 to view the interaction on average CFI and NNFI 
values). However, when one indicator was specified, 
average values for the true and inclusion conditions were 
significantly greater than for the omission and combination 
conditions.
The one indicator profile behaved similarly for the 
CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI. However, the discrepancy between 
average values for the true and inclusion conditions versus 
omission and combination conditions was most pronounced for 
the NNFI. That is, the average NNFI values for omission or 
combination conditions was approximately .60, whereas 
average values for the remaining indices under omission and 
combination conditions was .90 or greater.
The profiles of RMSEA values were parallel for two to 
four indicators across levels of model misspecifications 
(see Figure 22). The one indicator profile for the RMSEA 
exhibited more pronounced differences in average values for 
true and inclusion conditions versus the omission and
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Figure 20. Average CFI values as a function of 
number of indicators per latent variable and model 
misspecifications in the simple model.
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Figure 21. Average NNFI values as a function of 
number of indicators per latent variable and model 
misspecifications in the complex model.


























Figure 22. Average RMSEA values as a function of 
number of indicators per latent variable and model 
misspecifications in the moderate model.
combination conditions than the two to four indicator 
profiles. In comparison, the five indicator profile for 
the RMSEA was flat across levels of model 
misspecifications.
Summary of Monte Carlo Findings
According to Marsh et al. (1988), an ideal goodness- 
of-fit index should be independent of sample size, easily 
interpreted, and replicable when tested with new data. 
Further, an ideal index should be relatively unaffected by 
model features such as number of indicators and model
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complexity (Cudeck & Henly, 1991; Gerbing & Andersen,
1993). Moreover, an ideal goodness-of-fit index should 
reward true models with values suggesting better fit, and 
penalize misspecified models with values suggesting poorer 
fit.
The results from the Monte Carlo simulations 
demonstrate that none of the indices examined displayed all 
of these features. However, the results did show that the 
indices were affected differentially by the study 
conditions. Table 16 presents a summary of the effects 
noted in the simulations.
Several of the indices were relatively independent of 
sample size effects. In particular, the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, 
and RNI were unaffected by sample size in the simulations.
In other words, values for these indices remained 
relatively stable across increases or decreases in sample 
size. However, the chi-square statistic, CN, GFI, and NFI 
demonstrated sample size effects in the simulations. In 
particular, chi-square values suggested poorer fit with 
increases in sample size, whereas values for the CN, GFI, 
and NFI suggested better fit with sample size increases.
Of particular concern is the fact that the chi-square 
statistic and CN were affected at almost every level of 
sample size. For the GFI, sample size effects tended to


















Summary of Findings for the Goodness-of-Fit Indices in the Monte Carlo Simulations
Number of Indicators
Index__________ Sample Size________________ per Latent Variable_______Model Misspecifications
Chi-square
statistic
Values increase when 
sample size increases.
Values increase when 
number of indicators 
increase.
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
moderate and complex 
models.
CFI No effect noted. Values lowest at one 
indicator; relatively 
stable from two to five 
indicators.a
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
moderate and complex 
models.
CN Values increase when 
sample size increases.
Values decrease when 
number of indicators 
increase.
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
all models.
GFI Values increase when 
sample size increases, 
but stabilize when 
sample size is 500 or 
greater.
Values decrease when 
number of indicators 
increase.
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
moderate and complex 
models.
NFI Values increase when 
sample size increases, 
but stabilize when 
sample size is 200 or 
greater.
Values lowest at one 
indicator; relatively 
stable from two to five 
indicators.a
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 




















Number of Indicators 
per Latent Variable Model Misspecifications
NNFI No effect noted, 
however, index exhibits 
more variability than 
CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI 
when the sample size is 
100.
Values lowest at one 
indicator; relatively 
stable from two to five 
indicators.a
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
moderate and complex 
models.
RMSEA No effect noted. Values decrease when 
number of indicators 
increase from one to 
four.b
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
moderate and complex 
models.
RNI No effect noted. Values lowest at one 
indicator; relatively 
stable from two to five 
indicators.a
Omission and combination 
conditions detected in 
moderate and complex 
models.
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: CFI = Comparative fit index; CN =
Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of-fit index; NFI = Normed fit index; NNFI =* Nonnormed fit 
index; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality 
index.
“Values tended to decrease slightly at five indicators.
Values tended to increase at five indicators.
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stabilize when the sample size was 500 or greater, whereas 
NFI values tended to stabilize when the sample size was 200 
or greater.
Effects for number of indicators per latent variable 
were exhibited for each of the indices in the simulations. 
For the chi-square statistic, CN, and the GFI, increases in 
the number of indicators led to values suggesting poorer 
fit. In comparison, increases in the number of indicators 
led to values suggesting better fit for the RMSEA. Values 
for the CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI were lowest at one 
indicator, increased from two to four indicators, and 
tended to decrease slightly at five indicators.
Importantly, all of the indices detected the omission 
and combination conditions of model misspecifications in 
the moderate and complex models. However, the CN was the 
only index to detect omission and combination conditions in 
the simple model. As noted by La Du and Tanaka (1989), the 
inclusion condition of model misspecifications was not 
detected accurately by any of the indices in the 
simulations. In fact, the indices often rewarded the 
inclusion condition of model misspecifications with greater 
values than the correct specification.
Examining Recommended Cutoff Values
The purpose of examining the recommended cutoff values
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was to determine whether these values detect model 
misspecifications. The recommended cutoff values should 
assist researchers by rewarding true models with values 
suggesting acceptable model fit/ and penalizing 
misspecified models with values suggesting unacceptable 
fit. If the values do not penalize misspecified models, 
researchers will draw erroneous conclusions about model 
fit.
The percentages of model acceptance using the 
recommended cutoff values were calculated as the frequency 
of solutions that accepted the model divided by the maximum 
number of solutions. A  series of analyses of variance were 
conducted, using an alpha level of .01 for statistical 
significance. These analyses of variance were conducted on 
transformations provided by the Unicorn program (Allison et 
al., 1993). Data transformations can be viewed in Appendix 
Q. The ANOVA examined the likelihood of model acceptance 
as a function of the study conditions within each level of 
model complexity.
All main effects and two-way interactions were 
estimated in the analyses. The three-way interaction was 
not estimated because the findings from the Monte Carlo 
simulations suggested an assumption of zero effects for 
this interaction. Instead, the three-way interaction was
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used as the error term in the analyses.
The results regarding the percentages of model 
acceptance for the fit indices as a function of sample size 
and number of indicators per latent variable mirrored those 
in the Monte Carlo simulations (see Appendix R to view 
percentages of model acceptance as a function of the study 
conditions). Although the hypotheses regarding model 
misspecifications also mirrored those in the Monte Carlo 
simulations, there was interest as to the percentage of 
misspecified models that would be accepted. Therefore, to 
avoid repetition of the findings from the Monte Carlo 
simulations, only the findings regarding model 
misspecifications are discussed in the following section.
Acceptance of model misspecifications. Figures 23,
24, and 25 present the raw percentages of model acceptance 
as a function of model misspecifications in the simple, 
moderate, and complex models, respectively.
Examination of the figures demonstrates that three 
indices (i.e., the CN, RMSEA, and NNFI) were able to detect 
misspecifications in the models. The CN was the most 
successful in detecting misspecifications. In the simple 
and moderate model, the CN accepted 100% of the true 
conditions, and rejected approximately 50% of the omission 
and combination conditions. In the complex model, the CN
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Figure 23. Percentage of model 
acceptance as a function of model 
misspecifications for the fit indices 
the simple model.
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Figure 24. Percentage of model acceptance as a function 
of model misspecifications for the fit indices in the 
moderate model.
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Figure 25. Percentage of model 
acceptance as a function of model 
misspecifications for the fit indices 






accepted approximately 70% of the true conditions, and 
rejected approximately 35% of the omission and combination 
conditions.
The RMSEA detected misspecifications well in the 
moderate and complex models. In these models, the RMSEA 
accepted approximately 100% of the true conditions, and 
rejected approximately 50% of the omission and combination 
conditions.
The NNFI detected misspecifications well in the
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complex model. In this model, the NNFI accepted 
approximately 100% of the true conditions, and rejected 
approximately 40% of the omission and combination 
conditions.
As noted by La Du and Tanaka (1989), models that were 
specified to include an incorrect structural path (i.e., 
the inclusion condition) were rewarded with index values 
that were the same or greater than the true condition.
Across every simulation, models that included incorrect 
structural paths had rates of model acceptance that were 
within 1% of model acceptance for the true condition.
Although each index had significantly higher 
percentages of model acceptance for true and inclusion 
conditions, percentages of model acceptance for omission 
and combination conditions were unacceptably high for 
several indices. As an example, the CFI and RNI accepted 
at least 80% of the misspecified omission and combination 
conditions across the simple, moderate, and complex models. 
Moreover, in the simple model, the GFI accepted about 80% 
of the solutions, irrespective of how the model was 
specified.
Model Complexity
To evaluate differences in percentages of model 
acceptance as a function of model complexity, an analysis
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of variance was performed. An alpha level of .01 was used 
to test for statistical significance.
The majority of main effects and interactions were 
statistically significant. However, only findings related 
to model complexity (i.e., main effect and interactions) 
and that accounted for 3% or more of the variance are 
interpreted in the following section.
Figure 26 presents the percentages of model acceptance 
for the fit indices as a function of model complexity.
As hypothesized, there were differences in the percentages 
of model acceptance based on model complexity. Overall, 
the indices rewarded the simple model with the highest 
percentages of model acceptance. For the majority 
of indices (i.e., the chi-square statistic, CN, NFI, NNFI, 
and RNI), the simple model was awarded the highest 
percentages of model acceptance followed by the moderate 
model, and then by the complex model. The CFI and GFI 
failed to exhibit significantly different percentages in 
model acceptance between the simple and moderate model, 
however, the complex model had lower percentages of model 
acceptance.
As expected, the RMSEA tended to reward more complex 
models with higher percentages of model acceptance. The 
complex model received the highest percentage of model
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Figure 26. Percentage of model acceptance as a 
function of model complexity for the fit indices.
acceptance from the RMSEA, followed by the moderate model,
and then by the simple model.
Model complexity by number of indicators per latent
variable. Interaction effects with r\2 of .03 or greater
were noted for the chi-square test statistic, CFI, NNFI,
RMSEA, and RNI. No interaction was found for the CN, GFI,
or NFI.
The chi-square test statistic had approximately the
same percentage (i.e., about 50%) of model acceptance when
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the model specified one to four indicators in the simple 
model (see Figure 27). However, when five indicators were 
specified, none of the models were accepted. In contrast, 
the percentage of model acceptance in the moderate and 
complex models was low irrespective of increases in the 
number of indicators.
For the CFI and RNI (see Figure 28 for the CFI), 
increases in the number of indicators in the simple model 
yielded approximately the same percentages (i.e., .90 or
greater) of model acceptance. However, in the moderate and 
complex models, single indicator models had significantly 
lower percentages of model acceptance than when two through 
five indicators were specified.
For the NNFI, the lowest percentages of model 
acceptance occurred when a single indicator model was 
specified (i.e., from 20% to 50%). However, in the simple 
and moderate models, increasing the number of indicators 
from two through to five resulted in almost all models 
being accepted (see Figure 29). In contrast, increasing 
the number of indicators from one to two in the complex 
model only led to a 20% increase in the percentage of 
models accepted. When three or more indicators were 
specified in the complex model, almost all models were 
accepted.
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Figure 27. Percentage of model acceptance as a function 
of model complexity and number of indicators per latent 
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Figure 28. Percentage of model acceptance as a function 
of model complexity and number of indicators per latent 
variable for the CFI.
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Figure 29. Percentage of model acceptance as a 
function of model complexity and number of indicators 
per latent variable for the NNFI.
In contrast to the previously discussed indices, the 
RMSEA favored more complex models over simple models. For 
all models, the lowest percentages of models were accepted 
at one indicator (see Figure 30). Increasing the number of 
indicators beyond one resulted in significantly higher 
percentages of model acceptance for the simple, moderate, 
and complex models. However, in the simple model, a 
further increase from four to five indicators led to a 
significant reduction in the percentage of models accepted.
Model complexity by model misspecifications.
Interaction effects with rj2 of .03 or greater were noted for
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Figure 30. Percentage of model acceptance as a 
function of model complexity and number of indicators 
per latent variable for the RMSEA.
the chi-square test statistic, CFI, NNFI, and RNI.
Figure 31 depicts the effect of model complexity and 
model misspecifications on the chi-square statistic. In 
the simple model, the chi-square statistic yielded 
significantly higher percentages of model acceptance for 
true and inclusion conditions as opposed to omission and 
combination conditions. In the moderate and complex 
models, there was little distinction across levels of model 
misspecifications for the chi-square test statistic.
In contrast, the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were less


















Figure 31. Percentage of model acceptance as a 
function of model complexity and model 
misspecifications for the chi-square test statistic.
sensitive to omission and combination conditions when the 
model was simple. Figure 32 presents the effect of model 
complexity and model misspecifications on the NNFI for 
illustrative purposes. In the simple model, the percentage 
of model acceptance across levels of model specification 
was approximately the same for the indices (i.e., 
approximately 85%), whereas for the moderate and complex 
model, there was a 20% to 40% reduction in the percentage 
of acceptance for omission and combination conditions.
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Figure 32. Percentage of model acceptance as a 
function of model complexity and model 
misspecifications for the NNFI.
Model complexity by sample size. An interaction 
effect with an t|2 greater than .03 was noted for the NFI. 
The NFI yielded approximately the same percentages of model 
acceptance for the simple and moderate models when the 
sample size was 200 or larger (see Figure 33) . However, 
the NFI did not yield the same percentages of model 
acceptance in the complex model until the sample size was 
500 or greater.
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Figure 33. Percentage of model acceptance as a 
function of model complexity and sample size for the 
NFI.
Model complexity by number of indicators per latent 
variable by model misspecifications. Three-way 
interactions with rj2 of .03 or greater were demonstrated for 
the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI. Appendix S presents the 
percentages of models accepted as a function of model 
complexity and number of indicators per latent variable for 
the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI in the true and omission 
conditions. Tests of simple and complex main effects were 
performed to interpret the findings.
For each of these indices, true and inclusion
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conditions had approximately the same percentages of model 
acceptance. The omission and combination conditions also 
had approximately the same percentages of model acceptance. 
Therefore, to facilitate discussion of the findings, the 
results are described by comparing the true condition to 
the omission condition.
The interaction effect for the CFI and RNI was the 
same across the simulations. Therefore, for illustrative 
purposes, Figures 34 and 35 depict the percentages of model 
acceptance as a function of model complexity and number of 
indicators per latent variable for the CFI in the true and 
omission conditions, respectively. The CFI demonstrated 
high percentages of model acceptance for the true condition 
across levels of model complexity and number of indicators 
per latent variable. Percentages of model acceptance for 
the omission condition varied as a function of model 
complexity and number of indicators per latent variable.
When the model was moderate or complex and one indicator 
was specified, the percentage of model acceptance for the 
omission condition was significantly lower than when 
additional indicators were specified. However, the simple 
model did not exhibit this result for one indicator 
specifications.
For the NNFI, (see Figures 36 and 37) true conditions
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Figure 34. Percentage of model acceptance for the CFI as 
a function of model complexity and number of indicators 
per latent variable in the true condition.
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Figure 35. Percentage of model acceptance for the CFI as 
a function of model complexity and number of indicators 
per latent variable in the omission condition.
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Figure 36. Percentage of model acceptance for the NNFI 
as a function of model complexity and number of 
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Figure 37. Percentage of model acceptance for the NNFI 
as a function of model complexity and number of 
indicators per latent variable in the omission 
condition.
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had approximately the same percentage of model acceptance 
for all levels of indicators in the simple and moderate 
model. However, in the complex model, when the model 
specified one indicator, true conditions had significantly 
lower percentages of model acceptance.
In comparison, when one indicator was specified, 
omission conditions resulted in low percentages of model 
acceptance from the NNFI across all levels of model 
complexity (i.e., from 0% to 14%). When two to five 
indicators were specified in the simple and moderate 
models, nearly all omission conditions were accepted. In 
the complex model, increasing the number of indicators from 
one to two only resulted in approximately 20% acceptance of 
the omission conditions. However, specifying three or more 
indicators in the complex model led to high acceptance of 
the omission conditions.
For the RMSEA, in the moderate and complex models, 
true conditions resulted in high percentages of model 
acceptance across levels of indicators (see Figures 38 and 
39). In contrast, percentages of model acceptance for the 
true specification in the simple model were lower than the 
moderate and complex models at all levels of indicators. 
Moreover, the profile of model acceptance across indicators 
differed in the simple model. In particular, at one
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Figure 38. Percentage of model acceptance for the RMSEA 
as a function of model complexity and number of 
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Figure 39. Percentage of model acceptance for the 
RMSEA as a function of model complexity and number of 
indicators per latent variable in the omission 
condition.
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indicator, the percentage of model acceptance was 
exceptionally low for the true condition (i.e., 17% versus 
92% and 98% in the moderate and complex models, 
respectively). In the simple model, increases in 
indicators from one to three resulted in higher percentages 
of model acceptance for the true condition, but additional 
increases in indicators led to decreases in model 
acceptance.
In the omission condition, when one or two indicators 
were used, the RMSEA yielded relatively low percentages of 
model acceptance across the simple, moderate, and complex 
models (i.e., from 0% to 41%). In the moderate and complex 
model, increasing the number of indicators to three, four, 
or five resulted in almost complete acceptance of omission 
conditions. In the simple model, increases in indicators 
to three and four also led to substantial increases in 
acceptance of omission conditions, however, specifying five 
indicators once more resulted in a decrease in acceptance 
for omission conditions.
Model complexity by number of indicators per latent 
variable by sample size. Interaction effects with ri2 of .03 
or greater were demonstrated for the GFI and N F I . For the 
GFI, in the simple model, almost 100% of the one and two 
indicator models were accepted across all levels of sample
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size (see Figures 40, 41, and 42 to view the interaction 
effect on the GFI in the simple, moderate, and complex 
models, respectively). However, when the model specified 
3, 4, or 5 indicators, sample sizes of 500 or greater were 
required before the majority of models were accepted.
The one indicator profile for the GFI in the moderate 
and complex models was quite similar across increases in 
indicators. That is, 60% to 70% of the models were 
accepted at one indicator irrespective of sample size. 
However, when the sample size was small (i.e., 500 or less 
in the moderate model, and 1000 or less in the complex 
model) increases in indicators led to substantial decreases 
in the percentage of model acceptance. As an example, in 
the simple model, when the sample size was 1000, all one to 
four indicator models were accepted. In the moderate 
model, when the sample size was 2000, all solutions were 
accepted. However, when the sample size was 5000 in the 
complex model, about 10% of the models using one indicator 
were not accepted, and over 50% of the five indicator 
models were not accepted.
For the NFI, in the simple and moderate models, the 
profile of values for two to five indicators was very 
similar (see Figures 43, 44, and 45). That is, at a sample 
size of 200, the percentage of acceptance for models with
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Figure 40. Percentage of model acceptance for the GFI 
as a function of number of indicators per latent 
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Figure 41. Percentage of model acceptance for the GFI 
as a function of number of indicators per latent 
variable and sample size in the moderate model.


















Figure 42. Percentage of model acceptance for the 
GFI as a function of number of indicators per latent 
variable and sample size in the complex model.
two to five indicator was approximately 100%. However, at 
a sample size of 100, there were differences in the 
percentages of model acceptance as a function of number of 
indicators.
In comparison, the profile of NFI values for two to 
five indicators in the complex model differed. In the 
complex model, the percentage of model acceptance varied 
across number of indicators until the sample size reached 
1000.
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Figure 43. Percentage o f  model acceptance for  the NFI 
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Figure 4 4. Percentage o f  model acceptance for  the NFI 
as a fu n ction  o f  number o f  in d ic a to r s  per la t e n t  
v a r ia b le  and sample s i z e  in  the moderate model.
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Figure 45. Percentage of model acceptance for the NFI as 
a function of number of indicators per latent variable 
and sample size in the complex model.
The one indicator profile for the NFI was similar in 
the moderate and complex models, but was different in the 
simple model. That is, in the moderate and complex models, 
the percentage of model acceptance was relatively flat 
across increases in sample size. In comparison, the 
profile of NFI vaxues in the simple model increased with 
increases in sample size.
Examining Alternative Cutoff Values
Given that use of the recommended cutoff values led to 
a high percentage of accepted misspecified models (i.e.,
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omission and combination conditions), alternative cutoff 
values were examined. Results from the Monte Carlo 
simulations demonstrated that across the simulations the 
indices rewarded the inclusion condition with approximately 
the same percentage of model acceptance as the true 
condition. Therefore, alternative values will not reduce 
the percentage of model acceptance for inclusion 
conditions.
Results also demonstrated that for single indicator 
specifications, the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI were 
extremely sensitive to the omission condition in the 
moderate and complex model. Thus, because these indices 
rejected approximately 100% of the omission conditions and 
accepted between 90% to 100% of the true conditions, the 
recommended cutoff value for single indicator models is .90 
for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI, and .08 for the RMSEA.
However, these indices rewarded many of the multiple 
indicator models with values suggesting acceptable model 
fit under omission or combination conditions. Alternative 
cutoff values should minimize the percentage of model 
acceptance for misspecified models with omissions. A  ratio 
was calculated that compared the frequency of accepted true 
models to the frequency of accepted misspecified (i.e., 
omitted) models. The most desirable values were those that
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maximized the frequency of accepted true models and 
minimized the frequency of accepted misspecified models. 
Table 17 summarizes the alternative values that are 
discussed below. Appendix T presents the percentages of 
model acceptance for the fit indices across the conditions 
using the alternative cutoff values.
Suggestions for Alternative Values
Figure 4 6 depicts the suggested alternative values for 
the fit indices as a function of simulation model. 
Suggestions for the simple model could only be offered for 
the chi-square statistic, CN, and RMSEA.
Three findings regarding the alternative values were 
evident immediately. First, for the GFI, no alternative 
value was able to minimize the percentage of model 
acceptance for misspecified solutions with omitted paths 
under any condition or simulation. Second, no alternative 
values were suggested for the fit indices as a function of 
sample size. Results from the Monte Carlo simulations had 
demonstrated that several of the fit indices were 
relatively independent of sample size (i.e., CFI, NNFI,
RMSEA, and RNI). Therefore, it is not surprising that no 
additional benefit was gained by changing the cutoff values 
across the levels of sample size. For the chi-square 
statistic, increases in sample size led to decreases in the
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Table 17
Suggestions for Alternative Values for the Fit Indices as a 
Function of Model Complexity and Single Versus Multiple 
Indicator Models










































Note. The following abbreviations have been used: %2 =
Chi-square statistic; CFI = Comparative fit index; CN =
Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of-fit index; Ind = Indicators; 
NFI = Normed fit index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = 
Root mean square error of approximation; RNI = Relative 
noncentrality index. Blank spaces in the table indicate 
that no alternative cutoff values are suggested.
percentage of model acceptance overall. In other words, 
both true and omission conditions were unlikely to be 
accepted. For the remaining indices (i.e., CN and NFI), 
changing the cutoff values resulted in very little 
improvement in discrimination between true and omission 
conditions as the sample size increased.
Third, when the number of indicators per latent

















































Figure 46. Alternative cutoff values for the fit 
indices as a function of model complexity.
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variable were considered, alternative values were useful 
only for single versus multiple indicator models.
When the true and omission conditions were compared in 
the simple model, the ratio of model acceptance for the 
CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI, changed very little across 
alternative values. Thus-, no alternative value minimized 
the percentage of model acceptance for misspecified 
solutions without also minimizing the percentage of model 
acceptance for true solutions. However, in the moderate 
multiple indicator models, an alternative cutoff value of 
.98 for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI resulted in over 90% 
acceptance for the true condition and 28% or less 
acceptance for the omission condition. An alternative 
value of .96 in the moderate multiple indicator models for 
the NFI resulted in 77% acceptance for the true condition 
and 38% acceptance for the omission condition.
However, for single indicator moderate models, an 
alternative value of .94 was suggested for the NFI. This 
value resulted in the NFI accepting 75% of the true 
condition and 10% of the omission condition.
In the complex multiple indicator models, the 
suggested alternative cutoff values for the CFI, NFI, NNFI, 
and RNI were less stringent than the suggested values in 
the moderate models. That is, the suggested values for the
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CFI and RNI were .94, whereas the suggested values for the 
NFI and NNFI were .93. For the CFI, NNFI, and RNI, the 
suggested values accepted between 89% to 94% of the true 
conditions and between 38% to 39% of the omission 
conditions. As in the moderate multiple indicator models, 
the alternative value for the NFI was not as sensitive as. 
the alternative values were for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI.
That is, at a value of .93, 69% of the true conditions and 
26% of the omission conditions yielded values suggesting 
acceptable fit. When the complex model specified one 
indicator, an alternative value of .92 for the NFI resulted 
in 69% acceptance for the true condition and 18% of the 
omission condition.
For the chi-square statistic, alternative values were 
suggested in the simple model for single and multiple 
indicators. No suggestions could be offered in the 
moderate or complex models. When the probability value of 
a nonsignificant chi-square was relaxed to .11, 73% of the 
true conditions were accepted, whereas only 19% of the 
omission conditions were accepted. However, if the simple 
model used single indicators, then an alternative value of 
.10 was suggested. An alternative value of .10 resulted in 
80% acceptance of the true condition and 10% acceptance of 
the omission condition.
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For the CN, the suggested alternative values for 
multiple indicator models decreased from the simple to 
moderate to complex models (i.e., simple = 260; moderate = 
240; complex = 220). The alternative values for the CN 
were less able to discriminate between the true and 
omission conditions as the models became more complex. In 
the simple model, 100% of the true conditions and 45% of 
the omission conditions were accepted at a value of 260. 
However, the percentage of accepted true conditions 
decreased in the moderate (i.e., 85%) and complex (i.e.,
65%) models. The percentage of accepted omission 
conditions in the moderate and complex models was 
approximately the same (i.e., 31% versus 30%, 
respectively).
For single indicator models, alternative values were 
suggested for the CN in the simple, moderate, and complex 
simulations. In the simple simulation, an alternative 
value of 250 resulted in 100% acceptance of the true 
condition and 28% acceptance of the omission condition. In 
the moderate simulation, an alternative value of 230 
resulted in 75% acceptance of the true condition and 25% 
acceptance of the omission condition. In the complex 
simulation, an alternative value of 210 resulted in 60% 
acceptance of the true condition and 20% acceptance of the
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omission condition.
For the RMSEA, alternative values for multiple 
indicator models became more stringent as the model became 
more complex. That is, in the simple model, the suggested 
alternative value was .07, whereas the suggested 
alternative values in the moderate and complex models were 
.06 and .04, respectively. The percentage of model 
acceptance for the true condition increased as the model 
became more complex. When the suggested alternatives were 
used, the percentage of model acceptance for the true 
condition in the simple, moderate, and complex models was 
38%, 79%, and 90%, respectively. The percentage of model 
acceptance for the omission conditions in the simple, 




The purposes of Study 2 were to: (a) Examine the
performance of the goodness-of-fit indices under varying 
conditions of sample size, number of indicators per latent 
variable, model misspecifications, and model complexity,
(b) evaluate the recommended cutoff values for adequacy and 
appropriateness, and (c) consider and suggest alternative 
cutoff values.
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The discussion is presented in two sections. The 
first section describes and considers the results from the 
Monte Carlo simulations. The second section discusses the 
use of the recommended cutoff values. The latter part of 
this section reviews the alternative cutoff values and 
considers situations under which their use may be 
appropriate.
Findings from the Monte Carlo Simulations
The primary purpose of Study 2 was to examine the 
performance of the goodness-of-fit indices as a function of 
sample size, number of indicators per latent variable, and 
model misspecifications in three simulations that differed 
in model complexity. The simulation models were chosen 
from published research to reflect models that researchers 
examine in "typical" research applications. Overall, the 
results supported prior research findings regarding sample 
size, number of indicators per latent variable, and model 
misspecifications (e.g., Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Boomsma, 
1982; Ding et al., 1995; La Du & Tanaka, 1989; Mulaik et 
al., 1989). The following sections review the hypotheses 
generated for the simulations and the implications of the 
results.
Sample size. Sample size was hypothesized to 
influence values of the chi-sguare statistic, CN, GFI, NFI,
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and RMSEA. In comparison, no sample size effects were 
expected for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI. However, at a sample 
size of 100, the NNFI was expected to exhibit more 
variability in standard deviations than the CFI, GFI, NFI, 
and RNI. With the exception of the RMSEA, all sample size 
hypotheses were supported.
As expected, increases in sample size led to 
significant increases in chi-square values, suggesting 
poorer fit. This finding supports prior research 
demonstrating that as the sample size increases, the chi- 
square statistic is more likely to yield values suggesting 
unacceptable fit (e.g., Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Bearden 
et al., 1982; Boomsma, 1982; Marsh et al., 1988; Mulaik et 
al., 1989) .
For the GFI, and NFI, increases in sample size also 
led to increased values. However, for these indices, an 
increase in values suggested better rather than poorer fit. 
For the GFI, significant increases were noted in the 
simulations when the sample size increased from 100 to 500. 
In comparison, the NFI was slightly less affected in the 
simple and moderate simulations. That is, NFI values 
increased significantly when the sample size increased from 
100 to 200 but were relatively stable across further 
increases in sample size. However, in the complex model,
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the NFI behaved similar to the GFI and exhibited 
significant increases when the sample size increased from 
100 to 500.
In support of Hu and Bentler (1995), the CN was 
significantly affected by increases in sample size. For 
the CN, increases in sample size led to significantly 
larger values, suggesting better model fit. This finding 
is important because it demonstrates clearly that the CN is 
not independent of sample size. Therefore, the usefulness 
of the CN in model evaluation is in question.
In support of Ding et al. (1995), Marsh et al. (1988), 
and Mulaik et al. (1989), the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were 
relatively independent of sample size. Values for these 
indices were slightly lower when the sample size was 100, 
however, further increases in sample size had no effect on 
their values.
As hypothesized, when the sample size was 100, the 
NNFI exhibited more extreme variability in standard 
deviations than did the CFI, GFI, NFI, and RNI. This 
finding suggests that when the sample size is 100, the NNFI 
is not a precise index.
In contrast to Browne and Cudeck (1993) and the study 
hypotheses, no sample size effects were noted for the 
RMSEA. Browne and Cudeck showed that as the sample size
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increased, values for the RMSEA also tended to decrease, 
but generally not below .05. In the current research,
RMSEA values decreased when the sample size increased from 
100 to 200 in the moderate and complex simulations, whereas 
RMSEA values in the simple simulation remained the same or 
increased when the sample size increased. Two reasons may 
explain the discrepancy between Browne and Cudeck's (1993) 
results and those in the current research. First, Browne 
and Cudeck's largest sample size was significantly larger 
than the largest sample size in the current research. 
Specifically, they examined a sample size of 11,739, 
whereas the largest sample size in the current research was 
5000.
If the current research had used a sample size larger 
than 5000, it seems unlikely that additional increases in 
sample size would have demonstrated sample size effects. 
Although RMSEA values decreased when the sample size 
increased from 100 to 200, no further decreases were noted. 
In comparison, Browne and Cudeck found continual decreases 
in RMSEA values with sample size increases.
The second difference between the current research and 
that of Browne and Cudeck (1993) may be more helpful in 
understanding the difference in results. That is, the 
current research used structural equation models, whereas
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Browne and Cudeck used confirmatory factor analysis models. 
Perhaps the RMSEA is more sensitive to increases in sample 
size when examining a measurement model rather than a 
structural model. However, there does not appear to be any 
obvious reason why the RMSEA would be more sensitive to 
sample size in one type of application versus another.
Future research should examine the performance of the RMSEA 
using confirmatory factor analysis models and structural 
equation models across a wide range of sample sizes (e.g., 
from 100 to 12,000) to clarify these findings.
In sum, the chi-square statistic, CN, GFI, and NFI 
were found to have sample size effects, whereas the CFI, 
NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI were relatively independent of sample 
size. With the exception of the chi-square statistic, all 
indices suggested better fit when the sample size was 200 
or greater. The chi-square statistic had values suggesting 
better fit when the sample size was 100. In agreement with 
Bearden et al. (1982) and Boomsma (1982), it appears a 
minimum sample size of 200 would be prudent in most 
situations.
Number of indicators per latent variable. Significant 
effects from number of indicators per latent variable were 
found for all indices. In agreement with the study 
hypotheses, increases in the number of indicators per
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latent variable resulted in values suggesting poorer model 
fit for the chi-square statistic and GFI. Moreover, 
interaction effects of sample size and number of indicators 
per latent variable were found for the chi-square statistic 
and GFI. Chi-square values increased significantly when 
the sample size was increased and the number of indicators 
increased. For the GFI, decreases in sample size coupled 
with increases in the number of indicators led to 
significantly lower values.
As hypothesized, increases in number of indicators 
generally resulted in values suggesting better model fit 
for the RMSEA. In particular, RMSEA values were greatest, 
suggesting poorer fit, when the model used one indicator. 
From two to five indicators, RMSEA values generally 
decreased, suggesting better fit. The hypothesized 
interaction of sample size by number of indicators was not 
supported for the RMSEA. That is, although increases in 
number of indicators resulted in decreased RMSEA values, 
increases in sample size did not lead to more pronounced 
decreases in RMSEA values.
Results partially supported the hypothesis that NFI 
values would decrease as the number of indicators 
increased. NFI values decreased in the simple simulation 
from two to five indicators, and in the moderate and
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complex simulations from three to five indicators. These 
results generally concur with Ding et al. (1995) who found 
that NFI values decreased when the number of indicators was 
increased from two to six.
However, in contrast to the study hypothesis, NFI 
values increased when the number of indicators increased 
from one to two or one to three. This finding suggests 
that the NFI is a more precise estimator of model fit when 
the model uses two or three indicators per latent variable.
Hypotheses regarding the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were also 
partially supported. That is, in the simulations, as the 
number of indicators increased between two and five, values 
for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI decreased, suggesting poorer 
fit. However, the average values for the CFI, NNFI, and 
RNI were quite similar when the model specified between two 
to five indicators. Thus, the same conclusion about model 
fit would be reached. In comparison, the CFI, NNFI, and 
RNI were significantly affected when the model specified 
one indicator. In every simulation, CFI, NNFI, and RNI 
values were significantly lower at one indicator than at 2,
3, 4, or 5 indicators.
In addition, only partial support was found for the 
hypothesis that the CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI would 
yield values suggesting poorer fit when the number of
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indicators increased but the sample size was maintained at 
100. That is, GFI and NFI values suggested poorer fit as 
the number of indicators increased and the sample size was 
small. However, this effect occurred at sample sizes of 
100, 200, and 500. In comparison, no effects were found 
for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI at a sample size of 100. In 
agreement with the interaction hypothesis, values for the 
CFI, NNFI, and RNI remained relatively stable when the 
sample size was 200 or greater and the number of indicators 
was increased.
No effect had been hypothesized for the CN and number 
of indicators per latent variable. However, across the 
simulations, increases in the number of indicators per 
latent variable resulted in significantly lower CN values, 
suggesting poorer model fit. In retrospect, this 
hypothesis might have been anticipated. Results from Study 
1 demonstrated a negative correlation between the CN and 
number of estimated paths. Because an increase in number 
of indicators results in an increase in estimated paths, 
this result is expected.
In sum, number of indicators exerted a significant 
effect on the indices. For the chi-square statistic, CN, 
and GFI, increases in indicators resulted in values 
suggesting poorer model fit. In comparison, increases in
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indicators resulted in decreased RMSEA values, suggesting 
better fit. For the CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI, values were 
lowest at one indicator, and relatively stable from two to 
five indicators. When the simulation specified one 
indicator per latent variable, many of the indices (i.e., 
CFI, NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI) were poor estimators of 
model fit. Therefore, in agreement with Bullock et al. 
(1994), Cliff (1983), and Ding et al. (1995), researchers 
are cautioned against using one indicator per latent 
variable and are urged to use a minimum of two or three 
indicators per latent variable.
Model misspecifications. Three main hypotheses were 
generated for model misspecifications. First, the indices 
were expected to yield values suggesting acceptable model 
fit when the model was correctly specified. Second, the 
indices were hypothesized to reward inclusion conditions 
with approximately the same values as for the true 
conditions. Third, when the specification error included 
an omitted path (i.e., the omission and combination 
conditions) the indices were hypothesized to yield values 
suggesting a poorer fit than for the true or inclusion 
condition.
Overall, the first hypothesis was supported. When the 
model was correctly specified, the indices were more likely
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to yield values suggesting better model fit than when the 
misspecification included an omitted path. However, 
although the values for the true condition were greater 
than the values for the omission and combination condition, 
in some situations the magnitude of the values did not 
suggest acceptable fit. For example, when there were a 
greater number of indicators, the chi-square and GFI were 
less likely to produce values suggesting acceptable fit.
The second hypothesis was fully supported. As noted 
by La Du and Tanaka (1989), the fit indices rewarded the 
inclusion condition with values that suggested the same or 
slightly better fit than for the true condition. This 
finding raises issues regarding model evaluation. Some 
researchers might conclude that an inclusion was 
substantively important. In such a situation, researchers 
should consider whether: (a) The added parameter is
theoretically appropriate; and (b) whether the change in 
the chi-square statistic when the parameter is added is 
statistically significant using a chi-square difference 
test. The theoretical appropriateness of the added 
parameter would be considered a necessary condition before 
the application of the chi-square difference test.
In the current research and in La Du and Tanaka's 
(1989) research, the inclusion condition was generated by
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adding a single incorrect structural path to the model. 
Results across both studies demonstrated that the fit 
indices were unable to detect the inclusion as a 
misspecification condition. Future research should examine 
inclusions more fully by comparing models with a single 
incorrect structural path to models that have multiple 
incorrect structural paths. Although the indices were 
unable to detect a single incorrect structural path, they 
may be able to detect multiple incorrect structural paths.
Another avenue of research regarding inclusions would 
be to compare differences in the values of the fit indices 
as a function of type of unnecessary inclusion path. For 
example, incorrect measurement paths may be detected more 
readily than incorrect structural paths or incorrect latent 
correlations.
The third hypothesis was generally supported in the 
moderate and complex simulations. That is, the indices 
were able to detect the omission and combination 
conditions. Values for the omission and combination 
conditions suggested significantly poorer fit in these 
simulations than for the true and inclusion conditions. 
However, although the difference in values was practically 
significant, results indicated that values on the fit 
indices often suggested acceptable model fit for omission
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and combination conditions- In particular, for most of the 
indices, when two or more indicators were used, there was 
little distinction in model acceptance across the 
misspecification conditions.
Another concern is that the indices (i.e., except for 
the CN) were unable to detect.the omission and combination 
conditions in the simple model. This finding suggests that 
simple models yield favorable values primarily because they 
are parsimonious. In comparison, when a model has more 
parameters to estimate, the indices were better able to 
detect omitted paths.
Future research should examine whether this finding is 
specific to the model chosen for the simple simulation or 
could be expected for most simple models. A research 
design might compare simple confirmatory factor analyses to 
simple structural equation models. The number of latent 
variables and estimated parameters could be manipulated to 
gain additional insight into this behavior.
Interaction hypotheses including sample size and model 
misspecifications and number of indicators per latent 
variable and model misspecifications were also examined in 
the simulations. Three hypotheses regarding sample size 
and model misspecifications were proposed, however, none of 
the hypotheses were supported. That is, the chi-square
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statistic was expected to detect misspecifications more 
accurately when sample size decreased, and less accurately 
as sample size increased. However, the findings showed 
that as the sample size increased, values on the chi-square 
statistic became significantly more pronounced for omission 
and combination conditions. In other words, the chi-square 
statistic was more sensitive to omitted misspecifications 
with increases rather than decreases in sample size.
Because smaller sample sizes are rewarded with chi-square 
values suggesting better fit, it appears that discrepancies 
between the hypothesized variance-covariance matrix and 
sample variance-covariance matrix are more noticeable as 
the sample size increases.
The hypotheses regarding the GFI and NFI also were not 
supported. These indices had been expected to detect 
misspecifications more accurately as the sample size 
increased, and less accurately as the sample size 
decreased. For the GFI and NFI, there was very little 
difference in detection of model misspecifications across 
levels of sample size. In fact, as the sample size 
increased, these indices rewarded all levels of 
misspecification with higher values. Moreover, the values 
for true versus omission conditions were generally within 
.02 to .05 of one another. This finding suggests that the
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GFI and NFI have trouble discriminating between true and 
omitted conditions.
Although it was not hypothesized, an interaction for 
sample size and model misspecifications was noted for the 
CN. As the sample size increased, values for the true and 
inclusion condition increased in significantly larger 
increments than did values for the omission and combination 
conditions. Thus, similar to the chi-square statistic, the 
CN was more sensitive to misspecifications when the sample 
size increased rather than decreased.
Several interaction effects had been proposed for 
model misspecifications and number of indicators per latent 
variable. The chi-square statistic, GFI, and NFI were 
expected to detect misspecifications less accurately as the 
number of indicators increased, and more accurately as the 
number of indicators decreased. In comparison, the RMSEA 
was expected to detect misspecifications more accurately as 
the number of indicators increased, and less accurately as 
the number of indicators decreased. No interaction effects 
had been proposed for the CFI, CN, NNFI, and RNI.
Results failed to support the interaction hypotheses 
for the chi-square statistic and GFI. Overall, increases 
in the number of indicators led to substantially larger 
chi-square values across all levels of misspecifications.
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Similarly/ increases in the number of indicators led to 
substantially smaller GFI values across all levels of 
misspecifications- Examination of mean values for the chi- 
square and GFI in Appendices K, L, and M demonstrated that 
the differences in values for true and inclusion conditions 
versus omission.and combinations were exhibited in 
relatively similar proportions across the simulations and 
number of indicators.
The interaction regarding the RMSEA also was not 
supported. That is, the RMSEA detected misspecifications 
more accurately as the number of indicators decreased, and 
less accurately as the number of indicators increased. In 
particular, at one indicator, the RMSEA exhibited the 
largest difference in values between true and inclusion 
conditions versus omission and combination conditions. In 
contrast, when two or more indicators were specified, the 
differences between RMSEA values were less pronounced.
This finding suggests that as the number of indicators 
increase, the RMSEA is less accurate at detecting 
misspecifications.
Interaction effects were also noted for the CFI, NFI, 
NNFI, and RNI. For these indices, average values across 
two to five indicators remained relatively stable across 
levels of model misspecifications. However, when one
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indicator was specified, the average values for the true 
and inclusion conditions were significantly higher than for 
the omission and combination conditions.
These findings suggest that the CFI, NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, 
and RNI may be useful in detecting models with omitted 
paths in single indicator models. Although researchers are 
urged to use multiple indicator models, situations may 
arise in which single indicator models are the only 
possible choice. In such a situation, these indices may 
provide insight into the fit of the model.
Summary of Findings from the Monte Carlo Simulations
The findings from the simulations showed that the 
study conditions exerted significant effects on the 
indices. In particular, none of the indices were 
completely independent of sample size or number of 
indicators per latent variable. However, a review of the 
findings suggests that chi-square, CN, GFI, and NFI values 
were significantly affected by sample size and number of 
indicators. Thus, based on the results of the current 
research and prior findings (e.g., Andersen & Gerbing,
1984; Bearden et al., 1982; Boomsma, 1982; Marsh et a l .,
1988; Mulaik et a l ., 1989), these indices are not 
recommended for evaluating the fit of a model.
The one exception to this rule occurs when nested
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models are compared- In such a situation, the models can 
be compared through use of a chi-square difference test.
If the more saturated model has a chi-square value that is 
not significantly different from the more restricted model, 
then it suggests that the extra parameter in the saturated 
model is not necessary.
Another reason that researchers may continue to 
provide chi-square values for model evaluation is to allow 
researchers the opportunity to calculate other indices. As 
was noted earlier, the indices selected in the current 
research and several others not selected use the chi-square 
value for the hypothesized and/or null model in their 
calculation.
The remaining indices (i.e., the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and 
RNI) performed better across the study conditions. That 
is, each of these indices was relatively independent of 
sample size. Moreover, when the model specified between 
two and five indicators, these indices were relatively 
stable. However, two caveats are noted. First, the NNFI 
exhibited extreme variability when the sample size was 100. 
Thus, in situations in which a small sample size is 
unavoidable, the NNFI should not be used. Second, the 
indices were less sensitive to omission and combination 
conditions when the model specified two or more indicators.
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Thus, when a model receives values that suggest acceptable 
model fit, researchers should carefully review their models 
to examine whether there are paths included that are not 
substantively important (i.e., an inclusion) or whether 
there are paths that are substantively important but were 
not included (i.e., an omission).
Limitations of the Simulations
Although the findings from the Monte Carlo simulations 
generally replicated prior research (e.g., Andersen & 
Gerbing, 1984; Gerbing & Andersen, 1993) and extended 
information regarding single and multiple indicator models, 
the simulations were not without limitations.
The most obvious question is whether the choice of 
models selected to reflect the levels of model complexity 
are generalizable to published and unpublished research.
The criteria to consider a study for model selection 
included: (a) successful reanalysis, (b) goodness-of-fit
values that met or exceeded the recommended cutoff values, 
and (c) availability of a complete covariance matrix. 
Although the review in Study 1 was extensive and examined 
four journals over a 10 year period, only 20 (i.e., 6%) of 
366 articles met the criteria.
Given that the journals chosen were cited in other 
reviews (i.e., Breckler, 1990; MacCallum et al., 1993;
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Tremblay & Gardner, 1996) as most likely to publish 
structural equation models, it is unlikely that the 
addition of other journals would have contributed 
significantly to the articles available for model 
selection. Furthermore, given that so many articles were 
unable to meet the criteria for inclusion into the model 
selection sample, it seems likely that the same phenomena 
would be noted in other journals.
Another potential criticism of the models chosen for 
the simulations is that because they are based and 
generated from actual research applications, they are not 
"true" models. In other words, the models may contain some 
specification error.
Researchers who conduct Monte Carlo simulations have 
to decide whether to use models from substantive literature 
that contain some specification error or whether to utilize 
models that have limited generalizability but absolutely 
reflect the true population variance-covariance matrix. An 
examination of Monte Carlo simulations shows that both 
strategies are used. Early simulations tended to generate 
data that absolutely reflected a population variance- 
covariance matrix (e.g., Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Bearden 
et al., 1984; Boomsma, 1982). More recent investigations 
have used models from the substantive literature (e.g.,
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Gerbing & Andersen, 1993; Bandalos, 1993, 1997) or have 
used both strategies simultaneously (e.g., La Du & Tanaka, 
1989; Mulaik et al., 1989).
The decision to use articles from the substantive 
literature in the current research was done to understand 
the performance of.the fit indices under conditions 
encountered in "typical" research applications. As Tukey 
stated in an interview with Anscombe (1988, p. 143), "real 
problems deserve realistic attention. Which implies that 
it's better to have an approximate solution to the right 
problem than to have an exact solution to the wrong one."
Of course, the entire issue of the models chosen may be 
moot because the findings from the current research are in 
agreement with prior findings that used substantive 
applications, specified models, or both.
A  final question is whether the findings regarding 
model misspecifications are specific to those chosen in the 
simulations or would generalize to other misspecifications. 
For example, if different paths had been omitted in the 
models, then the fit indices might have detected the 
omissions more accurately. And, if other incorrect 
structural paths had been added, the inclusion condition 
might have been detected.
These are reasonable concerns that should be
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addressed. With respect to the omitted paths, one 
possibility is that the omitted paths did not account for 
enough of the variance in the structural equations to be 
detected. This possibility seems unlikely. For example, 
when La Du and Tanaka (1989) omitted a correct structural 
path, the structural equation for the dependent latent 
variable was reduced from .54 to .51 (i.e., a reduction of 
6%). In the current research, the removal of the omitted 
paths accounted for approximately 25% of the variance in 
the respective structural equations. Therefore, the 
misspecifications in the current research were more extreme 
than La Du and Tanaka's and should have been detected 
readily.
Moreover, a comparison of the fit indices used in both 
studies (i.e., the GFI and NFI) demonstrates that the 
difference in values for true and omitted conditions was 
approximately the same. That is, the difference in GFI and 
NFI values for true versus omitted conditions was 
approximately .05 (e.g., for the NFI, .87 versus .82 for La 
Du and Tanaka, and .94 versus .89 in the complex 
simulation). Thus, for the GFI and NFI, the effect of an 
omission was similar in both studies even though the 
omissions differed significantly in the proportion of 
variance accounted for in their structural equations.
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Similarly, the choice of incorrect added structural 
paths could explain why the misspecifications were not 
detected. In the current research, the squared multiple 
correlation for the structural equations increased 
approximately 4% when the incorrect structural paths were 
added, whereas La Du and Tanaka's (1989) incLusion did not 
increase or decrease the squared multiple correlation. 
However, the performance of the fit indices was similar 
across the investigations. Included paths were not 
detected as misspecifications and the fit indices yielded 
values suggesting the same or better fit than the true 
condition. Therefore, the argument is flawed that the fit 
indices in the current research were more likely to yield 
values suggesting better fit than the true condition 
because of the increase in the squared multiple 
correlation.
Findings Regarding Recommended and Alternative Cutoff 
Values
In agreement with Hu and Bentler (1995), the 
recommended cutoff values were often inappropriate and 
inadequate. For example, in the simple model, the 
recommended cutoff values provided little to no assistance 
in selecting the true condition versus the omission and 
combination condition. In fact, the best performance in
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the simple model using the recommended cutoff values 
occurred for the CN. Using a value of 200 as the 
recommended cutoff, the CN accepted almost 100% of the true 
conditions and accepted about 50% of the omission 
conditions. Although 50% acceptance of omission conditions 
may .appear high, the CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI,. and RNI accepted 
70% or more of the omission and combination conditions! 
Clearly, use of the recommended cutoff values in the simple 
simulation would lead to confusion regarding the merits of 
a model.
Use of the recommended cutoff values in the moderate 
and complex simulations resulted in better performance for 
the fit indices than in the simple simulation. However, 
the best performance in those simulations for multiple 
indicator models was not any better than the performance of 
the CN in the simple simulation. In other words, using the 
recommended cutoff values, the best performance that was 
demonstrated was 100% acceptance of true conditions and 
approximately 50% acceptance of omission and combination 
conditions. Clearly, these findings are unacceptable if 
researchers hope to have confidence in their conclusions.
In comparison, when the model specified a single 
indicator in the moderate and complex models, the 
recommended cutoff values were adequate for the CFI, NNFI,
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RMSEA, and RNI. That is, the recommended values resulted 
in almost complete acceptance of the true conditions and 
almost complete rejection of the omission conditions.
An examination of alternative values across the 
simulations found that the percentages of accepted 
solutions with omissions could be reduced for multiple 
indicator models in the moderate and complex simulations, 
but not in the simple simulation. As an example, for the 
CFI, NNFI, and RNI, an alternative value of .98 in the 
moderate simulation resulted in over 90% acceptance of the 
true condition and 28% or less acceptance of the omission 
condition. Use of this alternative value resulted in a 
slight decrease in model acceptance for the true condition 
(less than 10%) and a substantial decrease in the model 
acceptance for the omission condition (about 45%) .
Alternative values were also recommended for the RMSEA 
in the simulations. However, in the simple and moderate 
simulations, the alternative values either rejected a 
substantial percentage of true conditions (i.e., 62% in the 
simple simulation) or accepted a relatively high percentage 
of omitted conditions (i.e., 35% in the moderate 
simulation). Use of alternative values for the RMSEA was 
most beneficial in the complex simulation. Using an 
alternative value of .04, the RMSEA accepted 90% of the
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true conditions and accepted 4% of the omission conditions. 
Summary of Study 2
Results from Study 2 demonstrated that sample size, 
model complexity, model misspecifications, and number of 
indicators per latent variable influence the values of the 
fit indices. For example, the chi-square, CN, GFI, and NFI 
were strongly influenced by sample size and number of 
indicators per latent variable. Furthermore, these indices 
were not particularly sensitive to model misspecifications. 
And, percentages of model acceptance were strongly 
influenced by model complexity, sample size, and number of 
indicators per latent variable. Thus, researchers are 
cautioned not to choose these indices for model evaluation. 
This recommendation is in agreement with findings from 
Andersen and Gerbing (1984), Bearden et a l . (1982), Ding et
al. (1995), Hu and Bentler (1995), Marsh et al. (1988), and 
Mulaik et al. (1989) cautioning researchers not to use the 
chi-square, CN, GFI, and NFI.
However, because the chi-square statistic can provide 
information about nested models and because the chi-square 
value is useful for calculating other indices, researchers 
are encouraged to report chi-square values for the 
hypothesized and null models with their findings.
In addition, Study 2 results supported that the CFI,
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NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI were relatively independent of sample 
size, and yielded stable values from two to five 
indicators. Furthermore, these indices detected omission 
and combination conditions in the moderate and complex 
simulations. These findings are in agreement with Ding et 
al. (1995), Gerbing and Andersen (1993), and Mulaik et a l . 
(1989). Therefore, the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI are 
preferred for model evaluation.
The findings from the evaluation of recommended and 
alternative cutoff values demonstrate that use of 
recommended cutoff values may lead to inappropriate 
conclusions about the fit of a model. Unfortunately, 
although the use of alternative cutoff values improved the 
ratio of accepted true conditions versus accepted omitted 
conditions, additional research is needed.




The results from Study 1 documented the widespread use 
of structural equation modeling procedures. Researchers 
are using these procedures to examine a variety of 
applications including confirmatory factor analyses, single 
and multiple indicator structural equation models, as well 
as structural equation techniques and Monte Carlo 
simulations.
The results from Study 1 also demonstrated a 
significant amount of variability in the characteristics of 
models examined by researchers. For example, sample sizes 
ranged from less than 100 to more than 40, 000. There was 
also variability in the number of indicators per latent 
variable used. Although the majority of articles (74%) 
used multiple indicators, 26% used single indicators. This 
occurrence becomes more striking when structural equation 
models are considered on their own. Of the 14 9 articles 
examining structural equation models, 64% (N = 95) used 
single indicators. Given the additional demands of 
structural equation models (i.e., developing and assessing 
valid and reliable measurement and structural models), this 
finding is particularly troubling.
Furthermore, the results from Study 1 confirmed that
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researchers are using a variety of goodness-of-fit indices 
to evaluate their models. The results also showed that 
most researchers are reporting between two to four indices 
in the articles. As expected, the most commonly reported 
index was the chi-square statistic. Other indices that 
were reported often were the CFI, GFI, NFI, and NNFI.
The results from Study 2 demonstrated that aspects of 
structural equation models influence values on the fit 
indices. In particular, many of the indices were 
influenced by sample size, number of indicators per latent 
variable, model misspecifications, and model complexity.
An ideal index should be independent of sample size, number 
of indicators per latent variable, and model complexity. 
Further, an ideal index should be able to detect model 
misspecifications (i.e., incorrect added structural paths 
and omitted correct structural paths) and yield values 
suggesting poorer model fit when these misspecifications 
are detected.
The results from Study 2 showed that none of the 
indices studied meet the criteria to be considered the 
ideal index. However, there were significant differences 
in their independence from sample size, number of 
indicators per latent variable, and model complexity. 
Moreover, there were significant differences in their
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ability to detect model misspecifications.
Recommendations
Researchers who develop and examine structural 
equation models should be mindful of the strategies and 
guidelines that enhance the development and testing of 
sound models and later interpretation of those models.
First, there are specific strategies that will improve the 
development of sound models. Second, there are guidelines 
that will improve the interpretability of model results.
Model development. Brannick (1995), Gavin and 
Williams (1993), and Williams and James (1994) have argued 
that researchers should devote more attention and effort to 
model development prior to data collection. When 
researchers choose not to devote attention to model 
development, it is likely that later interpretations of the 
models will be compromised. Unfortunately, once the data 
have been collected, there is usually very little a 
researcher can do to correct these problems, short of 
revising the model and collecting data from a new sample.
Measurement model development and assessment. The 
careful development of measurement models is critical to 
later evaluations of structural models. Although a 
carefully developed measurement model does not guarantee 
confidence in structural model interpretations, a carefully
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developed measurement model is a necessary condition for a 
well-defined structural model. In other words, the 
measurement model(s) demonstrates the adequacy of the 
indicators to represent the latent variables reliably and 
validly. Without reliable and valid indicators, the 
structural model cannot explain hypothesized relationships 
among the latent variables.
Researchers should give careful consideration to the 
number of indicators that are specified per latent 
variable. When a single indicator is assigned to a latent 
variable, there is less empirical information available on 
the latent variable. Furthermore, a single indicator is 
not as reliable as multiple indicators. However, the 
optimum number of indicators per latent variable is 
unclear. Study 2 results demonstrated that the optimum 
number of indicators for the fit indices differed as a 
function of model misspecifications and model complexity.
For the preferred indices (i.e., the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and 
RNI), between two and four indicators per latent variable 
appeared best. A further increase from four to five 
indicators did not seem to provide any additional benefits.
One recommendation in measurement model development is 
to generate a large number of indicators per latent 
variable (e.g., 9 or 10). After these indicators are
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examined for reliability and validity, the indicators can 
be grouped into subscales (e.g., in sets of three or four
indicators per subscale). The choice of grouping
indicators into subscales could be based on theoretical
similarity and/or correlations among the indicators. The
resulting subscales.would then serve as subscale indicators 
for the latent variables. This process would increase the 
reliability of the latent variables and would result in two 
to four subscale indicators per latent variable.
Several examinations of the measurement models should 
be considered before proceeding to structural model 
assessment. Among these are evaluations of the latent 
variable weights, t-values, measurement error variances, 
and squared multiple correlations for the latent variables. 
Latent variable weights should demonstrate that the 
indicators adequately reflect the latent variable.
Similarly, t-values should be statistically significant 
(i.e., greater than 1.96 in absolute value). Moreover, 
measurement error variances should be positive and small. 
Negative error variances suggest that there are problems 
with the data such as an ill-conditioned matrix. Finally, 
the squared multiple correlations for the latent variables 
should demonstrate that a significant portion of variance 
is accounted for in the latent variable when the indicators
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are assigned to it.
One further assessment of the latent variables in the 
measurement model would be to calculate the composite 
reliability for each of the latent variables. Latent 
variables with poor composite reliability should not be 
used.
Structural model development and assessment. Perhaps 
the most important consideration in structural model 
development is ensuring that there are no omitted variables 
or paths. The underidentification of variables results in 
an inability to obtain unique parameter estimates to 
represent the relationships of interest. When a model has 
no omitted variables, it is said to be self-contained 
(James & James, 1989). That is, in a self-contained model, 
there are no relevant variables (independent or dependent) 
that have been left out. A relevant variable is one that 
is related to a dependent variable(s) and correlated with 
other independent variables in the model. If a model is 
not self-contained, the parameter estimates for the 
variables included will be biased, threatening the validity 
of any ongoing conclusions.
James and James (1989) and Medsker et al. (1994) 
argued that few researchers attend to the self-containment 
condition. Self-containment is suggested theoretically by
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lack of covariation between the variables included in a 
structural equation and the residual term of that equation 
(Johnston, 1984). Unfortunately, it is impossible to know 
whether the omitted variable problem has ever been 
reasonably satisfied. In fact, many researchers believe 
that it is more reasonable to assume that the omitted 
variable problem is never satisfied (Gavin & Williams,
1993; Williams & James, 1994). The omitted variable 
problem is especially likely when there are multiple 
dependent variables. That is, when these dependent 
variables have some common predictors and not all of these 
predictors are included in the design, problems are likely 
to occur.
The choice of number of indicators per latent variable 
appears to mask the omitted variable problem. That is, 
when there are two or more indicators per latent variable, 
the fit indices tend to yield values that in most cases, 
still suggest acceptable model fit. Thus, the researcher 
might not recognize that there were structural paths 
omitted in the model. In comparison, when the model uses 
one indicator per latent variable and an omission or 
combination condition exists, the fit indices are more 
sensitive to the omission. In particular, for the CFI,
NFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI, when single indicators are used,
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omissions are more readily noted.
Thus, one strategy might be for researchers to develop 
valid and reliable measurement models that use multiple 
indicators or subscales. Then, to test whether the 
structural model has omissions, the indicators or subscales 
could.be summed or averaged to single composite variables, 
yielding reliable single indicator models. These single 
indicator models could then evaluate the structural models 
by removing one latent variable or latent path at a time, 
and examining model fit as changes are made.
If the fit indices suggested a significant reduction 
in model fit when the latent variable or path was omitted, 
the researcher could have additional confidence in the 
importance of that latent variable or path. On the other 
hand, if there was little change in the fit values after a 
latent variable or path was removed, then the researcher 
might conclude that the latent variable or path was 
extraneous to the true model.
Choosing a Goodness-of-Fit Index
Evaluating structural equation models requires 
researchers to examine many aspects of their models.
Testing fit is an important component in the model 
evaluation process. The purposes that fit indices can 
serve are to assess: (a) The overall fit of a model, and
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(b) the relative gain in fit provided by a model when 
compared to an alternative model based on the same data.
Choosing a goodness-of-fit index from the myriad of 
choices available is but one aspect of the evaluation 
process. The choice of a goodness-of-fit index should take 
into account the size of the sample, number of indicators 
per latent variable, detection of model misspecifications, 
and model complexity. The results of the current studies 
provide some insight when making those choices.
Sample size. The findings of the effects of sample 
size replicated and extended previous studies (e.g.,
Andersen & Gerbing, 1984; Bearden et al., 1982; Boomsma, 
1982; Marsh et al., 1988; Mulaik et al., 1989). None of 
the fit indices were totally independent of sample size. 
However, for the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI, the effects 
were relatively small.
With the exception of the chi-square test statistic, 
larger sample sizes were associated with better (i.e., more 
acceptable) estimates of model fit. Furthermore, for all 
of the indices, larger sample sizes were associated with 
more precise estimates of fit (i.e., smaller standard 
deviations). Boomsma (1982) recommended that researchers 
use sample sizes of 200 or more. The results of the 
current research generally support Boomsma's contention.
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However, for the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI, sample sizes 
greater than 200 may be unnecessary. These indices appear 
to be relatively independent of sample size and behaved 
well even when the sample size was 200. In fact, if the 
model specified two or more indicators, these indices 
behaved well at. a sample size of 100.
In contrast, sample sizes larger than 200 may be 
needed for the CN, GFI, and NFI. For the CN, GFI, and NFI, 
smaller sample sizes were associated with smaller values 
that sometimes suggested unacceptable model fit even under 
the true condition. For these indices, a minimum sample 
size of 500 may be necessary. Further increases in sample 
size may be required if the model becomes more complex.
Therefore, if the sample size is small (e.g., 100 or 
200), the preferred indices are the CFI, RMSEA, and RNI.
The NNFI is not recommended at a sample size of 100 because 
it displayed extreme variability in standard deviations at 
that sample size. However, once the sample size reaches 
200, the NNFI is stable and can be recommended. If the 
sample size is 500 or greater, the CN, GFI, and NFI may be 
used, however, values suggesting acceptable model fit may 
result primarily from the size of the sample rather than 
the fit of the model.
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Number of indicators per latent variable. The number 
of indicators per latent variable exerted a strong 
influence on the indices studied. With the exception of 
the chi-square statistic, CN, and GFI, models that 
specified single indicators yielded values on the fit 
indices suggesting significantly poorer fit than when a 
greater number of indicators were specified.
In agreement with Andersen and Gerbing (1984) and Ding 
et al. (1995), increases in the number of indicators per 
latent variable resulted in poorer fit for the CFI, NFI,
NNFI, and RNI. However, the effects of number of 
indicators appeared to be moderated by the simulation 
model. That is, in the simple model, the optimum number of 
indicators per latent variable appeared to be two. Further 
increases in indicators generally resulted in decrements in 
the values for these indices. In comparison, the optimum 
number of indicators in the moderate model appeared to be 
three or four. In the complex model, the optimum number of 
indicators for the CFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI once again 
appeared to be three. Therefore, based on the findings 
from the simulations and the recommendations from Andersen 
and Gerbing (1984) and Ding et al. (1995), it appears that 
a recommendation of two to four indicators per latent 
variable is prudent.
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Therefore, if the model specifies between two and four 
indicators, the preferred indices are the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, 
and RNI. The chi-square, CN, and GFI performed best when 
the model specified a single indicator. However, these 
indices were extremely dependent on sample size, so their 
conclusions should be considered with caution.
Detection of model misspecifications. Results from 
Study 2 demonstrated that in the simple model, the CN was 
the only index sensitive to omitted misspecifications. 
However, values on the CN were significantly influenced by 
sample size and number of indicators per latent variable. 
Thus, the CN is recommended for detecting model 
misspecifications in the simple model, albeit with caution. 
However, in the moderate and complex models, the CFI, NNFI, 
RMSEA, and RNI detected omitted misspecifications. 
Furthermore, when the model specified a single indicator, 
these indices were more sensitive to omitted 
misspecifications. In comparison, the GFI and NFI were not 
particularly sensitive to omitted paths in the moderate and 
complex models. Therefore, the preferred indices for 
detecting omitted misspecifications in the moderate and 
complex models are the CFI, NNFI, RMSEA, and RNI.
Model complexity. The majority of the indices (i.e., 
the chi-square statistic, CN, CFI, GFI, NFI, NNFI, and RNI)
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yielded the highest percentages of model acceptance when 
the model was simple- Although the percentages of model 
acceptance for the CFI, NNFI, and RNI were lower in the 
moderate and/or complex models, the difference in model 
acceptance was not substantial.
In contrast, the RMSEA yielded the highest percentage 
of model acceptance when the model was complex or moderate. 
The percentage of model acceptance was substantially lower 
for the RMSEA when the model was simple.
The chi-square statistic, GFI, and NFI had the highest 
percentage of model acceptance in the simple model and 
decreased substantially as the models increased in 
complexity.
Therefore, if a model is simple or moderate (i.e., 
four or fewer latent variables for a simple model versus 
five to eight latent variables for a moderate model), the 
preferred indices are the CFI, NNFI, or RNI. The NFI also 
performed relatively well in the simple model, however, it 
was substantially affected by sample size. These indices 
can also be used in the complex model, however, the 
percentage of model acceptance in the complex model will 
likely be lower. In addition, the RMSEA is recommended 
with a complex or moderate model. However, the RMSEA is 
not recommended with a simple model.
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Summary
Several recommendations were made with reference to 
goodness-of-fit indices. Use of an index can assist 
researchers in the model evaluation process. However, 
researchers are cautioned against making interpretations of 
model fit that are based solely on fit indices. In 
agreement with Marsh et al. (1988), there is no single 
index that will meet the evaluation needs of all 
researchers. Therefore, evaluation of structural models 
should be based on multiple levels of evaluations. First, 
the measurement properties of a model should be considered. 
Second, the structural properties of a model should be 
examined. Assuming the measurement and structural 
properties of a model appear to be well-defined, the global 
fit of the model can be evaluated with goodness-of-fit 
indices. Ideally, researchers should consider values from 
two or three fit indices that provide complementary 
information about the model. For example, one of the 
relative fit indices could be used (i.e., the CFI, NNFI, or 
RNI) along with an index that provides information about 
the degree of error reflected in the model (i.e., the 
RMSEA). These indices appear promising as candidates for 
overall global fit indices, although further research would 
provide a more complete understanding of their properties.
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Ultimately, researchers will need to look for 
consistency in the indices and across evaluations of the 
measurement and structural properties to have confidence in 
model results.
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APPENDIX A 
Equations for Goodness-of-Fit Indices 
Chi-square test statistic
X 2 =  ( n  -  1 )  Fta.
Root mean square error of approximation
R M S E A  =  /-^hypothesized ^hypothesized
hypothesized ) ( n  -  0
Goodness-of-fit index
tr [( E 'S ) ! |
Critical N
C N  = crmcaIxl + 1
M L
Normed fit index
jy jp j   X null X hypothesized
X o u l l
Nonnormed fit index
NNFI =
( 1 \ 
Xnull
f
< ^nu ll > V
( y i ^
A* hypothesizeddfZIZZT
^  X n u l l
J
-1
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Comparative fit index
C F I _  j ________ maximum [[ x h ~ df h or °1
maximum [[ Zh ~ df h 1 1 X n -  4f * 1> or 0] <7 >
Relative noncentrality index
r , VTT _  ( x o u l l  d f B u l l )  ^C hypotbcsiznl ~  d f  h y po thesized ) /Q %KNX — ------------    (8)
Xnull dfnuU
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APPENDIX B 




Number of Latent Independent (IV) & Dependent (DV) 
Variables : (total)_________  (IV)________  (DV)_________
Number of Indicators per Latent Variable: (Harmonic Mean)
(overall)  (IV)   (DV)___________
Ratio of IV/DV : __________
Number of Estimated Paths: Overall___________
Measured __________ Latent  Correlated Residual___
Number of Models Tested: __________
Goodness-of-Fit Indices Evaluated:
Sample Size: __________________
Type of Application: _____________________________________________
Type of Model: _____ Single Indicator ______Multiple Indicator
Matrix Used : Covariance _____ Correlation_____
Reproducible : Reanalysis ______  Formula______  No _____
Additional Notes :
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A P P E N D IX  C
Programs Used to Generate Goodness-of-Fit Indices 
OPTIONS LS=70 PS=70 NODATE;
TITLE "GENERATING GFI INDICES FROM TABLED DATA";
PROC IML;
CHIH = (insert article value for hypothesized chi-square 
test statistic);
DFH = (insert article value for hypothesized degrees of 
freedom);
CHIN = (insert article value for null chi-square' test 
statistic);
DFN = (insert article value for null degrees of freedom) 
SS = (insert sample size from article);
CFIN1 = (CHIH-DFH);
IF C F I N K O  THEN CFIN1=0;
CFI = 1 - (CFIN1/(CHIN-DFN));
RMSEA = SQRT((CHIH-DFH)/ ( (SS-1)*DFH));
NFI = (CHIN-CHIH)/CHIN;
NNFI = ( ( (CHIN/DFN) - (CHIH-DFH))/((CHIN/DFN)-1));
RNI = (((CHIN-DFN) - (CHIH-DFH))/(CHIN-DFN));
CNN = (((SQRT((DFH*2)-1))));
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Symmetrical matrices are presented in block format to 
conserve space.
Simple model: One indicator
1.02010 .46359 .72250 .64832 .45654 1.71610
. 14544 . 12240 .12262 .51840
Simple model: Two indicators
1.02010 .84840 1.0000 .46359 .47650 .72250
.45167 .46440 .62135 .73960 .59883 .61710
.42168 .43705 1.46410 . 61610 .59780 .44591
.41968 1.29906 1.48840 . 45440 . 17280 . 12140
.13003 .11326 .10541 . 51840 . 17210 .15620
.13277 .12212 .12866 .12127 .40385 . 50410
Simple imodel: Three indicators
1.02010 .84840 1.00000 . 85507 .86700 1. 04040
.46359 .46750 .45951 .72250 .45167 .46440
.4824 6 .62135 .73960 . 44965 .43680 .46267
.61404 .60682 .70560 .59883 .61710 . 61710
.42168 .43705 .43705 1.46410 .61610 . 59780
.63464 .44591 .41968 .43042 1.29906 1.48840
.61812 .60000 .58752 . 42840 .44376 .41328
1.29928 1.27368 1.44000 . 14544 . 17280 .16157
.12240 .13003 .13306 . 11326 .10541 . 12096
.51840 .17210 .15620 . 14484 .13277 . 12212
.12524 .12886 .12127 . 11076 .40385 .50410
.16221 .14600 .17870 .13030 . 13812 . 12264
.12366 .11578 .13140 . 42048 .40427 .53290
Simple model: Four indicators
1.02010 .84840 1.00000 .85507 .86700 1.04040
.86708 .84840 .85507 1.02010 .46359 .46750
.45951 .44642 .72250 .45167 .46440 .48246
.46036 .62135 .73960 .44965 .43680 .46267
.46662 .61404 .60682 .70560 .47218 .45050
.45084 .46359 .60690 . 62135 .61404 .72250
.59883 .61710 .61710 .58661 .43197 .42665
.43705 .42168 1.46410 . 61610 .59870 . 63464
.59146 .41480 .45116 .43042 .44591 1.29906
1.48840 .61812 .60000 .58752 .59388 .43860
.43344 .41328 .44880 1.29228 1.2736 1.44000
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Simple model: Four indicators concluded
.58661 .58080 .60476 .62327 .45254 .41624
.42689 .44225 1.27377 1.29906 1.29228 1 .46410
. 14544 .17280 .16157 .16726 . 12240 .13003
.13306 .14076 .11326 .10541 .12096 .13068
.51840 .17210 .15620 .14484 .15059 .13277
.12212 .12524 .13277 .12886 .12127 .11076
.10309 .40385 .50410 .16221 .14600 .17870
.16958 .13030 .13812 .12264 .13030 .12366
.11578 .10512 .13250 .42048 .40427 .53290
.15271 .16560 .16891 .14544 . 14076 .13003
.13006 .12240 .10454 .13176 .12960 .12197
.40435 .40385 .42048 .51840
Simple model: Five indicators
1.02010 .84840 1 .00000 .85507 .86700 1 .04040
.86708 .84840 .85507 1.02010 .84840 .83000
.86700 .84840 1 .00000 .46359 .46750 .45951
.44642 .46750 .72250 .45167 .46440 .48246
.46036 .46440 .62135 .73960 .44965 .43680
.46267 .46662 .43680 .61404 .60682 .70560
.47218 .45050 .45084 .46359 .45050 .60690
.62135 .61404 .72250 .45167 .46440 .48246
.46036 .46440 .62135 .63606 .60682 .62135
.73960 .59883 . 61710 .61710 .58661 .59290
.43197 .42665 .43705 .42168 .41624 1 .46410
.61610 .59780 .63464 .59146 .61000 .41480
.45116 .43042 .44591 .46165 1.29906 1 .48440
.61812 .60000 .58752 .59388 .61200 .43860
.43344 .41328 .44880 .41280 1.29228 1 .27368
1.44000 .58661 .58080 .60476 .62327 .58080
.45254 .41624 .42689 .44225 .42665 1 .27377
1.29906 1.29228 1 .46410 .61610 .62220 .59731
.60378 .59780 .42517 .46165 .45091 .43554
.45116 1.29906 1 .32468 1.27368 1.29906 1 .48440
.14544 .17280 .16151 .16726 .15120 .12240
.13003 .13306 .14076 . 13622 .11326 .10541
.12096 .13068 .11419 .51840 .17210 .15620
.14484 .15059 .16330 .13277 .12212 .12524
.13277 .12212 .12886 .12127 .11076 .10309
.12993 .40385 .50410 .16221 .14600 .17870
.16958 .15330 .13030 .13812 .12264 .13030
.14439 .12366 .11578 .10512 . 13250 .12468
.42048 .40427 .53290 .15271 .16560 .16891
.14544 .17280 .14076 .13003 . 13306 .12240
.13003 .10454 .13176 .12960 .12197 .11419
.40435 .40385 .42048 .51840 .16958 .15330
.16381 .17695 .16060 .12410 .13812 .12877
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Simple model: Five Indicators concluded
.14271 .13812 .13250 .12468 .11388 .10600
.12468 .41522 .41464 .41566 .41522 .53290
Moderate model: One indicator
.24010 .18596 .62410 .09689 .30276 .57708
-.09632 -.29668 -.48029 1.13303 .06078 .10375
.05405 -.05894 .21181 .01071 .01827 .00952
-.29927 .02428 1.10201
Moderate model: Two indicators
.27040 .20384 .24010 .19515 .18346 .62410
.19912 .18718 .57593 .65610 .10488 .09860
.30336 .30952 .57760 .09837 .09247 .28452
.29030 .48330 .54760 -.10247 -.09634 -.29139
-.29731 -.48739 -.45713 1.13325 -.10099 -.09494
-.28719 -.29302 -.48036 -.45053 1.11811 1.30842
.06646 .06247 . 10890 .11111 .05853 .05489
-.06507 -.06413 .22090 .06082 .05717 .09966
.10168 .05356 .05023 -.05955 -.05869 .15446
.20250 .01327 .01247 .02174 .02218 .01168
.01096 -.31478 -.31024 .03369 .03083 1.02013
.01148 .01079 .01881 .01919 .01011 .00948
-.27237 -.26844 .02915 .02668 .87568 1.04046
Moderate model: Three indicators
.27040 .20366 .24010 .20776 .20449 .26010
.18371 .18081 . 18446 .62410 .19596 .19287
.19676 .57552 .65610 .19007 .18707 .19084
.55822 .59546 .64000 .09607 .09456 .09647
.28216 .30098 .29194 .57760 .09663 .09511
.09703 .28381 .30274 .29364 .48322 .54760
.09659 .09507 .09699 .28369 .30261 .29351
.48301 .48583 .56250 -.09594 -.09443 -.09633
-.27692 -.29539 -.28651 -.46428 -.46699 -.46679
1.34217 -.09874 -.09718 -.09914 -.28499 -.30400
-.29486 -.47781 -.48060 -.48039 1.19185 1.32356
-.09807 -.09653 -.09848 -.28307 -.30195 -.29287
-.47459 -.47736 -.47716 1.18385 1.21832 1.34511
.06216 .06118 .06241 .10166 .10844 .10518
.05317 .05348 .05345 -.06026 -.06202 -.06160
.22090 .06245 .06146 .06270 .10214 .10895
.10568 .05342 .05373 .05370 -.06054 -.06230
-.06189 .15432 .20250 .06239 .06141 .06265
.10204 .10885 .10558 .05337 .05368 .05365
-.06049 -.06225 -.06183 .15417 . 15490 .21160
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Moderate model: Three indicators concluded
.01154 .01136 .01159 .01887 .02013 .01953
.00987 .00993 .00992 -.29768 -.30635 -.30429
.02852 .02865 .02862 1.02017 .01135 .01117
.01140 .01856 .01980 .01921 .00971 .00976
.00976 -.29279 -.30132 -.29929 .02805 .02818
.02815 .87549 1.04041 .01164 .01145 .01168
.01903 .02030 .01969 .00995 .01001 .01001
-.30017 -.30892 -.30684 .02875 .02889 .02886
.89756 .88282 1.04043
Moderate model: Four indicators
.27040 .20254 .24010 .20993 .20370 .26010
.20822 .20204 .20941 .26010 .18600 .18047
.18706 .18554 .62410 .19581 .18999 .19693
.19533 .57253 .65610 .19285 .18712 .19395
.19237 .56387 .59362 .64000 .19111 .18544
.19221 .19064 .55880 .58828 .57938 .64000
.09750 .09460 .09806 .09726 .28509 .30013
.29559 .29293 .57760 .09719 .09431 .09775
.09695 .28418 .29917 .29465 .29200 .48072
.54760 .09833 .09541 .09889 .09808 .28750
.30267 .29809 .29541 .48633 .48479 .56250
.09759 .09469 .09815 .09735 .28535 .30041
.29586 .29321 .48270 .48117 .48679 .56250
-.09847 -.09554 -.09903 -.09823 -.28300 -.29793
-.29342 -.29078 -.47156 -.47007 -.47556 -.47201
1.34678 -.10013 -.09716 -.10070 -.09988 -.28777
-.30295 -.29837 -.29569 -.47952 -.47800 -.48358
-.47997 1.18997 1.32654 -.10084 -.09785 -.10142
-.10060 -.28983 -.30511 -.30050 -.29780 -.48294
-.48141 -.48703 -.48339 1.19842 1.21863 1.35016
-.09908 -.09613 -.09964 -.09883 -.28474 -.29976
-.29523 -.29257 -.47447 -.47297 -.47849 -.47492
1.17747 1.19733 1.20586 1.32504 .06336 .06147
.06372 .06320 .10273 .10815 .10651 .10556
.05385 .05368 .05431 .05390 -.06155 -.06259
-.06304 -.06193 .22090 .06261 .06075 .06297
.06246 .10152 .10688 .10526 .10431 .05322
.05305 .05367 .05327 -.06083 -.06185 -.06229
-.06120 .15331 .20250 .06372 .06183 .06409
.06356 .10332 .10877 .10713 .10616 .05416
.05399 .05462 .05421 -.06191 -.06295 -.06340
-.06229 .15603 .15420 .21160 .06317 .06129
.06353 .06301 .10242 .10783 .10620 .10524
.05369 .05352 .05415 .05374 -.06137 -.06240
-.06285 -.06175 .15468 .15286 .15557 .21160
.01145 .01111 .01152 .01142 .01857 .01955
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Moderate model: Four indicators concluded
.01925 .01908 .00973 .00970 .00982 .00974
-.29718 -.30219 -.30435 -.29901 .02804 .02771
.02820 .02796 1.02014 .01147 .01113 .01154
.01144 .01860 .01958 .01928 .01911 .00975
.00972 .00983 .00976 -.29766 -.30268 -.30484
-.29949 .02809 .02776 .02825 .02800 .87351
1.04042 .01170 .01135 .01176 .01167 .01897
.01997 .01967 .01949 .00994 .00991 .01003
.00995 -.30355 -.30867 -.31087 -.30542 .02864
.02831 .02881 .02856 .89081 .89225 1.04043
.01151 .01116 .01157 .01148 .01866 .01964
.01934 .01917 .00978 .00975 .00986 .00979
-.29857 -.30361 -.30577 -.30041 .02817 .02784
.02834 .02809 .87620 .87761 .89499 1.02013
Moderate m o d e l : Five indicators
.27040 .20107 .24010 .21057 .20402 .26010
.20356 .19723 .20654 .25000 .21062 .20407
.21370 .20659 .26010 .18618 . 18039 .18891
.18262 .18895 .62410 . 19560 .18951 .19847
.19186 .19851 .57274 .65610 .19217 .18619
.19499 .18850 .19503 .56270 .59118 .64000
.18934 . 18344 .19211 .18571 .19216 .55439
.58245 .57224 .62410 .19182 .18585 .19463
.18815 .19468 .56167 .59009 .57975 .57119
.64000 .09753 .09449 .09896 .09566 .09898
.28557 .30003 .29477 .29042 .29423 .57760
.09849 .09542 .09993 .09660 .09995 .28837
.30296 .29765 .29326 .29711 .48736 .56250
.09672 .09371 .09814 .09487 .09816 .28321
.29754 .29232 .28801 .29179 .47863 .48332
.54760 .09788 .09484 .09932 .09601 .09934
.28661 .30111 .29584 .29147 .29529 .48438
.48912 .48036 .56250 .09919 .09610 .10064
.09729 .10066 .29042 .30512 .29977 .29534
.29922 .49082 .49562 .48675 .49260 .57760
-.09898 -.09590 -.10043 -.09709 -.10046 -.28465
-.29906 -.29381 -.28948 -.29328 -.47336 -.47799
-.46944 -.47507 -.48139 1.34865 -.10085 -.09771
-.10233 -.09892 -.10235 -.29003 -.30471 -.29937
-.29495 -.29882 -.48231 -.48703 -.47831 -.48405
-.49049 1 .19451 1.32889 -.10095 -.09781 -.10243
-.09902 - . 10245 -.29030 -.30500 -.29965 -.29523
-.29910 -.48276 -.48749 -.47876 -.48451 -.49095
1.19562 1 .21829 1.35153 -.09885 -.09577 -.10029
-.09696 -.10032 -.28426 -.29865 -.29341 -.28908
-.29288 -.47271 -.47734 -.46879 -.47443 -.48073
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Complex model: One indicator
.58565 .31290 1 .00683 .23451 .44193 .71772
.16856 .16685 .21981 .30107 .70545 .46685
.41831 .26714 1 .96137 .45216 .66116 .42394
.21535 1.06222 1 .71510 .18908 .06866 .08781
.06472 .28242 .16911 .51842 .10337 .05761
.05665 .03783 .16387 .13059 .12313 .20250
.04405 .14497 .07598 .03080 .11064 .12228
-.00409 .01444 .51833
Complex model: Two indicators
,58751 .48159 .60289 .33397 .33772 1.02507
34388 .34773 .85079 1.00510 .25185 .25467
46267 .47639 .72198 .24757 .25034 .45480
46829 .62159 .73910 .17339 .17533 .19995
20588 .22842 .22454 .32402 .18629 .18838
21482 .22120 .24542 .24124 .26473 .34708
67459 .68215 .43647 .44942 .33906 .33329
24076 .25867 1.69003 .67367 .68122 .43588
44881 .33860 .33284 .24043 .25832 1.44362
66414 .42952 .43434 .61795 .63628 .38017
37371 .19830 .21305 .91430 .91305 1.46413
42630 .43108 .61331 .63151 .37732 .37090
19681 .21145 .90743 .90620 1.29856 1.48841
19759 .19980 .06822 .07024 .07050 .06931
06263 .06729 .26002 .25967 .15611 .15494
51840 .19660 .19880 .06788 .06989 .07015
06896 .06231 .06695 .25872 .25837 .15533
15416 .42431 .50410 .10888 .11010 .06007
06185 .04971 .04886 .03749 .04027 .15250
15229 .12473 .12379 .12470 .12408 .20250
10941 .11063 .06036 .06215 .04995 .04910
03767 .04047 .15323 .15302 .12533 .12439
12530 .12468 .16353 .21160 .04398 .04447
15313 .15768 .08234 .08094 .03220 .03460
10182 .10169 .11871 .11782 -.00829 -.00826
01603 .01610 .51840 .04373 .04422 .15226
15678 .08187 .08048 .03201 .03439 .10124
10110 .11803 .11714 -.00825 -.00821 .01594
01601 .40384 .50410
implex model: Three indicators
58698 .48097 .60251 .47213 .47084 .57193
33779 .33687 .33068 1.02404 .34211 .34118
33491 .85117 1.00403 .34514 .34420 .33787
85870 .86968 1.04454 .25453 .25383 .24917
46244 .46836 .47250 .72135 .25173 .25104
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Complex model: Three indicators concluded
.01005 -.00969 -.01007 .01692 .01687 .01634
.51840 .04328 .04316 .04237 . 14448 .14633
.14762 .07657 .07573 .07471 .03126 .03184
.03157 .10064 .09817 .10060 .11692 .11557
.11483 -.00966 -.00931 -.00968 .01626 .01621
.01571 .40387 .50410 .04506 .04494 .04411
.15043 .15235 .15370 .07972 .07884 .07778
.03254 .03315 .03287 .10479 .10221 .10474
.12173 .12033 .11955 -.01006 -.00969 -.01008
.01693 .01688 .01636 .42048 .40423 .53290
omplex model: 1Four indicators
.58522 .47913 .60052 .46636 .47213 .57014
.47312 .47897 .46621 .58522 .33459 .33873
.32971 .33448 1.02407 .33310 .33722 .32824
.33299 .85597 1.00394 .33647 .34064 .33156
.33636 .86463 .86077 1.04434 .33451 .33865
.32963 .33440 .85960 .85577 .86442 1.02406
.24947 .25256 .24583 .24939 .46051 .45845
.46309 .46040 .72039 .25079 .25390 .24713
.25071 .46295 .46089 .46555 .46284 .61556
.73746 .24796 .25103 .24433 .24788 .45771
.45567 .46028 .45761 .60860 .61183 .70351
.24950 .25259 .24586 .24942 .46056 .45851
.46315 .46045 .61239 .61564 . 60868 .72039
.17556 . 17773 .17300 .17550 .20536 .20445
.20651 .20531 .23002 .23124 .22863 .23005
.32336 .18089 . 18313 .17825 .18083 .21160
.21065 .21278 .21155 .23700 .23826 .23557
.23703 .26233 .34646 .17991 .18214 . 17729
.17985 .21045 .20952 .21164 .21040 .23573
.23698 .23430 .23575 .26091 .26883 .33478
.17585 .17802 .17328 .17579 .20570 .20478
.20685 .20565 .23040 .23162 .22900 .23043
.25501 .26275 .26134 .32335 .67358 .68192
.66374 .67336 .44178 .43981 .44426 .44168
.33936 .34116 .33730 .33940 .24538 .25282
.25146 .24578 1.69003 .66479 .67301 .65508
.66457 .43601 .43407 .43846 .43591 .33493
.33671 .33290 .33497 .24217 .24952 .24818
.24257 1.43509 1.66419 .68191 .69035 .67195
.68168 .44724 .44525 .44975 .44714 .34355
.34538 .34147 .34360 .24841 .25595 .25457
.24882 1.47204 1.45286 1.71614 .67383 .68217
.66399 .67361 .44195 .43998 .44443 .44184
.33949 .34129 .33743 .33953 .24547 .25292
.25155 .24587 1.45454 1.43556 1.47259 1.69003
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Complex model: Four indicators concluded
.05010 .05037 .04980 .05011 .03859 .03976
.03954 .03865 .15274 .15074 .15462 .15279
.12339 .12367 .12300 .12332 .12309 .12129
.12467 .12300 .15994 .16246 .15736 .20250
.04356 .04410 .04293 .04355 .14933 .14867
.15017 .14930 .07700 .07741 .07654 .07701
.03161 .03257 .03240 .03166 .10111 .09979
.10236 .10114 .11867 .11893 .11829 .11860
-.00966 -.00952 -.00978 -.00965 .01630 .01656
.01603 .01629- .51840 .04267 .04319 .0-4204
.04265 .14626 .14561 .14708 .14623 .07542
.07582 .07496 .07543 .03096 .03190 .03173
.03101 .09903 .09773 .10025 .09906 .11623
.11649 .11586 .11616 -.00946 -.00932 -.00958
-.00945 .01596 .01621 .01570 .01595 .40115
.50410 .04446 .04501 .04381 .04445 .15242
.15174 .15327 .15238 .07859 .07901 .07812
.07860 .03226 .03324 .03306 .03232 .10320
. 10185 .10447 .10323 . 12112 .12139 .12074
.12105 -.00986 -.00972 -.00999 -.00986 .01663
.01690 .01637 .01662 .41804 .40944 .53290
.04356 .04410 .04292 .04354 .14932 . 14865
.15015 .14928 .07699 .07740 .07653 .07700
.03161 .03257 .03239 .03166 .10109 .09978
.10234 .10113 .11865 .11892 .11828 .11859
-.00966 -.00952 -.00978 -.00965 .01630 .01655
.01603 .01629 .40953 .40111 .41799 .51840
Complex model: 1Five indicators
.58513 .48054 .60050 .46635 .47039 .57016
.47428 .47839 .46426 .58520 .46881 .47287
.45890 .46671 .57008 .33605 .33896 .32895
.33455 .33068 1.02483 .33294 .33583 .32590
.33145 .32762 .85298 1.00467 .33953 .34248
.33236 .33802 .33411 .86987 .86183 1.04523
.33605 .33896 .32895 .33455 .33068 .86095
.85299 .86988 1.02482 .33264 .33552 .32561
.33115 .32733 .85221 .84433 .86105 .85222
1.00461 .25125 .25343 .24594 .25013 .24724
.46091 .45665 .46569 .46091 .45623 .72057
.25419 .25639 .24881 .25305 .25013 .46629
.46198 .47112 .4 6629 .46156 .61956 .73763
.24822 .25038 .24298 .24711 .24426 .45535
.45114 .46008 .45535 .45073 .60503 .61210
.70372 .25127 .25345 .24596 .25015 .24726
.46094 .45668 .46572 .46094 .45626 .61246
.61961 .60507 .72057 .25416 .25636 .24879
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Complex model: Five indicators continued
.03944 .03874 .15756 .15481 .15877 .15654
.15550 .12585 .12693 .12482 .12584 .12687
.12663 .12432 .12732 .12600 .12792 . 16350
.21160 .10778 .10871 .10550 .10730 . 10606
.05911 .05856 .05972 .05911 .05851 .04915
.04972 .04856 .04915 .04972 .03773 .03907
.03839 .03774 .03706 .15076 .14813 .15191
.14979 . 14879 .12042 .12145 .11943 . 12041
.12139 .12116 .11895 .12182 .12057 .12240
.15644 .15989 .19360 . 11023 .11118 .10790
.10973 .10847 .06045 .05989 .06108 .06045
.05984 .05027 .05085 .04966 .05027 .05085
.03859 .03996 .03927 .03859 .03791 .15418
.15150 .15536 .15319 .15217 .12316 .12421
.12214 .12315 .12415 .12392 .12165 .12459
.12330 .12518 .16000 .16352 .15646 .20250
.10776 .10869 .10548 .10727 .10604 .05910
.05855 .05971 .05910 .05850 .04914 .04971
.04855 .04914 .04971 . 03772 .03906 .03839
.03773 .03706 .15073 . 14810 .15188 . 14975
.14876 . 12040 .12142 . 11940 . 12039 . 12137
.12114 .11893 .12180 .12054 . 12237 .15641
.15985 .15295 .15643 .19360 .04355 .04393
.04263 .04335 .04285 . 14880 .14742 .15034
.14880 .14729 .07666 .07755 .07573 .07666
.07754 .03142 .03253 .03197 .03142 .03087
.10100 .09924 .10178 .10035 .09968 .11882
.11983 .11784 .11881 .11977 -.00964 -.00947
-.00969 -.00959 -.00974 .01655 .01691 .01618
.01655 .01618 .51840 .04294 .04331 .04203
.04275 .04226 .14673 .14537 .14825 .14673
.14524 .07559 .07647 .07468 .07559 .07646
.03098 .03208 .03153 .03099 .03044 .09960
.09786 .10036 .09895 .09829 .11716 .11816
.11620 .11715 .11811 -.00951 -.00933 -.00956
-.00946 -.00960 .01632 .01668 .01596 .01632
.01595 .40382 .50410 .04415 .04453 .04322
.04395 .04345 .15086 .14947 .15243 .15086
.14933 .07772 .07863 .07678 .07773 .07862
.03186 .03298 .03241 .03186 .03129 .10240
.10062 .10319 .10174 .10106 .12046 .12149
.11947 .12046 .12143 -.00977 -.00960 -.00983
-.00973 -.00987 .01678 .01715 .01641 .01678
.01640 .41520 .40942 .53290 .04355 .04393
.04263 .04336 .04286 .14881 .14743 .15035
.14881 .14730 .07666 .07756 .07574 .07667
.07755 .03142 .03253 .03197 .03143 .03087
.10101 .09925 .10178 . 10036 .09969 . 11882
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Complex model: Five indicators concluded
.11984 .11785 .11882 11978 -.00964 -.00947
-.00969 -.00959 .00974 01655 .01691 .01618
.01655 .01618 .40955 40385 .41523 .51840
.04416 .04454 .04322 04396 .04345 .15088
.14948 .15244 .15088 14935 .07773 .07863
.07679 .07773 .07863 03186 .03299 .03241
.03186 .03130 .10241 10063 .10320 .10175
.10107 .12048 .12150 11948 .12047 .12145
-.00978 -.00960 .00983 00973 -.00988 .01678
.01715 .01641 .01678 01640 .41524 .40946
.42099 .41527 .53290
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APPENDIX F
Sample LISREL 8.14 Program to Calculate T from a Specified
Input Matrix
Fitting T*T to SIGMA 
DA NI=8 N0=100000 
CM=SIM2.COV
MO NX=8 NK=8 PH=ID TD=ZE 
PA LX
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
m a  :LX
l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
l 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
l 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
i I 1 1 1 0 0 0
l I 1 1 1 1 0 0
l 1 I 1 1 1 1 0
l I 1 1 1 1 1 I
OU ND=6
N ote. This program was used for the two indicator simple 
m odel.
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APPENDIX G
Sample PRELIS 2.14 Program to Generate Multivariate Normal 





NE V4 = 
NE V5= 
NE V6= 
NE V7 = 
NE V8 = 
NE Xl = 
NE X2 = 
NE X3 = 















: . 378*V1 + 
. 72*V1+ 
.324 *V1 + 








. 4 7 *VI+ .11654 *V2 
+.010146*V6 + .885304*V7 














+ .3387 92*V3+.27 8 664*V4 +. 003189*V5
291443*V4 +.0067 90*V5
+ .012 67 5*V6 + .4 96053*V7 + ,682731*V8
CO ALL 
SD V1-V8
OU CM=SIM2TR.DAT ND=5 XM IX=123456 RP=200
Note. This program is an example for generating 200 sets of 
variance-covariance matrices for the two indicator, true 
specification of the simple model.
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APPENDIX H
Fortran Program to Generate Random Seeds
FUNCT ION RAN 1 (IDUM)
DIMENSION R (97)
PARAMETER (Ml=259200, IA1=714I, IC1=54773, RM1=1./M1)
PARAMETER (M2=134456, IA2=8121, 102=28411, RM2=1./M2)
PARAMETER (M3=243000, IA3=4562, 103=51349)
DATA IFF /0/
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APPENDIX I
Sample LISREL 8.14 Program to Generate Goodness-of-Fit
Indices
GENERATING 200 SETS OF FIT MEASURES FROM S2TR100.DAT 
* * (note = S2TR100 represents (a)S = Simple complexity; (b) 
2 = Two indicator; (c) TR = True specification; and (d) 
100 = Sample size of 100.)
DA NI=8 N0=100 RP=200 
LA
DEI DE2 AU1 AU2 SE1 SE2 SOI S02
CM=S2TR100.DAT





FI LY 1 1 LY 3 2
FI LX 1 1 LX 3 2
FR LY 2 1 LY 4 2
FR LX 2 1 LX 4 2
VA 1.0 LY 1 1 LY 3 2 LX1 1 LX3 2
FR BE 2 1
FR GA 2 1 GA 2 2
OU ND=5 XM IT=100 GF=S2TR100.GFM
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APPENDIX J
Expected Mean Squares Table for the Monte Carlo Simulations
Indicators (I) = (fixed)=0
Model Misspecifications (M) = (fixed) = 0
Sample Size (S)= (fixed) = 0
Replications (R) (Sample Size) = (random) = 1
Source i J k 1 m Expected Mean Square Error
Term
Ii 0 • Q r s 1 CTe2+cr2IR(S> a^IR(S)
Mj P 0 r s 1 cre2+cr2MR (S ) ct2MR (S )
sk P Q 0 s 1 ce2+CT2R (S) + ar2S ct2R (S )
IMij 0 0 r s 1 ae2+a2IMR(S) a2IMR (S)
ISik 0 q 0 s 1 cre2+cy2IR(S) a21R (S )
MS j* p 0 0 s 1 cre2+CT2MR(S) ct2MR(S)
R (S) i no p q 1 1 1 cre2+ar2R (S) No test
IMSnk 0 0 0 s I ae2+CT2IMR (S) + <j2IMS ct2 IMR(S )
IR (S) ii (k) 0 q I 1 1 <re2+<T2IR (S) No test
MR(S) jl(k) p 0 1 1 1 ae2+a2MR (S ) No test
IMR(S) ijl(k, 0 0 1 1 1 <re2+cr2IMR (S ) No test
Ei]klm 1 i 1 1 1 oe2
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: I =
Indicators per latent variable; M = Model misspecifications; 
R = Replications; S = Sample size.
All simulations examined the same conditions. Therefore, 
all analyses of variance specified the same error terms 
regardless of the simulation model. Three main effects were 
calculated: Indicators per latent variable; Model
misspecifications; and Sample Size. Three two-way 
interactions were calculated: Indicators by Model
misspecifications; Indicators by Sample size; and Model 
misspecifications by Sample size. One three-way interaction 
was calculated: Indicators by Model misspecifications by
Sample size. The remaining sources of variance were not 
estimated because error terms were not available.
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A P P E N D IX  K
Descriptive Statistics for the Simple Model 
Table K.01
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic 
from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 5.4532 5.1014 0.5785 31.2600
16 2 26.9962 8.2394 10.0380 50.3410
50 3 82.4489 14.2418 34.3180 117.8700
100 4 175.1080 21.6553 132.2600 223.9100
166 5 287.0069 29.3178 223.1500 384.0400
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 2 .1033 2.9417 0.0001 14.6630
15 2 24.2961 7.9440 8 .4951 47.6820
49 3 80.7678 15.5493 45.5380 138.3300
99 4 172.0907 22.6193 122.2600 223 .2800
165 5 285 . 9589 26.7933 221.8900 338.3600
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 ± 8.5527 4 . 9801 0.6367 24 . 5510
17 2 32.4532 8 .5666 14.7730 48.8160
51 3 87.2587 14 .4834 53.5870 127.5400
101 4 182.3494 19.9483 130.7400 238.7600
167 5 299.8293 27 .7931 244.7700 405.0000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 7 . 3551 5.2053 0.0761 27.5930
16 2 29.2334 9.8584 12.3690 53.9400
50 3 85.8460 15.8877 51.4280 127.1000
100 4 174 .5298 19.7274 138.5300 238.1300
166 5 287 .7052 26.2674 216.3800 357.9200
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.02
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 7.3657 4.8327 0.0055 21.2300
16 2 37.2771 11.4025 14.2120 69.8300
50 3 106.6925 17.0096 74.6920 152.3800
100 4 243.4651 25.07.78 192.3200 308.4500
166 5 390.2788 31.5858 314.5800 475.9300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 5.0479 3.3271 0.0258 19.9330
15 2 34.5165 11.0466 14.9720 71.5180
49 3 108.4564 18.3057 68.1320 165.1500
99 4 234.7543 25.2335 175.3500 306.6400
165 5 390.0683 32.6111 299.7300 489.0100
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 13.5707 5.7794 4.2394 29.9130
17 2 47.2531 12.7768 18.1080 76.7350
51 3 122.0541 16.2751 84.2930 159.0800
101 4 256.3591 28.9492 178.7300 324.1800
167 5 397 .4405 36.5307 312.9000 479.6100
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 9.7511 4.2308 1.5286 19.5490
16 2 29.2334 9.8584 12.6790 71.8430
50 3 113.9278 19.7717 71.9360 162.4700
100 4 248.0792 23.3269 194.2100 321.0100
166 5 393.5619 35.9204 315.9600 487.8200
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.03
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 18 .9820 8.9968 4.7562 44.6620
16 2 68.8545 14.3005 36.2020 126.4400
50 3 192.7362 24 .2110 141.8900 248.5300
100 4 447.2011 39.4391 364.6900 576.2700
166 5 706.4783 38.7573 600.3100 828.4300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 11.2626 7 .7014 1.5195 31.7730
15 2 61.3630 14.7414 30.8320 112.0600
49 3 194.6755 23.2694 145.0200 278.0500
99 4 437.4809 32.2560 361.7400 518.7600
165 5 709.0403 47 .1329 605.6800 832.4900
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 31.2677 9.0094 8 .5479 62.8600
17 2 88.7497 16.1476 45.5180 120.7900
51 3 217.3129 26.2061 156.9800 276.3400
101 4 469.7034 41.6774 329.3700 585.7500
167 5 734.6380 44.1285 613.0600 876.3100
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 24.1762 8.4946 7.4588 42.3170
16 2 81.8890 17.9702 42.4390 135.7000
50 3 207.0727 27.3152 145.4800 285.6300
100 4 458.1070 34.2575 324.4600 533.1400
166 5 726.6928 46.7322 596.2100 846.5700
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.04
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 31.6910 11.1389 11.129 64.8750
16 2 116.0613 22.4461 61.3120 187.0400
50 3 339.7706 33.6911 250.7100 414.4100
100 4 792.9733 54.6199 658.8400 928.1800
166 5 1249.1300 62.3617 1073.0000 1432.2000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 21.9858 8.7977 6.7003 46.2190
15 2 107.7331 20.5081 63.6630 168.1600
49 3 327.7025 33.8550 236.2200 428.5700
99 4 783.3929 51.1195 664.7400 949.7300
165 5 1230.2200 66.5902 952.6900 1409.1000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 63.1710 13.7259 33.9060 105.9200
17 2 159.4303 23.3786 91 .7040 213.9800
51 3 386.1542 37.9163 299.4100 491.9300
101 4 840.0986 51.4373 703.0800 991.1600
167 5 1295.2200 61.4032 1168.5000 1456.4000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 43.8604 12.8674 17.0640 85.3150
16 2 147.4381 26.1329 71.2770 223.3500
50 3 376.0933 41.8563 281.8100 470.5000
100 4 816.6047 52.8354 661.2700 946.6500
166 5 1285.1800 66.7624 1096.1000 1518.5000
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.05
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 69.8245 14.9977 30.3900 110.7050
16 2 220.2224 32.7681 144.9400 299.4500
50 3 628.8460 49.1669 479.2000 753.2900
100 4 1493.6400 79.4248 1212.0000 1677.1000
166 5 2332.4700 89.7223 2128.1000 2573.5000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 44.9400 13.9955 20.3230 96.9930
15 2 200.7395 28.8932 140.7000 304.9000
49 3 617.2977 48.1723 511.8700 776.3100
99 4 1465.9200 69.5138 1290.9000 1619.3000
165 5 2301.6000 90.7709 2034.3000 2544.9000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 116.0935 19.9285 63.1000 157.5400
17 2 300.9707 29.8699 232.5400 383.5000
51 3 718.6212 53.0165 584.5300 859.0000
101 4 1575.0800 78.8962 1395.3000 1806.2000
167 5 2432.9300 91.3947 2235.9000 2646.4000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 89.9327 20.1684 53.5720 126.0500
16 2 280.5897 36.1500 192.2400 400.6500
50 3 697.8970 52.6622 541.0400 867.1700
100 4 1543.1100 76.4609 1369.4000 1716.0000
166 5 2384.5000 82.4715 2212.1000 2588.8000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.06
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 157.7981 25.9586 103.1300 226.4900
16 2 524.9826 43.4908 418.8600 635.5700
50 3 1511.9200 69.6334 1305.9000 1683.0000
100 4 3577.0500 110.5321 3266.4000 3899.7000
166 5 5594.4900 128.2373 5246.7000 5968.5000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 114.3466 22.4521 63.1310 167.4000
15 2 486.4326 49.1305 381.7700 656.8700
49 3 1460.2500 75.1190 1253.3000 1721.6000
99 4 3518.7100 123.7864 3242.7000 3835.4000
165 5 5540.6600 131.9686 5183.5000 6038.1000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 286.0332 34.2707 217.6200 391.3100
17 2 731.9223 49.1631 611.3200 851.0200
51 3 1739.3600 71.3909 1549.5000 1926.1000
101 4 3790.2200 118.5355 3526.0000 4264.8000
167 5 5817.7400 131.0648 5514.5000 6390.8000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 220.2242 30.5566 132.7200 301.1900
16 2 679.6093 53.8805 545.7700 812.4200
50 3 1652.2900 77 .8118 1445.1000 1866.9000
100 4 3718.0900 122.8179 3421.1000 4049.4000
166 5 5734.5200 151.2402 5306.8000 6303.6000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable -
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Table K.07
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9458 0.0647 0.6857 1 .0000
16 2 0.9804 0.0141 0.9387 1 .0000
50 3 0.9731 0.0110 0.9453 1.0000
100 4 0.9602 0.0120 0.9313 0.9833
166 5 0.9527 0.0118 0.9192 0.9762
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9784 0.0341 0.8512 1 .0000
15 2 0.9832 0.0122 0.9424 1 .0000
49 3 0.9733 0.0127 0.9296 1 .0000
99 4 0.9606 0.0127 0.9286 0.9872
165 5 0.9530 0.0107 0.9255 0.9792
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9229 0.0626 0.6677 1.0000
17 2 0.9733 0.0149 0.9409 1.0000
51 3 0.9701 0.0118 0.9393 0.9980
101 4 0.9559 0.0111 0.9224 0.9839
167 5 0.9484 0.0103 0.9155 0.9718
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9249 0.0673 0.6871 1.0000
16 2 0.9779 0.0164 0.9285 1.0000
50 3 0.9704 0.0128 0.9335 0.9988
100 4 0.9597 0.0112 0.9226 0.9802
166 5 0.9523 0.0103 0.9218 0.9805
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.08
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Simple Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9609 0.0340 0.8795 1.0000
16 2 0.9819 0.0097 0.9543 1.0000
50 3 0.9763 0.0068 0.9580 0.9905
100 4 0.9615 0.0069 0.9448 0.9747
166 5 0.9566 0.0063 0.9363 0.9694
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9701 0.0249 0.8555 1.0000
15 2 0.9833 0.0093 0.9521 1.0000
49 3 0.9754 0.0077 0.9505 0.9920
99 4 0.9636 0.0067 0.9471 0.9795
165 5 0.9564 0.0063 0.9386 0.9746
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9281 0.0364 0.8234 0.9933
17 2 0.9743 0.0109 0.9480 0.9992
51 3 0.9708 0.0067 0.9530 0.9848
101 4 0.9583 0.0077 0.9396 0.9763
167 5 0.9554 0.0072 0.9387 0.9741
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9394 0.0350 0.8295 1.0000
16 2 0.9784 0.0099 0.9541 1.0000
50 3 0.9736 0.0081 0.9505 0.9906
100 4 0.9602 0.0064 0.9407 0.9747
166 5 0.9556 0.0069 0.9350 0.9706
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K. 09
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9511 0.0265 0.8769 0.9920
16 2 0.9822 0.0047 0.9651 0.9935
50 3 0.9764 0.0039 0.9679 0.9854
100 4 0.9628 0.0044 0.9495 0.9721
166 5 0.9597 0.0031 0.9476 0 9669
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9707 0.0212 0.9165 0.9983
15 2 0.9844 0.0050 0.9686 0.9942
49 3 0.9759 0.0039 0.9628 0.9844
99 4 0.9640 0.0035 0.9538 0.9721
165 5 0.9578 0.0038 0.9496 0.9665
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9180 0.0274 0.8458 0.9819
17 2 0.9756 0.0055 0.9638 0.9899
51 3 0.9725 0.0043 0.9623 0.9819
101 4 0.9606 0.0042 0.9495 0.9745
167 5 0.9558 0.0035 0.9439 0.9648
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9368 0.0238 0.8859 0.9826
16 2 0.9776 0.0062 0.9590 0.9906
50 3 0.9741 0.0045 0.9603 0.9832
100 4 0.9619 0.0036 0.9540 0.9760
166 5 0.9562 0.0039 0.9441 0.9670
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.10
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Simple Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9578 0.0167 0.8988 0.9863
16 2 0.9831 0.0038 0.9709 0.9923
50 3 0.9761 0.0028 0.9698 0.9834
100 4 0.9631 0.0029 0.9558 0.9694
166 5 0.9579 0.0026 0.9507 0.9650
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9707 0.0121 0.9395 0.9917
15 2 0.9843 0.0034 0.9737 0.9917
49 3 0.9770 0.0028 0.9688 0.9844
99 4 0.9635 0.0028 0.9546 0.9697
165 5 0.9585 0.0026 0.9513 0.9700
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9163 0.0191 0.8529 0.9523
17 2 0.9758 0.0039 0.9662 0.9869
51 3 0.9723 0.0030 0.9637 0.9783
101 4 0.9606 0.0027 0.9536 0.9675
167 5 0.9561 0.0025 0.9495 0.9616
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9418 0.0174 0.8870 0.9792
16 2 0.9777 0.0044 0.9638 0.9901
50 3 0.9731 0.0035 0.9648 0.9806
100 4 0.9618 0.0028 0.9555 0.9697
166 5 0.9565 0.0027 0.9478 0.9642
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.11
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9518 0.0111 0.9219 0.9803
16 2 0.9827 0.0028 0.9749 0.9893
50 3 0.9761 0.0021 0.9707 0.9822
100 4 0.9629 0.0022 0.9577 0.9707
166 5 0.9580 0.0018 0.9527 0.9620
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9689 0.0099 0.9342 0.9872
15 2 0.9843 0.0024 0.9756 0.9892
49 3 0.9766 0.0020 0.9695 0.9811
99 4 0.9636 0.0019 0.9591 0.9684
165 5 0.9585 0.0018 0.9533 0.9637
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9207 0.0135 0.8849 0.9573
17 2 0.9759 0.0025 0.9692 0.9819
51 3 0.9725 0.0022 0.9670 0.9781
101 4 0.9607 0.0021 0.9548 0.9656
167 5 0.9560 0.0018 0.9516 0.9598
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9377 0.0145 0.9072 0.9676
16 2 0.9776 0.0030 0.9684 0.9850
50 3 0.9733 0.0021 0.9664 0.9794
100 4 0.9616 0.0020 0.9570 0.9667
166 5 0.9569 0.0016 0.9521 0.9608
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.12
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Simple Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9562 0.0071 0.9376 0.9725
16 2 0.9828 0.0015 0.9792 0.9864
50 3 0.9759 0.0011 0.9729 0.9792
100 4 0.9630 0.0012 0.9599 0.9666
166 5 0.9579 0.0010 0.9545 0.9607
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9684 0.0065 0.9535 0.9829
15 2 0.9841 0.0016 0.9782 0.9876
49 3 0.9768 0.0013 0.9723 0.9804
99 4 0.9636 0.0013 0.9598 0.9664
165 5 0.9583 0.0010 0.9548 0.9614
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9209 0.0096 0.8933 0.9340
17 2 0.9758 0.0017 0.9714 0.9804
51 3 0.9722 0.0012 0.9690 0.9751
101 4 0.9607 0.0012 0.9554 0.9637
167 5 0.9561 0.0010 0.9519 0.9585
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9389 0.0084 0.9172 0.9616
16 2 0.9775 0.0018 0.9727 0.9818
50 3 0.9736 0.0013 0.9703 0.9775
100 4 0.9615 0.0014 0.9573 0.9649
166 5 0.9568 0.0012 0.9525 0.9601
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.13
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Simple
Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 401.0421 394.3500 30.1720 1577.3000
16 2 169.1757 44.0060 63.9310 416.6100
50 3 143.0367 19.5242 64.9640 220.7000
100 4 138.8264 9.6661 61.0480 185.2500
166 5 115.4050 7.4891 55.4720 146.9300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 488.8799 472.7466 45.8880 1730.0934
15 2 200.3509 48.7977 64.4930 399.5000
49 3 167.5511 19.6938 54.6170 248.9500
99 4 143.2950 10.5569 60.7010 197.0430
165 5 121.3000 7.7157 62.4960 151.0000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 242.4576 360.0195 46.7570 1765.4000
17 2 110.9386 32.3931 68.7580 224.9000
51 3 91.2779 15.3501 61.0740 143.9800
101 4 76.2782 8.4820 57.7960 104.7200
167 5 71.7234 6.3265 52.9300 86.9210
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 262.6238 382.5090 34.0490 1435.0108
16 2 121.7328 39.6141 59.7320 257.1200
50 3 91.8536 16.9936 60.3200 147.6000
100 4 78.9823 8.4 8 62 57.4630 98.0570
166 5 74.3298 6.8692 59.4480 97.6810
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.14
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Simple
Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 693.0000 422.0000 87.3390 1645.8900
16 2 409.1517 70.2260 92.1930 713.5200
50 3 388.0060 22.4056 100.4600 562.0310
100 4 335.2994 11.3764 88.6200 401.9502
166 5 219.0473 8.9208 89.3540 293.4300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 703.0596 499.0000 67.2390 1720.0930
15 2 452.3121 62.4914 86.0920 740.9512
49 3 390.5289 24 .2924 91.2760 602.4400
99 4 348.6015 12.3300 88.3810 459.0703
165 5 260.1719 9.0577 86.5310 311.0088
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 202.7696 95.3271 76.4860 533.6400
17 2 153.2638 46.2357 87 . 6470 368.1800
51 3 129.5015 17.7502 97.8110 183.7100
101 4 108.7268 12.6174 85.0850 153.5100
167 5 108.2804 10.0283 89.1450 136.1100
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 259.2160 209.8211 94.7670 1200.1000
16 2 170.5872 63.9179 89.6370 503.2400
50 3 138.3052 25.3760 94.2830 211.6800
100 4 110.9072 10.3719 85.1920 140.1600
166 5 108.7296 9.7682 87.2000 134.0900
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.15
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Simple
Model , Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 805.1606 196.6957 103.9100 1746.9398
16 2 749.3432 51.3164 127.2900 1295.3321
50 3 692.6613 25.4271 153.9100 1010.1500
100 4 657.9096 13.3331 118.6000 983.7912
166 5 401.8123 8.2463 128.2800 470.0000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 866.3694 448.4847 105.2100 1923.8500
15 2 769.9287 69.0462 137.1800 1330.4213
49 3 712.0056 22.8417 135.4500 1087.6600
99 4 689.2842 11.7235 130.5200 965.3200
165 5 459.9176 9.8049 126.9800 508.0086
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 202.7181 81.3805 91.0750 663.4000
17 2 195.7743 39.6924 139.0300 367.2800
51 3 181.3582 22.3726 140 .7500 247.0000
101 4 147.6864 13.3910 117.6900 208.5200
167 5 145.8168 8.7189 121.9700 173.9100
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 222.2572 100.7965 109.6200 617.2400
16 2 205.4986 45.5893 118.6700 377.2600
50 3 187.7834 25.2939 134 .0500 262.2200
100 4 149.8172 12.0025 128.1100 209.8700
166 5 145.6999 9.4033 125.5500 177.8600
N ote. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.16
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Simple
Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 1199.0700 133.0746 142.8400 2011.3900
16 2 1024.8677 57.7479 171.9200 1745.0470
50 3 973.3500 22.9302 184.5900 1517.2200
100 4 735.2002 11.8187 147.1700 1223.6900
166 5 511.9933 8.5049 149.3200 596.2300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 1237.1937 168.2146 144.4100 2047.7820
15 2 1084.7280 58.2294 182.6800 1848.4800
49 3 953.3284 24.7329 175.6400 1634.1700
99 4 756.9542 11.1597 142.6300 1320.5300
165 5 538.2111 9.4289 150.0100 602.7900
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 189.0770 42.1198 108.0200 335.3200
17 2 215.2320 34.2747 156.9800 364.9700
51 3 203.0967 19.4775 158.1600 259.2200
101 4 164.5001 10.1385 139.0600 195.6300
167 5 165.2203 7.8065 146.7200 182.6300
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 231.7628 78.5748 108.8600 540.2600
16 2 225.0744 42.6623 144.1300 449.5000
50 3 205.7603 22.4685 162.7000 270.9700
100 4 167.8540 11.0366 144.3200 206.1700
166 5 165.6988 8.6063 140.0200 193.6000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.17
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Simple
Model , Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 1228.0190 86.4566 167.3300 1999.3900
16 2 1059.9800 46.9058 214.6100 1743.1800
50 3 905.6024 19.5633 203.1000 1482.0610
100 4 838.9115 9.9988 162.8800 1116.5500
166 5 607.3886 7.0189 165.1400 693.1400
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 1291.3211 121.6819 137.7500 2004.6500
15 2 1096.4683 43.8724 201.5000 1909.4430
49 3 936.0595 18.7311 193.9200 1775.2390
99 4 850.5288 8.8257 167.2200 1252.9000
165 5 643.0500 7.2301 166.0900 702.4500
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 202.6248 37.6934 144.9800 360.4700
17 2 225.0844 22.2088 175.1600 288.2200
51 3 217.4608 16.1729 181.1000 265.6700
101 4 175.2780 8.7587 152.5900 197.2400
167 5 175.7930 6.5403 161.4700 190.9300
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 217.3760 53.3621 147.0700 344.7100
16 2 232.8642 30.8885 160.6600 333.7500
50 3 220.3773 16.6031 176.5600 282.3800
100 4 177.3679 8.8120 159.2100 199.2500
166 5 178.3580 6.1137 164.1700 191.9500
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.18
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Simple
Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 1300.3839 50.6126 204.3000 1732.5900
16 2 1270.0514 25.8753 252.6900 1690.3085
50 3 1132.0085 11.6728 227.2000 1584.6600
100 4 916.0718 5.8591 175.1000 1238.1110
166 5 654.3639 4.3285 177.9800 699.4300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 1395.0398 68.0610 199.1400 1755.0200
15 2 1285.1352 30.5918 233.7300 1704.3700
49 3 1150.5277 13.1565 218.5500 1600.9900
99 4 927.4153 6.7574 176.4900 1244.8500
165 5 689.0533 4.5312 175.0100 707.2000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 202.1481 24.0879 145.9600 261.6500
17 2 230.2322 15.5496 197.2600 274.2100
51 3 223.7977 9.1295 201.8600 250.6700
101 4 181.8358 5.6275 161.5600 195.2000
167 5 183.6326 4.0832 167.1700 193.5800
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 214.2941 31.0792 153.8800 347.9400
16 2 237.8544 18.7789 197.9000 294.1100
50 3 231.9254 10.9220 204.9300 264.4500
100 4 183.7968 6.0032 168.6600 199.4500
166 5 185.3331 4.8421 168.5800 200.0500
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.19
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9746 0.0216 0.8779 0.9971
16 2 0.9394 0.0170 0.8886 0.9759
50 3 0.8868 0.0173 0.8396 0.9457
100 4 0.8350 0.0167 0.8019 0.8660
166 5 0.7959 0.0171 0.7587 0.8331
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9899 0.0135 0.9345 1.0000
15 2 0.9450 0.0150 0.8929 0.9797
49 3 0.8892 0.0180 0.8302 0.9315
99 4 0.8385 0.0181 0.7907 0.8790
165 5 0.7959 0.0145 0.7603 0.8365
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9618 0.0201 0.9053 0.9968
17 2 0.9294 0.0166 0.8926 0.9669
51 3 0.8813 0.0170 0.8402 0.9235
101 4 0.8304 0.0155 0.7819 0.8698
167 5 0.7885 0.0179 0.7249 0.8199
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9652 0.0226 0.8852 0.9996
16 2 0.9353 0.0198 0.8911 0.9708
50 3 0.8822 0.0181 0.8398 0.9279
100 4 0.8350 0.0137 0.7914 0.8645
166 5 0.7947 0.0162 0.7539 0.8366
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.20
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Simple Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9822 0.0113 0.9508 0.9999
16 2 0.9572 0.0118 0.9257 0.9822
50 3 0.9228 0.0104 0.8969 0.9429
100 4 0.8781 0.0108 0.8485 0.9009
166 5 0.8504 0.0110 0.8147 0.8766
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9876 0.0079 0.9539 0.9999
15 2 0.9591 0.0128 0.9205 0.9822
49 3 0.9212 0.0120 0.8831 0.9491
99 4 0.8827 0.0108 0.8529 0.9051
165 5 0.8501 0.0105 0.8183 0.8743
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9688 0.0130 0.9288 0.9896
17 2 0.9472 0.0131 0.9167 0.9783
51 3 0.9127 0.0110 0.8845 0.9344
101 4 0.8731 0.0125 0.8441 0.9076
167 5 0.8479 0. 0124 0.8215 0.8772
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9762 0.0101 0.9532 0.9962
16 2 0.9520 0.0132 0.9241 0.9842
50 3 0.9179 0.0135 0.8828 0.9475
100 4 0.8759 0.0101 0.8488 0.9038
166 5 0.8483 0.0128 0.8179 0.8725
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.21
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Simple Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9816 0.0084 0.9584 0.9953
16 2 0.9673 0.0068 0.9377 0.9825
50 3 0.9424 0.0068 0.9263 0.9569
100 4 0.9086 0.0072 0.8871 0.9239
166 5 0.8874 0.0063 0.8661 0.9023
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9890 0.0074 0.9696 0.9985
15 2 0.9706 0.0068 0.9498 0.9850
49 3 0.9421 0.0067 0.9153 0.9559
99 4 0.9103 0.0058 0.8946 0.9237
165 5 0.8874 0.0072 0.8686 0.9028
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9713 0.0078 0.9461 0.9917
17 2 0.9591 0.0070 0.9444 0.9787
51 3 0.9365 0.0070 0.9184 0.9529
101 4 0.9046 0.0077 0.8825 0.9306
167 5 0.8837 0.0065 0.8655 0.9032
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9763 0.0081 0.9590 0.9925
16 2 0.9613 0.0082 0.9352 0.9795
50 3 0.9384 0.0077 0.9169 0.9571
100 4 0.9058 0.0066 0.8909 0.9326
166 5 0.8848 0.0072 0.8625 0.9032
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K. 22
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9845 0.0053 0.9691 0.9945
16 2 0.9722 0.0053 0.9549 0.9850
50 3 0.9491 0.0048 0.9380 0.9603
100 4 0.9184 0.0051 0.9054 0.9303
166 5 0.9002 0.0047 0.8883 0.9147
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9892 0.0043 0.9777 0.9967
15 2 0.9740 0.0049 0.9597 0.9847
49 3 0.9507 0.0049 0.9361 0.9639
99 4 0.9196 0.0048 0.9041 0.9295
165 5 0.9015 0.0049 0.8873 0.9217
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9712 0.0058 0.9533 0.9841
17 2 0.9630 0.0052 0.9507 0.9778
51 3 0.9430 0.0052 0.9278 0.9541
101 4 0.9142 0.0048 0.9012 0.9277
167 5 0.8970 0.0044 0. 8847 0.9077
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9784 0.0062 0.9592 0.9915
16 2 0.9649 0.0060 0.9480 0.9826
50 3 0.9437 0.0056 0.9293 0.9568
100 4 0.9160 0.0052 0.9027 0.9321
166 5 0.8972 0.0050 0.8788 0.9113
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.23
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9830 0.0036 0.9734 0.9925
16 2 0.9735 0.0039 0.9638 0.9828
50 3 0.9528 0.0035 0.9433 0.9635
100 4 0.9232 0.0037 0.9136 0.9365
166 5 0.9067 0.0035 0.8956 0.9150
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9889 0.0034 0.9766 0.9949
15 2 0.9757 0.0035 0.9639 0.9829
49 3 0.9537 0.0035 0.9435 0.9622
99 4 0.9246 0.0032 0.9176 0.9338
165 5 0.9078 0.0036 0.8979 0.9191
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9734 0.0043 0.9646 0.9849
17 2 0.9650 0.0033 0.9558 0.9731
51 3 0.9469 0.0037 0.9378 0.9561
101 4 0.9195 0.0036 0.9105 0.9282
167 5 0.9033 0.0035 0.8947 0.9118
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9778 0.0049 0.9691 0.9867
16 2 0.9663 0.0042 0.9524 0.9768
50 3 0.9476 0.0038 0.9359 0.9585
100 4 0.9206 0.0035 0.9124 0.9286
166 5 0.9043 0.0034 0.8958 0.9119
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.24
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9845 0.0025 0.9781 0.9898
16 2 0.9747 0.0021 0.9694 0.9799
50 3 0.9546 0.0020 0.9490 0.9610
100 4 0.9264 0.0022 0.9201 0.8324
166 5 0.9105 0.0020 0.9047 0.9159
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9887 0.0022 0.9836 0.9937
15 2 0.9765 0.0023 0.9685 0.9814
49 3 0.9562 0.0022 0.9491 0.9618
99 4 0.9276 0.0024 0.9213 0.9335
165 5 0.9113 0.0020 0.9038 0.9168
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9738 0.0030 0.9644 0.9798
17 2 0.9659 0.0022 0.9606 0.9715
51 3 0.9485 0.0020 0.9434 0.9540
101 4 0.9225 0.0023 0.9132 0.9280
167 5 0.9074 0. 0020 0.8991 0.9113
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9782 0.0029 0.9703 0.9868
16 2 0.9763 0.0025 0.9610 0.9736
50 3 0.9503 0.0023 0.9444 0.9563
100 4 0.9233 0.0023 0.9170 0.9293
166 5 0.9083 0.0023 0.9002 0.9143
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.25
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Simple Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9258 0.0636 0.6846 0.9943
16 2 0.9547 0.0141 0.9144 0.9851
50 3 0.9354 0.0109 0.9085 0.9713
100 4 0.9128 0.0123 0.8814 0.9354
166 5 0.8955 0.0119 0.8 612 0.9189
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9702 0.0354 0.8501 1.0000
15 2 0.9593 0.0129 0.9200 0.9850
49 3 0.9355 0.0120 0.8964 0.9607
99 4 0.9129 0.0129 0.8780 0.9369
165 5 0.8966 0.0111 0.8631 0.9249
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8909 0.0603 0.6533 0.9922
17 2 0.9465 0.0145 0.9118 0.9762
51 3 0.9318 0.0116 0.9021 0.9602
101 4 0.9072 0.0112 0.8741 0.9334
167 5 0.8914 0.0101 0.8649 0.9170
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9062 0.0644 0.6857 0.9989
16 2 0.9535 0.0159 0.9035 0.9803
50 3 0.9325 0.0123 0.8963 0.9621
100 4 0.9114 0.0116 0.8704 0.9340
166 5 0.8950 0.0104 0.8647 0.9221
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.26
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Simple Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9497 0.0340 0.8710 0.9999
16 2 0.9691 0.0096 0.9421 0.9862
50 3 0.9565 0.0066 0.9392 0.9707
100 4 0.9367 0.0070 0.9202 0.9505
166 5 0.9272 0.0063 0.9058 0.9402
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9646 0.0242 0.8546 0.9999
15 2 0.9712 0.0091 0.9408 0.9890
49 3 0.9563 0.0076 0.9315 0.9723
99 4 0.9390 0.0067 0.9211 0.9544
165 5 0.9272 0.0063 0.9105 0.9454
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9109 0.0353 0.8054 0.9777
17 2 0.9608 0.0107 0.9348 0.9864
51 3 0.9512 0.0067 0.9328 0.9640
101 4 0.9334 0.0075 0.9149 0.9500
167 5 0.9258 0.0072 0 .9084 0.9463
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9273 0. 0340 0.8202 0.9917
16 2 0.9657 0. 0097 0.9423 0.9903
50 3 0.9541 0. 0079 0.9305 0.9700
100 4 0.9355 0.0065 0.9166 0.9498
166 5 0.9260 0.0070 0.9051 0.9403
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.27
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Simple Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9463 0.0261 0.8733 0.9865
16 2 0.9770 0.0047 0.9603 0.9884
50 3 0.9685 0.0039 0.9601 0.9779
100 4 0.9527 0.0044 0.9391 0.9621
166 5 0.9458 0.0032 0.9355 0.9554
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9683 0.0209 0.9152 0.9953
15 2 0.9795 0.0049 0.9641 0.9888
49 3 0.9682 0.0039 0.9553 0.9767
99 4 0.9541 0.0035 0.9437 0.9626
165 5 0.9458 0.0039 0.9375 0.9546
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9108 0.0271 0. 8405 0.9726
17 2 0.9701 0.0055 0.9581 0.9840
51 3 0.9645 0.0043 0.9540 0.9735
101 4 0.9505 0.0041 0.9386 0.9637
167 5 0.9436 0.0035 0.9317 0.9524
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9323 0.0234 0.8823 0.9774
16 2 0.9725 0.0061 0.9538 0.9851
50 3 0.9662 0.0044 0.9524 0.9754
100 4 0.9519 0.0036 0.9439 0.9658
166 5 0.9441 0.0040 0.9315 0.9549
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.28
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Simple Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9554 0.0166 0.8966 0.9838
16 2 0.9805 0.0038 0.9683 0.9896
50 3 0.9722 0.0028 0.9658 0.9794
100 4 0.9580 .0.0029 0.9507 0.9642
166 5 0.9518 0.0023 0.9446 0.9589
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9695 0.0120 0.9386 0.9903
15 2 0.9818 0.0034 0.9712 0.9891
49 3 0.9731 0.0028 0.9650 0.9804
99 4 0.9585 0.0028 0.9496 0.9649
165 5 0.9524 0.0025 0.9453 0.9640
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9129 0.0190 0.8497 0.9485
17 2 0.9731 0.0039 0.9635 0.9840
51 3 0.9683 0.0030 0.9597 0.9740
101 4 0.9555 0.0027 0.9487 0.9624
167 5 0.9500 0.0025 0.9433 0.9555
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9395 0.0173 0.8852 0.9766
16 2 0.9751 0.0044 0.9612 0.9874
50 3 0.9692 0.0035 0.9609 0.9765
100 4 0.9567 0.0028 0.9506 0.9645
166 5 0.9504 0.0027 0.9418 0.9581
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K. 29
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Simple Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9506 0.0111 0.9208 0.9790
16 2 0.9814 0.0028 0.9735 0.9880
50 3 0.9741 0.0021 0.9687 0.9802
100 4 0.9604 0.0022 0.9552 0.9681
166 5 0.9549 0.0018 0.9496 0.9589
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9683 0.0099 0.9338 0.9866
15 2 0 .9830 0.0024 0. 9744 0.9880
49 3 0.9746 0.0020 0.9675 0.9792
99 4 0.9611 0.0019 0.9566 0.9659
165 5 0.9554 0.0018 0.9503 0.9607
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9189 0.0135 0.8832 0.9554
17 2 0.9746 0.0025 0.9679 0.9805
51 3 0 .9705 0.0021 0.9649 0. 9760
101 4 0.9581 0.0021 0.9522 0.9631
167 5 0.9529 0.0018 0.9485 0.9567
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9365 0.0145 0.9061 0.9664
16 2 0.9763 0.0029 0.9672 0.9837
50 3 0.9713 0.0021 0.9645 0.9774
100 4 0.9591 0.0020 0.9545 0.9642
166 5 0.9539 0.0016 0.9490 0.9578
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.30
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Simple Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9557 0.0071 0.9372 0.9720
16 2 0.9823 0.0015 0.9786 0.9859
50 3 0.9751 0.0011 0.9721 0.9784
100 4 0.9620 0.0012 0.9589 0.9656
166 5 0.9566 0.0010 0.9532 0.9595
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9681 0.0064 0.9533 0.9827
15 2 0.9836 0.0016 0.9777 0.9871
49 3 0.9760 0.0013 0.9715 0.9796
99 4 0.9626 0.0013 0.9587 0.9654
165 5 0.9571 0.0011 0.9536 0.9602
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9202 0.0096 0.8926 0.9392
17 2 0.9753 0.0017 0.9708 0.9799
51 3 0.9714 0.0012 0.9681 0.9743
101 4 0.9597 0.0012 0.9544 0.9627
167 5 0.9549 0.0010 0.9507 0.9573
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9384 0.0084 0.9167 0.9611
16 2 0.9770 0.0018 0.9722 0.9812
50 3 0.9728 0.0013 0.9695 0.9767
100 4 0.9605 0.0014 0.9563 0.9639
166 5 0.9555 0.0012 0.9513 0.9589
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.31
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Simple Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8480 0.2039 0.0572 1.0679
16 2 0.9663 0.0256 0.8927 1.0162
50 3 0.9647 0.0151 0.9278 1.0184
100 4 0.9128 0.0144 0.9175 0.9799
166 5 0.9458 0^0135 0.9076 0.9727
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9135 0.2390 0.1069 1.3101
15 2 0.9693 0.0239 0.8925 1.0237
49 3 0.9641 0.0173 0.9052 1.0044
99 4 0.9522 0.0154 0.9135 0.9845
165 5 0.9459 0.0123 0.9142 0.9761
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8497 0.1309 0.3349 1.0847
17 2 0.9562 0.0247 0.9026 1.0062
51 3 0.9614 0.0152 0.9214 0.9974
101 4 0.9476 0.0132 0.9079 0.9808
167 5 0.9413 0.0117 0.9038 0.9679
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.7800 0.2088 0.0614 1.0902
16 2 0.9616 0.0290 0.8749 1.0106
50 3 0.9609 0.0169 0.9122 0.9984
100 4 0.9516 0.0135 0.9071 0.9763
166 5 0.9454 0.0112 0.9105 0.9777
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.32
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Simple Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8855 0.1055 0.6384 1.0548
16 2 0.9684 0.0172 0.9200 1.0031
50 3 0.9687 0.0090 0.9446 0.9869
100 4 0.9538 0.0082 0.9337 0.9696
166 5 0.9503 0.0072 0.9271 0.9649
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.8223 0.1512 0.1332 1.0460
15 2 0.9689 0.0172 0.9106 1.0000
49 3 0.9668 0.0103 0.9333 0.9892
99 4 0.9559 0.0081 0.9358 0.9751
165 5 0.9498 0.0072 0.9293 0.9708
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8563 0.0727 0.6468 0.9866
17 2 0.9577 0.0179 0.9144 0.9986
51 3 0.9622 0.0087 0.9392 0.9803
101 4 0.9505 0.0091 0.9283 0.9719
167 5 0.9493 0.0082 0.9303 0.9705
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8185 0.1055 0.4885 1.0113
16 2 0.9623 0.0174 0.9196 1.0045
50 3 0.9651 0.0107 0.9346 0.9876
100 4 0.9523 0.0077 0.9289 0.9696
166 5 0.9492 0.0080 0.9256 0.9663
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.33
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Simple Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8560 0.0796 0.6306 0.9951
16 2 0.9688 0.0082 0.9388 0.9886
50 3 0.9689 0.0052 0.9576 0.9808
100 4 0.9554 0.0053 0.9394 0.9665
166 5 0.9518 0.0036 0.9401 0.9621
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.8242 0.1274 0.4992 0.9897
15 2 0.9708 0.0092 0.9414 0.9891
49 3 0.9676 0.0052 0.9499 0.9790
99 4 0.9564 0.0042 0.9441 0.9661
165 5 0.9514 0.0044 0.9420 0.9614
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8360 0.0548 0.6915 0.9637
17 2 0.9598 0.0091 0.9404 0.9833
51 3 0.9644 0.0056 0.9512 0.9766
101 4 0.9532 0.0050 0.9300 0.9697
167 5 0.9497 0.0040 0.9362 0.9600
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8105 0.0714 0.6578 0.9479
16 2 0.9609 0.0108 0.9282 0.9836
50 3 0.9658 0.0059 0.9476 0.9778
100 4 0.9543 0.0043 0.9448 0.9712
166 5 0.9499 0.0045 0.9360 0.9622
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.34
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Simple Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8734 0.0501 0.6964 0.9588
16 2 0.9705 0.0067 0.9490 0.9865
50 3 0.9685 0.0036 0.9602 0.9781
100 4 0.9557 0.0035 0.9470 0.9633
166 5 0.9518 0.0029 0.9436 0.9600
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.8241 0.0724 0.6367 0.9499
15 2 0.9707 0.0064 0.9508 0.9844
49 3 0.9690 0.0038 0.9580 0.9790
99 4 0.9558 0.0034 0.9449 0.9633
165 5 0.9522 0.0029 0.9440 0.9655
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8326 0.0382 0.7058 0.9046
17 2 0.9602 0.0065 0.9444 0.9784
51 3 0.9642 0.0039 0.9530 0.9719
101 4 0.9532 0.0033 0. 9449 0.9614
167 5 0.9501 0.0028 0.9425 0.9563
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8253 0.0523 0.6609 0.9375
16 2 0.9609 0.0077 0.9367 0.9828
50 3 0.9645 0.0046 0.9535 0.9743
100 4 0.9541 0.0034 0.9466 0.9636
166 5 0.9502 0.0031 0.9403 0.9590
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.35
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Simple Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8553 0.0333 0.7657 0.9409
16 2 0.9697 0.0050 0.9561 0.9813
50 3 0.9685 0.0027 0.9613 0.9766
100 4 0.9555 0.0026 0.9492 0.9648
166 5 0.9519 0.0021 0.9459 0.9565
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.8135 0.0595 0.6050 0.9231
15 2 0.9706 0.0045 0.9545 0.9799
49 3 0.9684 0.0027 0.9589 0.9745
99 4 0.9559 0.0023 0.9505 0.9617
165 5 0.9522 0.0021 0.9462 0.9582
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8413 0.0271 0.7699 0.9147
17 2 0.9604 0.0041 0.9493 0.9702
51 3 0.9645 0.0028 0.9572 0.9716
101 4 0.9533 0.0025 0.9462 0.9592
167 5 0.9500 0.0020 0.9450 0.9542
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8130 0.0436 0.7215 0.9027
16 2 0.9608 0.0052 0.9448 0.9737
50 3 0.9647 0.0028 0.9557 0.9728
100 4 0.9540 0.0024 0.9484 0.9600
166 5 0.9507 0.0019 0.9452 0.9552
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.36
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Simple Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8687 0.0213 0.8128 0.9174
16 2 0.9699 0.0026 0.9635 0.9763
50 3 0.9681 0.0015 0.9642 0.9726
100 4 0.9556 0.0014 0.9519 0.9599
166 5 0.9518 0.0012 0.9479 0.9551
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.8101 0.0387 0.7208 0.8976
15 2 0.9703 0.0031 0.9593 0.9768
49 3 0.9687 0.0017 0.9626 0.9736
99 4 0.9559 0.0016 0.9512 0.9593
165 5 0.9520 0.0012 0.9479 0.9556
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.8417 0.0193 0.7865 0.8799
17 2 0.9602 0.0028 0.9528 0.9678
51 3 0.9640 0.0015 0.9598 0.9678
101 4 0.9534 0.0015 0.9470 0.9569
167 5 0.9501 0.0012 0.9453 0.9528
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.8166 0.0253 0.7515 0.8849
16 2 0.9607 0.0031 0.9522 0.9681
50 3 0.9651 0.0017 0.9607 0.9703
100 4 0.9538 0.0016 0.9488 0.9578
166 5 0.9505 0.0014 0.9456 0.9543
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.37
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1029 0.0904 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.3844
16 2 0.0763 0.0353 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1472
50 3 0.0790 0.0188 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1171
100 4 0.0862 0.0127 0.0571 0.1118
166 5 0.0852 0.0104 0.0590 0.1152
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.0759 0.0953 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.3711
15 2 0.0722 0.0346 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1484
49 3 0.0776 0.0233 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1357
99 4 0.0853 0.0137 0.0487 0.1126
165 5 0.0855 0.0098 0.0590 0.1030
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.1238 0.0621 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2694
17 2 0.0910 0.0305 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1375
51 3 0.0829 0.0178 0.0226 0.1231
101 4 0.0895 0.0113 0.0545 0.1174
167 5 0.0892 0.0092 0.0686 0.1200
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1451 0.0812 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.3595
16 2 0.0842 0.0362 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1548
50 3 0.0827 0.0199 0.0170 0.1248
100 4 0.0860 0.0113 0.0624 0.1181
166 5 0.0855 0.0095 0.0554 0.1081
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.38
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1020 0.0584 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2198
16 2 0.0778 0.0254 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1300
50 3 0.0747 0.0112 0.0498 0.1014
100 4 0.0846 0.0074 0.0681 0.1024
166 5 0.0822 0.0058 0.0671 0.0969
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.1288 0.0627 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.3085
15 2 0.0772 0.0241 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1376
49 3 0.0771 0.0122 0.0443 0.1091
99 4 0.0827 0.0077 0.0623 0.1027
165 5 0.0826 0.0060 0.0641 0.0993
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.1278 0.0371 0.0456 0.2123
17 2 0.0922 0.0210 0.0181 0.1329
51 3 0.0831 0.0098 0.0573 0.1032
101 4 0.0875 0.0083 0.0622 0.1054
167 5 0.0830 0.0067 0.0663 0.0970
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1318 0.0464 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.2100
16 2 0.0866 0.0237 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1324
50 3 0.0791 0.0128 0.0470 0.1063
100 4 0.0860 0.0068 0.0688 0.1054
166 5 0.0827 0.0065 0.0674 0.0987
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.39
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1258 0.0346 0.0526 0.2068
16 2 0.0806 0.0109 0.0503 0.1176
50 3 0.0753 0.0064 0.0607 0.0892
100 4 0.0833 0.0047 0.0728 0.0977
166 5 0.0807 0.0029 0.0724 0.0894
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.1332 0.0532 0.0323 0.2483
15 2 0.0777 0.0127 0.0460 0.1139
49 3 0.0769 0.0061 0.0627 0.0968
99 4 0.0827 0.0040 0.0729 0.0922
165 5 0.0812 0.0035 0.0732 0.0900
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.1355 0.0106 0.0580 0.1106
17 2 0.0913 0.0305 0.0000 0.1375
51 3 0.0806 0.0064 0.0645 0.0941
101 4 0.0854 0.0049 0.0673 0.0981
167 5 0.0825 0.0032 0.0732 0.0932
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1461 0.0297 0.0740 0.2010
16 2 0.0900 0.0123 0.0575 0.1224
50 3 0.0790 0.0069 0.0619 0.0972
100 4 0.0846 0.0041 0.0671 0.0932
166 5 0.0822 0.0034 0.0721 0.0906
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.40
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1197 0.0232 0.0676 0.1774
16 2 0.0786 0.0089 0.0532 0.1034
50 3 0.0760 0.0044 0.0634 0.0854
100 4 0.0832 0.0033 0.0748 0.0911
166 5 0.0808 0.0023 0.0740 0.0871
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.1417 0.0307 0.0755 0.2128
15 2 0.0782 0.0087 0.0570 0.1011
49 3 0.0753 0.0046 0.0618 0.0881
99 4 0.0831 0.0031 0.0756 0.0927
165 5 0.0803 0.0025 0.0691 0.0869
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.1408 0.0160 0.1012 0.1853
17 2 0.0913 0.0076 0.0663 0.1077
51 3 0.0810 0.0045 0.0698 0.0930
101 4 0.0855 0.0030 0.0772 0.0939
167 5 0.0822 0.0022 0.0775 0.0879
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1430 0.0225 0.0868 0.2042
16 2 0.0902 0.0091 0.0588 0.1139
50 3 0.0806 0.0052 0.0681 0.0918
100 4 0.0846 0.0031 0.0750 0.0921
166 5 0.0821 0.0025 0.0749 0.0903
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.41
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1293 0.0154 0.0843 0.1649
16 2 0.0796 0.0065 0.0635 0.0941
50 3 0.0760 0.0032 0.0655 0.0839
100 4 0.0835 0.0024 0.0746 0.0888
166 5 0.0808 0.0017 0.0769 0.0852
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.1463 0.0240 0.0983 0.2191
15 2 0.0785 0.0060 0.0647 0.0983
49 3 0.0761 0.0032 0.0687 0.0862
99 4 0.0831 0.0021 0.0776 0.0876
165 5 0.0805 0.0017 0.0753 0.0849
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.1368 0. 0123 0.1001 0.1605
17 2 0.0913 0.0048 0.0796 0.1309
51 3 0.0809 0.0032 0.0723 0.0890
101 4 0.0854 0.0023 0.0801 0.0919
167 5 0.0824 0.0017 0.0787 0.0862
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1473 0.0174 0.1136 0.1762
16 2 0.0907 0.0062 0.0742 0.1097
50 3 0.0804 0.0033 0.0701 0.0904
100 4 0.0849 0.0023 0.0797 0.0899
166 5 0.0818 0.0015 0.0785 0.0854
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.42
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1244 0.0104 0.1006 0.1499
16 2 0.0797 0.0034 0.0710 0.0880
50 3 0.0765 0.0018 0.0709 0.0808
100 4 0.0833 0.0013 0.0796 0.0872
166 5 0.0809 0.0010 0.0782 0.0836
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.1498 0.0153 0.1115 0.1824
15 2 0.0792 0.0041 0.0699 0.0925
49 3 0.0759 0.0020 0.0701 0.0826
99 4 0.0831 0.0015 0.0797 0.0869
165 5 0.0807 0.0010 0.0780 0.0844
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.1371 0.0829 0.1196 0.1609
17 2 0.0917 0.0032 0.0836 0.0991
51 3 0.0814 0.0017 0.0767 0.0858
101 4 0.0855 0.0014 0.0824 0.0908
167 5 0.0823 0.0010 0.0800 0.0863
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.1474 0.0104 0.1144 0.1730
16 2 0.0910 0.0037 0.0814 0.0999
50 3 0.0800 0.0019 0.0747 0.0853
100 4 0.0851 0.0014 0.0815 0.0889
166 5 0.0819 0.0011 0.0787 0.0860
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.43
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9493 0.0680 0.6857 1.0226
16 2 0.9907 0.0146 0.9387 1.0092
50 3 0.9733 0 .0115 0.9453 1.0139
100 4 0.9602 0.0120 0.9313 0.9833
166 5 0.9527 0.0118 0.9192 0.9762
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9885 0.0537 0.8512 1.3534
15 2 0.9836 0.0128 0.9424 1.0127
49 3 0.9734 0.0128 0.9296 1.0032
99 4 0.9606 0.0127 0.9286 0.9872
165 5 0.9530 0.0107 0.9255 0.9792
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9249 0.0655 0.6674 1.0423
17 2 0.9734 0.0150 0.9409 1.0038
51 3 0. 9701 0.0118 0.9393 0.9980
101 4 0.9559 0.0111 0.9224 0.9839
167 5 0.9484 0.0103 0.9155 0.9718
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9267 0.0696 0.6871 1.0301
16 2 0.9781 0.0166 0.9285 1.0060
50 3 0.9704 0.0128 0.9335 0.9988
100 4 0.9597 0.0112 0.9226 0.9802
166 5 0.9523 0.0103 0.9218 0.9805
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.44
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9619 0.0352 0.8795 1.0183
16 2 0.9820 0.0098 0.9543 1.0018
50 3 0.9763 0.0068 0.9580 0.9901
100 4 0.9615 0.0069 0.9448 0.9747
166 ' 5 0.9567 0.0063 0.9363 0.9694
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9704 0.0252 0.8555 1.0077
15 2 0.9833 0.0093 0.9521 1.0000
49 3 0.9754 0.0077 0.9505 0.9920
99 4 0.9636 0.0067 0.9471 0.9795
165 5 0.9564 0.0063 0.9386 0.9746
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9282 0.0364 0.8234 0.9933
17 2 0.9743 0.0109 0.9480 0.9991
51 3 0.9708 0.0067 0.9530 0.9848
101 4 0.9583 0.0077 0.9396 0.9763
167 5 0.9554 0.0072 0.9387 0.9741
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9395 0.0352 0.8295 1.0038
16 2 0.9784 0.0100 0.9541 1.0026
50 3 0.9736 0.0081 0.9505 0.9906
100 4 0.9602 0.0064 0.9407 0.9747
166 5 0.9556 0.0069 0.9350 0.9706
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.45
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9511 0.0265 0.8769 0.9920
16 2 0.9822 0.0047 0.9651 0.9935
50 3 0.9764 0.0039 0.9679 0.9854
100 4 0.9628 0.0044 0.9495 0.9721
166 5 0.9579 0.0031 0.9476 0.9669
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9707 0.0212 0.9165 0.9983
15 2 0.9844 0.0050 0.9686 0.9942
49 3 0.9759 0.0039 0.9628 0.9844
99 4 0.9639 0.0035 0.9538 0.9721
165 5 0.9578 0.0038 0.9496 0.9665
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9180 0.0274 0.8457 0.9819
17 2 0.9756 0.0055 0.9638 0.9899
51 3 0.9725 0.0043 0.9623 0.9819
101 4 0.9606 0.0042 0.9495 0.9745
167 5 0.9558 0.0035 0.9439 0.9648
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9368 0.0238 0.8859 0.9826
16 2 0.9776 0.0062 0.9590 0.9906
50 3 0.9741 0.0045 0.9603 0.9832
100 4 0.9619 0.0036 0.9540 0.9760
166 5 0.9562 0.0039 0.9441 0.9669
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.46
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9578 0.0167 0.8988 0.9863
16 2 0.9831 0.0038 0.9709 0.9923
50 3 0.9761 0.0028 0.9698 0.9834
100 4 0.9631 0.0029 0.9558 0.9694
166 5 0.9579 0.0026 0.9507 0.9650
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9707 0.0121 0.9395 0.9917
15 2 0.9843 0.0034 0.9737 0.9916
49 3 0.9770 0.0028 0.9688 0.9844
99 4 0.9635 0.0028 0.9545 0.9697
165 5 0.9585 0.0026 0.9513 0.9700
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9163 0.0191 0 . 8529 0.9523
17 2 0.9758 0.0039 0.9662 0.9869
51 3 0.9723 0.0030 0.9636 0.9783
101 4 0.9606 0.0027 0.9536 0.9675
167 5 0.9561 0.0025 0.9495 0.9616
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9418 0.0174 0.8870 0.9792
16 2 0.9777 0.0044 0.9638 0.9901
50 3 0.9731 0.0035 0.9648 0.9806
100 4 0.9618 0.0028 0.9555 0.9697
166 5 0.9565 0.0027 0.9478 0.9641
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.47
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Simple Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9518 0.0111 0.9219 0.9803
16 2 0.9828 0.0028 0.9749 0.9893
50 3 0.9761 0.0021 0.9707 0.9822
100 4 0.9629 0.0022 0.9577 0.9707
166 5 0.9579 0.0018 0.9527 0.9619
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9689 0.0099 0.9342 0.9872
15 2 0.9843 0.0024 0.9756 0.9892
49 3 0.9766 0.0020 0.9695 0.9811
99 4 0.9636 0.0019 0.9591 0.9684
165 5 0.9585 0.0018 0.9533 0.9637
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9207 0.0135 0.8849 0.9573
17 2 0.9759 0.0025 0.9692 0.9819
51 3 0.9725 0.0021 0.9670 0.9781
101 4 0.9607 0.0021 0.9548 0.9656
167 5 0.9560 0.0018 0.9516 0.9598
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9377 0.0145 0.9072 0.9676
16 2 0.9776 0.0030 0.9684 0.9850
50 3 0.9733 0.0021 0.9664 0.9794
100 4 0.9616 0.0020 0.9570 0.9667
166 5 0.9569 0.0016 0.9521 0.9608
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table K.48
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Simple Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9562 0.0071 0.9376 0.9725
16 2 0.9828 0.0015 0.9792 0.9864
50 3 0.9759 0.0011 0.9729 0.9792
100 4 0.9630 0.0012 0.9599 0.9666
166 5 0.9579 0.0010 0.9545 0.9607
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
1 1 0.9684 0.0064 0.9535 0.9829
15 2 0.9841 0.0016 0.9782 0. 9876
49 3 0.9768 0.0013 0.9723 0.9804
99 4 0.9636 0.0013 0.9598 0.9664
165 5 0.9583 0.0010 0.9548 0.9614
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
3 1 0.9209 0.0096 0.8933 0.9400
17 2 0.9758 0.0017 0.9713 0.9804
51 3 0.9722 0.0012 0.9690 0.9751
101 4 0.9607 0.0012 0.9554 0.9637
167 5 0.9561 0.0010 0.9519 0.9830
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
2 1 0.9389 0.0084 0.9172 0.9616
16 2 0.9775 0.0018 0.9727 0.9817
50 3 0.9736 0.0013 0.9703 0.9775
100 4 0.9615 0.0014 0.9573 0.9649
166 5 0.9568 0.0012 0.9525 0.9601
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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APPENDIX L
Descriptive Statistics for the Moderate Model
Table L.01
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic 
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df .Indicators per LV
8 1 7.8778 4 .0600 1.7462 17.0470
47 2 50.5527 10.0533 44 .7320 73.2960
128 3 140.3326 17.7983 100.6800 191.5000
245 4 275.4802 27.7449 201.8400 349.0900
398 5 519.4846 36.4761 431.4000 653.8400
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 7.4702 3.4245 1.8754 15.2110
46 2 47.8464 11.6382 24 . 1740 101.6700
127 3 137.2531 17.4267 97 .6880 201.6400
244 4 271.1759 24 . 9029 198.4200 339.2900
397 5 523.9949 39 .4478 436.8800 611.5000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 49.0328 13.4271 24 . 1570 89.8170
48 2 90.0483 14 . 1480 56.3940 130 . 3500
129 3 189.1112 24 .9143 140.7200 257 . 5700
246 4 322.8717 28.6605 250.9900 394.9800
399 5 539.7608 37 .1636 434.8500 663.1600
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 45.2474 12 .8179 11.7500 93.3660
47 2 94 .3582 15.3185 60.1320 136.6600
128 3 185.1495 19.1800 145.7300 245 .2400
245 4 320.8211 26.3553 257.6700 392.6700
398 5 536.3518 36.7017 436.4500 636.1900
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.02
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 7.7112 4 .2363 1.1082 28.1900
47 2 48.6543 9.5857 26.6820 78.8610
128 3 133.0963 16.1328 100.9500 186.1200
245 4 257.3267 25.0097 185.6900 344.4000
398 5 563.5933 37.6452 470.7500 673.2200
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 6.7267 3.2366 0.64 62 17.4650
46 2 47.3579 10.2450 26.1750 74.3060
127 3 129.7316 17 .1381 87.0450 177.0700
244 4 253.0249 21.6689 207.8400 308.9300
397 5 559.7545 38.6763 465.8500 661.1100
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 85.8421 18.8148 52.2560 141 .5700
48 2 137.1790 20.3226 96.5470 192.5900
129 3 228.9103 23.6892 174.3700 302.7300
246 4 358.5898 24 .8277 278.8300 439.1700
399 5 597.3948 38.4261 515.8000 706.0600
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 82.9794 16.3699 54.8760 125.0600
47 2 142.3966 21.2689 81.1990 195.7600
128 3 224.0241 22.5105 164.2000 272.6700
245 4 358.9777 29.1305 296.9900 425.0000
398 5 595.5059 38.6051 525.4700 733.2300
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .03
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 8.7782 4.6914 2.2136 23.0250
47 2 47.7286 10.0879 23.3510 103.9100
128 3 133.2831 16.3011 89.3760 173.6300
245 4 250.5377 22.3409 178.8100 321.1800
398 5 751.4145 47.1146 638.9000 864.1200
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 6.7172 3.9912 0.4541 20.3640
46 2 46.9546 9.6028 23.5700 79.7580
127 3 125.6547 15.7877 89.9620 173.9600
244 4 248.2537 22.6695 192.9000 310.3800
397 5 757.0588 43.3742 638 .0200 919.1000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 208.8315 28.8783 156.0800 268.6100
48 2 272.2151 30.3522 208.8800 354.1400
129 3 370.8237 30.7472 284 .8600 468.8200
246 4 502.5726 32.8822 413 .4200 590.0500
399 5 838.2677 48.5726 671.7400 982.4100
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 206.9361 25.1248 152.3700 275.3000
47 2 273.4549 30.9022 215.6400 356.0600
128 3 366.9693 32.2536 282.8700 450.2300
245 4 500.1133 36.0058 408.9300 601.3700
398 5 839.1565 48.7636 705.9900 956.0100
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.04
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 8.8546 4.3347 1.7217 24.1940
47 2 48.6049 10.2193 27.5780 78.6320
128 3 128.4265 15.1877 88.9720 174.3700
245 4 246.9919 22.1593 193.7300 307.6000
398 5 1104.9700 59.1147 936.3700 1232.4000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 7.3388 4.1225 0.3778 23.1560
46 2 44.8905 9.1576 26.9320 78.9970
127 3 128.8564 17.2154 95.3550 184.8700
244 4 248.4819 21.3584 199.0000 304.8000
397 5 1100.9900 63.8523 959.7300 1329.7000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 396.7047 31.4900 331.1700 488.6400
48 2 503.6164 38.3308 395.3000 611.2900
129 3 608.9249 39.7206 490.4700 699.6900
246 4 752.2279 43. 1785 630.9500 855.0500
399 5 1269.5400 60.4515 1126.3000 1515.9000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 388.9056 31.3101 321.4300 488.2100
47 2 494.3449 35.9689 399.9300 573.5800
128 3 607.7536 43.9497 519.0700 740.3500
245 4 748.8939 39.4783 643.3400 876.5000
398 5 1267.2500 55.6235 1112.3000 1472.2000
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.05
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 8.7504 3.6479 2.2315 18.0960
47 2 48.4151 10.6796 22.1430 76.3680
128 3 130.2648 18.3357 88.0640 192.1400
245 4 248.3074 19.3605 197.7800 312.4200
398 5 1804.1200 73.9388 1566.4000 2007.3000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 7.0680 3.3560 1.2291 16.6550
46 2 47.3313 9.7493 24.5720 76.7700
127 3 129.3658 15.9050 91.4100 179.1300
244 4 245.3923 22.4798 186.2500 308.1000
397 5 1799.3300 83.5703 1627.6000 2104.2000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 779.2475 52.2843 674 .4600 914.0000
48 2 940.7132 59.2854 790.2500 1090.5000
129 3 1092.8700 58.5174 956.4300 1254.4000
246 4 1256.4900 56.7885 1109.2000 1418.4000
399 5 2126.4200 85.8546 1900.1000 2429.9000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 778.8414 51.2345 602.6200 919.9800
47 2 941.2614 61.9609 803.5400 1095.0000
128 3 1089.8300 57.0034 939.4600 1273.9000
245 4 1257.1600 59.0726 1080. 6000 1453.3000
398 5 2117.6700 82.1890 1905.5000 2336.9000
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.06
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 8.3027 4.2816 1.0401 26.2330
47 2 49.7878 10.2709 30.7330 74.5230
128 3 129.3465 16.9423 92.0700 176.3400
245 4 243.2747 22.3170 158.7200 296.7700
398 5 3909.6400 129.1422 3588.2000 4548.4000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 7.3121 3.9434 0.6765 20.5110
46 2 48.7728 9.9682 27.1750 84.5690
127 3 128.7852 15.5559 85.6230 170.1700
244 4 245.1572 22.4747 195.8700 312.8200
397 5 3902.0500 106.7269 3661.4000 4251.8000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 1942.0600 73.3855 1720.7000 2111.2000
48 2 2276.9300 81.1952 2039.7000 2533.0000
129 3 2530.2400 95.5177 2277.0000 2783.6000
246 4 2762.8300 88.7666 2543.1000 3021.6000
399 5 4703.1600 132.6740 4309.4000 5148.0000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1942.8900 78.9727 1743.7000 2188.7000
47 2 2297.9700 83.8559 2049.0000 2522.7000
128 3 2516.5200 83.6835 2233.0000 2746.7000
245 4 2749.1500 89.5880 2554.6000 3010.8000
398 5 4686.1400 125.8931 4292.4000 5010.4000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .07
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9859 0.0238 0.8979 1 . 00 00
47 2 0.9931 0.0081 0.9713 1 . 00 00
128 3 0.9920 0.0078 0.9681 1 .0 00 0
245 4 0.9886 0.0091 0.9620 1 .0 00 0
398 5 0.9730 0.0079 0.9460 0.9921
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9852 0.0216 0.9164 1 .0 00 0
46 2 0.9944 0.0099 0.9418 1 . 00 00
127 3 0.9930 0.0076 0.9563 1 . 00 00
244 4 0.9898 0.0077 0.9671 1 .0 00 0
397 5 0.9716 0.0087 0.9522 0.9910
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6443 0.0962 0.4337 0.8115
48 2 0.9521 0.0150 0.9163 0.9899
129 3 0.9672 0.0132 0.9290 0.9934
246 4 0.9727 0.0100 0.9482 0.9981
399 5 0.9687 0.0081 0.9422 0.9917
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6479 0.1100 0.2989 0.9219
47 2 0.9470 0.0166 0.8992 0.9843
128 3 0.9686 0.0101 0.9377 0.9903
245 4 0.9730 0.0090 0.9471 0.9953
398 5 0.9693 0.0079 0.9479 0.9918
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.08
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9937 0.0121 0.9240 1 .0 0 0 0
47 2 0.9975 0.0039 0.9814 1 .0 00 0
128 3 0.9975 0.0032 0.9848 1 .0 00 0
245 4 0.9970 0.0034 0.9832 1 .0 00 0
398 5 0.9815 0.0041 0.9695 0.9920
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9950 0.0089 0.9595 1 .0 00 0
46 2 0.9973 0.0036 0.9847 1 .0 00 0
127 3 0.9977 0.0030 0.9865 1 . 00 00
244 4 0.9976 0.0039 0.9889 1 . 0 00 0
397 5 0.9818 0.0043 0.9699 0.9920
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6630 0.0594 0.5384 0.7932
48 2 0.9506 0.0104 0.9208 0.9721
129 3 0.9728 0.0061 0.9564 0.9865
246 4 0.9799 0.0043 0.9652 0.9941
399 5 0.9779 0.0042 0.9656 0.9870
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6668 0.0616 0.5402 0.7809
47 2 0.9475 0.0108 0.9198 0.9769
128 3 0.9738 0.0059 0.9586 0.9894
245 4 0.9797 0.0050 0.9665 0.9907
398 5 0.9780 0.0042 0.9633 0.9856
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.09
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9961 0.0063 0.9737 1.0000
47 2 0.9991 0.0015 0.9877 1.0000
128 3 0.9990 0.0013 0.9951 1.0000
245 4 0.9992 0.0011 0.9947 1.0000
398 5 0.9842 0.0021 0.9793 0.9890
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9926 0.0707 0.0000 1.0000
46 2 0.9990 0.0015 0.9927 1.0000
127 3 0.9994 0.0011 0.9949 1.0000
244 4 0.9992 0.0011 0.9953 1.0000
397 5 0.9839 0.0019 0.9771 0.9890
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6397 0.0414 0.5571 0.7282
48 2 0.9499 0.0062 0.9333 0.9635
129 3 0.9736 0.0031 0.9642 0.9823
246 4 0.9817 0.0022 0.9763 0.9878
399 5 0.9804 0.0021 0.9746 0.9874
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6465 0.0360 0.5744 0.7430
47 2 0.9494 0.0063 0.9293 0.9628
128 3 0.9740 0.0033 0.9658 0.9825
245 4 0.9819 0.0025 0.9748 0.9883
398 5 0.9803 0.0021 0.9747 0.9862
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.10
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9981 0.0029 0.9840 1 . 0 0 0 0
47 2 0.9995 0.0008 0.9964 1 . 0 0 0 0
128 3 0.9997 0.0005 0.9974 1 . 0 0 0 0
245 4 0.9997 0.0005 0.9978 1 . 0 0 0 0
398 5 0.9842 0.0013 0.9815 0.9883
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9936 0.0707 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
46 2 0.9997 0.0006 0.9964 1 . 0 0 0 0
127 3 0.9996 0.0006 0.9968 1 . 0 0 0 0
244 4 0.9996 0.0005 0.9978 1 . 0 0 0 0
397 5 0.9842 0.0014 0.9793 0.9874
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6563 0.0237 0.5730 0.7049
48 2 0.9494 0.0038 0.9377 0.9612
129 3 0.9739 0.0021 0.9687 0.9803
246 4 0.9820 0.0015 0.9788 0.9860
399 5 0.9806 0.0013 0.9757 0.9841
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6549 0.0241 0.6010 0.7180
47 2 0.9501 0.0037 0.9401 0.9609
128 3 0.9739 0.0022 0.9665 0.9784
245 4 0.9821 0.0013 0.9778 0.9857
398 5 0.9807 0.0012 0.9760 0.9841
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.ll
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9992 0.0012 0.9949 1 . 0 0 0 0
47 2 0.9997 0.0004 0.9984 1 . 0 0 0 0
128 3 0.9998 0.0003 0.9982 1 . 0 0 0 0
245 4 0.9998 0.0002 0.9988 1 . 0 0 0 0
398 5 0.9843 0.0008 0.9821 0.9871
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9994 0.0010 0.9957 1 . 0 0 0 0
46 2 0.9998 0.0004 0.9983 1 . 0 0 0 0
127 3 0.9998 0.0003 0.9986 1 . 0 0 0 0
244 4 0.9998 0.0002 0.9989 1.0000
397 5 0.9844 0.0009 0.9810 0.9864
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6561 0.0209 0.6201 0.7044
48 2 0.9502 0.0031 0.9422 0.9585
129 3 0.9738 0.0015 0.9695 0.9773
246 4 0.9821 0.0010 0.9794 0.9845
399 5 0.9807 0.0009 0.9774 0.9833
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6551 0.0171 0.6182 0.7012
47 2 0.9502 0.0032 0.9430 0.9573
128 3 0.9738 0.0015 0.9693 0.9776
245 4 0.9820 0.0010 0.9788 0.9851
398 5 0.9808 0.0009 0.9784 0.9832
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.12
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9997 0.0006 0.9968 1 . 0 0 0 0
47 2 0.9999 0.0002 0.9994 1 . 0 0 0 0
128 3 0.9999 0.0001 0.9995 1 . 0 0 0 0
245 4 . 0.9999 0.0001 0.9996 ■ 1 . 0 0 0 0
398 5 0.9843 0.0006 0.9818 0.9859
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9997 0.0005 0.9976 1 . 0 0 0 0
46 2 0.9999 0.0002 0.9992 1 . 0 0 0 0
127 3 0.9999 0.0001 0.9995 1 . 0 0 0 0
244 4 0.9999 0.0001 0.9995 1 . 0 0 0 0
397 5 0.9844 0.0005 0.9829 0.9855
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6565 0.0104 0.6263 0.6758
48 2 0.9503 0.0017 0.9452 0.9557
129 3 0.9739 0.0010 0.9710 0.9763
246 4 0.9821 0.0006 0.9803 0.9878
399 5 0.9808 0.0006 0.9788 0.9823
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6558 0.0113 0.6146 0.6906
47 2 0.9499 0.0017 0.9454 0.9549
128 3 0.9740 0.0009 0.9717 0.9769
245 4 0.9822 0.0006 0.9804 0.9837
398 5 0.9809 0.0005 0.9794 0.9826
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.13
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Moderate
Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 349.7114 234.1276 117.6800 1140.1000
47 2 148.6673 30.0377 98.8490 252.0900
128 3 121.3949 14.7893 87.9220 166.3300
245 4 109.6957 11..0159 85.9130 147.8600
398 5 90.3449 6.1970 71.6440 108.0700
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 320.2838 190.0069 121.2500 976.3000
46 2 156.1604 34.9464 70.3340 292.5900
127 3 123.3636 15.4583 82.9860 170.2300
244 4 110.8464 10.4204 88.0430 149.8400
397 5 89.4467 6.7326 76.3600 106.4800
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 93.8715 13.8943 70.8120 130.3500
48 2 91.1272 13.5562 59.9290 120.0900
129 3 87.1821 11.6930 66.0650 119.5400
246 4 84.0706 8.2628 76.3240 107.4700
399 5 48.2830 6.0062 24.8820 89.7950
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 94.0244 20.8994 22.3040 170.2900
47 2 91.8246 12.5396 53.4800 120.2700
128 3 87.5228 9.2176 68.8740 115.2200
245 4 78.9789 7.7361 76.4890 116.0400
398 5 49.5733 5.9703 73.6030 106.8300
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.14
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Moderate
Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
8 1 432.4366 274.6474 142.8300 1109.0000
47 2 308.3630 58.6403 183.8100 503.6200
128 3 256.0374 30.6885 180.7700 332.4200
245 4 234.7289 . 22.7871 174.0100 321.8800
398 5 166.4747 11.1195 138.9100 198.2300
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
7 1 569.9853 300.5307 211.5100 1468.3200
46 2 315.4818 73.7799 191.6900 542 .3300
127 3 261.7673 35.6451 188.6700 382.7600
244 4 237.3174 20.0554 193.1600 286.6300
397 5 167.2759 11.5773 141.1100 199.8400
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
9 1 168.5719 11.6642 137.1700 215.4800
48 2 157.4142 16.3737 132.8000 181.4200
129 3 149.7242 15.3354 112.2800 194.1900
246 4 110.2553 11.6262 77.1370 152.8700
399 5 53.6995 9.9718 31.4550 83.5090
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
8 1 168.0832 10.1341 141.2000 201.6200
47 2 157.5385 15.5570 127.6300 177.6900
128 3 151.9255 15.8582 123.7100 204.7700
245 4 104.5010 13.6970 74.6420 178.5400
398 5 51.1284 9.7724 32.9720 73.8600
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.15 
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the
42:
! Moderate
Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 731.3100 295.7748 436.4300 1530.2000
47 2 692.3134 171.3019 348.9100 1149.1000
128 3 640.0705 79.9743 484.2100 939.7100
245 4 602.1650 . 54.8141 466.1900 836.5600
398 5 312.0685 19.8484 270.4200 365.4000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 939.7100 304.5000 453.7300 1765.8800
46 2 789.9609 165.6810 446.4700 1208.4000
127 3 674.2682 82.3841 480.0000 927.2400
244 4 605.5978 55.2157 480.6000 772.6800
397 5 308.8015 17.4350 253.7200 365.0500
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 300.6602 19.6320 255.1500 363.7300
48 2 280.3246 19.2320 238.5300 348.3900
129 3 230.3635 16.5211 181.1800 297.5300
246 4 137.7355 15.1808 104.8200 177.0200
399 5 53.7849 7 .4436 41.2500 70.2680
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 301.3145 21.9266 249.4500 366.3700
47 2 279.3823 20.6220 244.5300 330.7700
128 3 231.4159 16.3687 187.3500 297.6000
245 4 134.3145 15.2040 102.5300 168.6400
398 5 50.1964 6.2638 37.4180 66.8000
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.16
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Moderate
Model , Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 991.5000 326.8200 630.6200 1959.7000
47 2 856.2900 288.7932 521.3800 1625.2000
128 3 727.1600 157.7199 464.2900 1388.8000
245 4 621.8.400 110.4949 373.4400 1145.0000
398 5 424.0351 22.9820 379.2100 498.7700
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 1151.6900 366.3600 798.1000 2098.4000
46 2 1071.3400 257.4016 701.4300 1742.1000
127 3 918.1800 172.1592 643.3900 1550.5000
244 4 809.1100 103.0964 578.7400 1398.6000
397 5 424.7454 24.1023 350.7100 485.5300
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 401.4458 4.3163 45.2960 66.3590
48 2 369.8080 11.4419 121.4200 187.2100
129 3 279.9334 18.8045 242.6900 345.7900
246 4 148.0235 23.4789 352.1100 476.8200
399 5 55.9010 17.3706 309.1900 415.7900
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 401.5256 21.2899 342.2700 465.9500
47 2 369.4964 19.9534 317.5900 420.0500
128 3 278.7996 15.9677 227.8700 324.5900
245 4 148.1942 11.0323 127.1700 181.9600
398 5 52.9410 4.1478 42.1130 63.4460
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .17
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Moderate
Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1161.2300 330.9600 700.5000 2250.0000
47 2 951.5200 263.5845 647.3000 1740.6000
128 3 831.5900 166.8475 580.3000 1317.1000
245 4 726.0700 129.6220 516.8000 1027.9000
398 5 518.8301 21.3569 465.6300 596.7000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 1315.6600 350.2500 808.6000 2311.5000
46 2 1142.1300 284.4518 755.0000 1893.2000
127 3 920.8300 187.3138 634.5000 1452.0000
244 4 751.9000 140.2796 556.5000 1102.3000
397 5 519.2183 23.5869 443.2000 572.7000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 480.0868 21.7501 424.5300 542.6000
48 2 441.3337 17.7251 385.7200 492.9700
129 3 311.5193 16.6747 270.7500 354.8000
246 4 158.2070 10.0996 136.0700 187.3900
399 5 56.8295 3.7321 48.3870 65.2160
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 478.1619 22.7725 412.8400 554.8800
47 2 442.0791 17.2037 400.1100 490.4500
128 3 301.2386 16.2690 264.8400 358.7600
245 4 155.5285 10.3517 133.2600 181.2200
398 5 52.8032 3.6178 44.6570 67.6490
Note♦ The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.18
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Moderate
Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1314.0000 347.9000 799.1000 2362.8000
47 2 1184.2000 303.2200 680.7000 1835.2000
128 3 911.3100 274.5116 632.8000 1541.6700
245 4. 776.8900 109.4378 531.7000 1373.5000
398 5 598.2007 19.4861 513.7800 651.0100
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 1583.7700 367.8963 861.2900 2555.4800
46 2 1332.1100 316.3055 759.5060 1927.6000
127 3 1028.4900 298.6377 708.9000 1602.9100
244 4 843.3167 145.0986 599.2250 1427.0000
397 5 597.7775 16.3387 548.2800 636.5300
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 545.3157 17.4641 498.1800 591.7300
48 2 498.4526 14.0065 455.1100 543.4700
129 3 335.9240 12.7758 305.0000 372.6300
246 4 162.9777 5.8299 146.4200 181.5900
399 5 56.8515 2.1375 52.3030 63.9460
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 546.0295 17.7256 498.1300 586.9100
47 2 499.0688 13.4501 466.5000 544.1100
128 3 335.3645 11.2774 307.0000 377.4000
245 4 158.8038 5.7662 144.5600 177.7400
398 5 52.7794 2.0733 46.8910 58.6020
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .19
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9750 0.0122 0.9487 0.9942
47 2 0.9258 0.0134 0.8917 0.9571
128 3 0.8730 0.0129 0.8391 0.9081
245 4 0.8271 0.0141 0.7896 0.8653
398 5 0.7659 0.0118 0.7350 0.7960
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9761 0.0106 0.9550 0.9938
46 2 0.9295 0.0146 0.8657 0.9618
127 3 0.8759 0.0129 0.8250 0.9027
244 4 0.8295 0.0131 0.7981 0.8661
397 5 0.7638 0.0125 0.7355 0.7906
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.8813 0.0236 0.8276 0.9350
48 2 0.8858 0.0131 0.8516 0.9219
129 3 0.8448 0.0155 0.8018 0.8758
246 4 0.8088 0.0135 0.7717 0.8417
399 5 0.7605 0.0128 0.7272 0.7996
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.8888 0.0234 0.8048 0.9614
47 2 0.8825 0.0144 0.8445 0.9168
128 3 0.8458 0.0120 0.8099 0.8712
245 4 0.8092 0.0116 0.7814 0.8387
398 5 0.7612 0.0127 0.7282 0.7972
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.20
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9875 0.0066 0.9560 0.9981
47 2 0.9619 0.0073 0.9382 0.9765
128 3 0.9334 0.0073 0.9107 0.9479
245 4 0.9070 0.0082 0.8807 0.9304
398 5 0.8506 0.0086 0.8268 0.8710
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9889 0.0052 0.9724 0.9989
46 2 0.9628 0.0075 0.9430 0.9793
127 3 0.9349 0.0080 0.9129 0.9556
244 4 0.9085 0.0067 0.8887 0.9251
397 5 0.8517 0.0089 0.8265 0.8732
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.8938 0.0168 0.8522 0.9277
48 2 0.9128 0.0091 0.8891 0.9324
129 3 0.8997 0.0080 0.8777 0.9199
246 4 0.8818 0.0068 0.8621 0.9041
399 5 0.8461 0.0078 0.8257 0.8636
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0. 8968 0.0148 0.8639 0.9223
47 2 0.9098 0.0099 0.8882 0.9424
128 3 0.9009 0.0085 0.8843 0.9221
245 4 0.8821 0.0077 0.8649 0.8993
398 5 0.8465 0.0084 0.8184 0.8631
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.21
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9942 0.0030 0.9852 0.9985
47 2 0.9845 0.0032 0.9661 0.9924
128 3 0.9717 0.0033 0.9639 0.9808
245 4 0.9606 0.0033 0.9502 0.9715
398 5 0.9131 0.0047 0.9016 0.9259
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9906 0.0704 0.0000 0.9999
46 2 0.9847 0.0030 0.9748 0.9922
127 3 0.9732 0.0033 0.9653 0.9803
244 4 0.9609 0.0035 0.9506 0.9699
397 5 0.9125 0.0045 0.8977 0.9246
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.8969 0.0105 0.8764 0.9173
48 2 0.9303 0.0060 0.9155 0.9439
129 3 0.9345 0.0045 0.9200 0.9476
246 4 0.9316 0.0037 0.9222 0.9416
399 5 0.9074 0.0047 0.8934 0.9229
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.8978 0.0092 0.8755 0.9186
47 2 0.9301 0.0059 0.9164 0.9429
128 3 0.9350 0.0046 0.9229 0.9464
245 4 0.9321 0.0040 0.9205 0.9430
398 5 0.9074 0.0049 0.8948 0.9216
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .22
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9971 0.0014 0.9920 1.0000
47 2 0.9920 0.0017 0.9874 0.9955
128 3 0.9860 0.0016 0.9809 0.9902
245 4 0.9800 0.0017 0.9755 0.9842
398 5 0.9347 0.0034 0.9265 0.9435
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9926 0.0706 0.0000 0.9997
46 2 0.9926 0.0015 0.9867 0.9956
127 3 0.9860 0.0018 0.9804 0.9895
244 4 0.9799 0.0017 0.9758 0.9840
397 5 0.9350 0.0035 0.9242 0.9426
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.9012 0.0057 0.8846 0.9138
48 2 0.9359 0.0037 0.9255 0.9474
129 3 0.9467 0.0027 0.9409 0.9545
246 4 0.9496 0.0023 0.9440 0.9561
399 5 0.9293 0.0031 0.9189 0.9363
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9026 0.0059 0.8858 0.9160
47 2 0.9368 0.0035 0.9298 0.9467
128 3 0.9469 0.0030 0.9388 0.9534
245 4 0.9498 0.0021 0.9435 0.9553
398 5 0.9296 0.0029 0.9210 0.9383
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.23
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9985 0.0006 0.9970 0.9996
47 2 0.9960 0.0009 0.9937 0.9982
128 3 0.9928 0.0010 0.9895 0.9951
245 4 0.9898 0.0008 0.9872 0.9918
398 5 0.9465 0.0020 0.9410 0.9532
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9988 0.0015 0.9972 0.9998
46 2 0.9961 0.0008 0.9937 0.9980
127 3 0.9929 0.0009 0.9901 0.9949
244 4 0.9899 0.0009 0.9873 0.9923
397 5 0.9466 0.0021 0.9397 0.9512
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.9027 0.0048 0.8910 0.9126
48 2 0.9400 0.0029 0.9334 0.9476
129 3 0.9529 0.0019 0.9477 0.9575
246 4 0.9587 0.0015 0.9546 0.9625
399 5 0.9411 0.0022 0.9334 0.9467
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9029 0.0048 0.8902 0.9201
47 2 0.9400 0.0030 0.9330 0.9471
128 3 0.9530 0.0019 0.9472 0.9583
245 4 0.9587 0.0015 0.9533 0.9634
398 5 0.9413 0.0022 0.9346 0.9473
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.24
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9994 0.0003 0.9983 0.9999
47 2 0.9983 0.0003 0.9975 0.9990
128 3 0.9971 0.0004 0.9961 0.9980
245 4 0.9960 0.0005 0.9951 1.0000
398 5 0.9535 0.0013 0.9491 0.9573
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9995 0.0003 0.9986 0.9999
46 2 0.9984 0.0003 0.9972 0.9991
127 3 0.9971 0.0003 0.9962 0.9981
244 4 0.9959 0.0004 0.9948 0.9968
397 5 0.9536 0.0012 0.9493 0.9566
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.9030 0.0027 0.8968 0.9115
48 2 0.9421 0.0016 0.9372 0.9468
129 3 0.9568 0.0012 0.9537 0.9602
246 4 0.9643 0.0009 0.9619 0.9666
399 5 0.9482 0.0014 0.9435 0.9521
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9030 0.0029 0.8941 0.9106
47 2 0.9417 0.0016 0.9374 0.9465
128 3 0.9570 0.0011 0.9542 0.9607
245 4 0.9645 0.0009 0.9621 0.9666
398 5 0.9483 0.0013 0.9452 0.9526
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.25
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9375 0.0338 0.8354 0.9905
47 2 0.9469 0.0112 0.9215 0.9722
128 3 0.9288 0.0089 0.9053 0.9467
245 4 0.9106 0.0094 0.8838 0.9331
398 5 0.8947 0.0074 0.8736 0.9117
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9398 0.0295 0.8535 0.9855
46 2 0.9495 0.0122 0.9005 0.9747
127 3 0.9307 0.0087 0.8917 0.9494
244 4 0.9117 0.0079 0.8884 0.9282
397 5 0.8931 0.0082 0.8735 0.9139
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6146 0.0848 0.4297 0.7616
48 2 0.9040 0.0133 0.8703 0.9370
129 3 0.9042 0.0114 0.8657 0.9266
246 4 0.8951 0.0091 0.8704 0.9180
399 5 0.8906 0. 0074 0.8676 0.9103
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6246 0.0950 0.3173 0.8136
47 2 0.9013 0.0155 0.8559 0.9332
128 3 0.9059 0.0091 0.8794 0.9263
245 4 0.8956 0.0080 0.8721 0.9141
398 5 0.8914 0.0073 0.8708 0.9152
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.26
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9672 0.0176 0.8996 0.9955
47 2 0.9737 0.0054 0.9551 0.9840
128 3 0.9651 0.0043 0.9523 0.9749
245 4 0.9564 0.0043 0.9433 0.9673
398 5 0.9400 0.0040 0.9273 0.9504
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9717 0.0134 0.9362 0.9971
46 2 0.9744 0.0054 0.9612 0.9851
127 3 0.9659 0.0045 0.9543 0.9777
244 4 0.9571 0.0037 0.9474 0.9645
397 5 0.9404 0.0041 0.9283 0.9498
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6463 0.0554 0.5315 0.7710
48 2 0.9265 0.0098 0.8982 0.9471
129 3 0.9400 0.0057 0.9230 0.9513
246 4 0.9390 0.0042 0.9247 0.9521
399 5 0.9364 0.0041 0.9246 0.9453
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6542 0.0577 0.5358 0.7644
47 2 0.9243 0.0102 0.8981 0.9475
128 3 0.9413 0.0056 0.9252 0.9547
245 4 0.9390 0.0047 0.9244 0.9492
398 5 0.9365 0.0040 0.9233 0.9439
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .27
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9845 0.0083 0.9605 0.9958
47 2 0.9895 0.0022 0.9779 0.9948
128 3 0.9857 0.0018 0.9807 0.9903
245 4 0.9825 0.0016 0.9782 0.9875
398 5 0.8671 0.0020 0.9622 0.9722
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9833 0.0702 0.0000 1.0000
46 2 0.9896 0.0022 0.9829 0.9947
127 3 0.9865 0.0017 0.9812 0.9906
244 4 0.9827 0.0016 0.9506 0.9699
397 5 0.9668 0.0019 0.9604 0.9714
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6334 0.0403 0.5532 0.7194
48 2 0.9401 0.0060 0.9240 0.9533
129 3 0.9602 0.0030 0.9514 0.9683
246 4 0.9649 0.0022 0.9601 0.9705
399 5 0.9634 0.0020 0.9576 0.9696
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6418 0.0351 0.5715 0.7359
47 2 0.9398 0.0061 0.9197 0.9531
128 3 0.9607 0.0032 0.9524 0.9687
245 4 0.9652 0.0024 0.9583 0.9713
398 5 0.9633 0.0021 0.9575 0.9689
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.28
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9922 0.0039 0.9920 0.9994
47 2 0.9946 0.0011 0.9911 0.9968
128 3 0.9931 0.0008 0.9904 0.9952
245 4 0.9913 0.0008 0.9891 0.9932
398 5 0.9756 0.0013 0.9729 0.9798
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9885 0.0703 0.0000 0.9997
46 2 0.9950 0.0010 0.9914 0.9970
127 3 0.9930 0.0009 0.9900 0.9949
244 4 0.9913 0.0008 0.9893 0.9932
397 5 0.9756 0.0014 0.9708 0.9786
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6530 0.0234 0.5706 0.7008
48 2 0.9445 0.0037 0.9329 0.9561
129 3 0.9671 0.0020 0.9619 0.9735
246 4 0.9736 0.0015 0.9703 0.9775
399 5 0.9719 0.0013 0.9674 0.9755
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6523 0.0238 0.5990 0.7147
47 2 0.9452 0 .0036 0.9352 0.9560
128 3 0.9672 0.0022 0.9597 0.9717
245 4 0.9737 0.0013 0.9695 0.9771
398 5 0.9720 0.0012 0.9674 0.9754
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .29
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9961 0.0016 0.9910 0.9990
47 2 0.9973 0.0006 0.9958 0.9988
128 3 0.9965 0.0005 0.9948 0.9976
245 4 0.9956 0.0003 0.9945 0.9965
398 5 0.9800 0.0008 0.9778 0.9827
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9969 0.0015 0.9926 0.9994
46 2 0.9974 0.0005 0.9958 0.9986
127 3 0.9965 0.0004 0.9901 0.9975
244 4 0.9957 0.0004 0.9946 0.9967
397 5 0.9800 0.0009 0.9767 0.9820
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6544 0.0208 0.6186 0.7025
48 2 0.9477 0.0031 0.9398 0.9559
129 3 0.9704 0.0015 0.9661 0.9739
246 4 0.9778 0.0010 0.9752 0.9802
399 5 0.9764 0.0009 0.9730 0.9789
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6538 0.0170 0.6172 0.6998
47 2 0.9477 0.0031 0.9407 0.9549
128 3 0.9705 0.0015 0.9660 0.9742
245 4 0.9778 0.0010 0.9745 0.9809
398 5 0.9765 0.0009 0.9741 0.9789
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.30
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9985 0.0008 0.9954 0.9998
47 2 0.9989 0.0002 0.9983 0.9993
128 3 0.9986 0.0002 0.9981 0.9990
245 4 0.9983 0.0002 .0.9979 1.0000
398 5 0.9826 0.0006 0.9800 0.9841
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 l 0.9987 0.0007 0.9964 0.9999
46 2 0.9989 0.0002 0.9982 0.9994
127 3 0.9986 0.0002 0.9981 0.9991
244 4 0.9983 0.0002 0.9978 0.9986
397 5 0.9826 0.0005 0.9811 0.9838
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6558 0.0104 0.6257 0.6751
48 2 0.9493 0.0017 0.9443 0.9547
129 3 0.9725 0.0010 0. 9696 0.9749
246 4 0.9804 0.0006 0.9786 0.9821
399 5 0.9791 0.0006 0.9771 0.9806
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6553 0.0113 0.6142 0.6900
47 2 0.9489 0.0017 0.9445 0.9539
128 3 0.9727 0.0008 0.9704 0.9755
245 4 0.9805 0.0006 0.9787 0.9820
398 5 0.9791 0.0005 0.9776 0.9809
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .31
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1.0023 0.0684 0.8085 1.1292
47 2 0.9943 0.0158 0.9597 1.0270
128 3 0.9920 0.0112 0.9618 1.0188
245 4 0.9878 0.0112 0.9572 1.0177
398 5 0.9705 0.0086 0.9410 0.9913
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9931 0.0720 0.8208 1.1715
46 2 0.9972 0.0186 0.9164 1.0352
127 3 0.9934 0.0114 0.9474 1.0218
244 4 0.9891 0.0100 0.9628 1.0214
397 5 0.9689 0.0095 0.9476 0.9901
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.4071 0.1603 0.0561 0.6858
48 2 0.9341 0.0206 0.8850 0.9861
129 3 0.9611 0.0156 0.9158 0.9921
246 4 0.9693 0.0111 0.9419 0.9979
399 5 0.9659 0.0088 0.9370 0.9909
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.3398 0.2063 -0.3146 0.8536
47 2 0.9255 0.0233 0.8585 0.9779
128 3 0.9625 0.0121 0.9255 0.9884
245 4 0.9696 0.0101 0.9405 0.9948
398 5 0.9665 0.0087 0.9430 0.9910
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.32
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1.0027 0.0342 0.8575 1.0566
47 2 0.9987 0.0076 0.9739 1.0149
128 3 0.9984 0.0052 0.9818 1.0089
245 4 0.9976 0.0050 0.9811 1.0024
398 5 0.9798 0.0045 0.9666 0.9912
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 1.0034 0.0310 0.9133 1.0649
46 2 0.9990 0.0082 0.9781 1.0168
127 3 0.9991 0.0057 0.9838 1.0129
244 4 0.9982 0.0044 0.9874 1.0075
397 5 0.9801 0.0047 0.9670 0.9912
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.4383 0.0989 0.2307 0.6553
48 2 0.9320 0.0143 0.8912 0.9616
129 3 0.9677 0.0073 0.9483 0.9840
246 4 0.9775 0.0049 0.9610 0.9934
399 5 0.9759 0.0046 0.9625 0.9859
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.3752 0.1154 0.1378 0.5891
47 2 0.9263 0.0156 0.8874 0.9676
128 3 0.9687 0.0071 0.9505 0.9873
245 4 0.9772 0.0057 0.9622 0.9895
398 5 0.9759 0.0046 0.9598 0.9843
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.33
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9974 0.0159 0.9507 1.0210
47 2 0.9998 0.0031 0.9828 1.0075
128 3 0.9993 0.0021 0.9942 1.0051
245 4 0.9996 0.0018 0.9941 1.0053
398 5 0.9828 0.0023 0.9773 0.9880
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9964 0.0728 0.0000 1.1000
46 2 0.9997 0.0031 0.9895 1.0073
127 3 1.0002 0.0021 0.9939 1.0047
244 4 0.9997 0.0018 0.9947 1.0042
397 5 0.9823 0.0021 0.9749 0.9879
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.3995 0.0690 0.2619 0.5470
48 2 0.9311 0.0085 0.9083 0.9498
129 3 0.9687 0.0037 0.9576 0.9790
246 4 0.9795 0.0025 0.9734 0.9863
399 5 0.9787 0.0023 0.9723 0.9863
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.3372 0.0674 0.2019 0.5181
47 2 0.9290 0.0088 0.9007 0.9478
128 3 0.9689 0.0040 0.9592 0.9791
245 4 0.9796 0.0028 0.9716 0.9868
398 5 0.9785 0.0023 0.9724 0.9849
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.34
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9986 0.0074 0.9700 1.0117
47 2 0.9997 0.0016 0.9950 1.0031
128 3 1.0000 0.0010 0.9969 1.0025
245 4 0.9999 0.0009 0.9975 1.0020
398 5 0.9827 0.0014 0.9798 0.9872
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9943 0.0711 0.0000 1.0120
46 2 1.0002 0.0015 0.9948 1.0031
127 3 0.9999 0.0011 0.9962 1.0021
244 4 0.9998 0.0009 0.9976 1.0018
397 5 0.9828 0.0015 0.9774 0.9861
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.4272 0.0394 0.2883 0.5082
48 2 0.9304 0.0052 0.9144 0.9466
129 3 0.9690 0.0024 0.9629 0.9766
246 4 0.9798 0.0017 0.9762 0.9843
399 5 0.9788 0.0014 0.9736 0.9826
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.3528 0.0451 0.2518 0.4712
47 2 0.9299 0.0051 0.9159 0.9451
128 3 0.9688 0.0027 0.9599 0.9742
245 4 0.9799 0.0015 0.9750 0.9839
398 5 0.9788 0.0013 0.9737 0.9826
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.35
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9994 0.0031 0.9905 1.0047
47 2 0.9999 0.0008 0.9977 1.0019
128 3 0.9999 0.0006 0.9979 1.0013
245 4 0.9999 0.0004 0.9987 1.0010
398 5 0.9829 0.0009 0.9804 0.9859
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9999 0.0032 0.9907 1.0057
46 2 0.9999 0.0008 0.9976 1.0018
127 3 0.9999 0.0005 0.9983 1.0012
244 4 0.9999 0.0005 0.9987 1.0012
397 5 0.9829 0.0010 0.9792 0.9851
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.4269 0.0349 0.3668 0.5073
48 2 0.9315 0.0042 0.9206 0.9429
129 3 0.9689 0.0018 0.9638 0.9730
246 4 0.9799 0.0011 0.9769 0.9826
399 5 0.9790 0.0010 0.9753 0.9818
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.3533 0.0321 0.2841 0.4398
47 2 0.9300 0.0044 0.9200 0.9401
128 3 0.9687 0.0018 0.9633 0.9732
245 4 0.9798 0.0011 0.9761 0.9833
398 5 0.9790 0.0010 0.9764 0.9816
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .36
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9999 0.0014 0.9940 1.0023
47 2 0.9999 0.0003 0.9991 1.0005
128 3 0.9999 0.0002 0.9994 1.0005
245 4 1.0001 0.0007 0.9996 1.0100
398 5 0.9829 0.0006 0.9801 0.9845
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9999 0.0015 0.9949 1.0024
46 2 0.9999 0.0003 0.9988 1.0006
127 3 0.9999 0.0002 0.9994 1.0005
244 4 0.9999 0.0002 0.9995 1.0004
397 5 0.9829 0.0005 0.9812 0.9841
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.4275 0.0174 0.3772 0.4597
48 2 0.9317 0.0023 0.9247 0.9390
129 3 0.9690 0.0011 0.9656 0.9719
246 4 0.9799 0.0007 0.9779 0.9818
399 5 0.9791 0.0006 0.9769 0.9807
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.3547 0.0213 0.2773 0.4199
47 2 0.9297 0.0024 0.9233 0.9366
128 3 0.9689 0.0010 0.9662 0.9724
245 4 0.9800 0.0007 0.9779 0.9816
398 5 0.9791 0.0006 0.9774 0.9810
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .37
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.0276 0.0360 0.0000 0.1069
47 2 0.0259 0.0255 0.0000 0.0752
128 3 0.0273 0.0201 0.0000 0.0708
245 4 0.0318 0.0175 0.0000 0.0655
398 5 0.0549 0.0084 0.0291 0.0806
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.0322 0.0364 0.0000 0.1089
46 2 0.0210 0.0259 0.0000 0.1106
127 3 0.0252 0.0197 0.0000 0.0771
244 4 0.0306 0.0161 0.0000 0.0628
397 5 0.0561 0.0092 0.0319 0.0739
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.2089 0.0376 0.1304 0.3012
48 2 0.0926 0.0164 0.0420 0.1263
129 3 0.0670 0.0146 0.0303 0.1003
246 4 0.0551 0.0111 0.0143 0.0782
399 5 0.0591 0.0082 0.0301 0.0818
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.2133 0.0390 0.0688 0.3283
47 2 0.0996 0.0164 0.0531 0.1388
128 3 0.0662 0.0113 0.0374 0.0962
245 4 0.0550 0.0102 0.0229 0.0780
398 5 0.0587 0.0081 0.0312 0.0778
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.38
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.0173 0.0244 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.1126
47 2 0.0148 0.0163 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0584
128 3 0.0138 0.0131 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0478
245 4 0.0144 0.0118 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0452
398 5 0.0454 0.0053 0.0303 0.0589
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.0168 0.0232 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0867
46 2 0.0159 0.0170 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0566
127 3 0.0123 0.0133 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0445
244 4 0.0124 0.0113 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0366
397 5 0.0451 0.0055 0.0295 0.0578
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.2056 0 . 0253 0.1554 0.2721
48 2 0.0960 0.0110 0.0713 0.1230
129 3 0.0619 0.0074 0.0420 0.0823
246 4 0.0477 0.0054 0.0259 0.0628
399 5 0.0498 0.0048 0.0384 0.0622
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.2157 0.0238 0.1716 0.2712
47 2 0.1004 0.0113 0.0605 0.1261
128 3 0.0609 0.0075 0.0377 0.0754
245 4 0.0479 0.0063 0.0327 0.0608
398 5 0.0497 0.0048 0.0401 0.0651
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.39
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.0152 0.0179 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0614
47 2 0.0088 0.0103 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0493
128 3 0.0090 0.0082 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0267
245 4 0.0071 0.0068 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0250
398 5 0.0420 0.0028 0.0348 0.0484
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.0110 0.0163 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0619
46 2 0.0089 0.0103 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0384
127 3 0.0054 0.0075 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0272
244 4 0.0067 0.0070 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0233
397 5 0.0426 0.0026 0.0349 0.0513
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.2104 0.0153 0.1810 0.2404
48 2 0.0965 0.0065 0.0820 0.1131
129 3 0.0612 0.0039 0.0492 0.0727
246 4 0.0456 0.0029 0.0369 0.0529
399 5 0.0469 0.0026 0.0370 0.0541
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.2228 0.0142 0.1902 0.2588
47 2 0.0980 0.0067 0.0848 0.1148
128 3 0.0610 0.0042 0.0492 0.0710
245 4 0.0456 0.0033 0.0366 0.0540
398 5 0.0471 0.0026 0.0394 0.0530
N ote. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.40
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.0106 0.0124 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0450
47 2 0.0067 0.0077 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0260
128 3 0.0045 0.0052 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0190
245 4 0.0042 0.0047 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0160
398 5 0.0421 0.0018 0.0368 0.0458
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.0089 0.0124 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0481
46 2 0.0047 0.0067 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0268
127 3 0.0050 0.0060 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0214
244 4 0.0045 0.0050 0 . 0 0 0 0 0.0158
397 5 0.0421 0.0019 0.0377 0.0485
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.2075 0.0084 0.1893 0.2310
48 2 0.0974 0.0041 0.0851 0.1084
129 3 0.0610 0.0025 0.0530 0.0665
246 4 0.0453 0.0019 0.0396 0.0498
399 5 0.0467 0.0016 0.0427 0.0529
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.2181 0.0089 0.1981 0.2451
47 2 0.0975 0.0040 0.0867 0.1059
128 3 0.0612 0.0028 0.0553 0.0692
245 4 0.0453 0.0018 0.0403 0.0508
398 5 0.0467 0.0015 0.0424 0.0520
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.41
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.0070 0.0081 0.0000 0.0251
47 2 0.0048 0.0055 0.0000 0.0177
128 3 0.0038 0.0043 0.0000 0.0158
245 4 0.0029 0.0032 0.0000 0.0117
398 5 0.0420 0.0011 0.0383 0.0450
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.0059 0.0080 0.0000 0.0263
46 2 0.0046 0.0053 0.0000 0.0183
127 3 0.0036 0.0041 0.0000 0.0144
244 4 0.0030 0.0033 0.0000 0.0115
397 5 0.0420 0.0012 0.0394 0.0464
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.2068 0.0070 0.1923 0.2243
48 2 0.0964 0.0032 0 . 0880 0.1042
129 3 0.0611 0.0019 0.0566 0.0661
246 4 0.0453 0.0013 0. 0419 0.0488
399 5 0.0465 0.0012 0.0434 0.0505
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.2194 0.0074 0.1928 0.2388
47 2 0.0975 0.0034 0.0897 0.1056
128 3 0.0613 0.0018 0.0563 0.0669
245 4 0.0454 0.0013 0.0413 0.0497
398 5 0.0465 0.0011 0.0435 0.0494
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L .42
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.0039 0.0053 0.0000 0.0214
47 2 0.0033 0.0036 0.0000 0.0108
128 3 0.0023 0.0026 0.0000 0.0087
245 4 0.0016 0.0020 0.0000 0.0065
398 5 0.0420 0.0008 0.0400 0.0457
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.0042 0.0055 0.0000 0.0197
46 2 0.0033 0.0035 0.0000 0.0130
127 3 0.0024 0.0024 0.0000 0.0082
244 4 0.0018 0.0021 0.0000 0.0075
397 5 0.0421 0.0006 0.0406 0.0441
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.2072 0.0040 0.1951 0.2162
48 2 0.0964 0.0018 0.0911 0.1018
129 3 0.0610 0.0012 0.0577 0.0642
246 4 0.0452 0.0008 0.0432 0.0475
399 5 0.0464 0.0007 0.0443 0.0488
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.2199 0.0045 0.2083 0.2335
47 2 0.0978 0.0018 0.0923 0.1027
128 3 0.0611 0.0011 0.0574 0.0640
245 4 0.0452 0.0008 0.0434 0.0475
398 5 0.0464 0.0007 0.0443 0.0481
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.43
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1.0012 0.0365 0.8979 1.0689
47 2 0.9960 0.0112 0.9712 1.0192
128 3 0.9934 0.0093 0.9685 1.0155
245 4 0.9893 0.0099 0.9624 1.0156
398 5 0.9733 0.0078 0.9464 0.9921
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9968 0.0336 0.9163 1.0800
46 2 0.9980 0.0130 0.9417 1.0246
127 3 0.9946 0.0093 0.9570 1.0178
244 4 0.9905 0.0088 0.9675 1.0187
397 5 0.9718 0.0086 0.9525 0.9911
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6443 0.0962 0.4337 0.8115
48 2 0.9521 0.0150 0.9163 0.9899
129 3 0.9676 0.0130 0.9300 0.9934
246 4 0.9730 0.0098 0.9488 0.9981
399 5 0.9690 0.0080 0.9427 0.9918
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6479 0.1100 0.2989 0.9220
47 2 0.9470 0.0166 0.8992 0.9843
128 3 0.9691 0.0100 0.9385 0.9904
245 4 0.9733 0.0089 0.9477 0.9954
398 5 0.9696 0.0079 0.9483 0.9919
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.44
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 1.0015 0.0182 0.9240 1.0302
47 2 0.9991 0.0054 0.9814 1.0106
128 3 0.9986 0.0043 0.9849 1.0074
245 4 0.9978 0.0044 0.9833 1.0109
398 5 0.9816 0.0041 0.9696 0.9920
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 1.0016 0.0145 0.9595 1.0303
46 2 0.9993 0.0057 0.9847 1.0117
127 3 0.9993 0.0046 0.9866 1.0106
244 4 0.9984 0.0038 0.9889 1.0066
397 5 0.9819 0.0042 0.9700 0.9920
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6630 0.0594 0.5384 0.7932
48 2 0.9506 0.0104 0.9208 0.9721
129 3 0. 9730 0.0061 0.9567 0.9866
246 4 0.9800 0.0043 0.9654 0.9941
399 5 0.9780 0.0042 0.9658 0.9871
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6668 0.0616 0.5401 0.7809
47 2 0.9475 0.0108 0.9198 0.9769
128 3 0.9740 0.0059 0.9589 0.9895
245 4 0.9798 0.0050 0.9667 0.9907
398 5 0.9780 0.0042 0.9634 0.9857
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.45
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9986 0.0085 0.9737 1.0112
47 2 0.9998 0.0022 0.9877 1.0054
128 3 0.9994 0.0018 0.9951 1.0042
245 4 0.9996 0.0016 0.9947 1.0047
398 ‘ 5 0.9843 0.0021 0.9793 0.9890
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9983 0.0317 0.5636 1.0122
46 2 0.9998 0.0022 0.9927 1.0051
127 3 1.0002 0.0017 0.9949 1.0039
244 4 0.9997 0.0016 0.9953 1.0037
397 5 0.9839 0.0019 0.9771 0.9890
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6397 0.0414 0.5571 0.7282
48 2 0.9499 0.0062 0.9333 0.9635
129 3 0.9737 0.0031 0.9643 0.9823
246 4 0.9818 0.0022 0.9764 0.9878
399 5 0.9805 0.0021 0.9746 0.9874
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6465 0 . 0360 0.5744 0.7430
47 2 0.9494 0.0063 0.9293 0.9628
128 3 0.9740 0.0033 0.9659 0.9826
245 4 0.9819 0.0025 0.9748 0.9883
398 5 0.9803 0.0021 0.9748 0.9862
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.4 6
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9992 0.0039 0.9840 1.0062
47 2 0.9998 0.0011 0.9964 1.0022
128 3 0.9999 0.0008 0.9974 1.0021
245 4 0.9999 0.0008 0.9978 1.0018
398 5 0.9842 0.0013 0.9815 0.9883
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9975 0.0314 0.5585 1.0056
46 2 1.0001 0.0010 0.9964 1.0021
127 3 0.9999 0.0009 0.9968 1.0017
244 4 0.9998 0.0008 0.9979 1.0016
397 5 0.9843 0.0014 0.9794 0.9874
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6563 0.0237 0.5730 0.7049
48 2 0.9494 0.0038 0.9377 0.9611
129 3 0.9740 0.0020 0.9687 0.9803
246 4 0.9821 0.0015 0.9788 0.9860
399 5 0.9806 0.0013 0.9758 0.9841
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6549 0.0241 0.6010 0.7179
47 2 0.9501 0.0037 0.9401 0.9609
128 3 0.9740 0.0022 0.9665 0.9784
245 4 0.9822 0.0013 0.9779 0.9857
398 5 0.9806 0.0012 0.9760 0.9841
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.47
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Moderate Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9997 0.0016 0.9949 1.0025
47 2 0 .9999 0.0006 0.9984 1.0014
128 3 0 .9999 0.0005 0.9982 1.0011
245 4 0.9999 0.0003 0.9988 1.0009
398 5 0 .9843 '0.0008 0.9821 0.9871
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9999 0.0015 0.9957 1.0026
46 2 0.9999 0.0005 0.9983 1.0012
127 3 0.9999 0.0004 0.9986 1.0010
244 4 0 .9999 0.0004 0.9989 1.0010
397 5 0.9844 0.0009 0.9810 0.9864
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6561 0.0209 0.6201 0.7044
48 2 0 .9502 0.0031 0.9422 0.9585
129 3 0.9738 0.0015 0.9695 0.9773
246 4 0 .9821 0.0010 0.9794 0.9845
399 5 0 .9807 0.0009 0.9774 0.9833
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6551 0.0171 0.6182 0.7012
47 2 0.9502 0.0032 0.9430 0.9573
128 3 0.9739 0.0015 0.9693 0.9776
245 4 0.9821 0.0010 0.9787 0.9851
398 5 0.9808 0.0009 0.9784 0.9832
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table L.4 8
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Moderate Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.9999 0.0008 0.9968 1.0012
47 2 0.9999 0.0002 0.9994 1.0004
128 3 0.9999 0.0002 0.9995 1.0004
245 4 1.0000 0.0002 0.9996 1.0006
398 5 0.9843 0.0006 0.9818 0.9859
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
7 1 0.9968 0.0336 0.9163 1.0800
46 2 0.9980 0.0130 0.9417 1.0246
127 3 0.9946 0.0093 0.9570 1.0178
244 4 0.9905 0.0088 0.9675 1.0187
397 5 0.9718 0.0086 0.9525 0.9911
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
9 1 0.6565 0.0104 0.6263 0.6758
48 2 0.9503 0.0017 0.9452 0.9557
129 3 0.9739 0.0010 0.9710 0.9763
246 4 0.9821 0.0006 0.9803 0.9838
399 5 0.9808 0.0006 0.9788 0.9823
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
8 1 0.6479 0.1100 0.2989 0.9220
47 2 0.9470 0.0166 0.8992 0.9843
128 3 0.9691 0.0100 0.9385 0.9904
245 4 0.9733 0.0089 0.9477 0.9954
398 5 0.9696 0.0079 0.9483 0.9919
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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APPENDIX M
Descriptive Statistics for the Complex Model
Table M.01
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic 
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 25.7748 8.6438 5.2800 51.3050
116 2 168.8253 20.2835 123.4400 216.9800
305 3 356.5109 27.1023 288.9600 437.2600
575 4 786.0013 46.6107 679.6500 957.3500
926 5 1465.7900 67.1709 1304.6000 1648.7000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 22.9600 6 . 8215 6 . 3786 37 .7770
115 2 166.4210 20.0393 117 .7900 228 . 3500
304 3 362.5018 28.8223 289.9600 441. 6700
574 4 780.5847 45.0290 664.0200 897 .3100
925 5 1464.0600 65.2456 1282 . 5000 1637.1000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 65.4145 17 .7180 33.0370 116.0500
117 2 235.7410 24 .8428 179.1900 305 . 1100
306 3 431.1903 29.9161 364.4500 514 .7100
576 4 857.9138 45.8609 744 .7400 986.0000
927 5 1549.2700 61.5478 1402.8000 1711. 6000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 54.9739 17.6980 19.9730 98 .3190
116 2 236.5247 28 .4341 174.6600 340.0700
305 3 431.7339 31.3517 352.4100 507.9100
575 4 859.9384 46.6974 756.5000 998.3000
926 5 1546.6000 67.8729 1380.7000 1759.3000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.02
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 31.9762 9.6103 10.1120 66.0270
116 2 209.7643 28.3601 148.7900 293.3400
305 3 355.0114 30.8188 266.1500 425.9700
575 4 840.4146 48.3803 717.2400 965.8300
926 5 1658.9000 66.5922 1516.5000 1869.3000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 29.67 67 8.5676 9.3320 61.2590
115 2 208.7410 24.8404 149.7400 278.7400
304 3 354.9298 27.8825 274.6300 449.6000
574 4 841.4952 41.2246 740.1500 946.5100
925 5 1686.4300 70.9453 1453.9000 1893.3000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 115.3160 23.7843 70.8070 171.3700
117 2 340.7604 33.3388 245.5800 416.2900
306 3 498.4429 35.3643 421.4800 592.7700
576 4 1001.0900 56.9860 842.6000 1096.1000
927 5 1855.2500 74.1735 1672.3000 2085.4000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 108.0783 21.4518 66.6580 158.3200
116 2 341.9724 29.3589 280.9400 431.2700
305 3 500.3566 37.7758 406.7300 586.8300
575 4 993.6674 45.7571 905.4400 1120.5000
926 5 1858.2000 75.1014 1660.2000 2037.4000
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.03
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 53.1032 13.0541 28.4680 86.9820
116 2 343.5221 30.1186 275.4300 454.3700
305 3 388.3984 30.4994 299.4700 468.5900
575 4 1149.3500 59.2467 1015.2000 1320.6000
926 5 2656.9600 85.0182 2470.5000 2875.3000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 47.3470 11.9504 15.1660 83.8810
115 2 343.8949 32.4659 261.7000 434.4300
304 3 391.2784 32.1290 296.3300 485.0900
574 4 1150.7300 57.4261 977.9500 1302.6000
925 5 2656.5000 85.7521 2421.4000 2940.4000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 261.7004 35.1254 174.7200 350.9000
117 2 671.2482 45.5649 561.6400 790.6800
306 3 749.8829 44.5248 646.9600 872.8600
576 4 1524.7900 64.0054 1363.1000 1714.7000
927 5 3052.9700 97.6119 2843.8000 3305.4000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 259.0007 31.3224 184.7700 328.5900
116 2 663.5008 41.2764 555.9900 771.3200
305 3 743.4279 43.6678 623.6600 865.5200
575 4 1529.1100 65.7937 1379.4000 1705.0000
926 5 3053.4900 85.4160 2847.8000 3317.0000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.04
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 88.5364 19.1692 47.8790 134.4000
116 2 571.5627 39.2255 465.3700 657.2200
305 3 465.9295 35.0999 388.1600 572.9100
575 4 1691.7700 66.1473 1502.8000 1879.4000
926 5' 4346.6400 120.1482 3993.3000 4712.5000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 81.4032 17.3156 40.4650 131.4900
115 2 569.6528 40.7387 466.0700 662.8000
304 3 469.5406 33.8889 386.5500 571.0000
574 4 1690.6100 72.8259 1508.6000 1868.9000
925 5 4348.6700 121.4347 4001.3000 4667.7000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 519.4644 43.9182 406.1000 602.2100
117 2 1217.3800 57.0294 1101.0000 1340.6000
306 3 1177.0300 53. 8208 1036.0000 1364.5000
576 4 2461.7800 80.9790 2241.9000 2702.7000
927 5 5152.7900 111.8787 4865.4000 5536.9000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 498.4541 42.5185 363.8800 587.5900
116 2 1225.4800 62. 1477 1068.7000 1395.5000
305 3 1182.6800 48.4193 1057.0000 1297.2000
575 4 2459.5100 89.4318 2202.9000 2762.6000
926 5 5133.3100 130.3842 4782.4000 5507.5000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.05
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 159.5200 25.1338 104.7400 230.4000
116 2 1022.9800 56.5781 871.2300 1178.3000
305 3 626.4288 40.4304 508.9700 722.1500
575 4 2799.7200 89.6429 2544.8000 3030.3100
926 5 7737.6300 150.0011 7289.4000 8151.5000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 145.6053 20.0889 102.8300 199.1100
115 2 1012.2600 57.9321 848.6100 1151.3000
304 3 626.2828 42.5513 487.3500 764.1300
574 4 2803.4600 93.4635 2561.2000 3027.5000
925 5 7747.0900 163.1968 7311.2000 8161.8000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 1020.2000 61.6251 895.8900 1199.5000
117 2 2342.7100 73.3945 2168.0000 2548.9000
306 3 2052.8000 70.2838 1873.4000 2267.2000
576 4 4333.6600 113.1528 4015.6000 4677.0000
927 5 9339.2400 162.6459 8923.4000 9849.6000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 990.0423 59.7299 783.3400 1137.6000
116 2 2337.5000 72.7051 2159.0000 2518.7000
305 3 2053.5800 81.8456 1859.2000 2286.8000
575 4 4336.8300 117.7626 4032.6000 4604.9000
926 5 9341.4200 167.0745 8932.7000 9743.9000
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.06
Descriptive Statistics for the Chi-Square Test Statistic
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 370.2448 35.1936 275.1100 467.1400
116 2 2387.1300 93.9676 2153.9000 2626.3000
305 3 1111.1800 65.0520 925.7600 1316.4000
575 4 6160.8300 134.2881 5820.9000 6552.3000
926 5 17935.1000 255.6439 17348.0000 18535.0000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 337.9333 34.8158 254.0800 433.3000
115 2 2381.1200 106.3948 2108.4000 2672.2000
304 3 1095.3800 60.6598 906.6300 1253.0000
574 4 6150.4800 151.8884 5771.9000 6561.6000
925 5 18007.2900 257.2950 17322.0000 18618.0000
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 2563.4000 93.5510 2352.2000 2813.1000
117 2 5564.1500 125.1388 5344.1000 5961.1000
306 3 4682.5800 111.8910 4371.0000 4952.2000
576 4 9981.2900 183.5006 9554.9000 10457.0000
927 5 21961.4100 248.7745 21341.0000 22598.0000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 2473.9600 95.1030 2219.1000 2703.7000
116 2 5562.2800 119.5387 5310.4000 5936.1000
305 3 4663.1000 98.8251 4371.9000 4912.9000
575 4 9954.3300 178.7633 9459.4000 10504.0000
926 5 21937.9800 279.6972 21242.0000 22613.0000
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.07
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9630 0.0336 0.8671 1.0000
116 2 0.9623 0.0145 0.9234 0.9942
305 3 0.9805 0.0100 0.9487 1.0000
575 4 0.9530 0.0103 0.9142 0.9766
926 5 0.9121 0.0106 0.8796 0.9375
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9695 0.0259 0.9100 1.0000
115 2 0.9637 0.0136 0.9240 0.9981
304 3 0.9781 0.0104 0.9515 1.0000
574 4 0.9541 0.0097 0.9258 0.9793
925 5 0.9125 0.0107 0.8791 0.9414
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8059 0.0718 0.5227 0.9413
117 2 0.9155 0.0160 0.8735 0.9540
306 3 0.9530 0.0106 0.9223 0.9767
576 4 0.9373 0.0094 0.9153 0.9636
927 5 0.8998 0.0095 0.8732 0.9205
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8433 0.0727 0.6723 0.9868
116 2 0.9147 0.0181 0.8553 0.9553
305 3 0.9526 0.0110 0.9288 0.9823
575 4 0.9367 0.0096 0.9104 0.9579
926 5 0.8993 0.0101 0.8741 0.9235
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.08
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9690 0.0194 0.8964 1.0000
116 2 0.9659 0.0105 0.9331 0.9890
305 3 0.9904 0.0055 0.9773 1.0000
575 4 0.9700 0.0055 0.9556 0.9851
926 5 0.9371 0.0056 0.9209 0.9510
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9715 0.0177 0.9019 1.0000
115 2 0.9664 0.0084 0.9436 0.9871
304 3 0.9903 0.0050 0.9725 1.0000
574 4 0.9700 0.0045 0.9578 0.9814
925 5 0.9370 0.0058 0.9226 0.9575
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8019 0.0471 0.6864 0.9068
117 2 0.9194 0.0110 0.8965 0.9486
306 3 0.9637 0.0064 0.9465 0.9774
576 4 0.9522 0.0062 0.9404 0.9701
927 5 0.9236 0.0060 0.9074 0.9394
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8113 0.0437 0.6993 0. 9089
116 2 0.9195 0.0103 0.8824 0.9463
305 3 0.9632 0.0067 0.9505 0.9810
575 4 0.9531 0.0050 0.9406 0.9623
926 5 0.9228 0.0059 0.9072 0.9375
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.09
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9704 0.0106 0.9407 0.9891
116 2 0.9674 0.0043 0.9514 0.9771
305 3 0.9937 0.0023 0.9879 1 .000 0
575 4 0.9741 0.0026 0.9669 0.9805
926 5 0.9426 0.0029 0.9339 0.9488
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9739 0.0101 0.9462 1 .000 0
115 2 0.9671 0.0046 0.9541 1 .000 0
304 3 0.9934 0.0024 0.9862 1 .000 0
574 4 0.9742 0.0025 0.9674 0.9819
925 5 0.9425 0.0029 0.9345 0.9514
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8002 0.0290 0.7237 0.8683
117 2 0.9208 0.0060 0.9035 0.9356
306 3 0.9664 0.0032 0.9566 0.9730
576 4 0.9572 0.0028 0.9491 0.9640
927 5 0.9295 0.0033 0.9193 0.9384
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8030 0.0261 0.7390 0.8690
116 2 0.9213 0.0053 0.9078 0.9343
305 3 0.9668 0.0031 0.9579 0.9745
575 4 0.9572 0.0027 0.9504 0.9644
926 5 0.9295 0.0028 0.9224 0.9377
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.10
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9705 0.0077 0.9546 0.9878
116 2 0.9874 0.0028 0.9610 0.9947
305 3 0.9939 0.0013 0.9902 0.9969
575 4 0.9749 0.0015 0.9707 0.9787
926 5 0.9433 0.0020 0.9376 0.9499
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9732 0.0071 0.9505 0.9803
115 2 0.9847 0.0030 0.9611 0.9891
304 3 0.9937 0.0013 0.9900 0.9969
574 4 0.9749 0.0016 0.9710 0.9788
925 5 0.9431 0.0021 0.9389 0.9490
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7948 0.0191 0.7535 0.8526
117 2 0.9216 0.0042 0.9135 0.9302
306 3 0.9669 0.0019 0.9612 0.9725
576 4 0.9576 0.0018 0.9527 0.9627
927 5 0.9298 0.0019 0.9235 0.9351
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8016 0.0171 0.7658 0.8570
116 2 0.9206 0.0040 0.9091 0.9297
305 3 0.9669 0.0017 0.9629 0.9720
575 4 0.9576 0.0018 0.9523 0.9635
926 5 0.9302 0.0019 0.9240 0.9364
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.11
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9630 0.0336 0.8671 1 . 0 0 0 0
116 2 0.9623 0. 0145 0.9234 0.9942
305 3 0.9805 0.0100 0.9487 1 . 0 0 0 0
575 4 0.9530 0.0103 0.9142 0.9766
926 5 0.9121 0.0106 0.8796 0.9375
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9695 0.0259 0.9100 1 . 0 0 0 0
115 2 0.9637 0.0136 0.9240 0.9981
304 3 0.9781 0.0104 0.9515 1 . 0 0 0 0
574 4 0.9541 0.0097 0.9258 0.9793
925 5 0.9125 0.0107 0.8791 0.9414
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8059 0.0718 0.5227 0.9413
117 2 0.9155 0.0160 0.8735 0.9540
306 3 0.9530 0.0106 0.9223 0.9767
576 4 0.9373 0.0094 0.9153 0.9636
927 5 0.8998 0.0095 0.8732 0.9205
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8433 0.0727 0.6723 0.9868
116 2 0. 9147 0.0181 0.8553 0.9553
305 3 0.9526 0.0110 0.9288 0.9823
575 4 0.9367 0.0096 0.9104 0.9579
926 5 0.8993 0.0101 0.8741 0.9235
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.12
Descriptive Statistics for the Comparative Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9711 0.0029 0.9638 0.9790
116 2 0.9675 0.0013 0.9640 0.9706
305 3 0.9939 0.0005 0.9925 0.9953
575 4 0.9749 0.0006 0.9731 0.9765
926 5 0.9436 0.0009 0.9412 0.9455
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9737 0.0029 0.9657 0.9808
115 2 0.9676 0.0015 0.9635 0.9715
304 3 0.9940 0.0005 0.9929 0.9955
574 4 0.9750 0.0007 0.9732 0.9768
925 5 0.9433 0.0009 0.9409 0.9456
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7925 0.0078 0.7669 0.8079
117 2 0.9207 0.0017 0.9174 0.9249
306 3 0.9669 0.0008 0.9650 0.9690
576 4 0.9577 0.0007 0.9555 0.9597
927 5 0.9302 0.0008 0.9281 0.9321
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7990 0.0073 0.7790 0.8167
116 2 0.9208 0.0016 0.9161 0.9250
305 3 0.9670 0.0007 0.9653 0.9693
575 4 0.9579 0.0008 0.9554 0.9600
926 5 0.9303 0.0009 0.9282 0.9326
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.13
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Complex
Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 147.5654 67.7334 83.7260 627.4600
116 2 103.0474 11.6615 71.4220 126.1800
305 3 92.8829 7.7704 68.9220 124.7800
575 4 84.0175 4.8937 65.4710 96.6750
926 5 70.6485 3.1848 62.7920 79.0910
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 156.1235 66.9831 84.8610 497.6600
115 2 101.1223 11.0345 82.6550 129.7600
304 3 93.4308 8.0616 73.3490 125.3800
574 4 84.4449 4.8352 67.4140 98.7680
925 5 70.6506 3.0893 63.1670 80.3550
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 85.5451 14.1547 71 . 4880 105.3000
117 2 77.1355 7.1009 67.0560 100.5500
306 3 67.0364 5.8699 60.5810 88.4500
576 4 66.9290 4.0930 51.4540 86.9070
927 5 57.3262 2.6197 30.6920 73.6960
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 85.2377 25.0644 72.2190 166.6100
116 2 76.8348 7.5937 66.1360 103.6400
305 3 68.5497 6.2944 58.9070 88.4850
575 4 66.4943 4.0496 45.9320 86.9560
926 5 66.9987 2.9055 34.6430 74.7880
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.14
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Complex
Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 229.4162 80.5204 171.6900 658.5200
116 2 207.4029 19.7866 136.3300 274.2000
305 3 157.0419 18.5557 110.5500 207.4300
575 4 150.0397 8.9940 105.7000 183.2400
926 5 122.6583 4.8307 101.7000 136.0400
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 234.6290 75.7297 162.2400 683.3800
115 2 206.5169 17.4180 138.8700 264.9600
304 3 156.4542 16.3789 110.3700 204.5800
574 4 149.0746 7.7890 109.0500 177.3100
925 5 122.5216 5.1831 104.9500 141.7100
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 148.0319 13.5954 124.0300 174.0300
117 2 132.2139 10.2341 120.4400 156.3800
306 3 111.6680 9.3493 99.2980 127.0000
576 4 92.7077 7.7123 75.3320 123.5800
927 5 63.7746 4.3855 41.4170 98.8190
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 147.1591 12.8859 124.9000 179.7700
116 2 132.8157 11.2438 117.6500 145.3600
305 3 111.3848 7.6760 101.5100 124.3500
575 4 91.4672 5.9987 72.2190 110.3300
926 5 64.9919 4.4731 42.9960 100.7400
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.15
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Complex
Model , Sampl e Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 473.3788 82.7780 390.0900 609.8200
116 2 334.3583 38.0136 249.1800 586.6500
305 3 286.9205 20.1186 192.6700 323.8600
575 4 226.9607 14.7179 179.5900 280.6300
926 5 194.4628 6.1610 170.5100 208.8600
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 468.7287 109.6931 375.7300 1053.9000
115 2 363.3912 38.8988 252.2100 614.4400
304 3 286.0708 21.3050 191.3700 335.6000
574 4 226.9607 14.3124 176.9600 293.1000
925 5 194.3015 6.2237 175.4600 212.8500
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 245.7248 14 .5769 210.5100 283.6600
117 2 216.6804 9.5670 192.4600 241.8400
306 3 169.5415 9.0947 156.5100 181.7500
576 4 117.1289 7.9407 99.1340 139.1600
927 5 68.6228 5.4035 50.4950 100.4000
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 247.1040 14.6645 211.6500 293.3500
116 2 215.7388 9.2625 193.2300 238.6000
305 3 169.2998 8.0626 155.8100 181.3200
575 4 117.5287 7.3030 100.8500 139.5200
926 5 66.3306 4.7115 51.7390 91.2310
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.16
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Complex
Model , Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 788.8153 89.3190 638.1300 941.3700
116 2 396.6080 59.0604 350.1300 698.1300
305 3 389.4508 18.8732 249.3400 437.6400
575 4 272.0514 15.2252 235.6100 332.3300
926 5 237.6920 6.5440 219.1500 258.4400
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 780.1160 87.3834 638.3400 942.4600
115 2 411.4696 56.7564 351.5300 791.0200
304 3 389.2029 19.8943 244.1220 425.2400
574 4 271.0596 16.5586 231.9000 329.3600
925 5 237.3443 6.6421 221.0200 257.6600
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 312.6897 14.2014 269.3000 354.3900
117 2 268.2650 8.8513 244 .1800 294.1600
306 3 200.8079 6.0891 186.8600 212.5100
576 4 128.8830 6.0233 116.8700 142.0900
927 5 68.4444 4.3169 58.87300 86.6210
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 310.1560 12.8220 282.3800 346.3300
116 2 268.1368 9. 6497 238.5200 298.8700
305 3 201.3959 6.3816 187.6600 215.9600
575 4 127.1413 6.2411 111.4900 145.2700
92 6 5 68.4870 5.1038 57.8050 92.7280
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.17
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Complex
Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 1171.9300 77.5621 1012.4000 1436.0000
116 2 470.4510 70.0174 434.3200 638.6800
305 3 430.4237 16.6439 290.8900 516.9500
575 4 303.5164 15.0450 262.8400 355.1400
92 6 5 266.9563 5.1791 253.3600 283.2000
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 1169.1500 80.3580 953.9900 1495.2000
115 2 469.1065 65.5996 433.9900 623.0800
304 3 449.1962 17.5548 322.2600 512.8200
574 4 304.5156 15.6814 266.0600 361.8600
925 5 266.3765 5.5939 252.7800 282.0800
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 358.2849 12.2071 324.1300 392.0500
117 2 304.6741 7.9199 282.1900 328.5000
306 3 221.5553 4.1733 210.0700 231.7600
576 4 133.8124 4.0727 122.9500 144 .3700
927 5 69.4429 3.8319 59.0020 78.6610
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 357.2275 14.0903 320.4000 393.8500
116 2 303.9784 8.8250 286.1300 326.6000
305 3 221.2823 4.2255 212.1200 231.2900
575 4 133.1208 4.1495 123.5000 143.9000
926 5 68.7130 3.9356 59.7090 86.2620
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M . 18 
Descriptive Statistics for the Critical N from the Complex
Model, Sampl e Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
17 1 1650.3500 96.0565 1338.5000 1974.0000
116 2 534.2103 13.9445 504.4200 608.1000
305 3 456.2273 12.7148 358.5400 565.0900
575 4 324.7163 11.5988 294.7900 359.2200
926 5 287.8858 4.0757 278.5400 297.5400
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
16 1 1668.7200 94.9062 1454.4000 2009.6000
115 2 534.3097 14.3536 500.5900 630.6100
304 3 479.4617 13.1352 370.1900 568.9400
574 4 323.2507 12.7488 287.5800 364.2100
925 5 286.4441 4.0872 277.0300 297.6800
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
18 1 392.4633 9.4342 370.9400 420.1300
117 2 330.6078 6.0521 315.5200 345.2300
306 3 235.5120 3.0451 228.8800 242.3000
576 4 138.3032 2.6625 131.4000 146.4600
927 5 68.9656 2.4842 62.8500 74.9690
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV 
17 1 392.8777 8.3808 372.7900 418.7900
116 2 330.9586 5.9219 313.6100 348.1100
305 3 235.5301 2.9975 228.4900 243.1800
575 4 137.5663 2.9029 130.9800 146.2900
926 5 68.6106 2.5832 62.7760 76.2670
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.19
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9479 0.0161 0.9058 0.9883
116 2 0.8542 0.0150 0.8176 0.8913
305 3 0.8093 0.0122 0.7709 0.8424
575 4 0.7253 0.0115 0.6942 0.7529
926 5 0.6502 0.0104 0.6272 0.6778
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9535 0.0129 0.9216 0.9863
115 2 0.8559 0.0145 0.8119 0.8937
304 3 0.8070 0.0112 0.7794 0.8350
574 4 0.7269 0.0116 0.7032 0.7650
925 5 0.6501 0.0114 0.6144 0.6854
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8824 0.0243 0.8220 0.9270
117 2 0.8233 0.0133 0.7833 0.8576
306 3 0.7891 0.0108 0.7557 0.8147
576 4 0.7152 0.0111 0.6842 0.7404
927 5 0.6410 0.0098 0.6169 0.6657
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8949 0.0253 0.8296 0.9586
116 2 0.8220 0.0158 0.7779 0.8582
305 3 0.7887 0.0114 0.7621 0.8160
575 4 0.7153 0.0115 0.6889 0.7441
926 5 0.6428 0.0095 0.6181 0.6706
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.20
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9663 0.0097 0.9375 0.9883
116 2 0.9659 0.0105 0.9331 0.9890
305 3 0.8895 0.0084 0.8697 0. 9148
575 4 0.8213 0.0088 0.8000 0.8432
926 5 0.7492 0.0078 0.7233 0.7685
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9692 0.0082 0.9387 0.9897
115 2 0.9027 0.0101 0.8748 0.9269
304 3 0.8896 0.0075 0.8691 0.9115
574 4 0.8211 0.0075 0.8021 0.8414
925 5 0.7491 0.0087 0.7255 0.7745
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8953 0.0170 0.8505 0.9295
117 2 0.8669 0.0108 0. 8384 0.8994
306 3 0.8651 0.0073 0.8463 0.8798
576 4 0.8058 0.0085 0.7892 0.8319
927 5 0.7382 0.0083 0.7148 0.7576
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8987 0.0150 0.8463 0.9271
116 2 0.8665 0.0091 0.8401 0.8831
305 3 0.8652 0.0079 0.8476 0.8835
575 4 0.8057 0.0076 0.7872 0.8215
926 5 0.7378 0.0086 0.7170 0.7620
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.21
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9772 0.0053 0.9621 0.9875
116 2 0.9334 0.0053 0.9142 0.9453
305 3 0.9473 0.0039 0.9364 0.9585
575 4 0.8913 0.0051 0.8758 0.9033
926 5 0.8241 0.0050 0.8113 0.8361
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9799 0.0048 0.9660 0.9932
115 2 0.9333 0.0058 0.9189 0.9491
304 3 0.9470 0.0039 0.9357 0.9585
574 4 0.8911 0.0049 0.8775 0.9044
925 5 0.8241 0.0053 0.8099 0.8390
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.9044 0.0096 0.8754 0.9282
117 2 0.8942 0.0058 0.8799 0.9065
306 3 0.9189 0.0040 0.9084 0.9282
576 4 0.8731 0.0048 0.8609 0.8843
927 5 0.8106 0.0053 0.7991 0.8243
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9065 0.0091 0.8774 0.9265
116 2 0.8952 0.0058 0.8785 0.9071
305 3 0.9193 0.0037 0.9099 0.9298
575 4 0.8726 0.0048 0.8602 0.8848
926 5 0.8110 0.0048 0.7978 0.8231
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M. 22
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9809 0.0040 0.9705 0.9898
116 2 0.9443 0.0036 0.9357 0.9547
305 3 0.9678 0.0023 0.9609 0.9727
575 4 0.9174 0.0031 0.9090 0.9260
926 5 0.8525 0.0038 0.8418 0.8627
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9827 0.0035 0.9727 0.9910
115 2 0.9443 0.0037 0.9357 0.9532
304 3 0.9676 0.0022 0.9616 0.9727
574 4 0.9172 0.0034 0.9077 0.92 62
925 5 0.8523 0.0041 0.8408 0.8627
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.9080 0.0074 0.8705 0.9231
117 2 0.9047 0.0038 0.8975 0.9120
306 3 0.9383 0.0021 0.9300 0.9446
576 4 0.8971 0.0034 0.8874 0.9076
927 5 0.8375 0.0033 0.8253 0.8473
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9110 0.0059 0 . 8888 0.9257
116 2 0.9042 0.0042 0.8935 0.9138
305 3 0.9382 0.0021 0.9335 0.9430
575 4 0.8971 0.0032 0.8868 0.9065
926 5 0.8381 0.0039 0.8276 0.8471
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.23
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9827 0.0026 0.9751 0.9887
116 2 0.9499 0.0025 0.9429 0.9561
305 3 0.9783 0.0013 0.9755 0.9822
575 4 0.9307 0.0021 0.9250 0.9365
926 5 0.8675 0.0026 0.8614 0.8753
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9845 0.0021 0.9793 0.9889
115 2 0.9503 0.0027 0.9435 0.9579
304 3 0.9783 0.0014 0.9742 0.9827
574 4 0.9305 0.0022 0.9255 0.9362
925 5 0.8676 0.0028 0.8609 0.8748
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.9118 0.0041 0. 8993 0.9208
117 2 0.9091 0.0024 0.9007 0.9166
306 3 0.9481 0.0014 0. 9442 0.9512
576 4 0.9100 0.0023 0.9012 0.9159
927 5 0.8523 0.0025 0.8441 0.8596
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9128 0.0047 0.8936 0.9226
116 2 0.9089 0.0023 0.9036 0.9145
305 3 0.9480 0.0016 0.9433 0.9520
575 4 0.9098 0.0022 0.9036 0.9159
926 5 0.8525 0.0026 0.8458 0.8585
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.24
Descriptive Statistics for the Goodness of Fit Index from
the Complex Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9839 0.0015 0.9780 0.9879
116 2 0.9533 0.0018 0.9485 0.9576
305 3 0.9847 0.0008 0.9822 0.9871
575 4 0.9388 0.0013 0.9355 0.9426
926 5 0.8768 0.0017 0.8719 0.8811
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9856 0.0014 0.9816 0.9890
115 2 0.9532 0.0020 0.9475 0.9584
304 3 0.9849 0.0008 0.9829 0.9874
574 4 0.9387 0.0014 0.9354 0.9420
925 5 0.8764 0.0018 0.8715 0.8813
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.9116 0.0026 0.9054 0.9181
117 2 0.9121 0.0017 0.9071 0.9171
306 3 0.9539 0.0008 0.9521 0.9561
576 4 0.9177 0.0014 0.9140 0.9211
927 5 0.8611 0.0016 0.8574 0.8649
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9141 0.0024 0.9075 0.9214
116 2 0.9121 0.0017 0.9078 0.9182
305 3 0.9541 0.0007 0.9524 0.9563
575 4 0.9177 0.0014 0.9134 0.9218
926 5 0.8612 0.0017 0.8571 0.8658
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.25
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9082 0.0313 0.8133 0.9833
116 2 0.8912 0.0132 0.8468 0.9179
305 3 0.8805 0.0096 0.8508 0.9062
575 4 0.8466 0.0100 0.8117 0.8729
926 5 0.7944 0.0104 0.7630 0.8177
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9155 0.0249 0.8477 0.9761
115 2 0.8935 0.0125 0.8611 0.9268
304 3 0.8796 0.0092 0.8551 0.9014
574 4 0.8477 0.0092 0.8200 0.8702
925 5 0.7951 0.0107 0.7605 0.8192
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7663 0.0627 0.5193 0. 8870
117 2 0.8484 0.0143 0.8140 0. 8825
306 3 0.8565 0.0097 0.8270 0. 8769
576 4 0.8324 0.0089 0.8074 0.8585
927 5 0.7847 0.0096 0.7560 0.8077
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8028 0.0650 0.6515 0.9233
116 2 0.8486 0.0165 0.7991 0.8855
305 3 0.8569 0.0100 0.8304 0.8834
575 4 0.8323 0.0089 0.8105 0.8575
926 5 0.7836 0.0098 0.7599 0.8050
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.26
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9387 0.0190 0.8672 0.9803
116 2 0.9279 0.0106 0.8954 0.9527
305 3 0.9369 0.0053 0.9229 0.9500
575 4 0.9112 0.0057 0.8965 0.9297
926 5 0.8711 0.0059 0.8548 0.8850
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9428 0.0174 0.8769 0.9816
115 2 0.9290 0.0080 0.9071 0.9473
304 3 0.9372 0.0050 0.9204 0.9521
574 4 0.9117 0.0046 0.8998 0.9234
925 5 0.8711 0.0059 0.8555 0.8917
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7812 0.0442 0.6736 0.8836
117 2 0.8836 0.0104 0.8613 0.9078
306 3 0.9117 0.0062 0.8945 0.9236
576 4 0.8948 0.0062 0.8828 0.9118
927 5 0.8588 0.0060 0.8435 0.8741
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7916 0.0413 0.6871 0.8864
116 2 0.8845 0.0102 0.8478 0.9129
305 3 0.9114 0.0063 0.8971 0.9286
575 4 0.8960 0.0052 0.8849 0.9077
926 5 0.8577 0.0059 0.8414 0.8703
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.27
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9577 0.0103 0.9285 0.9753
116 2 0.9518 0.0043 0.9361 0.9618
305 3 0.9713 0.0022 0.9657 0.9778
575 4 0.9496 0.0026 0.9426 0.9563
926 5 0.9147 0.0030 0.9057 0.9218
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9618 0.0101 0.9354 0.9880
115 2 0.9516 0.0045 0.9380 0.9634
304 3 0.9711 0.0024 0.9640 0.9782
574 4 0.9498 0.0025 0.9433 0.9573
925 5 0.9146 0.0030 0.9071 0.9237
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7916 0.0284 0.7168 0.8574
117 2 0.9061 0.0059 0.8888 0.9207
306 3 0.9447 C .0031 0.9349 0.9511
576 4 0.9332 0.0027 0.9255 0.9399
927 5 0.9020 0.0033 0.8915 0.9115
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7952 0.0255 0.7323 0.8596
116 2 0.9066 0.0052 0.8934 0.9195
305 3 0.9452 0.0030 0.9367 0.9515
575 4 0.9332 0.0026 0.9264 0.9406
926 5 0.9020 0.0028 0.8946 0.9107
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.28
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Complex Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9640 0.0076 0.9484 0.9815
116 2 0.9596 0.0028 0.9532 0.9666
305 3 0.9826 0.0013 0.9793 0.9856
575 4 0.9626 0.0016 0.9584 0.9662
926 5 ' 0.9291 0.0021 0.9235 0.9358
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9671 0.0070 0.9441 0.9842
115 2 0.9596 0.0030 0.9535 0.9673
304 3 0.9825 0.0012 0.9789 0.9858
574 4 0.9626 0.0016 0.9586 0.9663
925 5 0.9290 0.0021 0.9245 0.9348
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7905 0.0189 0.7494 0.8480
117 2 0.9142 0.0042 0.9062 0.9229
306 3 0.9559 0.0018 0.9506 0.9615
576 4 0.9455 0.0018 0.9407 0.9508
927 5 0.9158 0.0019 0.9096 0.9212
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7976 0.0169 0.7623 0.8524
116 2 0.9133 0.0040 0.9018 0.9224
305 3 0.9560 0.0017 0.9521 0.9611
575 4 0.9455 0.0018 0.9406 0.9513
926 5 0.9162 0.0022 0.9097 0.9223
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M. 29
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Complex Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9674 0.0051 0.9520 0.9780
116 2 0.9636 0.0021 0.9575 0.9697
305 3 0.9882 0.0008 0.9865 0.9906
575 4 0.9688 0.0010 0.9660 0.9719
926 5 0.9363 0.0013 0.9331 0.9402
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9704 0.0043 0.9567 0.9793
115 2 0.9639 0.0021 0.9583 0.9698
304 3 0.9883 0.0008 0.9857 0.9907
574 4 0.9687 0.0011 0.9660 0.9715
925 5 0.9363 0.0014 0.9324 0.9402
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7922 0.0124 0.7669 0.8170
117 2 0.9168 0.0024 0.9091 0.9227
306 3 0.9615 0.0012 0.9580 0.9647
576 4 0.9516 0.0012 0.9479 0.9553
927 5 0.9231 0.0014 0.9188 0.9265
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7991 0.0112 0.7680 0.8350
116 2 0.9169 0.0026 0.9109 0.9247
305 3 0.9614 0.0014 0.9574 0.9648
575 4 0.9516 0.0013 0.9485 0.9546
926 5 0.9231 0.0015 0.9195 0.9274
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.30
Descriptive Statistics for the Normed Fit Index from the
Complex Model, Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9698 0.0029 0.9626 0.9777
116 2 0.9660 0.0013 0.9624 0.9690
305 3 0.9916 0.0005 0.9902 0.9928
575 4 0.9724 0.0006 0.9706 0.9740
926 5 0.9407 0.0009 0.9384 0.9426
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9725 0.0028 0.9645 0.9795
115 2 0.9660 0.0015 0.9620 0.9699
304 3 0.9917 0.0004 0.9906 0.9932
574 4 0.9725 0.0007 0.9707 0.9743
925 5 0.9404 0.0009 0.9380 0.9427
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7916 0.0077 0.7661 0.8070
117 2 0.9192 0.0017 0.9159 0.9234
306 3 0.9647 0.0008 0.9628 0.9668
576 4 0.9553 0.0007 0.9531 0.9572
927 5 0.9273 0.0008 0.9252 0.9293
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7982 0.0073 0.7782 0.8159
116 2 0.9193 0.0016 0.9146 0.9235
305 3 0.9648 0.0007 0.9630 0.9671
575 4 0.9554 0.0008 0.9529 0.9575
92 6 5 0.9274 0.0009 0.9254 0.9298
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.31
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9266 0.0777 0.7186 1.0899
116 2 0.9503 0.0191 0.8989 0.9923
305 3 0.9776 0.0116 0.9410 1.0078
575 4 0.9486 0.0113 0.9059 0.9744
926 5 0.9060 0.0113 0.8712 0.9331
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9361 0.0665 0.7976 1.1202
115 2 0.9517 0.0181 0.8988 0.9975
304 3 0.9748 0.0121 0.9440 1.0070
574 4 0.9496 0.0107 0.9185 0.9773
925 5 0.9063 0.0114 0.8706 0.9373
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.6118 0.1436 0.0454 0.8826
117 2 0.8895 0.0209 0.8346 0.9398
306 3 0.9460 0.0122 0.9109 0.9733
576 4 0.9314 0.0103 0.9073 0.9602
927 5 0.8930 0.0101 0.8646 0.9150
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.6683 0.1538 0.3059 0.9719
116 2 0.8876 0.0238 0.8091 0.9410
305 3 0.9455 0.0127 0.9181 0.9796
575 4 0.9307 0.0105 0.9019 0.9539
926 5 0.8923 0.0108 0.8654 0.9182
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.32
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9348 0.0421 0.7805 1.0305
116 2 0.9551 0.0138 0.9118 0.9855
305 3 0.9892 0.0066 0.9739 1.0091
575 4 0.9670 0.0060 0.9514 0.9837
926 5 0.9328 0.0060 0.9154 0.9477
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9362 0.0405 0.7793 1.0319
115 2 0.9554 0.0112 0.9250 0.9828
304 3 0.9889 0.0060 0.9683 1.0063
574 4 0.9670 0.0050 0.9536 0.9796
925 5 0.9326 0.0062 0.9171 0.9545
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.6039 0.0943 0.3728 0.8134
117 2 0.8946 0.0144 0.8647 0.9328
306 3 0.9583 0.0073 0.9386 0.9741
576 4 0.9477 0.0068 0.9349 0.9673
927 5 0.9184 0.0064 0.9011 0.9352
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.6004 0.0926 0.3632 0.8072
116 2 0.8938 0.0136 0.8449 0.9292
305 3 0.9576 0.0077 0.9430 0.9781
575 4 0.9486 0.0055 0.9349 0.9587
926 5 0.9174 0.0064 0.9008 0.9332
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.33
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Complex Model, Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9373 0.0224 0.8744 0.9770
116 2 0.9570 0.0057 0.9359 0.9698
305 3 0.9927 0.0026 0.9860 1.0005
575 4 0.9716 0.0029 0.9637 0.9786
926 5 0.9386 0.0031 0.9294 0.9452
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9413 0.0228 0.8791 1.0015
115 2 0.9562 0.0061 0.9389 0.9716
304 3 0.9924 0.0028 0.9841 1.0007
574 4 0.9716 0.0028 0.9642 0.9801
925 5 0.9384 0.0031 0.9299 0.9479
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.6005 0.0580 0.4473 0.7365
117 2 0.8964 0.0079 0.8737 0.9158
306 3 0.9615 0.0036 0.9502 0.9690
576 4 0.9532 0.0030 0.9444 0.9607
927 5 0.9247 0.0035 0.9138 0.9342
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.5828 0.0553 0.4473 0.7225
116 2 0.8961 0.0070 0. 8783 0.9133
305 3 0.9618 0.0036 0.9516 0.9707
575 4 0.9531 0.0030 0.9457 0.9610
926 5 0.9246 0.0029 0.9171 0.9334
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.34
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9375 0.0164 0.9039 0.9743
116 2 0.9570 0.0037 0.9486 0.9666
305 3 0.9930 0.0015 0.9887 0.9964
575 4 0.9725 0.0017 0.9679 0.9767
926 5 0.9393 0.0022 0.9333 0.9464
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9397 0.0159 0.8885 0.9782
115 2 0.9567 0.0039 0.9483 0.9669
304 3 0.9928 0.0015 0.9885 0.9965
574 4 0.9725 0.0018 0.9682 0.9768
925 5 0.9392 0.0022 0.9346 0.9455
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.5895 0.0381 0.5070 0.7051
117 2 0.8975 0.0054 0.8868 0.9087
306 3 0.9621 0.0021 0.9555 0.9684
576 4 0.9537 0.0020 0.9483 0.9592
927 5 0.9251 0.0020 0.9183 0.9307
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.5798 0.0363 0.5040 0.6972
116 2 0.8953 0.0053 0.8801 0.9073
305 3 0.9619 0.0020 0.9573 0.9677
575 4 0.9536 0.0020 0.9478 0.9600
926 5 0.9254 0.0023 0.9187 0.9320
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.35
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Complex Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9379 0.0109 0.9052 0.9606
116 2 0.9572 0.0027 0.9492 0.9651
305 3 0.9930 0.0009 0.9910 0.9956
575 4 0.9726 0.0011 0.9697 0.9760
926 5 0.9396 0.0014 0.9361 0.9437
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9402 0.0096 0.9098 0.9603
115 2 0.9573 0.0027 0.9497 0.9651
304 3 0.9930 0.0009 0.9900 0.9959
574 4 0.9725 0.0011 0.9695 0.9755
925 5 0.9394 0.0015 0.9353 0.9436
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.5888 0.0249 0.5378 0.6383
117 2 0.8961 0.0031 0.8859 0.9037
306 3 0.9621 0.0014 0.9580 0.9658
576 4 0.9538 0.0013 0.9497 0.9578
927 5 0.9254 0.0015 0.9208 0.9291
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.5788 0.0238 0.5127 0.6556
116 2 0.8953 0.0034 0.8873 0.9055
305 3 0.9620 0.0016 0.9572 0.9659
575 4 0.9537 0.0014 0.9503 0.9570
926 5 0.9253 0.0016 0.9215 0.9298
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.36
Descriptive Statistics for the Nonnormed Fit Index from the
Complex Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9388 0.0060 0.9234 0.9556
116 2 0.9572 0.0017 0.9525 0.9612
305 3 0.9930 0.0006 0.9913 0.9946
575 4 0.9725 0.0007 0.9705 0.9743
926 5 0.9397 0.0009 0.9372 0.9417
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9408 0.0064 0.9228 0.9567
115 2 0.9569 0.0020 0.9515 0.9620
304 3 0.9931 0.0005 0.9918 0.9948
574 4 0.9725 0.0007 0.9706 0.9745
925 5 0.9393 0.0010 0.9367 0.9418
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.5849 0.0154 0.5338 0.6158
117 2 0.8964 0.0022 0.8920 0.9018
306 3 0.9621 0.0009 0.9599 0.9645
576 4 0.9538 0.0008 0.9514 0.9559
927 5 0.9254 0.0008 0.9232 0.9275
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.5744 0.0154 0.5320 0.6118
116 2 0.8955 0.0021 0.8893 0.9010
305 3 0.9621 0.0008 0.9600 0.9647
575 4 0.9538 0.0008 0.9511 0.9561
926 5 0.9254 0.0009 0.9232 0.9280
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.37
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.0632 0.0389 0.0000 0.1428
116 2 0.0663 0.0144 0.0255 0.0938
305 3 0.0395 0.0125 0.0000 0.0662
575 4 0.0605 0.0677 0.0429 0.0820
926 5 0.0766 0.0048 0.0643 0.0888
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.0584 0.0355 0.0000 0.1173
115 2 0.0658 0.0137 0.0156 0.0999
304 3 0.0424 0.0122 0.0000 0.0676
574 4 0.0599 0.0067 0.0398 0.0754
925 5 0.0766 0.0046 0.0625 0.0882
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.1604 0.0296 0.0919 0.2346
117 2 0.1007 0.0107 0.0733 0.1274
306 3 0.0638 0.0078 0.0439 0.0830
576 4 0.0701 0.0058 0.0544 0.0848
927 5 0.0822 0.0041 0.0720 0.0925
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.1456 0.0371 0.0420 0.2198
116 2 0.1018 0.0119 0.0715 0.1397
305 3 0.0642 0.0083 0.0396 0.0820
575 4 0.0705 0.0058 0.0565 0.0862
926 5 0.0822 0.0045 0.0704 0.0953
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.38
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.0630 0.0224 0.0000 0.1204
116 2 0.0630 0.0096 0.0377 0.0877
305 3 0.0271 0.0102 0.0000 0.0446
575 4 0.0480 0.0044 0.0353 0.0584
926 5 0.0642 0.0028 0.0566 0.0715
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.0622 0.0214 0.0000 0.1192
115 2 0.0634 0.0085 0.0390 0.0846
304 3 0.0278 0.0089 0.0000 0.0491
574 4 0.0482 0.0038 0.0381 0.0571
925 5 0.0642 0.0030 0.0536 0.0725
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.1636 0.0203 0.1214 0.2069
117 2 0.0978 0.0074 0.0743 0.1134
306 3 0.0560 0.0051 0.0435 0.0686
576 4 0.0608 0.0042 0.0482 0.0674
927 5 0.0709 0.0028 0.0636 0.0792
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.1629 0.0193 0.1212 0.2044
116 2 0.0987 0.0064 0.0845 0.1169
305 3 0.0565 0.0056 0.0409 0.0681
575 4 0.0604 0.0033 0.0537 0.0690
926 5 0.0711 0.0029 0.0631 0.0777
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.39
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.0642 0.0118 0.0368 0.0908
116 2 0.0626 0.0042 0.0525 0.0765
305 3 0.0229 0.0048 0.0000 0.0328
575 4 0.0447 0.0023 0.0392 0.0510
926 5 0.0612 0.0015 0.0578 0.0650
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.0613 0.0129 0.0000 0.0922
115 2 0.0630 0.0045 0.0506 0.0746
304 3 0.0235 0.0049 0.0000 0.0346
574 4 0.0448 0.0022 0.0376 0.0504
925 5 0.0612 0.0015 0.0569 0.0661
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.1643 0.0120 0.1321 0.1925
117 2 0.0974 0.0040 0.0873 0.1074
306 3 0.0538 0.0027 0.0473 0.0609
576 4 0.0574 0.0019 0.0523 0.0629
927 5 0.0678 0.0016 0.0644 0.0717
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.1685 0.0110 0.1406 0.1919
116 2 0.0972 0.0037 0.0872 0.1064
305 3 0.0536 0.0027 0.0458 0.0607
575 4 0.0576 0.0020 0.0529 0.0628
926 5 0.0678 0.0014 0.0645 0.0719
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.40
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.0643 0.0088 0.0426 0.0831
116 2 0.0626 0.0027 0.0549 0.0684
305 3 0.0228 0.0025 0.0165 0.0297
575 4 0.0441 0.0013 0.0402 0.0477
926 5 0.0608 0.0011 0.0576 0.0640
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.0634 0.0084 0.0391 0.0850
115 2 0.0628 0.0028 0.0553 0.0691
304 3 0.0232 0.0024 0.0165 0.0297
574 4 0.0441 0.0014 0.0404 0.0475
925 5 0.0609 0.0011 0.0577 0.0636
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.1668 0.0074 0.1469 0.1803
117 2 0.0970 0.0025 0.0918 0.1023
306 3 0.0534 0.0016 0.0489 0.0588
576 4 0.0572 0.0012 0.0538 0.0608
927 5 0.0675 0.0009 0.0652 0.0706
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.1682 0.0076 0.1429 0.1833
116 2 0.0978 0.0027 0.0907 0.1051
305 3 0.0536 0.0015 0.0497 0.0571
575 4 0.0573 0.0014 0.0532 0.0617
926 5 0.0674 0.0010 0.0646 0.0704
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.41
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.0645 0.0057 0.0508 0.0792
116 2 0.0625 0.0019 0.0571 0.0677
305 3 0.0229 0.0015 0.0183 0.0262
575 4 0.0440 0.0009 0.0414 0.0462
926 ' 5 0.0607 0.0007 0.0586 0.0625
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.0635 0.0050 0.0521 0.0757
115 2 0.0624 0.0020 0.0565 0.0673
304 3 0.0230 0.0015 0.0174 0.0275
574 4 0.0441 0.0009 0.0416 0.0462
925 5 0.0607 0.0008 0.0588 0.0626
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.1668 0.0051 0.1562 0.1812
117 2 0.0975 0.0016 0.0936 0.1020
306 3 0.0534 0.0011 0.0506 0.0566
576 4 0.0571 0.0009 0.0547 0.0597
927 5 0.0674 0.0007 0.0657 0.0694
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.1691 0.0523 0.1502 0.1816
116 2 0.0979 0.0016 0.0939 0.1018
305 3 0.0535 0.0013 0.0505 0.0570
575 4 0.0572 0.0009 0.0548 0.0592
926 5 0.0674 0.0007 0.0658 0.0690
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.42
Descriptive Statistics for the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.0644 0.0032 0.0551 0.0728
116 2 0.0626 0.0013 0.0593 0.0658
305 3 0.0230 0.0009 0.0202 0.0258
575 4 0.0441 0.0005 0.0427 0.0455
926 5 0.0606 0.0005 0.0596 0.0617
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.0634 0.0034 0.0546 0.0722
115 2 0.0628 0.0015 0.0589 0.0670
304 3 0.0228 0.0009 0.0199 0.0250
574 4 0.0441 0.0006 0.0426 0.0457
925 5 0.0608 0.0005 0.0595 0.0619
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.1682 0.0031 0.1611 0.1763
117 2 0.0974 0.0011 0.0945 0.1000
306 3 0.0535 0.0007 0.0516 0.0551
576 4 0.0571 0.0006 0.0558 0.0586
927 5 0.0674 0.0004 0.0664 0.0684
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.1700 0.0328 0.1610 0.1778
116 2 0.0977 0.0011 0.0946 0.1002
305 3 0.0535 0.0006 0.0516 0.0550
575 4 0 .0571 0.0006 0.0556 0.0588
926 5 0.0674 0.0004 0.0662 0.0684
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.43
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 100
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9654 0.0367 0.8671 1.0419
116 2 0.9623 0.0145 0.9234 0.9942
305 3 0.9805 0.0101 0.9487 1.0068
575 4 0.9531 0.0103 0.9141 0.9766
926 5 0.9121 0.0106 0.8796 0.9374
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9716 0. 0295 0.9100 1.0534
115 2 0.9637 0.0136 0.9240 0.9981
304 3 0.9782 0.0105 0.9515 1.0060
574 4 0.9541 0.0097 0.9258 0.9793
925 5 0.9125 0.0107 0.8791 0.9414
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8059 0.0718 0.5227 0.9413
117 2 0.9155 0.0160 0.8735 0.9540
306 3 0.9530 0 . 0106 0.9223 0.9767
576 4 0.9373 0.0094 0.9153 0.9636
927 5 0.8998 0.0095 0.8732 0.9204
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8433 0.0727 0.6723 0.9867
116 2 0.9147 0.0181 0.8553 0.9553
305 3 0.9526 0.0110 0.9288 0.9822
575 4 0.9367 0.0096 0.9104 0.9579
926 5 0.8993 0.0101 0.8741 0.9235
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.44
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Complex Model, Sample Size of 200
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9692 0.0199 0.8964 1.0144
116 2 0.9659 0.0105 0.9331 0.9890
305 3 0.9906 0.0058 0.9773 1.0079
575 4 0.9700 0.0055 0.9556 0.9851
926 5 0.9371 0.0056 0.9209 0.9510
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9716 0.0180 0.9019 1.0141
115 2 0.9664 0.0084 0.9436 0.9871
304 3 0.9904 0.0052 0.9725 1.0054
574 4 0.9700 0.0045 0.9578 0.9814
925 5 0.9370 0.0058 0.9226 0.9574
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0. 8019 0.0471 0.6864 0.9068
117 2 0.9194 0.0110 0.8965 0.9486
306 3 0.9637 0.0064 0.9465 0.9774
576 4 0.9522 0.0062 0.9404 0.9701
927 5 0.9236 0.0060 0.9074 0.9394
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8113 0.0437 0.6993 0.9089
116 2 0.9195 0.0103 0.8824 0.9463
305 3 0.9631 0.0067 0.9505 0.9810
575 4 0.9531 0.0050 0.9406 0.9623
92 6 5 0.9228 0.0060 0.9072 0.9375
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.45
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 500
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9704 0.0106 0.9407 0.9891
116 2 0.9674 0.0044 0.9514 0.9771
305 3 0.9937 0.0023 0.9879 1.0004
575 4 0.9741 0.0026 0.9669 0.9805
926 5 0.9426 0.0029 0.9339 0.9488
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9739 0.0101 0.9462 1.0007
115 2 0.9671 0.0046 0.9541 0.9787
304 3 0.9934 0.0024 0.9862 1.0006
574 4 0.9742 0.0025 0.9674 0.9819
925 5 0.9425 0.0029 0.9345 0.9514
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.8002 0.0290 0.7237 0.8683
117 2 0.9208 0.0060 0.9034 0.9356
306 3 0.9664 0.0032 0.9566 0.9730
576 4 0.9572 0.0028 0.9491 0.9640
927 5 0.9295 0. 0033 0.9193 0.9384
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8030 0 . 0261 0.7390 0.8690
116 2 0.9213 0.0053 0.9078 0.9343
305 3 0.9668 0.0031 0.9579 0.9745
575 4 0.9572 0.0027 0.9504 0.9644
926 5 0.9295 0.0028 0.9224 0.9377
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.46
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 1000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9705 0.0077 0.9546 0.9879
116 2 0.9674 0.0028 0.9610 0.9747
305 3 0.9939 0.0013 0.9902 0.9969
575 4 0.9750 0.0015 0.9707 0.9787
926 5 0.9433 0.0020 0.9376 0.9499
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9732 0.0071 0.9504 0.9903
115 2 0.9674 0.0030 0.9611 0.9751
304 3 0.9937 0.0013 0.9900 0.9969
574 4 0.9749 0.0016 0.9710 0.9788
925 5 0.9432 0.0021 0.9389 0.9490
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7948 0.0191 0.7535 0 .8526
117 2 0. 9216 0.0042 0.9134 0.9302
306 3 0.9669 0.0019 0.9612 0.9725
576 4 0.9576 0.0018 0.9527 0.9627
927 5 0.9298 0.0019 0.9235 0.9351
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0. 8016 0.0171 0.7658 0.8570
116 2 0.9206 0.0040 0.9091 0.9297
305 3 0.9669 0.0017 0.9629 0.9720
575 4 0. 9576 0.0018 0.9523 0.9635
926 5 0.9302 0.0022 0. 9240 0.9364
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M.47
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 2000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9707 0.0052 0.9552 0.9814
116 2 0.9675 0.0021 0.9615 0.9736
305 3 0.9939 0.0008 0.9922 0.9962
575 4 0.9750 0.0010 0.9723 0.9781
926 5 0.9435 0.0013 0.9402 0.9473
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9734 0.0043 0.9599 0.9824
115 2 0.9679 0.0021 0.9622 0.9738
304 3 0.9939 0.0008 0.9913 0.9965
574 4 0.9750 0.0011 0.9722 0.9777
925 5 0.9434 0.0014 0.9396 0.9473
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7944 0.0125 0.7689 0.8191
117 2 0.9205 0.0024 0.9128 0.9263
306 3 0.9670 0.0013 0.9634 0.9702
576 4 0.9578 0.0012 0.9540 0.9614
927 5 0.9302 0.0014 0.9258 0.9336
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.8011 0.0113 0.7699 0.8374
116 2 0.9206 0.0026 0.9146 0.9284
305 3 0.9669 0.0014 0.9628 0.9704
575 4 0.9578 0.0013 0.9546 0.9608
926 5 0.9301 0.0015 0.9266 0.9344
N o t e . The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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Table M. 48
Descriptive Statistics for the Relative Noncentrality Index
from the Complex Model/ Sample Size of 5000
TRUE M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.9711 0.0029 0.9638 0.9790
116 2 0.9675 0.0013 0.9640 0.9706
305 3 0.9939 0.0005 0.9925 0.9953
575 4 0.9749 0.0006 0.9731 0.9765
926 5 0.9436 0.0009 0.9412 0.9455
INCLUSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
16 1 0.9737 0.0028 0.9657 0.9808
115 2 0.9676 0.0015 0.9635 0.9715
304 3 0.9940 0.0005 0.9929 0.9955
574 4 0.9750 0.0007 0.9732 0.9768
925 5 0.9433 0.0009 0.9409 0.9456
OMISSION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
18 1 0.7925 0.0078 0.7669 0.8079
117 2 0.9207 0.0017 0.9174 0.9249
306 3 0.9669 0.0008 0.9650 0.9690
576 4 0.9577 0.0007 0.9555 0.9597
927 5 0.9302 0.0008 0.9281 0.9321
COMBINATION M SD Minimum Maximum
df Indicators per LV
17 1 0.7990 0.0073 0.7790 0.8167
116 2 0.9208 0.0016 0.9161 0.9250
305 3 0.9670 0.0007 0.9653 0.9693
575 4 0.9579 0.0008 0.9554 0.9600
926 5 0.9303 0.0009 0.9282 0.9326
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: df =
Degrees of freedom for the hypothesized model; LV = Latent 
variable.
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APPENDIX N
Mean Scores for the Goodness-of-Fit Indices as a Function
of Sample Size in the Simple, Moderate, and Complex Models
Model Index
Simple
ss x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
■ 100 . 118.19 . 961 165.55 .884 ' .923 ■ .934 .089 . 962
200 160.55 .964 284 .47 . 915 .944 . 936 .091 . 964
500 294.44 . 964 429.44 . 935 .956 . 934 .093 . 964
1000 504 .28 . 964 547.41 .942 .960 . 935 .093 . 964
2000 841.96 . 964 574 .00 .946 .962 .934 .094 .964
5000 1854.02 . 964 639.75 . 948 .963 . 934 .094 . 964
Moderate
ss x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
100 217.57 . 944 121. 32 .856 .883 . 914 .077 . 946
200 240.56 . 951 211. 13 . 908 .924 . 924 .071 . 952
500 336.85 . 950 414.79 . 943 . 938 . 920 . 070 . 952
1000 520.70 . 952 525.10 . 955 . 946 . 923 . 070 . 952
2000 975.76 . 953 585.84 . 962 . 949 . 923 . 070 . 952
5000 2342 .83 . 952 648 . 08 . 966 .951 . 923 . 070 . 953
Complex
ss X2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
100 598.06 . 930 86.24 .784 .843 . 901 . 065 . 931
200 694.00 . 940 141.66 .850 .892 . 910 .057 . 940
500 1084.51 . 943 234.38 .898 . 923 . 913 . 055 . 943
1000 1767.61 . 943 306.41 .915 .932 . 912 .053 . 943
2000 3141.45 . 943 373.69 . 924 .938 . 912 . 052 . 943
5000 7273.56 . 942 443.85 .930 . 940 .912 . 052 . 942
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: %2 = Chi- 
square statistic; CFI = Comparative fit index; CN =
Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of-fit index; NFI = Normed fit 
index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = Root mean square 
error of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality index; 
SS = Sample size.
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APPENDIX O
Mean Scores for the Goodness-of-Fit Indices as a Function
of Number of Indicators per Latent Variable in the Simple,
Moderate, and Complex Models
Model Index
Simple
IND x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
1 58 .53 . 946 594.08 .979 .939 .838 .131 .947
2 191.31 . 980 495.65 .961 .972 . 964 .084 .980
3 502.31 . 974 444.93 .932 .962 .966 .079 .974
4 1142.25 .962 379.44 .897 . 946 .954 .083 .962
5 1783.64 .956 288 .76 .872 .938 .950 .085 .956
Moderate 
IND x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
1 291.68 . 824 618.35 . 945 .812 . 693 .113 .827
2 378 . 47 . 974 526.10 .951 . 960 . 965 . 081 . 975
3 482 .73 . 985 424 .81 .941 . 966 . 983 . 041 . 988
4 621 .84 . 989 333.80 .885 . 964 .988 . 054 .989
5 1565.05 . 980 202 .16 .874 .935 . 968 . 067 . 980
Complex 
IND x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
1 430.40 .888 500.89 .939 . 872 .767 . 113 .888
2 1275.13 . 943 282.98 .905 . 922 .925 . 054 . 943
3 1373.76 . 977 236.68 .903 . 946 .974 .036 . 977
4 2797 .47 .962 169.65 .862 . 927 . 958 .029 . 962
5 6563.33 . 931 131.61 .797 .891 .926 .047 . 930
No t e . The following abbreviations have been used: x2 = Chi- 
square statistic; CFI = Comparative fit index; CN =
Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of-fit index; IND = Number of 
indicators per latent variable; NFI = Normed fit index;
NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = Root mean square error 
of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality index.
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APPENDIX P
Mean Scores for the Goodness-of-Fit Indices as a Function




MS x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
T 715.03 .966 689.21 .931 . 954 . 941 .088 .966
I 700.14 .970 720.29 .934 .959 .936 .090 .971
0 779.18 .956 170.79 . 924 . 944 .933 .095 .956
C 755.35 .961 180.13 .926 . 949 . 928 .096 .961
Moderate
MS x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
T 376.13 . 994 593.01 . 953 . 974 . 995 .053 . 996
I 374 . 34 .994 666.40 .953 .975 . 995 .053 . 996
0 959.15 .907 211.72 . 910 .888 .855 .093 . 907
C 957 .07 .907 210.15 .810 .889 .840 .095 . 907
Complex
MS x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
T 1936.60 .967 362.09 . 900 .937 . 956 .018 . 967
I 1934.52 . 968 365.37 . 900 . 938 . 957 .017 .968
0 2930.75 .912 165.38 .867 .884 .864 .090 .912
c 2923 .46 .914 165 .43 .868 .887 .864 .090 . 914
Note. The following abbreviations have been used: X2 = Chi-
square statistic ; C =; Combination; CFI = Comparative fit
index; CN = Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of-fit index; I = 
Inclusion; MS = Model Misspecifications; NFI = Normed fit 
index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; 0 = Omission; RMSEA = 
Root mean square error of approximation; RNI = Relative 
noncentrality index; T = True.
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APPENDIX Q
Data Transformations for the Percentages of Model 
Acceptance for the Goodness-of-Fit Indices
Chi-square test statistic (y2) :
Transformed x2 = [((X2+°)l°g -.257)-1 ]/-.257
Comparative fit index (CFI):
Transformed CFI = [((CFI+l)log 3.998)-1]/ 3 .998 
Critical N (CN):
Transformed CN = [((CN+0)log . 688)-1]/.688 
Goodness-of-fit index (GFI):
Transformed GFI = [((GFI+0)log .538)-1]/.538 
Normed fit index (NFI);
Transformed NFI = [((NFI+0)log 2.999)-1]/ 2 .999 
Nonnormed fit index (NNFI):
Transformed NNFI = [((NNFI+0)log 2.999)-I]/2.999
Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA): 
Transformed RMSEA = [((RMSEA+0)log 1.287)-1]/I . 287
Relative noncentrality index (RNI):
Transformed RNI = [((RNI+l)log 3.998)-1J/3.998
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APPENDIX R
Percentages of Model Acceptance For the Recommended Cutoff 
Values on the Fit Indices as a Function of Sample Size, 
Number of Indicators per Latent Variable, and Model 




x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
SS
100 47 95 43 41 75 87 46 94
200 41 98 48 59 96 89 51 98
500 37 98 54 77 97 90 58 98
1000 37 99 68 85 96 90 59 99
2000 37 100 83 88 96 90 61 100
5000 37 100 88 89 96 90 63 100
IND
1 37 92 100 100 88 59 12 92
2 36 100 98 98 98 98 49 98
3 36 100 49 86 100 100 57 100
4 34 100 44 64 97 100 83 100
5 0 100 42 39 88 100 80 100
MS
T 44 99 99 86 96 86 46 99
I 44 100 99 87 97 85 47 100
0 16 97 48 76 91 83 34 97
C 19 98 49 77 95 82 39 98
Note. N = 120. The following abbreviations have been 
used: %2 = Chi-square statistic; C = Combination; CFI = 
Comparative fit index; CN = Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of- 
fit index; I = Inclusion; IND = Number of indicators per 
latent variable; MS = Model misspecifications; NFI = Normed 
fit index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = Root mean 
square error of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality 
index; SS = Sample size; T = True.




x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
SS
100 27 85 35 23 57 80 64 85
200 14 90 39 42 89 81 69 89
500 3 90 47 53 90 83 70 90
1000 1 90 . 47 66 90 84 70 90
2000 0 90 47 78 90 87 70 90
5000 0 90 47 79 90 87 70 90
IND
1 25 50 48 91 49 49 46 50
2 10 90 47 77 97 83 50 90
3 2 90 44 68 98 84 87 90
4 0 90 37 64 93 83 83 90
5 0 90 35 34 86 80 75 90
MS
T 36 100 97 63 96 97 99 99
I 38 100 97 63 96 97 99 100
O 7 80 53 55 72 80 52 80
c 5 80 54 57 72 80 53 80
N o t e . N = 120. The following abbreviations have been 
used: y} = Chi-square statistic; C = Combination; CFI = 
Comparative fit index; CN = Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of- 
fit index; I = Inclusion; IND = Number of indicators per 
latent variable; MS = Model misspecifications; NFI = Normed 
fit index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = Root mean 
square error of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality 
index; SS = Sample size; T = True.





x2 CFI CN GFI NFI NNFI RMSEA RNI
100 12 71 1 13 57 68 73 72
200 8 78 16 22 69 69 77 77
500 2 78 40 35 70 70 79 78
1000 0 78 41 56 70 70 79 78
2000 0 78 41 58 70 70 79 78
5000 0 78 41 59 70 70 79 78
IND
1 9 45 40 87 41 44 49 46
2 2 83 36 64 77 61 69 82
3 1 83 35 53 79 80 90 83
4 0 83 28 44 71 80 89 82
5 0 80 26 9 63 74 81 79
MS
T 6 99 68 57 81 97 98 99
I 6 100 70 56 82 97 98 100
O 0 78 35 42 55 61 59 77
C 0 78 36 43 56 63 60 78
Note. N = 120. The following abbreviations have been 
used: %Z ~ Chi-square statistic; C = Combination; CFI = 
Comparative fit index; CN = Critical N; GFI = Goodness-of- 
fit index; I = Inclusion; IND = Number of indicators per 
latent variable; MS = Model misspecifications; NFI = Normed 
fit index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit index; RMSEA = Root mean 
square error of approximation; RNI = Relative noncentrality 
index; SS = Sample size; T = True.
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APPENDIX S
Percentages of Model Acceptance as a Function of Model 
Complexity and Number of Indicators per Latent Variable for 




























































































































1 2 3 4 5
True
Simple 95 99 100 100 100
Moderate 100 100 100 100 100
Complex 99 99 100 100 98
Omission
Simple 84 97 100 100 100
Moderate 0 100 100 100 100
Complex 0 96 100 100 92
Note. N = 360. The following abbreviations have been 
used: CFI = Comparative fit index; NNFI = Nonnormed fit 
index; RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation; RNI 
= Relative noncentrality index.
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APPENDIX T
Percentage of Model Acceptance Using Alternative Cutoff 
Values for the Fit Indices in the True and Omission 
Conditions for Single and Multiple Indicator Models
Table T.01
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Model: Complex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.05 12 0 6 0
.06 12 0 6 0
.07 12 1 6 0
.08 13 1 7 0
.09 13 1 7 1
.10 14 2 8 1
.11 14 2 8 1
.12 14 2 8 2
.13 15 3 9 2
.14 15 3 9 3
.15 15 3 9 3
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T .02





































































True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.90 100 0 100 80
.91 100 0 98 79
.92 95 0 96 74
.93 94 0 95 69
.94 91 0 95 64
.95 88 0 94 60
.96 86 0 93 57
.97 81 0 93 50
.98 66 0 92 28
.99 36 0 57 27
1.00 2 0 18 5













.90 98 0 97 78
.91 94 0 95 74
.92 92 0 94 70
.93 90 0 93 56
.94 87 0 91 39
.95 83 0 88 36
.96 76 0 80 29
.97 59 0 65 18
.98 38 0 42 7
.99 19 0 21 3
1.00 1 0 1 0
Recommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T.03
































































True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
200 95 38 97 53
210 84 35 92 40
220 77 30 90 37
230 75 25 87 35
240 71 24 85 31
250 70 24 74 29
260 63 23 68 25
270 50 20 51 18
280 45 16 45 17
290 43 13 40 11
300 42 11 31 10
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Model: Complex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
200 75 37 70 35
210 60 20 67 33
220 58 20 65 30
230 57 19 60 31
240 55 19 53 28
250 47 18 49 27
260 43 17 42 24
270 36 15 35 20
280 30 15 28 17
290 23 14 22 14
300 15 11 13 9
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T.04

































































True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.90 100 93 63 55
.91 100 90 61 53
.92 98 88 54 49
.93 94 80 51 46
.94 89 78 46 40
.95 83 74 42 38
.96 70 63 25 19
.97 56 45 16 10
.98 15 4 7 1
.99 0 0 0 0
1.00 0 0 0 0
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Model: Complex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.90 85 82 60 40
.91 80 76 56 38
.92 73 67 53 32
.93 69 62 48 29
.94 62 55 44 24
.95 54 46 38 20
.96 35 29 23 15
.97 17 11 8 6
.98 9 5 3 2
.99 0 0 0 0
1.00 0 0 0 0
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T .05
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Model: Complex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.90 80 0 83 58
.91 71 0 75 47
.92 63 0 69 18
.93 55 0 60 13
.94 48 0 53 11
.95 37 0 41 9
.96 28 0 33 6
.97 18 0 23 4
.98 6 0 9 1
.99 1 0  1 0
1.00 0 0 0 0
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T .06
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Model: Complex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.90 93 0 95 59
.91 88 0 94 49
.92 81 0 92 43
.93 75 0 90 38
.94 68 0 85 33
.95 56 0 79 29
.96 38 0 73 25
.97 15 0 65 19
.98 2 0 43 15
.99 0 0 19 3
1.00 0 0 1 0
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T.07
































































True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.01 3 0 5 1
.02 6 0 11 5
.03 8 0 20 12
.04 31 0 46 25
.05 48 0 63 44
.06 65 0 79 35
.07 86 0 95 42
.08 91 0 100 58
.09 98 5 100 67
.10 100 12 100 70
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Model: Complex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.01 26 0 40 0
.02 43 0 54 0
.03 71 1 75 2
.04 82 4 90 4
.05 95 '6 95 10
.06 95 31 100 35
.07 96 56 100 58
.08 96 61 100 64
.09 97 70 100 74
.10 97 79 100 83
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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Table T .08
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Mode1: Comp1ex
True Omission True Omission
Indicators Single Single Multiple Multiple
Value
.90 97 0 97 78
.91 93 0 94 73
.92 91 0 94 70
.93 90 0 93 56
.94 88 0 90 38
.95 85 0 86 37
.96 77 0 79 27
.97 54 0 67 19
.98 36 0 40 8
.99 17 0 20 4
1.00 1 0  1 0
aRecommended cutoff value for all simulations.
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